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Chapter 1
Complex Systems?
The greatest hallenge today, not just in ell biology and eology
but in all of siene, is the aurate and omplete desription of
omplex systems. Sientist have broken down many kinds of sys-
tems. They think they know most of the elements and fores. The
next task is to reassemble them, at least in mathematial models
that apture the key properties of the entire ensembles.
Edward O. Wilson [1℄.
This thesis overs the analysis of two fundamental ingredients for the
orret modeling of real marosopi systems: Nonlinearity and Strutural
Complexity. The study of systems where these ingredients are present is sys-
tematially related to the eld of Physis of Complex Systems. It is not easy
however to nd a formal denition of what a omplex system is and most books
on the matter submit the reader from the very beginning to some illustrative
examples of omplex phenomena rather than establishing the general priniples
and harateristis of a omplex system.
The standard lassiation of the wide range of studied natural systems
into physial elds is mainly based on the energy range involved for their
desription, namely, (ranging from higher to lower energy) partile physis;
nulear physis; moleular atomi and optial physis; soft and ondensed mat-
ter. With this lassiation in mind the question about what eld the Physis
of Complex System belongs to naturally arises. However, omplex systems
are ommon to a number of physial disiplines belonging to dierent energy
ranges so it is diult to plae them into a single physial ompartment. In
addition, one an nd lots of examples of systems alled omplex outside these
traditional branhes of physis in hemistry, biology, eology, and soial and
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eonomial sienes. Then, rather than beoming a partiular physial eld,
the physis of omplex systems has emerged as an interdisiplinary subjet.
What are the unifying harateristis of omplexity in the phenomena studied
by suh a diverse branh of sienti disiplines? One an state that the nger-
print of a omplex system is reeted by the display of organization without
a entral organizing priniple. This olletive organizational behaviour is not
usually explained by deomposing a omplex system into its parts and analyz-
ing their isolated properties. In this sense, the Physis of Complex Systems
is a new way for analyzing systems where omplex phenomena are displayed
rather than a new physial eld.
One of the rst attempts to show the need of a Physis of Complex Systems
is due to Philip W. Anderson in his elebrated artile More is dierent [2℄.
In this artile, Anderson tells about the onept of broken symmetry reeted
when one moves from a small system to a marosopi one. In this transition
it may happen that some symmetries of the single systems, that determine
their physial behaviour, are lost when embedded in a bulk of many systems
and unexpeted phenomena our (Emergene). In this latter situation the
knowledge of the physial laws governing eah single building blok is in many
ases not enough to explain the olletive behaviour of the big system.
Emergentism versus Redutionism
This new way of thinking in physis is strongly related with the Emergen-
tism philosophy. The advent of Emergentism philosophy onstituted a punh
at the old-fashioned Redutionist movement that led the theory of siene for
deades and, in partiular, the way of physis during the XIX entury and the
rst half of the last entury.
Emergentism states that the observed phenomena are lassied into dier-
ent levels of desription and that eah one of these levels is independent in the
sense that eah has its own laws. The emergene of suh levels is the result
of the inrease of the problem's omplexity. On the other hand, redutionists
assume the unity of siene so that a hierarhial organization is established
among disiplines:
• Chemistry is based on Physis.
• Fundamental Biology is based on Chemistry.
• Psyhology is based on Biology.
• Soiology is based on Psyhology.
3• Politial siene and Anthropology are both based on Soiology.
Whereas the rst two of these redutions were ommonly aepted, it was not
the ase for the last ones yielding a big ontroversy. For example, aspets
of evolutionary psyhology and soio-biology are rejeted by those who laim
that omplex systems are inherently irreduible. On the ontrary, strong re-
dutionists laim that the behavioural sienes should beome truly sienti
disiplines by being based on geneti biology arguments. Examples of this
long-standing ontroversy an be found in several sienti forums. Perhaps,
the most fruitful ones, in the sense of the number of rationales on the sub-
jet, are found in the ontext of life sienes: the mind-body problem, the
explanation of Darwinian evolution theory, et...
As the theory of siene evolved, the Redutionism-Emergentism ontro-
versy progressively aeted eah stage of the above hain of redutions, arriving
up to the very rst level. In fat, it was Karl Popper, one of the godfathers of
the modern theory of siene, who stated that Chemistry was not reduible to
Physis [3℄.
The big ontroversy arrives to Physis under the term Complex Systems
questioning the possibility of explaining every physial system only in terms of
the properties of its onstituents (Construtionist hypothesis). As mentioned
above, a great deal of physial systems is said to display omplex behaviour, i.e.
they display some new phenomena that annot be predited by only looking at
their parts. This impossibility goes beyond the limitations related to the large
amount of elements that are involved; there are ases where the properties of
the isolated elements seem to be violated by the physial desription of the
marosopi behaviour. The onept of symmetry breaking is thus entral for
a proper (in physial terms) denition of what is alled emergent phenomena
in Physis. The aforementioned artile by P. W. Anderson [2℄ introdued this
new onept in one of the early manifestos for this innitely quiet revolution
leading the new way of looking at physial phenomena. Let us review the most
salient examples of the so-alled omplex behaviour.
Symmetry breaking arguments have been reursively invoked to explain
unexpeted experimental disoveries in the eld of ondensed matter physis.
The most representative examples are superondutivity, superuidity, liquid
rystals and antiferromagnetism. The physial explanation of eah of these ol-
letive phenomena has ontributed to the growth of oneptually new frame-
works in many-body physis. It was Landau [4, 5℄ the rst to formulate phase
transitions as proesses where symmetry redutions ourred. This point of
view allowed him, after the theoretial explanation of ferromagnetism, to pre-
dit antiferromagnetism [6, 7℄ by generalizing the idea of spin rotation sym-
metry breaking. Subsequently, ideas on gauge symmetry breaking led to the
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explanation of superuidity [8, 9℄ and superondutivity [10℄. Anderson [2℄
thus laimed that symmetry breaking in many-body systems is a generalized
phenomenon yielding dierent emergent olletive behaviours depending on
the partiular type of broken symmetry. Therefore, it seems reasonable that,
sine the priniples that govern the behaviour of a marosopi system of par-
tiles appear dened by the whole system, these phenomena should be studied
separately to those found for more elementary levels of desription.
The suess of the holisti desription of simple (in terms of the knowledge
of the governing physial laws) systems where olletive behaviour shows up,
paved the way for the searh of new oneptual shemes to explain other emer-
gent phenomena at higher omplexity levels. This searh was arried out by the
study of mathematial models that aount for dierent emergent behaviours
suh as the appearane of dynamially oherent states, spontaneous loaliza-
tion or pattern formation in extended systems. A seond set of motivating
phenomena is revealed by the observation of self-similar (fratal) patterns in
natural systems, that is viewed as the emergene of self-organization behaviour.
These examples are dierent forms of the dynamial or spatio-temporal order
that appears in seemingly dierent systems of a large number of interating
elements in nature.
The breakthroughs in the desription of the rst lass of phenomena is
losely related to the advanes in the studies of nonlinear dynamial systems.
From the very rst soliton theory [11℄ in ontinuous nonlinear systems and
the disovery of loalized states in nonlinear hains [12℄, we have seen that
oherent strutures emerge from large sale nonlinear models, possess their own
entity (partile-like behaviour, well-dened life times, harateristi interation
patterns, et...). In fat, no matter the omplexity of the underlying equations,
spatial or temporal oherent strutures are many times desribed with the help
of a low dimensional phase spae.
The onept of self-organized ritiality, introdued by Per Bak, Kurt
Wiessenfeld and Chao Tang [13, 14℄, onstitutes one of the best explanation
of nature omplexity and, perhaps, it represents one of the major oneptual
ahievements of the physis of omplexity. Self-organized ritiality tries to
apture the essential ingredients to explain the ritial-like behaviour (man-
ifested by observations of fratal struture and power-laws) of many natural
systems without a entral ontroller unit. The original idea was to desribe the
dynamis of sandpiles, aounting for the avalanhes that may happen when
grains are progressively inorporated, by means of a simple ellular automa-
ton model. The suess of this simple model was seized to relate the model
to a variety of phenomena where ritiality was already observed, like earth-
quakes, forest res, epidemis and, indeed, evolution theory (relating it to the
5the theory of puntuated-equilibrium [15℄).
Reading again Anderson in [16℄ (written nearly 20 years after his treatise on
omplexity) and reviewing the most relevant examples of omplex behaviour
up to now, it is evident that emergene is progressively being aepted as a
neessary ingredient to fae all the new phenomena that has appeared in the
last deades under the name of Complexity. A number of sienti institutes
and groups are nowadays ontributing to the growth of omplexity physis
whih is still in its infany. Centers with a long history takling omplexity
suh as the Sante Fe Institute, the Max Plank Institute for Physis of Com-
plex Systems at Dresden, the Complex Systems group and the Center for
Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos, the New England Complex Systems Insti-
tute at Boston, et... and those of muh reent reation like our Institute
of Bioomputation and Physis of Complex Systems at Zaragoza are atively
ontributing to this growth.
In summary, the physis of omplex systems tries to explain emergent phe-
nomena without losing the sight of the whole system (unlike the fully redu-
tionist way of doing, whih destroys the systemi level). It is then important
to keep in mind that, although physial systems have a lear hierarhial or-
dering (nobody doubts that a system is omposed by its parts) eah level an
require a whole new oneptual struture [2℄ (at least for our limited way of
thinking), making thus impossible bridging the gaps by the systemati use of
a bottom-up approahes.
What are the essential ingredients of a Complex System?
All the examples listed above are labeled as omplex phenomena due to the
impossibility to explain them by studying in isolation the parts of the systems
where they our. The behaviour of these systems is thus intrinsially new
with respet to the properties of the single elements of the system.
It is lear that a omplex system is omposed of a large number of ele-
ments. However, a big ensemble of building bloks is not enough by itself to
guarantee the emergene of unexpeted phenomena suh as those desribed
above (long range orrelations from short-range interations, loalization in
extended systems, self-organization and adaptability, et...). Then, it is im-
portant to distinguish the attribute omplex from ompliated. Airplanes,
omputers or swiss loks are examples of ompliated systems made up of a
large number of piees. They all onform a direted ause-eet hain so that
the malfuntioning of a single piee stops the whole system. They are also
designed by an external agent (humans) for a unique funtion.
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What are then the key ingredients of a system for the observation of om-
plex phenomena? Before being tempted to answer this question, it omes the
doubt about whether it is reasonable to expet omplex systems to have a
well dened number of harateristi properties. Unavoidably, our mind tends
naturally to overuse lassiation, whih is the natural (hardwired) way of
thinking we manage for everyday's life. However, the holisti roots of emer-
gent phenomena makes it intrinsially diult to have well dened boundaries
between what is a real omplex system and what is not. (In fat, we have up
to now dened a omplex system by their behavioural rather than strutural
properties.) On the other hand, the number of omplex phenomena observed
numerially and experimentally gives us some hints for unveiling some reur-
rent strutural ingredients. Let us briey summarize the most relevant ones:
• Nonlinearity: It is lear that only a few natural systems an be de-
sribed by means of linear relations. The need for a nonlinear modeling
of the interations is learly seen by the nonlinear response of many real
systems to perturbations. In fat, nonlinearity also appears when rst
priniples equations are obtained for very simple systems.
• Non regular struture of the interations: The network of inter-
ations is of utmost importane. It is revealed a high diversity in the
amount of onnetions that a single element of the system has with om-
bination of short-range and long-range links. In addition, loops are very
usual in real systems.
• Surroundings do matter: Many omplex systems are open. They may
share a balane between dissipated energy and inoming energy ux with
the surroundings in order to ahieve dynamial stability.
Although neither omplete nor preise (they an be presented alone or all to-
gether), the properties listed above are shared by a number of systems where
omplex phenomena is observed. Evidently, natural omplex systems, like
e.g. a protein, inorporate all these omplexity levels, but, on the other hand,
syntheti models inorporating only one of them are able to reprodue the rel-
evant phenomena. It is seen that one of these ingredients in syntheti models,
speially in the ase of nonlinear systems with many degrees of freedom, an
lead the system towards omplexity. It is also worth stressing that, as well
as the diulties for explaining omplex phenomena, all the above properties
inorporate additional mathematial and omputational diulties.
Despite the eorts for unveiling the attributes of a omplex system, the
question about what are the essential ingredients that generate omplexity
remains open, speially when it is lear that a variety of dynamial mehanisms
an produe self-similar strutures.
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The assoiation of several ingredients of omplexity in syntheti models
is even more interesting than the study of systems where only one soure of
omplexity exists. One would expet the observation of new emergent phe-
nomena, dierent from those related to any of the soures of omplexity. This
expetation motivates our studies in this Thesis. In partiular, we will fous
on extended systems of interating elements where two soures of omplexity
are present, namely, nonlinearity and/or strutural omplexity.
As explained above, the emergene of oherent strutures in extended non-
linear systems has been studied sine deades. Our onern in this Thesis is
to dediate a rst part to the study of loalization in nonlinear homogeneous
latties. In partiular, we will address the study of loalized states in one and
two-dimensional nonlinear Shödinger latties. These states, usually termed
intrinsi loalized modes or disrete breathers are time periodi, spatially loal-
ized and are seen as ubiquitous solutions to a number of homogeneous nonlinear
latties (for it the attribute intrinsi in their denomination). Besides, nonlin-
ear Shödinger latties are seen as paradigmati equations of importane for
several branhes of physis like Bose-Einstein ondensates or nonlinear optis.
In this rst part we will be speially interested in the mobility of suh oherent
strutures. The main dierene with lassial solitons in ontinuum equations
relies in the absene of ontinuum spae translational symmetry, that makes
the nding of suh solutions non trivial. Besides, we will study other types of
oherent states, like disrete vorties or osillating disrete breathers, in order
to have a omplete desription of the behaviour of loalized solutions in this
important lass of latties.
The seond part of this Thesis will onern the study of omplex networks,
i.e. extended systems of interating elements where the patterns of onne-
tions between them is random. The study of this lass of systems has been
traditionally asribed to graph theory. However, the reent disoveries on the
self-similar harater of the struture of onnetions in many real (soial, bi-
ologial, tehnologial, et...) systems have led to a burst in the ativity of
the so-alled physis of omplex networks. There is a lot of important on-
sequenes of the sale-free behaviour of real networks, like robustness under
random perturbations, the small-world eet, absene of threshold for epi-
demis spreading and a omplete new behaviour for most dynamial proesses
that take plae on top of them. The self-similar patterns of onnetions and
its ubiquity in nature lead to the onlusion that a large amount of systems
share the same self-organizational priniples. However, the question about the
mehanism that drives the evolution of networks to these ommon strutural
patterns is still unsolved. We will fous on both the modeling of network
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growth and the study of several simple dynamis of interest in human-made
(tehnologial) sale-free networks.
The study of omplex network struture and the analysis of simple dynam-
is on top of sale free graphs try to unveil the improvements that a hetero-
geneous pattern of onnetions provides to the deployment of the network's
funtion. However, these two elements, funtion (dynamis) and struture, are
many times presented to us entangled. That is, the growth and time evolu-
tion of the network of interations (that determines its sale-free feature) is
performed at the same time the system develops its funtion. Therefore, the
struture is the result of a kind of seletive proess that drives to the most
eient arhiteture. In this ase, the study of how network grows is similar
to the problem of nding those network arhitetures that are the most e-
ient for its funtioning. Besides, most of the dynamis of real systems are
seen to be nonlinear and, therefore, the analysis of systems of elements with
both nonlinear and random interations omes as neessary. Our main pur-
pose in the third part of the Thesis is to analyze two systems of this kind and,
therefore, approah to the problem on the Struture-Funtion relation. We will
analyze this relation in two biologially relevant systems, namely, a sale-free
network with ativatory-inhibitory (Mihaelis-Menten type) interations and
the Kuramoto model of phase osillators on top of dierent network arhite-
tures. In these two studies we do not pretend to nd the denite answer to
the Struture-Funtion problem, but to disuss new tools and disover new
phenomena that ould lead to a better understanding of this relation.
The studies on this Thesis are thus separated in three parts depending on
the soures of omplexity involved in their desription: nonlinearity (Part I),
strutural omplexity (Part II) and (nally Part III) both. Along this thesis
we will fae problems assoiated to the emergene of oherent strutures, self-
similar strutural patterns and nally self-organization of dynamial patterns.
Therefore, the onept of emergene will be the reurrent idea behind our
studies.
Part I
Intrinsi loalization in
nonlinear Shrödinger latties

Presentation of Part I
In this rst part of the Thesis we will analyze the phenomenon of intrinsi
loalization in nonlinear latties. In partiular, we will fous on the study of
intrinsi loalized states solutions to nonlinear Shrödinger latties. Let us
rst motivate this study by reviewing the birth and growth of the physis of
intrinsi loalized modes.
Loalized states in ondensed matter physis has been usually asribed
to the presene of inhomogeneities or disorder that, due to the breaking of
the disrete translational symmetry of the system, lead to the observation of
phonon modes whih are loalized around these inhomogeneities or to the so-
alled Anderson loalization[17℄. This oneption of loalization in disrete
systems has been reently extended with the disovery [18, 19℄ of the so-alled
intrinsi loalization in ompletely homogeneous periodi strutures. The term
intrinsi loalization refers to the possibility of having spatially loalized and
time periodi exitations due to the presene of both disreteness and strong
nonlinearity in homogeneous latties. These two ingredients, disreteness and
nonlinearity, are seen as the essential ingredients for the observation of intrinsi
loalized modes.
Intrinsi loalized modes were also termed as disrete breathers in the lit-
erature. These two names reet, as reported in [20℄, the onvergene of two
dierent ways of interpreting this kind of solutions. On one hand, the view
of intrinsi loalization in latties as a result of the presene of nonlinearity
instead of impurities, and on the other hand, as a result of the stabilization
of the loalized periodi osillation due to disreteness, that avoids the deay
of the exitation into radiation. The former interpretation led to term these
solutions as intrinsi loalized modes pointing out that loalization of the peri-
odi state is a result of the self-trapping eets aused by the nonlinear terms
in ontrast to the loalization around extrinsi defets or impurities in linear
latties. The latter point of view tries to resemble these states to that parti-
ular soliton solution (alled breather due to its time periodiity) obtained for
the ontinuous sine-Gordon system [21℄. The nding of this breathing solution
to the sine-Gordon model remained as a very exeptional feature for ontin-
uous models related to its integrable harater. While physiists onerned
with ontinuous models tried to reprodue these solutions in other ontinu-
ous models they realized that the disretization performed for the numerial
simulations provided an apparent robustness to loalized breathing solutions.
These observations onstituted the hint for the existene of disrete breathers
as true solutions of nonlinear latties.
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The above two approahes to intrinsi loalization in nonlinear latties (one
going from linear to nonlinear disrete systems and the seond from ontinu-
ous to disrete nonlinear models) nally onverged to onlude that intrinsi
loalized modes or disrete breathers should be generi solutions to nonlinear
extended latties. The heuristi explanation argued was that in nonlinear lat-
ties the plane wave spetra are bounded due to disreteness, thus making pos-
sible the absene of multi-harmoni resonanes of the exat disrete breather
solution with extended modes. Therefore, the ombination of nonlinearity and
disreteness is suient for the physial existene of disrete breathers result-
ing in its generality and broad interest. This extreme was further supported
by the development of the theory for the existene of intrinsi loalized modes
in nonlinear disrete systems [22℄ and nowadays the study of nonlinear lat-
ties have beome the subjet of a onsiderable multidisiplinary interest. The
broad range of appliations in physis subdisiplines overs elds as diverse as
biophysis (myelinated nerve bers [23℄, DNA [24, 25℄, biopolymer hains [26℄),
nonlinear optial devies (photoni rystals [27℄ and waveguides [28, 29℄), and
Josephson eet [30℄ (superonduting devies [31, 32℄, Bose-Einstein onden-
sates [3335℄), among others [3638℄. From a theoretial perspetive nonlinear
latties have been progressively reognized not as mere disretizations (un-
avoidable for numerial omputations) of nonlinear ontinuous eld equations,
but as a target of interest in their own right, due to the distintive features
assoiated with disreteness, whose relevane to experimental features have
been largely established.
Though many of the properties of disrete breathers are today well hara-
terized
1
, several questions remain unsolved and their most promising applia-
tions are yet to be developed. From the theoretial point of view, the question
on their mobility has been a onstant soure of ontroversy. The heuristi ar-
guments tell about the impossibility of having moving loalized strutures in
latties due to the radiative losses unavoidably assoiated to the translational
motion of the loalized pulse in generi systems. Our main onern in this
part will be to analyze this problem for nonlinear Shrödinger latties where
important appliations are found.
The purpose of this rst part of the Thesis is to haraterize these mobile
solutions along with the well known pinned ones and, besides, more exoti
types of loalized strutures (like bound states of intrinsi loalized modes,
osillating disrete breathers, pulsons, or disrete vorties) by a systemati
study of their existene, stability and dynamis. For these purposes, we have
divided this part into three hapters. First, in hapter 2, we will briey present
the nonlinear Shrödinger lattie equations and the essential tehniques to be
1
Interesting reviews and tutorials on the subjet are found in [20, 3943℄.
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employed in the following hapters. Seondly, in hapter 3, we will analyze the
one-dimensional ase, where we will mainly fous on the mobility of loalized
strutures and its physial interpretation. In this hapter, we will also analyze
a new type of pinned solutions, termed uspons, that arise when ompeting
(self-fousing and self-defousing) nonlinearities ome into play. Finally, the
two-dimensional version of the model equations is studied in hapter 4. Here,
besides generi two-dimensional solutions like disrete vorties, two important
issues are of importane, namely: (i) the quasi-ollapse instability of disrete
breathers (that turns loalized solutions into pulsoni strutures), and (ii) the
extension of the one-dimensional mobile solutions to their two-dimensional
ounterparts.
The disussion of the results in hapters 3 and 4 tries to unify dierent
approahes to and studies of the problem in order to provide a oherent enough
piture about the behaviour of disrete breathers in nonlinear Shrödinger
latties. We hope that the results shown would provide a path for studying
similar problems in other interesting models.

Chapter 2
Disrete Breathers and
Nonlinear Shrodinger latties
I was observing the motion of a boat whih was rapidly drawn along a narrow hannel
by a pair of horses, when the boat suddenly stopped but not so the mass of water in
the hannel whih it had put in motion; it aumulated round the prow of the vessel
in a state of violent agitation, then suddenly leaving it behind, rolled forward with
great veloity, assuming the form of a large solitary elevation, a round, smooth and
well-dened heap of water, whih ontinued its ourse along the hannel apparently
without hange of form or diminution of speed. I followed it on a horsebak, and
overtook it still rolling on at a rate of some eight or nine miles an hour, preserving
its original gure some thirty feet long and a foot to a foot and a half in height.
Observation of a solitary wave formation
in 1834 by John Sott Russel [44℄.
Disrete breathers, also alled intrinsi loalized modes, are ubiquitous so-
lutions {Φn(t)}, with n = −∞,...,0,...,∞, to extended anharmoni latties.
These states are time periodi, with a well dened frequeny ωb, solutions
where the energy is onned on a few number of sites. A general form of this
solutions an be expressed as
Φn(t) = f(n− x0) exp (iωbt) , (2.1)
with f(n − x0) ∼ exp [−Γ|n− x0|] when n → ±∞. The parameter x0 is the
loalization enter and Γ (> 0) aounts for the deay rate and hene quanties
the degree of energy loalization.
The rst observations of energy loalization in anharmoni latties where
aidentally found by E. Fermi, J.R. Pasta, S.M. Ulam and M. Tsingou [12℄ in
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1955. This little disovery were followed by the burst of nonlinear siene led
by theoretial advanes in soliton theory or integrable systems. The growth
of omputer proessing power turned again the view to nonlinear latties and,
after the theoretial work of A.J. Sievers, S. Takeno and K. Kisoda [18, 19℄ in
1988 disovering a new loalized mode for pure anharmoni latties, several nu-
merial observations of these kind of solutions were reported by several authors
for dierent nonlinear latties [4548℄. It is worth mentioning that the observa-
tion of these loalized states was found to be generi of homogeneous nonlinear
latties and therefore dierent from that due to presene of Anderson modes
as a onsequene of the existene of any inhomogeneity (defet or impurity) of
the harmoni lattie. Observations of genuine disrete breather solutions were
mainly based on the numerial simulations of the nonlinear dynamis.
The question on their existene as true solutions of the nonlinear lattie
remained unsolved until R.S. Makay and S. Aubry [22℄ established the the-
orem for the existene of disrete breather solutions. This theorem is based
on the onept of anti-integrability (developed by S. Aubry for studying the
Frenkel-Kontorova model [49, 50℄) or, applied to general latties, the antion-
tinuum limit. This onept refers to the limiting ase when there is no oupling
between adjaent sites of the lattie so that the system is omposed of a set
of independent osillators whose dynamis is governed by their orresponding
on-site potentials. Then, onsidering the state where a single osillator evolves
following an orbit of frequeny ωb while the remaining sites are in the rest
state one an ask whether this state of energy onnement would remain when
the oupling between sites is adiabatially inorporated. The ontinuability of
disrete breathers from the unoupled limit implies two onditions
• Non-resonane ondition: The osillation frequeny and its harmonis
must rely outside the phonon band of the lattie at the rest state
nωb 6= ω(q) ∀q ∈ [−π/2, π/2] (n = 1, 2, ...) (2.2)
• Anharmoniity ondition: The on-site potentials governing the dynamis
of the isolated sites must be nonlinear so that the frequenies, ωb, of their
orbits fullls ∂ωb/∂I 6= 0, where I is the ation.
The proof of the existene theorem is based on the impliit funtion theorem
and provides a pratial way for onstruting loalized solutions of the type
(2.1).
After the rigorous formulation of the existene onditions of disrete breathers
several questions arised. From one hand, its stability and robustness in noisy
environments has been studied in detail [51℄ sine their experimental observa-
tion and potential appliations to real systems implies relative large life times.
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Another hot topi is the issue of their mobility. Taking into aount the gen-
eral form (2.1) of a pinned disrete breather one would expet their mobile
ounterparts to have the form
Φn(t) = f(n− vb − x0) exp (iωbt) , (2.3)
with f(n− vb − x0) ∼ exp [Γ|n− vbt− x0|] when n→ ±∞. The possibility of
transferring energy pakets aross latties opens the door to a wide range of
appliations in nonlinear optis, solid state and soft matter physis. However,
sine the ontinuous translational invariane is broken due to disreteness, the
omputation of pinned disrete breathers of the form (2.1) does not guaran-
tee the suess in onstruting mobile loalized states like (2.3) by means of
a hange of the referene system. Dierent approahes have been used for
studying this problem ranging from the kiking method [5255℄ (where a
stati solution is perturbed with the so-alled pinning or marginal mode in or-
der to make it move) to analytial approximations were ontinuous variables
(olletive oordinates) aounting for the loalization enter are introdued
[5660℄. Our approah to this problem tries to generalize the method of on-
tinuation for pinned breathers to obtain mobile solutions. For this purpose we
start with make use of the onept of (p, q) resonant states that will allow us
to unify the problem of nding both mobile and pinned disrete breathers.
In this hapter we introdue the set of nonlinear Shrödinger equations
that we study along the two forthoming hapters as well as to summarize the
basi denitions and tehniques used for haraterizing breather solutions to
these equations. We will start in setion 2.1 desribing the Salerno model [61℄
whih provides a two-parametri family of nonlinear Shrödinger latties. In
setion 2.2 we address the denition of the onept of (p, q) resonant solutions
to whih general disrete breather solutions belong. Finally, in setion2.3 the
basi tehnique to obtain and haraterize disrete breathers are summarized.
2.1 The Salerno Model
The ontinuous nonlinear Shrödidinger equation (NLS) onstitutes a key tool
for a number of elds as diverse as the study of Bose-Einstein ondensates
(where the mean eld approximation is of the NLS-type, the Gross-Pittaevskii
equation), the study of nonlinear (Kerr type) optial bers, moleular hains
(where Davydov solitons are studied), et... Besides, the NLS equation is
speially interesting for nonlinear physis sine it appears when onsidering
the lowest order of nonlinearity for any dynamial equation on a dispersive
medium where energy is onserved. The most general form of this equation is
iΦ˙(x, t) = −▽2Φ(x, t)− γ|Φ(x, t)|2Φ(x, t) , (2.4)
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where Φ(x, t) is a omplex eld whih, in the ontext of Bose-Einstein on-
densates, aounts for the marosopi wave-funtion of the ondensate. The
parameter γ aounts of the ompetene between the dispersive (Laplaian
term) and the nonlinear parts. This ubi nonlinear equation posses the sin-
gular property of being integrable. The integrability was probed by means of
the Inverse Sattering Method (ISM) tehnique [11, 62, 63℄ in [64℄ providing a
family of nonlinear waves.
The Disrete Nonlinear Shrödinger equation
The physial relevane of the NLS equation along with its integrable harater
make it one of the most studied models by nonlinear physiists during the
last deades. Besides, disretizations of this equation are also of great interest.
The natural the disretization of eq. (2.4) yields the so-alled standard disrete
nonlinear Shrödinger equation (DNLS) [23℄,
iΦ˙n = −C(Φn+1 +Φn−1)− γ|Φn|2Φn , (2.5)
where Φn is now a omplex variable, the parameter C amounts the nearest
neighbor oupling, and γ is the strength of the nonlinearity. The above dis-
retization does not onserve the integrability of the ontinuous model (2.4)
although the wide appliability to physial elds is preserved. In partiular,
the DNLS equation is partiularly relevant for
• Dynamial desription of Bose-Einstein ondensates trapped in a periodi
potential well (optial trap) [3335, 6568℄.
• Pulse dynamis in nonlinear waveguide arrays [28, 29, 6972℄.
• Adiabati approximation of the Holstein polaron [23℄.
• Exitation dynamis in biopolymers latties [26℄.
The dynamis governed by the DNLS equation (2.5) is derived from the Hamil-
tonian
H = −C
∑
n
(ΦnΦn+1 +ΦnΦn+1)− γ
2
∑
n
|Φn|4 , (2.6)
where Φn denotes the omplex onjugate of Φn. Both variables, Φn and Φn,
are anonially onjugated with the usual Poisson struture
{U, V } =
∑
n
[
U
Φn
V
Φn
− V
Φn
U
Φn
]
. (2.7)
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Beside, the DNLS equation has a seond integral of the dynamis, namely the
norm,
N =
∑
n
|Φn|2 , (2.8)
that in the ontext of Bose-Einstein ondensates aounts for the total number
of bosons whereas for waveguides arrays it is the total power of the beam.
The Ablowitz-Ladik equation
Another important disretization of the ontinuous NLS equation is the so-
alled Ablowitz-Ladik equation (AL). Although this lattie is not so physially
relevant as the usual disretization, DNLS equation (2.5), the AL model pre-
serves the integrability of its ontinuous ounterpart (2.4). In fat, the AL
model is an extremely exeptional example of an integrable nonlinear lattie
that was disovered by M.J. Ablowitz and J.F. Ladik in 1976 [73, 74℄ by means
of the ISM in its disrete version [75, 76℄. The AL model reads as follows
iΦ˙n = −(Φn+1 +Φn−1)
[
C +
γ
2
|Φn|2
]
, (2.9)
where again Φn(t) is a omplex probability amplitude, the parameter C amounts
the nearest neighbor oupling, and γ is the strength of the nonlinearity. The
nonlinear term in the AL equation is of the intersite type and hene diers
with its ounterpart in the DNLS model whih is an onsite nonlinearity.
The AL model (2.9) has a deformed Poisson struture dened by
{U, V } =
∑
n
[
U
Φn
V
Φn
− V
Φn
U
Φn
](
1 +
γ
2
|Φn|2
)
, (2.10)
and the onserved Hamiltonian is
H = −C
∑
n
(ΦnΦn+1 +ΦnΦn+1) . (2.11)
The integrability of the AL equation results in an innite number of onserved
quantities. Along with the Hamiltonian the two onserved magnitudes of lowest
order in {Φn} are
N =
2
γ
∑
n
ln(1 +
γ
2
|Φn|2) , (2.12)
P = i
∑
n
(ΦnΦn+1 − ΦnΦn+1) , (2.13)
whih are the norm and the momentum respetively.
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The integrable AL equation possesses a two-parameter family of exat
breather solutions of the form
Φn(t) =
√
2
γ
sinhβ seh[β(n− x0(t))]×
exp [i(α(n − x0(t)) + Ω(t))] . (2.14)
As an be observed the solutions possess the ontinuous spatial symmetry
x0 → x0 + ǫ and hene analyti mobile breather solutions with a similar form
to eq. (2.3) are available for this exeptional lattie. The two parameters of
this breather family an be hosen to be the breather frequeny ωb and veloity
vb,
vb = x˙0 =
2 sinhβ sinα
β
(2.15)
ωb = Ω˙ = 2 cosh β cosα + αvb , (2.16)
where −π ≤ α ≤ π and 0 < β <∞. The AL moving breather (instantaneous)
prole interpolates between the rest state Φn = 0 of the lattie (at n → ±∞)
in an exponentially loalized region around x0(t), while traveling with veloity
vb.
The Salerno model
In the above two equations, DNLS (2.5) and AL (2.9), the self-foussing eet
of loal nonlinearity balaned by the opposite eet of the dispersive oupling
makes possible the existene of loalized periodi solutions (breathers) of the
disrete eld, where the prole of |Φn| deays exponentially away from the
loalization enter:
Φn(t) = |Φn| exp[iωb(t))] . (2.17)
In the unoupled limit C → 0 of the DNLS equation, also known as the anti-
integrable or anti-ontinuous limit, disrete breathers an be easily onstruted
by seleting a periodi osillation Φn0(t) of frequeny ωb = γ|Φn0 |2 at site n0
and Φn = 0 for n 6= n0. These solutions an be uniquely ontinued (we will see
the proedure below) to nonzero values of the oupling C, and onstitute the
one-parameter family of immobile on-site breathers of the DNLS equation.
Unfortunately, the ontinuation from the unoupled limit does not provide
solutions where the loalization enter moves along the lattie with veloity vb
(as for the AL ase), i.e, mobile disrete breathers. On the other hand, the
onnetion between the integrable (though physially limited) AL equation
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and the physially relevant (though nonintegrable) DNLS equation is provided
by the model originally introdued by M. Salerno in [77℄,
iΦ˙n = −(Φn+1 +Φn−1)
[
C + µ|Φn|2
]− 2νΦn|Φn|2 . (2.18)
The above lattie provides a Hamiltonian interpolation between the stan-
dard DNLS equation (2.5), for µ = 0 and ν = γ/2, and the integrable AL
lattie (2.9) when µ = γ/2 and ν = 0. In the following we will set the value of
γ = 2. The Hamiltonian of the Salerno equation is given by
H = − C
∑
n
(ΦnΦn+1 +ΦnΦn+1)− 2ν
µ
∑
n
|Φn|2
+ 2
ν
µ2
∑
n
ln(1 + µ|Φn|2) , (2.19)
whih ontains the AL and DNLS Hamiltonian for the above limits. The
Poisson struture of the Salerno model takes the form
{U, V } =
∑
n
[
U
Φn
V
Φn
− V
Φn
U
Φn
] (
1 + µ|Φn|2
)
, (2.20)
whih, for µ 6= 0, takes the same funtional form as that of the Ablowitz-Ladik
equation, eq. (2.10), and in the limit µ = 0 it beomes the standard Poisson
struture aording to that of the DNLS limit, eq. (2.7). In addition to the
Hamiltonian, this equation possesses, for any value of the parameters µ and ν,
the following onserved norm
N =
1
µ
∑
n
ln(1 + µ|Φn|2) . (2.21)
While the SM was originally introdued in a rather abstrat ontext, it has
reently found diret physial realization, as an asymptoti form of the Gross-
Pitaevskii equation desribing a Bose-Einstein ondensate of bosoni atoms
with magneti momentum trapped in a deep optial lattie [78℄. In that ase,
the onsite nonlinearity is generated, as usual, by ollisions between atoms,
while the intersite nonlinear terms aount for the long-range dipole-dipole
interations. This latter interation may be attrative (µ > 0) or repulsive
(µ < 0), if the external magneti eld polarizes the atomi momentum along
the lattie or perpendiular to it, respetively.
The ontinuation of the family (both pinned and mobile) disrete breathers
from the AL integrable limit allows numerial observations of the interplay
between the integrable term, weighted by the parameter µ, and the noninte-
grability, weighted by ν. We will inspet the eets that the ombination of
these two nonlinearities, with both similar and opposite signs, has on disrete
breathers dynamis.
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2.2 Disrete spae-time symmetries: (p, q) resonant
states
In order to unify the problem of nding pinned and mobile disrete breathers by
means of ontinuation methods we start dening the onept of (p, q) resonant
states. Suppose that a frequeny ωb = 2π/Tb is given, we will say that a
solution Φ = {Φn(t)} is (p, q) resonant with respet to the referene frequeny
ωb, if the following ondition holds, for all n and t:
Φn(t) = Φn+p(t+ qTb) . (2.22)
After q Tb-periods, these solutions repeat the same prole but displaed
by p lattie sites. In more tehnial terms, these (p, q) resonant solutions are
xed points Φ of the operator
LpT q = M (2.23)
(M−I) Φ = 0 , (2.24)
where L and T are, respetively, the lattie translation and the Tb-time evolu-
tion operator
L{Φn(t)} = {Φn+1(t)} (2.25)
T {Φn(t)} = {Φn(t+ Tb)} . (2.26)
We now onsider some examples of (p, q) resonant solutions with respet
to the frequeny ωb; the rst example is simply provided by the family of plane
wave solutions of eq. (2.18):
Φn(t) = A exp[i(kn− ωt)] . (2.27)
It is easily seen, by inserting (2.27) in eq. (2.18), that the values of ω, k and
|A| dene a surfae in the three-dimensional spae, the nonlinear dispersion
relation surfae ω(k,A) (see gure 2.1):
ω = −2[1 + µ|A|2] cos k − 2ν|A|2 . (2.28)
Note that due to the nonlinear harater of the eq. (2.18), the frequeny ω
depends on both wave number k and amplitude |A| of the plane wave.
One an easily determine those plane waves that are (p, q) resonant with
respet to ωb: the eq. (2.22) imposes the following ondition on ω and k
ω
ωb
=
1
q
( p
2π
k −m
)
, (2.29)
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where m is any arbitrary integer. These planes in the 3-d spae (ω, |A|, k)
interset the dispersion relation surfae at (in general) several one-parameter
families (branhes) kj(|A|), in the rst Brillouin zone (−π ≤ k ≤ π).
If we are not interested in unreasonably large (and not interesting) ampli-
tude values |A| of the plane waves, the number of branhes is nite: one an
see that for xed values of all the parameters (p, q, ωb, ν, µ), there is a nite
number of branhes in the limit |A| → 0; there is also a well dened (parameter
dependent) threshold value of the amplitude at whih a pair of new branhes
(tangent bifuration) appear (i.e. these plane waves an only resonate with ωb
for amplitudes above some threshold value).
Thus, by a suitable bounding of the amplitude, for eah ouple (p, q) one
nds a nite number, s, of branhes of (p, q) resonant plane waves. (Note also
that this number diverges when p/q tends to an irrational).
A dierent, and highly nontrivial, example of (p, q) resonant solutions is
provided by the solitary waves (2.14) of the AL lattie. From eq. (2.16) it is
lear that the hoie 2πvb/ωb = p/q selets a (p, q) resonant solitary wave with
respet to the frequeny ωb, i.e. a breather solution where the two time sales
involved, given by its frequeny ωb and veloity vb, are ommensurate. The
set of veloity values of resonant AL breathers is dense and any AL moving
breather is a limit of some sequene of resonant ones. Note also that immobile
breathers are (0, 1) resonant with respet to the frequeny ωb.
In the integrable limit, the plane waves and the AL breathers are both
exat independent solutions. Integrability makes possible that the initial lo-
alization of energy is maintained with time evolution, without deaying away
by exiting radiation. It is a well established result that (even far away from
this integrable limit) immobile disrete breathers remain exat solutions of the
lattie dynamis. Our onern in the next setions is the question of moving
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Figure 2.1: Plot of the nonlinear
dispersion relation surfae of non-
linear plane waves, eq. (2.28), as
a funtion of the amplitude A and
the wave number k of the plane
wave. The values of µ and ν are
xed to 0.5.
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disrete breathers away from integrability in eq. (2.18). In order to study
them, we will fous on (p, q) resonant solutions. The motivating of this re-
strition omes from its aessibility to numeris. First we will motivate the
numerial (Newton) method that allow us to study these solutions with an
adequately high preision.
2.3 Disrete Breathers numeris
We introdue here the numerial tehniques that we have used. As a whole,
one ould refer to them as the (SVD-) regularized Newton method. They do
not onstitute a novel method in "disrete Breather numeris", as they have
been already used, e.g. in [79℄ to rene moving breathers of Klein-Gordon
latties obtained by other numerial means (see, by ontrast, [80℄). From the
methodologial side, what is novel here is the systemati use of them in the
investigation of the family of moving Shrödinger breathers reported below in
3.1.
To some extent, the presentation here is self-ontained but for further de-
tails on these tehniques we refer to the Appendies and the proposed bib-
liography. First, in 2.2 we introdue the notion of (p, q) resonant solution,
providing some illustrative examples. The (SVD) regularized Newton algo-
rithm is presented in 2.3.1, and nally in 2.3.2 we briey explain the basis of
Floquet stability analysis.
2.3.1 Newton ontinuation
A well-known numerial proedure to obtain exat periodi solutions of nonlin-
ear latties is the Newton ontinuation [22, 53, 79, 81℄. The dierent pratial
implementations of this proedure work very suessfully when, for example,
one obtains numerially exat immobile disrete breathers of eq. (2.18), from
the unoupled limit µ = 0 and C = 0, where exat periodi disrete breathers
are trivially onstruted.
The iteration of the Newton operator T onverges rapidly to its xed point
(i.e. the solution to be omputed) provided the starting point, Φˆ0, is lose
enough, and the solution of the following system of linear equations is a well-
posed problem:
(DT − 1)(Φn − Φn+1) = [T − I]Φn , (2.30)
where DT is the Jaobian matrix of the Newton operator, and Φn (the n-th
iteration solution of (2.30)) onverges quadratially to the xed point solution.
By adiabati hange of a model parameter, one onstruts a uniquely ontinued
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exat xed point solution for eah parameter value, using eah time, as starting
point of the Newton iteration, the solution previously omputed.
The matrix (DT − 1) must be invertible, in order to uniquely ompute
Φn+1. Degeneraies assoiated with the +1 eigenvalues of DT , if any, have
to be removed in order to obtain a unique xed point solution. When ontin-
uing immobile (time periodi) disrete breathers of eq. (2.18), a onvenient
presription is ommonly used, namely to restrit the operator ation to the
subspae of time-reversible solutions (see Appendix A and [53, 81℄). This pro-
vides a pratial way of removing degeneraies, allowing unique ontinuation
of immobile disrete breathers.
However, for the ontinuation of general (p, q) resonant solutions (of whih
periodi solutions are only the partiular ase p = 0 and q = 1), one has to use
M = LpT q as the Newton operator. One has also to deal with the degeneraies
of M, and imposing time-reversibility ould, in this ase, be too restritive,
sine in general (p, q) resonant solutions are not time-reversible.
A well-known solution to the problem of removing degeneraies when no
lear restritions are available, is provided by the so-alled singular value de-
omposition (SVD) [53, 79, 82, 83℄ of the matrix (DLpT q − 1) :
(DLpT q − 1) = J = PV Q , (2.31)
where P , V and Q are 2N×2N square matries. P and Q are orthogonal matri-
es and V is diagonal (vjδij) with possibly null (zero) elements, alled singular
values, assoiated with the null spae of J (the subspae that is mapped to zero
Jx = 0). The olumns of P whose same-numbered elements vj are nonzero
are an orthonormal set of basis vetors that span the range of J (the subspae
reahed by this matrix). The rows of Q whose same-numbered elements vj are
zero are an orthonormal basis for the null spae of J . One an numerially use
this SVD deomposition, heking the (numerial) vetors spanning the null
spae to identify degeneraies, and using at iteration steps the pseudoinverse
matrix
Q∗Vˆ −1P ∗ , (2.32)
where Vˆ −1 is diagonal with elements 1/vj for vj 6= 0 and 0 for vj = 0.
The onvergene riterion for the xed point solution is that
∑
j
∣∣∣([T − I]Φn+1)j
∣∣∣ < N · 10−16 , (2.33)
where N is the size of the lattie, i.e. the solutions obtained along the two
forthoming hapters an be regarded as exat up to mahine preision. As a
judiious test of our numerial odes, we have used both proedures (redution
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to time-reversible subspae and SVD deomposition) to obtain immobile dis-
rete breathers (for whih both methods are valid) of the Salerno model. Both
agree, up to the highest possible auray, from the unoupled limit up to the
A-L limit (and vieversa).
2.3.2 Floquet stability analysis
A very useful outome of the numerial Newton method of omputing solutions
of eq. (2.18) is the Jaobian matrix of the Newton operator, usually alled the
Floquet matrix F . This matrix is the linear operator assoiated with the linear
stability problem (see Appendix B and [84℄) of the xed point solution.
Indeed, the Jaobian F of the Newton operator M
F = DM (2.34)
maps vetors in the tangent spae of the solution (small initial perturbations
~ǫ(0) of the xed point solution) into their TM-evolved vetors, i.e. ~ǫ(TM),
after a period of M. That is:
~ǫ(TM) = F~ǫ(0) , (2.35)
The Floquet matrix of a Hamiltonian system is real and sympleti, so
the Floquet eigenvalues λ ome in quadruplets, λ, 1/λ, λ¯, 1/λ¯. The neessary
ondition for the stability of the solution is that all the eigenvalues lie on the
unit irle of the omplex plane, |λ| = 1.
To illustrate the Floquet analysis of (p, q) resonant solutions of the NLS
lattie (2.18), we now obtain the Floquet spetrum of modulational instabilities
of a (p, q) resonant plane wave,
Φn(t) = A exp i(kn− ωt) . (2.36)
One has to investigate the evolution of small perturbations, in both ampli-
tude and phase, of the plane wave
Φn(t) = (A+ In) exp i(kn − ωt+ ϕn) , (2.37)
where we assume that the perturbation parameters are small ompared with
those of the plane wave solution. Introduing expression (2.37) in (2.18) and
onsidering the following form for the perturbations {In, ϕn}:
In(t) = I exp i(Qn− Ωt)
ϕn(t) = ϕ exp i(Qn−Ωt) (2.38)
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the modulus of the unstable Floquet eigenvalues |λ| (orresponding
to the positive values of ℑ(Ω) in eqs. (2.44) and (2.45)), versus the Floquet angle,
θFloq. Both quantities are onveniently normalized to the period of the map TM. The
amplitude of the exursion of |λ| and the range of values of θFloq for whih |λ| > 1
grow as the amplitude A of the plane wave is inreased. The parameters in eq. (2.18)
are µ = ν = 0.5 and the wave number of the plane wave is k = 0.5.
we obtain the dispersion relation for the perturbation parameter Ω:
[Ω− 2(1 + µA2) sin k sinQ]2 = 16(1 + µA2)×
sin2Q/2 cos k[(1 + µA2) sin2Q/2 cos k
− µA2 cos k − νA2], (2.39)
as obtained in [85, 86℄. From the above expression one derives the values of
Ω(A,Q, k; ν, µ) for the modulational perturbations. When the parameter Ω
has a nonzero imaginary part, i.e. the right-hand side of (2.39) is negative,
the plane wave (A, k) beomes unstable under the orresponding modulational
(Q) perturbation, whose amplitude will grow exponentially fast in the linear
regime (tangent spae).
Modulational perturbations (2.38) orrespond to eigenvetors {In, ϕn} of
the Floquet matrix:
In(t+ TM) = exp(−iΩTM)In(t) (2.40)
ϕn(t+ TM) = exp(−iΩTM)ϕn(t) (2.41)
with assoiated Floquet eigenvalues exp(−iΩTM). The real part of Ω gives the
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Figure 2.3: Plot of the Floquet spetra of a plane wave with modulational instabil-
ity (irles) and the theoretial predition (lines) for the distribution of the Floquet
eigenvalues in the omplex plane given by eqs. (2.44) and (2.45). The amplitude
and wave number of the plane wave are A = 0.1 and k = 0.1 · 2π; the nonintegrable
parameter value is ν = 0.1 and the lattie size is of 400 sites.
angle in the omplex plane,
θF loq = −ℜ(Ω)TM , (2.42)
while the imaginary part ℑ(Ω) gives the modulus of the Floquet eigenvalue,
|λ| = exp(ℑ(Ω)TM) , (2.43)
thus providing the information about the linear stability of the solution.
The distribution of angles and moduli in the Floquet spetrum of the mod-
ulational instability an be obtained from eq. (2.39) by taking the real and
imaginary parts of Ω:
ℜ(Ω) = 2(1 + µA2) sin k sinQ (2.44)
ℑ(Ω)2 = −16(1 + µA2) sin2Q/2 cos k ×
× [(1 + µA2) sin2Q/2 cos k
− µA2 cos k − νA2] . (2.45)
In gure 2.2 we represent the modulus of the unstable eigenvalues as a
funtion of the Floquet angle for the spetrum of a (p, q) resonant plane
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wave, taken as an example to visualize the non-point-like harater of the
instability in the Floquet spetrum in the thermodynami limit. Note that
there is no plane wave harmoni instability (θF loq = 0) due to this mehanism
of modulational instabilities.
A numerial omputation of the Floquet spetrum of a plane wave (with
arbitrary wave number) of a lattie of N = 400 sites, with periodi bound-
ary onditions is shown in the omplex plane representation of gure 2.3.
The instability globes, at angles symmetrially plaed around zero in this g-
ure, niely t the theoretial (thermodynami limit) values obtained from eqs.
(2.44) and (2.45).

Chapter 3
Disrete Breathers in
one-dimensional Nonlinear
Shrödinger latties
A one-dimensional dynamial system of 64 partiles with fores
between neighbors ontaining nonlinear terms has been studied on
the Los Alamos omputer MANIAC I (...) The results show very
little, if any, tendeny toward equipartition of energy among the
degrees of freedom.
First insights on intrinsi loalization by E. Fermi, J.R. Pasta,
S.M. Ulam and M. Tsingou in 1955 (Extrated from [12℄).
In this hapter we report on the most salient ndings on disrete breather
solutions to the Salerno model (2.18). The generalized ontinuation sheme
based on the (p, q) resonane ondition allows to nd both pinned and mobile
disrete breathers ontinuing those analytial solutions found for the integrable
Ablowitz-Ladik equation.
In the light of the obtained results we an distinguish two regions of the
Salerno model. First, the so-alled standard Salerno model where µ > 0. In
this ase pinned disrete breathers are feasible states of the dynamis and
their haraterization for the interesting DNLS limit [87, 88℄ and the SM
[58, 59, 89, 90℄ has been deeply studied. Then, our primary onern in this re-
gion is the issue of disrete breather mobility. The main numerial fats about
mobile disrete breathers are shown in setion 3.1. The numerial solutions are
found to be (up to numerial preision) the superposition of a traveling expo-
nentially loalized osillation (the ore), and an extended bakground, whih is a
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linear superposition of nite amplitude nonlinear plane waves. Then, ontrary
to the exat immobile breather solution (spae-homolini and time-periodi
orbit), whih asymptotially onnets the rest state (vauum or ground state)
of the lattie with itself, eah exat mobile loalized solution is instead homo-
lini to a spei lattie state of extended radiation. In other words, exat
stationary mobility of disrete breathers requires an extended exited state of
the lattie. In setion 3.2 we analyze the numerial results in the light of olle-
tive variable theories, orrelating them with the main theoretial preditions
of this suessful (however inomplete) physial perspetive. In partiular, the
existene of Peierls-Nabarro barriers to translational ore motion is onrmed,
and its subtle relation to the bakground amplitude is disussed. We present
also numerial onrmation of the existene of another type of loalized states:
exat osillating anhored breathers. Along with the disussion in this setion,
a physial interpretation of the role of the interation bakground-ore in the
energy balane emerges, paving the way to a satisfatory integration of the
results into a olletive variable theory.
The seond region of interest is the Salerno model with ompeting nonlin-
earities (µ < 0) that we study in setion 3.3. In this ase the Salerno Model
ombines onsite self-fousing and intersite self-defousing ubi terms, whih
turns to be physially meaningful for desribing a Bose-Einstein ondensate
of dipolar atoms trapped in a strong periodi potential. The analytial re-
sults using the ontinuum approximation predits a threshold value µc < 0 so
that for µ < µc pinned disrete breather solutions do not exist. On the other
hand, the numerial ontinuation of exat disrete breathers shows that the
pinned breather family ontinues beyond this threshold in the form of a novel
solution: uspon states. In-phase and out-of-phase bound states of disrete
breathers are also onstruted in order to shed light on the new transition
found. This results makes the Salerno model with ompeting nonlinearities
also interesting for what onerns pinned disrete breathers. Mobile disrete
breathers are nally studied in this region revealing the same results as in the
standard Salerno model: they are omposed of a moving ore and an extended
bakground.
3.1 Disrete breathers in the standard Salerno
model
The omputation of (p, q) resonant disrete breathers in the standard Salerno
lattie (µ > 0) is performed following the path ν + µ = 1 (see Figure 3.1)
from the AL integrable lattie (ν = 0, µ = 1) to the standard DNLS equation
(ν = 1, µ = 0). The hoie of the path does not aet the generality of the
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Figure 3.1: Two dierent paths
to reah the DNLS limit in the
(C, ν, µ) spae. The standard
Salerno path, ν+µ = 1, is used for
ontinuing the AL (p, q) resonant
breathers to the DNLS limit. The
ontinuation from the antiontin-
uum limit an be used only for im-
mobile ((0, 1) resonant) breathers.
results sine for every solution for the nonlinear parameters (ν, µ) one an
easily obtain the orresponding one for other set (ν
′
, µ
′
= µν
′
/ν) by means of
the resaling Φ
′
n(t) =
√
ν ′/ν Φn(t).
We have omputed pinned disrete breathers ((0, 1) resonant solutions) to
the DNLS equation (2.5) by (i) ontinuing those analytial pinned solutions of
the AL lattie (α = 0) following the Salerno path and (ii) starting from the
antiontinuum limit C = 0 of the DNLS equation and hanging the oupling C.
These two approahes yields the same solutions when ompared at the DNLS
limit. However, the ontinuation from the unoupled limit does not oer the
possibility of ontinuing a seond family of pinned, (0, 1) resonant, disrete
breathers present at the AL limit: Looking at eq. (2.15) one realize that for
(α = π) a set of pinned solutions with phase dierene betweeen adjaent sites
equal to π and ωb < 0 is also available. This type of pinned solutions are
usually termed staggered disrete breathers and, as we will see below, their
behaviour in the standard Salerno model is far from trivial. One an study
this new type of pinned solutions by onsidering the ase ν < 0 for standard
(unstaggered) pinned breathers, orresponding to α = 0 in the AL lattie,
sine the hange ν
′
= −ν, t′ = −t orresponds to a staggering transformation
of the solution Φ
′
n = (−1)nΦn. Then, the study of (p, q) resonant solutions
along the path µ − ν = 1 of the standard Salerno model (µ > 0) is also of
interest. The Salerno ontinuation of standard pinned breathers also provides
further onrmation of an important and well-known theoretial result. At
the integrable AL lattie, one-site and two-site immobile breathers are but
two partiular hoies of the ontinuous one-parameter (x0, the loalization
enter) family of immobile solitary waves, i.e. onstant x0(t) = n or n + 1/2
respetively, in eq. (2.14). The well-known result, onrmed by our numeris,
is that away from the AL limit only these (one-site and two-site) immobile
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Figure 3.2: (Bottom) Convergene of the two solutions found at the DNLS limit
(ν = 1, µ = 0) when one is obtained by ontinuation from the AL (ν = 0, µ = 1)
following the Salerno path (Top-left) and the other by adiabatially inreasing the
oupling C from the antiontinuum limit of the DNLS equation (Top-right). The
frequeny of the solutions is set to ωb = 4.3.
disrete breathers persist under adiabati ontinuation. No immobile breather
entered in between exists. For positive values of the parameter ν, the one-site
immobile one has a lower value of energy H, and it is a linearly stable solution,
while the energy of the two-site breather is higher and it is linearly unstable.
The relative situation is reversed for negative values of ν. This result an
be interpreted as the emergene of a (Peierls-Nabarro) potential funtion of
the breather enter x0, whih destroys the ontinuous degeneray of immobile
breathers, leaving only two of them per lattie unit, namely those loalized
at maxima and minima of the Peierls potential. This interpretation, whih is
aptured in the theoretial framework of olletive variable approahes, turns
out to play a entral role in building up the physial interpretation of the
numerial results on mobile disrete Shrödinger breathers as we will see in
setion 3.2.
As introdued previously the translational motion of disrete breathers in-
trodues a new time sale (the inverse veloity) so generially a moving breather
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exites resonanes with plane wave band spetra. This fat poses no problem to
the persistene of loalization when the lattie dynamis is governed by power
balane (fored and damped latties [9193℄): the emitted power is exatly
ompensated by the input from the homogeneous external fore eld, during
stationary breather motion. However, for generi (nonintegrable) Hamiltonian
latties one would expet that the radiative losses would tend to deloalize en-
ergy and some energy ompensating mehanism is needed in order to sustain
exat stationary states of breather translational motion. From the (partile)
perspetive of olletive variables theory it is well known that the loalized
breather experienes a periodi Peierls-Nabarro potential funtion of its posi-
tion, so that the motion of the loalized eld osillation over this landsape
should be expeted to indue the emission of radiation at the expense of transla-
tional (and/or internal) breather kineti energy, whih thus would unavoidably
deay on time.
In this setion, we fous on the numerial results on mobile disrete Shrö-
dinger breathers in the NLS lattie (2.18). These numeris are omputed using
the tools explained in the previous hapter. The Newton xed point ontinua-
tion requires a good initial guess (meaning that the starting initial onditions
have to be in a small neighborhood of the xed point). Very lose to ν = 0,
the AL solitary traveling waves (exat solutions at ν = 0) provide good start-
ing points. After onvergene to the xed point, we inrease adiabatially the
value of the parameter (∆ν = 10−3), and start iteration from the previous
xed point.
An important step in the numerial method used here, is obtaining a basis
for the subspae of (tangent spae) vetors with Floquet eigenvalue +1. These
are assoiated to those degeneraies (symmetries) that one has to eliminate
in order to regularize the linear system at eah (Newton) iteration step when
numerially onverging to the xed point solution.
Away from the AL limit, it is known (as reported e.g. in [94℄) that only two
onserved quantities remain generially as dynamial invariants, the Hamilto-
nian (2.19) and the norm (2.21). They are respetively assoiated to the on-
tinuous time translation and gauge (global phase rotation) invariane. Using
the notation ui = ℜ(Φi) and vi = ℑ(Φi), one easily obtains that
δui(t) = u˙i(t)
δvi(t) = v˙i(t) , (3.1)
is the perturbation assoiated with time translational invariane, while
δui(t) = vi(t)
δvi(t) = −ui(t) , (3.2)
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is the one with gauge invariane. These are, onsequently, Floquet eigenvetors
with assoiated eigenvalue +1, and we an easily hek that they oinide with
the (two) basis vetors provided generially (i.e. exept at speial bifuration
values of the parameter, see below in 3.1.3) by the numerial Singular Value
Deomposition (2.32) explained in the previous hapter.
In subsetion 3.1.1 we summarize our ndings on the generi struture of
mobile Shrödinger disrete breathers. For this, as explained earlier, we have
explored partiular values for the integers (p, q) and performed ontinuation
of (p, q) resonant AL traveling waves. The variation of the main strutural
harateristis of the xed points along the ontinuation parameter ν is exam-
ined in detail in 3.1.2, for both signs of this parameter. Of partiular interest
are the observed drasti hanges in the struture for ν ≃ −0.3 and ν ≃ −0.39.
Then, in 3.1.3, we show the main onlusions on the stability analysis of the
mobile Shrödinger disrete breathers, in a setor of the breather parameter
spae.
3.1.1 The struture of the solution
In gure 3.3 we plot the spatial prole of a (1, 1) mobile Shrödinger disrete
breather for nonintegrability parameter value ν = 1.0, and ωb = 2.678.
A quik inspetion of this gure provides a rst glane of the general stru-
ture of the omputed (p, q) resonant solutions: The xed point Φˆ is the super-
position of an (exponentially) loalized osillation (the ore) moving on top of
an extended bakground.
Φˆ = Φˆ
ore
+ Φˆ
bakg
. (3.3)
In other terms, far away from the ore loalization site n0, the solution does
not tend to the rest state Φˆn = 0, but to an extended exited state of the
lattie , i.e. for |n− n0| ≫ 1
Φˆn(t) = (Φˆ
bakg
)n(t) 6= 0 . (3.4)
One easily realizes (for example, onsider a site very far from n0) that the
bakground has to be itself (p, q) resonant. This an be quikly heked in our
numeris: Indeed, the power spetrum,
S(ω) =
∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞
−∞
ℜ[Φˆn(t)] exp(iωt)dt
∣∣∣∣
2
, (3.5)
at a site n far from n0 reveals a nite number of s peaks ωj, j = 0, ..., s − 1;
one an hek that eah ωj numerially ts to a branh of (p, q) resonant plane
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Figure 3.3: Instantaneous prole of a (1, 1) resonant breather with ωb = 2.678 and
vb = 0.426; the nonintegrable parameter is ν = 1.0 (standard DNLS equation). (a)
Real part, (b) imaginary part, () modulus and (d) phase. The resonant ondition
for the harmoni omposition of the bakground gives the ontribution of three plane
waves. The existene of these plane waves is revealed by the modulation of the
extended tail in the modulus prole ().
waves (see eq. (2.27)); this provides a set of amplitudes Aj , and nally one
onrms that the superposition of the (Aj, ωj) plane waves ts the numerial
solution Φˆn(t).
While immobile disrete breathers an be desribed as a sort of homolini
(and time periodi) onnetion on the rest state, the mobile loalized ore in-
stead onnets a spei linear superposition of low amplitude nonlinear plane
waves. One ould say that the loalized ore needs for its motion to "surf over"
a spei extended state of radiation (see gure 3.4):
(Φˆ
bakg
)n(t) =
s−1∑
j=0
Aj exp i(kn− ωjt) . (3.6)
We note that among the members of the (s-parameter) ontinuous family
of (p, q) resonant plane waves (see Setion I), the xed point solution ontains
only a partiular member (Aj , ωj) from eah branh (see gure 3.5.a). This
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seletion varies smoothly with the (adiabati) ontinuation parameter ν. In
partiular, the amplitude modulus |Aj | seleted inreases smoothly from its
zero value at the integrable limit (ν = 0), for both signs of ν.
If the bare ore of a xed point solution (i.e. after subtration of the bak-
ground) is taken as initial ondition for a diret numerial integration of the
equations of motion, one observes radiative losses, along with the orrespond-
ing hanges in shape, veloity, et. of the loalized moving ore. The motion
of the bare loalized ore (not anymore a solution) exites extended states of
the lattie. Thus, regarding the exat xed point solution, one ould say that
radiative losses of the running ore are exatly aneled out when the loalized
ore runs, with spei veloity, on top of the spei linear ombination of
(Aj , ωj) resonant plane waves (3.6).
A omplementary numerial observation is the following: Taking as initial
ondition for a diret integration of the equations of motion (2.18), a superpo-
sition of an immobile disrete breather and the bakground of a (p, q) resonant
mobile breather, it evolves into a moving disrete breather, with approximate
veloity vb = (pωb)/(2πq). One thus would say that the bakground promotes
breather translational motion with adequate veloity. In the next setion 3.1.2,
a onnetion between bakground harateristis and the partile perspetive
(i.e. the Peierls-Nabarro barrier of olletive variable theories), will be estab-
lished in order to further illuminate the physial desription of disrete breather
mobility.
Whatever physial perspetive one may prefer, the numerial fat is that
the generi struture of the xed point solution is given by the superposition
(3.3). Not too far from ν ≃ 0, where the amplitudes Aj of the xed point
bakground have small values, one an arefully hek that if the bare ore is
|Φn|
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Figure 3.4: Time evolution of
|Φn|2 prole of a mobile disrete
Shrödinger breather. The fre-
queny of the solution is ωb =
5.050 and the veloity is vb =
0.804. Note that the bakground
is omposed by a single plane
wave with amplitude A. The
nonintegrable parameter of eq.
(2.18) is ν = 0.2.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Plot of the graphial solving of the resonant ondition (in the Aj → 0
limit) for a (1, 2) resonant breather with ωb = 2.384 and vb = 0.189. (b) Power
Spetrum S(ω) of the bakground of this solution at ν = 1.0. From (a) eq. (2.29)
gives the ontribution of seven plane waves (j = 0, ..., 6) but only ve (j = 0, ..., 4) of
them are visible due to the dierene of orders of magnitude between the amplitudes
|Aj |. The agreement between the resonant ondition equation (for the tted value of
Aj) and the frequenies observed in S(ω) is up to mahine auray.
given as a starting guess for Newton iteration, this onverges well to the exat
omplete solution (ore + bakground), by developing the spei seletion of
Aj amplitudes. This onrms the robustness of the numeris.
Though previous observations of nondeaying tails of numerially au-
rate mobile disrete breathers in Klein-Gordon latties [53℄ and/or (solitary)
traveling waves [95℄ in self-fousing equations had been reported (see also the
interesting disussions on this issue in [80℄ and [96℄), no systemati study on
those tails and their role is available. However we learly see that they are
an essential part of the exat solution. As argued in the introdutory setion,
the translational motion of a disrete breather introdues a new time sale. In
a nonintegrable ontext, this fat unavoidably implies resonanes with plane
wave band spetra, and an exat self-sustained moving DB solution ould only
exist on top of a developed resonant bakground. This seems to have been
(with a few exemptions) not fully appreiated in most of urrent literature
on mobile breathers, where the bakground is most often either ignored or
deliberately suppressed.
A notable feature of the plane wave ontent of the bakground Φˆ
bakg
is
that the amplitude modulus |Aj| in (3.6) dier by orders of magnitude, i.e.
|A1| ≫ |A2| ≫ |A3|..., so that only a few frequenies are dominant for most
pratial purposes (see gure 3.5.b). In other words, the extended bakground
assoiated to a spatially loalized moving ore is, in turn, strongly loalized in
the reiproal (k-spae) lattie. The possible relevane of this observation is
further disussed below in the onluding setion.
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Figure 3.6: Bakground amplitude versus ν for three dierent (1/1) resonant breathers
with frequenies: (a) ωb = 5.65, (b) ωb = 4.91, () ωb = 4.34. Note the two dierent
behaviours: for positive values of ν |Φbackg|2 is a monotonous inreasing funtion of
ν while for the negative part it shows smooth rises and falls.
3.1.2 The bakground amplitude
In order to haraterize the spei features of the nonintegrable motion of dis-
rete breathers, we fous here on the (perhaps) most remarkable among those
features: the bakground amplitude of the uniquely ontinued xed point. How
does it evolve along the ontinuation path in parameter spae?
For positive values of ν we have followed the line in parameter spae (gure
3.1) µ + ν = 1 (see equation (2.18)), while for negative values, we took the
path µ − ν = 1. Note that taking this latter path is similar to studying
staggered breathers in the former one due to the staggering transformation
reported above. We do not expet other paths to make important dierenes.
As stated earlier, near ν ≃ 0, the amplitude grows from its zero value (at the
integrable limit) for both signs of this parameter, for it is a nonintegrable eet.
However, for larger values of nonintegrability |ν| the bakground amplitude
evolution shows some important dierenes for the two signs of ν.
In gure 3.6 we plot the bakground amplitude (modulus) of the (1, 1)
resonant xed point, versus the ontinuation parameter ν, for three dierent
values of the breather frequeny ωb. For ν > 0, one observes that the amplitude
steadily inreases with ν before ontinuation stops (i.e. Newton iteration eases
to onverge beyond a ertain maximum ν value). Note that the amplitude
grows faster for higher values of the frequeny, and that the ontinuation stops
(orrespondingly) at a smaller value of ν. This may suggest that the failure
of xed point ontinuation is related to a somewhat exessive growth of the
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bakground amplitude, an issue that will be disussed later.
For ν < 0, after an initial growth the bakground amplitude dereases down
to almost negligible values around ν ≃ −0.3, then grows and again dereases
lose to zero at ν ≃ −0.39, and so on, in progressively narrower intervals with
larger peak amplitude, until ontinuation stops. Most notieable is the fat
that the intervals neither depend on the breather frequeny ωb nor on the
breather veloity vb. Why do bakground amplitudes deay so dramatially at
those regions in parameter spae? An important hint is presented in the next
setion, where the Floquet stability analysis of immobile disrete breathers
will show a oinident situation of mirror-symmetry breaking (and its absene
for positive ν values). For other values of p and q that we have numerially
investigated, the same features of the bakground amplitude variation as shown
in gure 3.6 are qualitatively reprodued.
3.1.3 Floquet analysis
On the basis of the general arguments given in [84, 97℄, the Floquet spetra
of immobile DB in the thermodynami limit, N → ∞, onsists of two om-
ponents: the (ontinuous) Floquet spetrum of the asymptoti state of the
solution (rest state), and a disrete part assoiated with spatially loalized
eigenvetors. The ontinuous part is omposed by small amplitude (linear)
plane waves, the so-alled phonons. However, for mobile DB the asymptoti
state of a (p, q) resonant xed point solution is a superposition of plane waves,
the bakground Φˆ
bakg
. From this, one should expet the Floquet spetrum
of a (p, q) resonant DB being omposed of two omponents: the disrete (spa-
tially loalized eigenvetors) and a ontinuous part assoiated with the linear
stability of the bakground plane waves. The ontinuous part of the Floquet
spetrum should reet the same results of the modulational instability analy-
sis of setion 2.3.2. In partiular, this means that any modulational instability
a plane wave may suer will be also an instability of a xed point solution
whose bakground ontains this plane wave. In the future we will refer to
any instability of the ontinuous part of the Floquet spetrum as bakground
instability. Any instability from the disrete part is a ore instability.
First we fous on ore instabilities. For this we turn attention to the on-
tinuation of mobile (p, q) resonant breathers. Figure 3.7 shows in the ν − ωb
plane (dotted line), the values νmax(ωb) where the numerial ontinuations
stop due to non onvergene of Newton iteration for p = 1, q = 1 and ν > 0.
As it was remarked above, the ontinuation stop is assoiated with the rapid
inrease of the bakground amplitude shown in gure 3.5. Only low frequeny
breathers, for whih the bakground amplitude inreases more slowly, an be
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Figure 3.7: Continuation diagram of (1, 1) resonant breathers as a funtion of the
frequeny ωb. The end of the numerial ontinuation, νmax(ωb), is represented by
the line with dots. The region where mobile breathers suer from ore instabilities is
limited by the shaded area.
numerially ontinued all the way to the standard DNLS equation. The linear
stability analysis of (p, q) resonant breathers yields a well dened region in
the ν − ωb diagram where ore instabilities appear. There is an island inside
the ontinuation region of gure 3.7, where the Floquet spetra ontain a real
eigenvalue λ > 1. We observe the evolution of this Floquet eigenvalue (and
its omplex onjugate) as the parameter ν is inreased in gure 3.8.a, for a (1,
1) breather of frequeny ωb = 2.678. Here the angle (θF loq) in the omplex
plane is plotted versus ν. The interval of onstant zero angle orresponds to
the setion (onstant ωb) of the instability island in gure 3.7.
Along the whole ontinuation path, the prole of the orresponding unsta-
ble eigenvetor is loalized. An example of this prole inside the instability
island is shown in gures 3.8.b and 3.8., where one observes that the loalized
instability shows a deaying bakground along the diretion opposite to the
motion. The deay rate inreases as the modulus of the eigenvalue grows and
dereases again when λ returns to the unit irle. On the other hand, the sta-
ble Floquet eigenvetor assoiated with 1/λ shows a wing deaying along the
mirror symmetri diretion. The diret integration of the equation of motion
reveals that the unstable solution experienes a pinning after a transient of
regular motion with veloity vb = p/(qTb). After the solution pins at site n, its
ore enter osillates around this site. The trapping of the unstable MB ould
be interpreted as a result of the energy losses that the growth of the linearly
unstable perturbation indues on the solution.
Returning to the instability island shown in the diagram of gure 3.7, some
nal observations are worth summarizing: (i) there is a range of frequenies
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Figure 3.8: (a) Floquet angle evolution of the spetra of a (1, 1) resonant breather
with ωb = 2.678. The thik trajetory orresponds to the loalized eigenvetor that
beomes unstable (θFloq = 0 interval). Instantaneous prole of the real (b) and
imaginary () part of the Floquet unstable eigenvetor of a (1, 1) breather with ωb =
3.207 and ν = 0.26. The deaying tails along the diretion opposite to the motion
reveals the energy loss that the unstable eigenvetor auses to the solution.
where mobile breathers of the standard DNLS equation (ν = 1) suer from this
instability; (ii) very high frequeny breathers do not experiene this instability
(in the short range where they an be ontinued); (iii) very low frequeny
breathers are stable all the way up to ν = 1.
We turn now to bakground instabilities. One we know the plane wave
ontent (k0, k1,..) of a (p/q)-resonant xed point, we an know whether the
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Figure 3.9: Modulational instability existene diagram for a plane wave with wave
number k0 ∈ [−π/2, 0]. This diagram xes the region where mobile disrete breathers
with a bakground omposed of only one plane wave do not suer from bakground
instability.
solution is subjet to MI or not and, if it is unstable, what are the harmful
perturbations (Q). This problem is not so simple beause we annot know a
priori the plane wave ontent if we do not have the amplitudes of eah one
(2.29). However, we an derive a neessary ondition for not having MI if we
onsider that, from (2.29), the bakground is always omposed of at least one
plane wave (m = 0) with k0 between [−π/2, 0]. From this we an simplify
the analysis of the bakground stability to the k0 plane wave stability as a
neessary ondition for the MB stability. For this we alulate, for eah ν and
k, the value of the right-hand side of (2.39) for all the range of Q ( [−π, π] )
and A. If this value is always positive the plane wave with this k0 is free from
modulational instabilities at this point of the model (2.18) with parameter ν.
From this extensive exploration we obtain, see gure 3.9, the region in the
k − ν plane where MI is present.
In the range of ν between [−1,−0.5] there is no modulational instability
for single plane waves of any value of k between [−π/2, 0], and in partiular
for k0. However, this does not guarantee that moving breathers are free from
these instabilities in this region, unless the bakground has only one plane
wave (as is sometimes the ase). On the ontrary, in the region ν > 0 any
moving breather suers suh instabilities. The transition area in the region
ν ∈ [−0.5, 0] presents MI depending on whih k0 we have. For the range where
no plane-wave with k between [−π/2, 0] is subjet to MI we an assure that
if there is only one ontribution, k0, to the bakground the orresponding MB
solution is stable. For example, this is the ase for (1/1) resonant breathers if
ωb > 4 and for (1/2) resonant breathers if ωb > 8.46. The Floquet spetra of
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Figure 3.10: Floquet spetra of (1, 1) resonant breathers: (a) for ωb = 4.348, vb =
0.692 and ν = 0.08 the spetra shows the ore (loalized) instability; (b) for ωb =
6.610, vb = 1.052 and ν = 0.07 the spetra shows the bakground (modulational)
instability (also present but not visible in (a)); () for ωb = 4.348, vb = 0.692 and
ν = −0.39 the solution is linearly stable.
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Figure 3.11: Graphial representation of the two rst symmetry breaking bifurations
for ν < 0. The quantity ξ in the vertial axes of both gures is dened, referred
to the one-site breather, as the dierene between the modulus |Φ| of the two sites
adjaent to the maximum (|Φmax|), i.e. ξ ∼ |Φmax−1| − |Φmax+1|. For the one-site
DB ξ = 0 and for the two-site DB ξ = 1, for this ξ is onveniently normalized with the
the dierene between Φmax and Φmax±1. The ontinuous lines represent the regions
where the stati solutions are linearly stable while the disontinuous ones represent
the unstable regions. The modulus prole of the three immobile oexisting solutions
are plotted in the entral insets for ωb = 6.215 and ν = −0.3012.
a moving breather satisfying these requirements is plotted in gure 3.10..
After the analysis of both types of instabilities eventually experiened by
moving Shrödinger breathers, we nally report on a most relevant numerial
fat revealed by the Floquet analysis of the family of standard immobile dis-
rete breathers for ν < 0 (or, similarly, the family of staggered immobile disrete
breathers for ν > 0). Near ν ≃ −0.3 an immobile two-site DB experienes a
mirror symmetry-breaking (pithfork) bifuration beoming linearly unstable.
When approahing the bifuration point, two onjugate Floquet eigenvalues
quikly approah +1, where they meet, and then separate along the real axis.
The eigenvetor assoiated to the unstable λ > 1 Floquet eigenvalue is loal-
ized and odd-symmetri, and is termed the symmetry-breaking or depinning
mode φdep. We reall here that the bakground of an immobile breather is
the rest state Φˆ = 0, whose ontinuous spetrum onsists of small amplitude
(linear) plane waves. The depinning mode, on the other hand, is a loalized
ore instability of the immobile breather, favoring a translation of the ore
enter. For a smaller value of ν ≃ −0.39 there is another symmetry-breaking
bifuration where the two-site breather beomes stable, again interhanging
the stable harater with the one-site. The orresponding bifuration diagram
for these two symmetry breaking transitions is plotted in gure 3.11.
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In the rst symmetry breaking bifuration, two unstable mirror-asymmetri
immobile breathers emerge from the bifuration point, progressively evolve
toward the (stable) two-site breather, and nally ollide in a new pithfork
bifuration from where a unstable two-site breather emerges. The net result
is an inversion of stability between one-site and two-site immobile breathers.
Around the narrow interval of ν values where these two bifurations our,
the energies of the three types of breathers involved (one-site, two-site, and
asymmetri) have very small dierenes. From a partile perspetive, this
should make the breather motion easier. It is preisely in this same narrow
interval where (see 3.1.2) we observe that the bakground amplitude of moving
breathers beomes negligible. This is not a oinidene as we will argue in 3.2.
3.2 Partile perspetive on disrete breathers
The appealing framework and suess of olletive variable approahes (see e.g.
[5660, 98℄) to the problem of nonintegrable motion of disrete breathers relies
on the delity of a partile-like desription of these eld exitations that they
provide. In these approahes, the eetive dynamis of only a few degrees of
freedom (e.g. the loalization enter, and the spatial width of the state, et...in
some instanes [65, 68℄) replaes the whole desription of the moving loalized
state.
Though unable to aount for all the nonintegrable features, perturbative
olletive variable theories of NLS latties provide a sensible physial har-
aterization of important features of the nonintegrable mobility of loalized
solutions, like the emergene [99℄ of a Peierls-Nabarro barrier to motion. Here
we summarize the main results of this partile-like desription and ompare
them with the behaviour of numerially exat (p, q) resonant moving breathers.
Our goal is twofold: to aquire a orret physial understanding of the numer-
ial fats, and then to make an assessment of validity and intrinsi limitations
of olletive variable approahes.
3.2.1 Colletive variables theory.
A presentation of the partile perspetive on moving Shrödinger breathers
near the AL integrable limit an be found in [58, 59℄ (see also [56, 57, 60, 98℄),
where the interested reader will nd the relevant formal aspets of the theory.
Using the integrable solitary wave (2.14) as an ansatz for the moving
breather solution in the perturbed AL lattie, ν 6= 0 and small in (2.18),
one onsiders the parameters α, β, x0 and Ω as dynamial variables (variation
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of onstants). The time evolution of these parameters in the perturbed lattie
is governed by:
x˙0 = 2 sinα
sinhβ
β
(3.7)
Ω˙ = 2 cosα cosh β + αx˙0 + g(β) (3.8)
β˙ = 0 (3.9)
α˙ = −ν
∞∑
s=0
8π3 sinh2 β
β3 sinh(π2s/β)
sin(2πsx0) (3.10)
where
g(β) = 2ν
[
2 sinhβ cosh β
β
− sinh
2 β
β
− 1
]
+ ν
∞∑
s=1
4π2 cos(2πsx0)×
[
sinh2 β cosh(π2s/β)π2s
β4 sinh2(π2s/β)
− 2 sinh
2 β
β3 sinh(π2s/β)
+
2 sinhβ cosh β
β2 sinh(π2s/β)
]
. (3.11)
These relations an be viewed as the Euler-Lagrange equations of the ol-
letive variable Lagrangian obtained in [58, 59℄. The variation of the breather
parameters give the evolution of solution (2.14) for the perturbed AL equation.
Furthermore, one an regard eqs. (3.7) and (3.10), as the Hamilton equations
for the anonial onjugate variables x0 and α of the following eetive Hamil-
tonian:
Heff = Teff+Veff = −2 cosαsinhβ
β
−ν
∞∑
s=1
4π2 sinh2 β
β3 sinh(π2s/β)
cos(2πsx0) . (3.12)
This eetive Hamiltonian ditates the dynamis of the position of the
solitary wave. Note that the (olletive) variable β is an invariant of motion,
so it enters as a parameter into the eetive Hamiltonian, and that the time-
average value of Ω˙ (the parameter ωb of the integrable solitary wave, now a
funtion of time) is an inreasing funtion of this parameter β. The eetive
potential Veff ats as a barrier to the displaement motion (x0 variations) and
is naturally related to the Peierls-Nabarro potential. The amplitude of this
barrier is an inreasing funtion of both the nonintegrability parameter |ν| and
β. The equilibrium points (representing immobile breathers) of this potential
are x0 = n and n ± 1/2 with n an integer. For α = 0, the former are stable
(enters) one-site breathers, while the latter are unstable (saddle) two-site
breathers; for the ase α = π (staggered breathers) the stability is reversed.
A remarkable further onsequene is the following [57℄: there are no pertur-
bative traveling wave solutions, for values of ν larger than ertain ritial value
νcr(β). In partiular, for β > βc ≃ 3.6862 , one annot ontinue AL mobile
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Figure 3.12: Colletive variable (α, x0) phase portrait transition for a value of β =
3.0. (a) Shows the phase portrait for ν = 0.2 (< νcr), there are x0-unbounded
trajetories (mobile breathers) oexisting with bounded ones (osillating breathers).
When ν = 1.0 (> νcr) (b) we only have x0-bounded trajetories: there are no mobile
solutions.
breathers (i.e. νcr = 0 (see also important remarks in [60℄). This onsequene
ould be also (qualitatively) expeted for a lass of nonintegrable Shrödinger
latties (for some qualied perturbations of the integrable limit) with on-site
nonlinearity. One expets also that latties with purely inter-site (FPU-like)
nonlinearity do not show this kind of transition.
In gure 3.12 we plot typial phase portraits at both sides of νcr. gure
3.12.a shows the dynamis for ν smaller than the threshold value (given by β):
there are open trajetories in x0 orresponding to mobile breathers and losed
orbits between the separatrix manifolds orresponding to breathers whih osil-
late around the equilibrium position of Veff . gure 3.12.b is the phase portrait
after the transition: there are no longer mobile solutions and (besides the os-
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illating breathers) there are instead open trajetories in α. The transition
point, for a given β, ours when trajetories with rotating α appear, and
moving breathers disappear as the eet of separatrix line rearrangement on
the ylinder (x0, α(modulo2π)) phase portrait.
Note that the existene of osillating breathers is a onsequene of the
existene of a Peierls-Nabarro potential. These breather solutions do not per-
turbatively ontinue from the integrable limit. In 3.2.3 we will investigate them
and provide further numerial onrmation of the existene of these genuinely
nonperturbative solutions, predited by the olletive variables theory.
3.2.2 Energy balane governs mobility.
In order to orrelate olletive variable preditions with the numerial results
presented in setion 3.3.3 one should rst realize that our diret numerial
approah omputes breathers with xed values of ωb and vb and that these
parameters are not tied to any spei ansatz. In partiular, the onnetion
of these two parameters with the olletive variables is given by eq. (2.16) in
the integrable limit. For the perturbed (near-integrable) lattie, ωb and vb are
identied as the time averages of Ω˙ and x˙0, respetively.
The Peierls-Nabarro (PN for short) barrier is naturally identied as the
energy dierene (given by the Hamiltonian (2.19)) between the two immobile
breathers of the same frequeny ωb, one entered at a site n and the other
(two-site) at a bond n± 1/2 :
EPN (ν, ωb) = H(ν, ωb, n)−H(ν, ωb, n± 1
2
) (3.13)
In the integrable AL limit this barrier is zero due to the degeneray (ontinuous
translation invariane) of the breather family solution, but for ν 6= 0 this
invariane is broken and only these two isolated solutions persist. The energy
dierene of the two pinned solutions is thus viewed as the minimal extra
kineti energy  of enter of mass translation that a mobile breather must
inorporate for overoming the barriers to its motion.
We have studied the behaviour of the PN barrier in the Salerno model by
ontinuing immobile breathers, both entered at a site and at a bond, while
omputing their energy dierene. The omputations of the barrier are made
for a grid of values of ωb. gure 3.13 shows the equipotential lines of the PN
barrier in the (ν, ωb) plane. The results show dierent behaviours depending
on the sign of ν:
• ν < 0.- Here one observes the eets of the symmetry-breaking bifur-
ations asade desribed in 3.1.3. The suessive stability inversions
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Figure 3.13: Density Plot of the absolute value of the Peierls Nabarro barrier, |EPN |,
as a funtion of ωb and ν. For positive values of ν, |EPN | is a monotonous inreasing
funtion of ν and ω. For negative values the plot reveals the osillating behaviour of
|EPN | as a funtion of ν (for a given value of ωb).
between site and bond entered breathers involve a substantial derease
of the Peierls barrier. The appearane of asymmetri solutions in these
bifurations introdues a new energy and, orrespondingly, the Peierls
barrier is omputed as the maximum energy dierene between the three
pinned solutions: the two symmetri (site and bond entered) and the
asymmetri breather.
• ν > 0.- In this ase the behaviour of the Peierls barrier follows qualita-
tively the olletive variable preditions on the eetive potential expe-
riened by the partile. The inreasing harater, with ν and ωb, of the
numerial barrier is qualitatively the same as that predited from Veff
(as a funtion of ν and β) by the theory.
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The PN barrier of (ωb) immobile breathers and the bakground amplitude
of (ωb, vb =
pωb
2πq ) mobile breathers are in fat strongly orrelated. This orre-
lation is obtained onsidering the funtions |EPN |(ν) and |Φˆbackg|2(ν). Both
funtions are plotted for a xed value of ωb = 4.34 in gure 3.14.a. The
behaviour of |EPN |(ν) for negative ν (revealing the asade of bifurations
explained before in 3.1.3) is losely followed by |Φˆbackg|2(ν) with the orre-
sponding sequene of growths and deays. The strong orrelation holds also
for positive values of ν, where numerial PN barrier data are available for a
larger interval of ν values (due to the absene of the symmetry-breaking as-
ade of bifurations). Indeed, the orrelation is so strong that one is tempted
to view the PN barrier and the bakground amplitude as omplementary as-
pets of a single phenomenon: the breaking of the ontinuous translational
invariane, and the assoiated lak of ore momentum onservation. Indeed,
the bakground amplitude of moving breathers is a monotone inreasing fun-
tion of the PN barrier of pinned breathers of the same frequeny, as shown in
gure 3.14.b, where |Φˆbackg|2(|EPN |) is plotted.
However, we also observe learly in gure 3.14.a that, when the ontinua-
tion end is approahed, the rate of growth of |Φˆbackg|2(ν) inreases dramatially
(the onavity of the urve in log sale turns upwards), while the PN barrier
does not inrease muh faster than before. This is reeted in gure 3.14.b,
where the slope approahes vertiality, indiating that, in this range of EPN
values, the bakground grows rapidly.
This numerial observation suggests taking a loser look at the preise
inuene of the bakground amplitude on the ore energy variations assoiated
with the existene of PN barriers. To this end, we use the onservation of the
Hamiltonian (2.19) and insert this equation into the form (3.3) of the (p, q)
resonant xed point. The energy of the solution an be deomposed in the
following terms:
H[Φˆ] = H[Φˆcore] +H[Φˆbackg] +Hint , (3.14)
where Hint is the interation energy, i.e. the rossed terms of Φˆcore and Φˆbackg.
Let us now onsider the simplest ase in whih the bakground has a single
resonant plane wave. Along with the total energy, also the energy of the plane
wave is a onstant in time so that
∂H[Φˆcore]
∂t
= −∂H
int
∂t
. (3.15)
In other words, the variations of the ore energy during the motion are exatly
ompensated by those of the interation term.
If one takes, as an ansatz for Φˆcore, the AL solution, one formally obtains
for Hcore ≡ H[Φˆcore] the olletive variables Hamiltonian (3.12). But note that
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Figure 3.14: Peierls Nabarro barrier |EPN | from immobile breather with ωb = 4.34
and bakground square amplitude |Φbackg |2 for a (1, 1) resonant breather of the same
frequeny (vb = 0.691). In (a) we show both quantities in semi-log sale as funtions
of ν, illustrating the strong orrelation between them for both signs of ν. Figure (b)
shows for positive values of ν, the nonlinear relation between |Φˆbackg |2 and |EPN |.
Note the sudden inrease of the slope lose to the end of numerial ontinuation.
here it would not anymore be a onstant of motion, due to the interation with
the bakground. Instead, we diretly ompute numerially the evolution of the
ore energy Hcore, whih in turn determines Hint up to an additive onstant.
For this we take a xed point solution with a single plane wave in its
bakground, and then subtrat o the plane wave to obtain Φˆcore, from where
Hcore(t) is omputed. In gure 3.15 we have plotted the evolution of the ore
energy as a funtion of the loalization position (enter) of the breather ore.
The loalization enter of a lattie funtion Φn is dened using the onserved
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Figure 3.15: Plot ofHcore of a (1, 1) resonant breather as a funtion of the loalization
enter x0 for dierent values of ν. The parameter of the solution are ωb = 5.056 and
vb = 0.805. The values of ν are 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.20, 0.24, 0.25 and 0.2512
(end of the ontinuation), the amplitude of the osillation of Hint grows with ν.
(The minimum value of Hint has been set to zero in order to ompare the dierent
funtions.)
norm (2.21):
x0 =
∑
n n ln(1 + µ|Φn|2)
µN . (3.16)
As expeted, the ore has extrated the maximum available from the intera-
tion energy (with the bakground) when the ore passes at n±1/2 (maxima of
the PN barrier) and has returned it to the interation term when at n (minima
of the PN barrier).
Another interesting feature of these numerially obtained funtions is seen
from the variations in the form of the osillation of Hcore as the nonintegrable
parameter ν is inreased. At the same time, as the energy dierene between
n and n±1/2 inreases the modulus of the derivative ∂Hcore/∂x0 in the neigh-
borhood of x0 = n also inreases. These variations beome faster when the
end of the ontinuation is approahed, reahing a uspidal point for the last
ν reahed. The bakground amplitude is inluded in Hint, and of ourse in
∂Hint/∂t; the dramati variation of it at the end of the ontinuation ould be
interpreted in terms of this derivative variation in x0 = n.
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3.2.3 Osillating breathers
The emergene of the Peierls barrier and the behaviour of the bakground
amplitude illustrate the physial interpretation of this bakground as a (p/q)-
resonant energy support to overome the barrier to motion. We now onrm
this statement searhing for another kind of solution: osillating breathers.
These solutions are predited by olletive oordinates approahes and are a
onsequene of the loss of translational invariane out of the integrable limit.
Following the above interpretation of the bakground role one an imagine
ertain solutions with a bakground amplitude not high enough for surpassing
the Peierls barrier and allowing travel along the lattie. In terms of a well
dened potential, onsidering the partile perspetive, the enter of these lo-
alized solutions would be osillating between (n− 1/2) and (n+ 1/2) for the
unstaggered ones or between n and (n± 1) for the staggered ones.
From our perspetive, the osillating breathers are solutions with two fre-
quenies: the internal one of the breather (ωb) and the one orresponding to
the osillatory motion (ωosc). One again, we have a problem dealing with two
time sales and onsequently we have to impose that the two frequenies are
ommensurate pωb = qωosc. The xed point problem is now assoiated with
the map:
TqTbΦn(t) = Φn(t) (3.17)
We annot, however, develop the Newton iteration sheme in a similar way
as for mobile breathers. There is no longer any family of osillating breathers
providing a good start point for the ontinuation (they are intrinsi solutions of
the nonintegrable regime beause they appear as the Peierls barrier emerges).
The way to obtain a good ansantz (as Cretegny and Aubry already used to
nd mobile breathers in Klein-Gordon latties [53℄) is to perform a small per-
turbation of the stati solution (pinned at a site n) with the depinning internal
mode:
Φansantzn = Φ
static
n (ωb) + ǫδφ
dep
n (3.18)
The dynamis of the perturbed solution for small enough values of ǫ shows the
osillating behaviour expeted and for large enough values of ǫ the breather
starts to move. Obviously in both ases the motion nishes after a transient
due to radiation (they are not exat solutions). Tuning the parameter ǫ we
searh for those osillatory transients whose ωosc is resonant with the breather
frequeny ωb. The transient is muh more stable when the nonintegrable pa-
rameter ν is very small, lose to the AL limit. We rst searh here for a good
initial guess for the method and then obtain the exat solution of the map
(3.17). One the exat solution is obtained for a small ν, we an perform the
ontinuation to higher values in the same way as we did for mobile solutions.
In gure 3.16.a we show the evolution of the amplitude of osillation as ν is
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Figure 3.16: (a) Evolution of the loalization enter x0 of an exat (1/18)-osillating
breather for dierent values of ν: 0.05, 0.06,.., 0.18. The internal frequeny is ωb =
3.086. The amplitude of the osillation of x0 inreases with ν revealing the nonlinear
harater of the motion for the highest values of ν. (b) Density plot of the time
evolution of |Φˆn|2 for the above osillating breather.
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inreased from 0.05 to 0.18. The amplitude of the osillation is represented
by the phase portrait of the loalization enter of the breather dened as in
(3.16). The ontinuation reets that the amplitude of the osillation, for a
xed value of ωosc, grows with ν. In gure 3.16.b the density plot of |Φˆn|2 is
shown as a funtion of time, revealing the osillating pattern of the solution.
The existene of exat osillating breathers is a onsequene of the exis-
tene of a Peierls barrier. The struture of these solutions reveals the existene
of a bakground (resonant with the map) whose amplitude grows as ν (and
onsequently the amplitude of osillation) is inreased. This is the piture we
expeted from the role played by the interation bakground-ore in the energy
balane during motion. The monotonous growing behaviour of the bakground
versus the osillation amplitude, strongly suggests that if the amplitude of the
former is inreased the solution will be able to translate steadily. This has been
heked by diret numerial integration, beause no exat solutions onnet-
ing the osillating with the mobile ones an be obtained due to the dierent
maps employed to obtain both types of solutions. However, the existene of a
bakground in the exat osillating breather solutions and its behaviour with
the amplitude of the breather osillations are fully onsistent with the inter-
pretation of the results obtained for the mobile solutions.
3.2.4 Validity and limitations of partile perspetive
The most basi result of the perturbative olletive variable theories away from
the integrable regime is the existene of a Peierls-Nabarro potential funtion of
the ore (olletive variable) enter. It expresses (in partile-like terms) that
the breather position is no longer indierent beause the ontinuous transla-
tional invariane has been broken. From this also naturally omes the existene
of osillating breathers. We have seen how our numeris fully onrm the qual-
itative validity of these preditions.
A further predition onerns the phase portrait's transition studied in
[57℄. Despite the fat that our end of ontinuation is orrelated with the
equipotential lines prole of the numerial PN barriers, and the phase portrait
transition is also related to their sudden growth, no lear onnetion (between
transition and end of ontinuation) an be established. The end of ontinuation
is itself sensibly interpreted as a numerial onsequene of the sudden inreases
of the amplitude bakground, and does not imply neesarily the existene of
any global phase portrait transition.
However, in some respets the perturbative olletive variable theory is
learly inomplete: For example, it is unable to predit the observed loalized
(ore) instability bifuration and the observed symmetry breaking transitions
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for ν < 0. These bifurations ould easily appear in a theory with (at least) two
variables (a dimer) experiening the Peierls-Nabarro potential, whih would
demand an improved perturbative ansatz. This improved ansatz must oinide
in the integrable limit with the AL solution. One an use the numerial results
to guide the onstrution of suh an improved ansatz. In this respet, the
following observation may be relevant. The parameter β of the AL solution
determines both the amplitude and the width of the loalized pulse. However,
our numerial estimates of these breather harateristis for immobile breathers
show learly that, for xed value of ωb, the breather width is independent of
ν, while the amplitude varies with it. In other words, away from integrability,
width and amplitude of the (immobile) breather are no longer a single olletive
variable.
Beyond any other limitation of the perturbative olletive variable theory,
the bakground (an indispensable part of the exat solution) is absent in the
perturbative ansatz, and it annot appear later in that ontext. A omplete
theory of (nonlinear Shrödinger) breather motion should somehow inorporate
the bakground in the ansatz itself. If orret, it should then predit that the
bakground amplitude grows from zero with the nonintegrability parameter ν,
and (ideally) so on with all the numerially observed behaviours. One possible
way to develop the analytial approah ould be to use the method presented
in [100℄. In this sheme, eq. (3.15) may play an important role, for it provides
the energy balane governing the translational motion of the breather ore. In
other words, our results show that the ore energy is not an invariant of motion
and this requires the existene of a nely tuned bakground whose nonlinear
interation with the ore ompensate the ore energy variations.
3.3 Disrete breathers in the Salerno model with om-
peting nonlinearities
In the above setions we have mainly foused on the study of mobile disrete
breathers. In fat, the haraterization of usual (non-staggered) pinned disrete
breathers along the standard (µ > 0 Salerno path was already onsidered in
previous works [58, 59, 89, 90℄ onluding that eq. (2.18) gives rise to pinned
disrete breathers at all values of the DNLS parameter ν, and all positive
values of the AL oeient, µ. As already mentioned above if ν is negative
one an make it positive by means of the staggering transformation, and hene
study those staggered pinned disrete breather along the SM with ν > 0 (and
hene nding the symmetry breaking bifuration reported in setion 3.1.3).
However, the sign of µ annot be altered. In partiular, the proper AL model
(ν = 0) with µ < 0 does not give rise to loalized solutions. The latter
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irumstane suggests onsidering soliton dynamis in the SM with µ < 0, i.e.,
with ompeting nonlinearities, whih is the subjet of the present setion
1
.
In order to study the SM with ompeting nonlinearities, it is neessary to
redene the onserved norm (2.21) and Hamiltonian (2.19) by
N =
1
µ
∑
n
ln
(∣∣1 + µ|Φn|2∣∣) , (3.19)
H =
∑
n
[ − (ΦnΦ∗n+1 +Φn+1Φ∗n)− 2νµ |Φn|2
+ 2
ν
µ2
ln
(∣∣1 + µ|Φn|2∣∣) ] . (3.20)
Whereas the Poisson struture of the standard Salerno model (eq. 2.20) re-
mains valid. The above redenitions of the norm (3.19) and Hamiltonian (3.20)
are introdued in order to remain valid when
[
1 + µ|Φn|2
]
takes negative values
at some sites, due to the use of µ < 0.
In this setion we will study the existene and haraterization of both
pinned and mobile disrete breathers when these two ompeting (on-site self-
fousing and inter-site self-defousing) nonlinearities oexist in the Salerno
model. In 3.3.1 a ontinuum approximation (CA) of the Salerno model is used
in order to investigate the behaviour of the disrete breathers when µ < 0
in an analytial form. It is found that, although they might exist in a semi-
innite band of frequenies (as ours for the above studied ase µ > 0), they
atually oupy a nite band, with an solution (peakon) at the edge of the
band. After this alulations a family of disrete breathers is onstruted for
µ < 0 in setion 3.3.2 by means of a ontinuation of these pinned solutions
from the standard DNLS limit (µ = 0) where they are easily obtained. The
ontinuation results show that they form a family of regular pinned disrete
breathers, inluding a peakon-like one, similar to what was found in the CA,
but disrete breathers extend beyond the peakon in the form of a novel solution
termed uspon that we will haraterize in this part. In setion 3.3.2, the pinned
breather stability is explored by means of both standard Floquet analysis and
diret simulations, with the onlusion that only a small part of the family
is unstable. Two-breathers bound states are reported in 3.3.2, where it is
demonstrated that stability exhange between in-phase and out-of-phase states
ours at a point where the bound breathers are peakons. For what onerns
to mobile breathers we show in setion 3.3.3 that they an be ontinued up to
a ritial strength of the inter-site self-defousing nonlinearity.
1
Remind that the SM with µ < 0 is also physially relevant for it desribes the repulsive
ase for the long-range dipole-dipole interations in a Bose-Einstein ondensate of bosoni
atoms with magneti momentum trapped in a deep optial lattie as introdued in setion
2.1.
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3.3.1 Continuum limit
To introdue the ontinuum approximation (CA) in eq. (2.18), we dene
Φ(x, t) ≡ e2itΨ(x, t), and expand Ψn±1 ≈ Ψ ± Ψx + (1/2)Ψxx, where Ψ is
now treated as a funtion of the ontinuous oordinate x, whih oinides with
n when it takes integer values. After that, the ontinuum ounterpart of eq.
(2.18) is derived,
iΨt = −2 (1− |µ|) |Ψ|2Ψ−
(
1− |µ| |Ψ|2
)
Ψxx , (3.21)
where we have set ν = +1 and µ < 0, in order to inspet the interesting region.
Equation (3.21 ) onserves the norm and Hamiltonian, whih are straightfor-
ward ounterparts of expressions (3.19) and (3.20),
Ncont =
1
µ
∫ +∞
−∞
dx ln
(∣∣1− |µ||Ψ|2∣∣) , (3.22)
Hcont =
∫ +∞
−∞
[
|Ψx|2 + 2
(
1
|µ| − 1
)
|Ψ|2 + 2
µ2
ln
(∣∣1− |µ||Ψ|2∣∣)](3.23)
Loalized solutions to eq. (3.21) are sought as Ψ(x, t) = U(x)eiωt, with a real
funtion U(x), this solutions are usually referred to as envelope solitons in the
ontinuum ontext [101℄. The loalized envelope U(x) obeys the equation
d2U
dx2
=
ω − 2 (1− |µ|)U2
1− |µ|U2 U, (3.24)
whih may give rise to solitons, provided that ω > 0 and |µ| < 1. The absene
of soliton solutions for |µ| > 1 implies that if the intersite self-defousing,
aounted for by µ < 0, is stronger than the onsite self-fousing, the self-
trapping of solitons is impossible in the CA. Equation (3.24) an be ast in the
form
U ′′xx
(|µ|−1 − 1) = −W
′(U) , (3.25)
where the eetive potential W (U) is
W = −1
2
U2 − 1− Ω
2|µ| ln
(
1− |µ|U2) , with Ω ≡ |µ|ω
1− |µ| ; (3.26)
the expansion of the potential (3.26) for U2 → 0 yields
W ≈
[−ΩU2 + |µ| (1− Ω)U4]
2
. (3.27)
This form of the equation shows that solitons exist in a nite band of frequen-
ies, 0 < Ω < 1, rather than in the entire semi-innite band, Ω > 0, where
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the linearization of equation (3.24) produes exponentially deaying solutions
that ould serve as the solitons' tails. The redution of the semi-innite band
to a nite one is typial for soliton families in models with ompeting nonlin-
earities, suh as the ubi-quinti NLS equation [102℄. Further, it follows from
the divergene of potential (3.26) at U2 = 1/|µ| that the solitons's amplitude
A, whih is a monotonously inreasing funtion of Ω, is smaller than 1/
√|µ|
for 0 < Ω < 1, and A = 1/
√|µ| at Ω = 1.
Solitons an be found in an expliit form near the edges of the existene
band: at small ω (i.e., small Ω),
U(x) ≈
√
ω (1− |µ|)sech
(√
2ωx
)
, (3.28)
while preisely at the opposite edge of the band, Ω = 1, the exat solution is
a peakon,
Upeakon(x) =
(
1/
√
|µ|
)
exp
(
−
√
(1/|µ|)− 1|x|
)
. (3.29)
In other words, at a given frequeny ω, the peakon solution is found at
|µ| = |µp| ≡ 1/ (1 + ω) . (3.30)
Note that norm (2.21) of the peakon is
Npeakon = π
2/[6
√
|µ|(1 − |µ|)] , (3.31)
and its energy is also nite. Close to this point, i.e., for 0 < 1 − Ω ≪ 1,
the solution is dierent from the limiting form (3.29) in a narrow interval
|x| .√|µ|/ (1− |µ|)(1− Ω), where the peak is smoothed.
Finally let us remark that the CA based on eq. (3.21) is valid if the intrinsi
sale of all ontinuum solutions, that may be estimated through the urvature
of the soliton's prole at x = 0 as l ∼ 1/√|U ′′xx/U |, is large, l ≫ 1 (reall the
lattie spaing is 1 in the present notation). Aording to eq. (3.29), the latter
ondition implies (1/|µ|)− 1≪ 1 (i.e., stritly speaking, the CA applies in the
ase when the ompeting nonlinearities in the SM nearly anel eah other).
It is relevant to note that, in the standard version of the SM (previously
studied in setions 3.1 and 3.2), with µ > 0, the CA presented here give rise
to pinned envelope solitons in the entire semi-innite band, ω > 0 and then
onsistent with the exat solutions obtained for the disrete model in the above
setions and earlier works [58, 59, 89, 90℄.
3.3.2 Pinned disrete breathers
In order to nd exat pinned ((0, 1) resonant) disrete breather solutions in
a numerial form, we look for solutions to eq. (2.18) whih are loalized and
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time periodi with frequeny ωb = 2π/Tb (that is related to ω in the ontinuum
equation (3.21) by ωb ≡ ω − 2). Pinned solutions are widely known for the
DNLS limit (µ = 0) sine they an be obtained both ontinuing the analytial
AL pinned beathers along the standard SM (as previously done in setions 3.1
and 3.2) and by the ontinuation from the antiontinuum limit, C = 0, of the
DNLS equation (2.5). It is then possible to make a numerial ontinuation
of suh solutions for µ < 0 by adiabati hanges of the model parameter µ
and suessive appliations of the shooting methods in order to obtain the
numerially exat pinned disrete breather for a given frequeny ωb and µ.
In general all the pinned solutions were omputed starting from the DNLS
limit, µ = 0, and inreasing |µ| at a xed value of ωb. The ontinuations were
performed using an inrement δ(|µ|) = 10−2 at eah step, or smaller if higher
auray was needed.
As shown in the previous setion, the breather family in the ontinuum
equation (3.21) ends with the peakon solution (3.29). To ompare the numeri-
ally determined shape of the disrete breathers with the feasible peakon limit,
we tted the breathers' tails to the asymptoti form
|Φn| = A exp [−Γ (|n− n0|)] , (3.32)
with onstant A, Γ, and n0, whih follows from the linearized equation (2.18)
for large |n|. This proedure yielded the deay rate, Γ = Γ(µ, ωb), amplitude,
A = A(µ, ωb) (and the enter's position n0), as funtions of parameters µ and
ωb of the pinned breather family. One A(µ, ωb) and n0 were found, we dened
γ(µ, ωb) ≡ A− |Φn0 | to measure a deviation of the true disrete soliton from a
onjetured peakon shape obtained by formal extension of the tail inward.
In gure 3.17.a we show the evolution of γ produed by several ontinua-
tions of the disrete breather solutions (at dierent frequenies ωb). We dene
µp(ωb) as a value of µ at whih an exat disrete peakon of internal frequeny
ωb is found, that we realize as vanishing of γ (µ, ωb) at µ = µp. In gure
3.17.b we plot the evolution of the breather's amplitude as the ontinuation is
performed. It is observed that the amplitude inreases with |µ|, reahing the
predited value, 1/
√|µ|, at the exat peakon solution.
A noteworthy result, evident from gure 3.17, is the persistene of disrete
breathers beyond the peakon limit (whih means ontinuability of the solutions
to γ < 0). The apparent intersetion of dierent urves at one point in gure
3.17.a is a spurious feature (see the inset in the gure): an aurate onsid-
eration shows that the urves atually interset at lose but dierent points.
In ontrast, the intersetion of the urves in gure 3.17.b indeed happens at a
single point, whih orresponds to disrete breathers taking the peakon shape.
Figure 3.18 displays typial examples of the numerially found disrete
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Figure 3.17: (a) The mismath with the peakon shape, γ , as a funtion of |µ|, for
disrete breathers found at dierent frequenies ωb. (Note in the inset that there is
no ommon intersetion of all the urves). (b) The breather's amplitude vs. |µ|. The
axes are resaled to show that the amplitude of the peakon solutions (attained at
|µ| = |µp|) are equal to 1/
√|µ|, as predited by the ontinuum approximation.
breathers. It demonstrates that the solutions orresponding to γ < 0 are
uspons, with a super-exponential shape, that do not exist in the ontinuum
equation (3.21). The disrete harater of the SM with the ompeting nonlin-
earities allows this new type of solution, as happens with the quasi-ollapsing
states in the standard DNLS equation in two dimensions (see next hapter).
Cuspon solutions ontinue into the region of |µ| > 1, where the CA yields no
breathers, but, due to the sharp hange of the solution with the inrease of |µ|,
nding numerial solutions at larger values of |µ| beomes inreasingly more
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Figure 3.18: Generi examples of three dierent types of disrete breathers of fre-
queny ωb = 2.091: a quasi-ontinuous sech-like solution at |µ| = 0.3, an exat
peakon at |µ| = 0.956, and a uspon at |µ| = 2.64.
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Figure 3.19: (a) The value of |µp|, at whih the soliton assumes the peakon shape:
the predition of the ontinuum approximation, equation (3.30) (solid urve), and
numerial results for disrete breathers (dots). The small region where the pinned
disrete breathers are found to be unstable (for that purpose, the vertial axis shows
|µ|, rather than |µp|) is also shown. The inset displays the relative dierene between
the numerially found values of |µp| and the predited ones, |µCLp |, provided by the
ontinuum approximation. (b) Zoom of the area in the (ωb, |µp|) plane where the
instability island is loated. () Norm of the disrete breathers vs. their frequeny
for |µ| = 0.884.
diult.
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In gure 3.19.a we ompare the line of the existene of the peakons in the
ontinuum limit, and the atual loation of disrete peakons. It is seen that
the agreement between the CA and numerial ndings is good for smaller |ωb|
(in this ase, the disrete breathers are broad), while at larger |ωb| the disrete
breathers are narrow, hene the agreement with the CA deteriorates.
Floquet analysis
Performing the linear stability analyses of pinned breathers it is found that
these solutions are linearly stable along the whole µ-ontinuation, exept for a
relatively small region, as shown in gure 3.20.a. The entire instability island
in the (ωb, |µ|) plane is displayed in gure 3.19.b. The instability displayed
is revealed by a Floquet multiplier leaving the unit irle at +1 (harmoni
bifuration). The eigenvetor assoiated to this multiplier show a loalized
prole around the pinned solution. Note, in partiular, that the peakon and
uspon solutions are stable. The stability of the disrete breathers was also
heked by diret simulations of perturbed (along the unstable diretion given
by the Floquet eigenvetor whose Floquet multiplier is λ > 1) solutions, using
the full equation (2.18). The results of these simulations orroborated the
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Figure 3.20: (a) The absolute
value of the Floquet multipliers,
{|λ|}, for the linearization of per-
turbations around disrete soli-
tons, is shown vs. |µ|, at sev-
eral xed values of the frequeny
(whih are hosen so as to make
the instability intervals well sepa-
rated). (b) A robust pulson gen-
erated from an unstable breather
at |µ| = 0.922.
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Figure 3.21: The norm of the disrete breathers vs. the frequeny, for |µ| = 0.884.
preditions of the linear stability analysis.
Diret simulations of the evolution of perturbed unstable breathers, a typ-
ial example of whih is displayed in gure 3.20.b, show that, after a transient
stage, a loalized pulson (showing simultaneous width and amplitude osilla-
tions) is formed. The pulsons are (quasi-)periodi in time, and persist indef-
initely. This behaviour resembles that found in the ordinary two-dimensional
DNLS equation in quasi-ollapsing states that will be desribed in next hap-
ter.
A neessary stability ondition for soliton families in models of the NLS
type may be provided by the Vakhitov-Kolokolov (VK) riterion [103℄: if the
norm N of the breather is known as a funtion of its frequeny ωb, the breathers
an be stable against small perturbations with real eigenvalues, provided that
dN/dωb < 0. Although the appliability of the VK riterion to the present
model has not been proven (and ounter-examples are known, when solutions
predited by the riterion to be unstable are atually stable [104℄), it is rel-
evant to test the riterion here, numerially omputing N (ωb) aording to
eq. (3.19). The result is that the VK riterion preisely explains the stability
and instability of the disrete breathers, exept for the uspons (see below), as
shown in gure 3.19..
A noteworthy feature of the N (ωb) dependene is a divergene of the total
norm due to the innite ontribution of the entral site to expression (3.19)
in the ase of the exat peakon solution, with |Φn0 |2 = 1/|µ|. An example of
the N (ωb) dependene showing the divergene is plotted in gure 3.21. As
onerns the uspons, whose amplitude exeeds the ritial value, 1/
√|µ|, the
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norm (3.19) onverges for them, and features a positive slope (see gure 3.21),
dN/dωb > 0. The VK riterion predits instability in this ase; however, the
diret omputation of the Floquet multipliers, as well as diret simulations,
reveal no instability of the uspons. Thus, while the VK riterion is perfetly
orret for regular pinned breathers and peakons in the present model, it is
irrelevant for uspons, f. the situation in [104℄.
Bound states of breathers and their stability
The above ndings on the haraterization and stability of pinned disrete
breathers suggest looking at the behaviour of more exoti (0, 1) resonant lo-
alized strutures. For this purpose, we have also explored bound states of
pinned disrete breathers solutions to the SM with ompeting nonlinearities.
For this purpose, we performed numerial ontinuation in µ, starting with the
well known bound states of the standard DNLS equation (onstruted by on-
tinuation from the antiontinuum DNLS limit) at µ = 0. In that limit, two
dierent types of bound states are known, in-phase and π-out-of-phase ones,
whih are represented, respetively, by even and odd solutions. It is well known
that only the states of the latter type are stable [105, 106℄.
The numerial ontinuation of breather bound states was performed for
pairs of idential disrete breathers of a given frequeny ωb and dierent dis-
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Figure 3.22: (a) Proles of typial in-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) bound
states of two peakons, with dierent distanes between their enters, at ωb = 3.086
and |µ| = |µp| = 0.645 . (b) Absolute values of the Floquet multiplies that determine
the stability of three bound states, with the same xed frequeny, ωb = 3.086, and
dierent separations between the breathers. The in-phase (top) and out-of-phase
(bottom) bound states are stabilized and destabilized, respetively, at the point where
the bound breathers are peakons, see panel (a). Unstable states are less unstable (with
smaller absolute values of the Floquet multipliers aounting for the instability) if the
distane between the breathers is larger.
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tanes between them. The ontinuation of in- and out-of-phase bound states
gives bound states of peakons, see gure. 3.22.a. The latter solution is found at
exatly the same value, µ = µp(ωb), whih gives rise to the single peakon. We
have also examined the linear stability for the omputed solutions. A remark-
able feature of the bound states observed with inrease of |µ| is the stability
interhange between the in-phase and out-of-phase states, as shown in gure
3.22.b. This stability interhange ours preisely at µ = µp(ωb), regardless of
the separation between the bound breathers.
3.3.3 Moving disrete breathers
In order to omplete the full piture on the haraterization of disrete breather
solutions in the SM with ompeting nonlinearities we turn our attention to mo-
bile breathers. We have proeeded in the same way as for the standard SM
and used the generi method for the ontinuation of (p, q) resonant solutions.
In order to explore the behaviour of these solutions we have numerially on-
tinued them from the DNLS limit where, in turn, they were earlier obtained
in previous setions
2
. Among those mobile solutions we have hosen for the
ontinuation into the SM with ompeting nonlinearities only those that were
linearly stable at the DNLS limit.
As in the standard SM when ν 6= 0 the obtained states are omposed
of a traveling loalized ore and an extended bakground, Φn = (Φn)core +
(Φn)bckg, see gure 3.23 whih is a superposition of nonlinear plane waves
whose amplitude is related to the height of the orresponding Peierls-Nabarro
barrier.
The important result obtained along the ontinuation by the SM with µ < 0
is that the mobile breathers an only be ontinued up to a ertain ritial value,
µ = µc(ωb), lose to, but smaller in absolute value than, µp(ωb) at whih the
pinned disrete breather beomes a peakon. The Floquet stability analysis
reveals that the extended bakground of the mobile breathers is subjeted to
modulational instability. (However, this is too weak to manifest itself in the
simulations and it is only notieable by looking at the Floquet spetra when
the amplitude of the bakground is very high). On the the other hand we do
not observe any loalized eigenvetor with eigenvalue |λ| > 1 and thus the ore
is not aeted by any unstable perturbation. The stability of mobile solutions
is orroborated when simulations of the dynamis are performed, allowing for
interesting numerial experiments (see below). The bakground amplitude is
2
Remind that only a subset of those mobile solutions (those with small enough frequeny)
ontinued from the AL limit (µ = 1, ν = 0) remains along the whole standard SM path
(µ > 0) to the DNLS (µ = 0, ν = 1). Then, only those states that ould be obtained at the
DNLS limit are, in priniple, ontinuable into the SM with ompeting nonlinearities (µ < 0).
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Figure 3.23: The real and imaginary parts of the lattie wave eld in a moving disrete
breather, for ωb = 2.24 and µ = −0.7.
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kground amplitude (a) and the height of the Peierls-Nabarro
barrier (b), as funtions of |µ|, for three mobile disrete breathers.
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Figure 3.25: The time evolution of the real
part of the lattie wave eld in a mobile
state. Initially, a moving soliton is reated
orresponding to |µ| = 0.8 and ωb = −2.24.
Then, µ jumps instantaneously to µ′ = µ+
δµ. After the jump, followed by emission of
some transient radiation, the moving ore
beomes broader and starts to move faster.
In (a) |µ′| = 0.84, and in (b) |µ′| = 0.89.
a growing funtion of |µ| having a very sharp inrease when |µ| approahes
µ = µc(ωb), see gure 3.24.a. This behaviour of the bakground amplitude
suggests that the PN barrier also grows with |µ| and beomes very high near
the ritial point. To hek this expetation, we have omputed the height
of the PN barrier for the same frequenies ωb for whih the mobile breathers
were numerially alulated, using the energy denition as in equation (3.20).
Figure 3.24.b onrms that the PN barrier dramatially inreases when the
ontinuation approahes the ritial point, µ = µc(ωb), although the PN barrier
diverges not exatly at this point, but rather at µ = µp(ωb), where the pinned
breather assumes the peakon shape.
The strong dependene of the PN barrier on µ suggests a numerial experi-
ment to test the behaviour of mobile breathers when the lattie's pinning fore
suddenly hanges. To this end, we took an initial mobile breather at values of
µ and ωb for whih the PN barrier is low. Then we monitored the evolution
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Figure 3.26: Contour plots showing
the evolution of the lattie eld |Φn|
in three ases of ollisions between
idential breathers moving in oppo-
site diretions. The breather's fre-
queny is ωb = −2.11, and |µ| = 0.6
(a), |µ| = 0.8 (b), and |µ| = 0.9 ().
of the moving solution following an instantaneous hange in the nonlinearity,
µ → µ + δµ ≡ µ′, whih makes the PN barrier essentially higher than expe-
riened by the original soliton. The numerial experiments are illustrated by
gure 3.25. We observe that the ore of the mobile breather does not beome
pinned due to the inrease of the PN barrier, but rather aommodates itself,
with some radiation loss, into a broader state with a smaller amplitude, so that
the PN barrier, as experiened by the new state for µ = µ
′
, is low enough to
allow the breather to remain mobile. Besides that, we observe an inrement in
the ore's veloity, so that the larger the jump of the PN-barrier's height the
faster is the new moving state. The fat that the sudden inrease of the PN
barrier does not prevent the motion of the breather solution reveals, on one
hand, that the relation between PN barrier and mobility is far from trivial,
and on the other hand, that mobility is quite a robust feature.
Finally, we simulated ollisions between idential lattie breathers moving
in opposite diretions. The results show that the olliding breathers always
merge into a single loalized state, whih subsequently features intrinsi pulsa-
tions. If the PN barrier is low, the emerging pulse an itself move in a haoti
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way, due to interation with the lattie phonon eld (radiation) generated in
the ourse of the ollision. On the ontrary, for values of µ and ωb at whih the
original breathers experiene a high PN barrier, the nally generated single
soliton is always strongly pinned.
The most notable and generi feature of the ollision manifests itself in
the merger senario. When the ores of the mobile breathers ollide, sudden
deloalization is rst observed, with transfer of energy from the ollision point
to adjaent lattie sites. Then, almost all the energy is olleted bak at the
ollision spot, and thus a single loalized state emerges. An example of the
ollision is shown in gure 3.26. This senario was observed in all simulations
of the ollisions. The appearane of pulsons as the produt of soliton ollisions,
as well as the fat that they also appear as asymptoti states of the evolution
of perturbed unstable breathers (see setion 3.3.2), shows the ubiquity of this
type of loalized exitations in the present model.
3.4 Conlusions and Prospetive Remarks
In this hapter we have studied numerially several features about disrete
breathers solutions to the one-dimensional Salerno lattie (2.18). It is then
onvenient to summarize the results and obtain a global piture of the work.
A shemati piture of the results obtained in this hapter an be found in
gure 3.27.
Pinned Breathers.- This lass of solutions have been extensively studied
by earlier works for the standard Salerno model (µ > 0) with positive values
of the nonintegrability parameter, ν. In this region we have onrmed that
the ontinued (along the SM path) breathers oinide in the DNLS limit with
those obtained by a ontinuation from the unoupled (antiontinuum) limit of
the latter equation. We have extended the omputation of numerially exat
pinned breathers in the standard SM (µ > 0) for negative values of ν. In
this ase there exist narrow regions where the immobile breathers experiene
mirror symmetry-breaking bifurations.
The analysis of the pinned disrete system in the Salerno model with om-
peting nonlinearities (µ < 0) yields a family of breathers, whih inludes a
peakon as the ontinuum ounterpart predits. However, the family ontinues
beyond the peakon, in the form of speial pinned disrete breathers termed
uspons. Stability analysis of the pinned breathers in the SM with ompeting
nonlinearities reveals that only a small part of the soliton family is unstable;
the evolution of the unstable breathers leads asymptotially to pulsons, i.e.
loalized solutions where the width osillates. In this part of the SM bound
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states of idential breathers were also investigated, revealing a stability ex-
hange: the in-phase and out-of-phase bound states, whih are unstable and
stable, respetively, in the DNLS limit, exhange their stability harater ex-
atly at the point where the bound breathers are peakons.
The omputation of pinned breathers both on-site and inter-site entered
has served for omputing the Peierls-Nabarro barrier and thus provide a useful
tool to analyze the results obtained for mobile breathers.
Mobile breathers.- Using a regularized Newton method we have ontinued
the family of mobile Ablowitz-Ladik disrete breathers into the nonintegrable
domain of model parameters. The ontinuation was then performed for a ne
grid of frequenies belonging to the family of (p = 1, q = 1) resonant disrete
breathers. We nd that these solutions deay asymptotially, in spae, to an
exited lattie extended state (the bakground), whose amplitude vanishes at
the integrable Ablowitz-Ladik limit. This omponent of the solution is unam-
biguously found to be a linear ombination of nonlinear resonant plane waves
whose amplitudes deay typially, in k-spae, exponentially. The exponen-
tially loalized osillation (the ore) of the amplitude probability rides over
this extended radiation state.
Φˆ = Φˆ
ore
+ Φˆ
bakg
(3.33)
This expression denes the purely loalized omponent Φˆ
ore
of the solution.
The bakground is a nite linear ombination of nonlinear plane waves,
(
Φˆ
bkg
)
n
(t) =
s∑
j=1
Ajexp[i(kjn− ω(kj , Aj)t)] . (3.34)
These plane waves are exat solutions of the Salerno model (2.18). The re-
sults onerning the haraterization of the bakground an be summarized as
follows:
(i) The set of s plane waves whih take part in the bakground of a
(p, q)−resonant disrete breather with internal frequeny ωb is derived
by the simple seletion rule for the wave-numbers kj
ω(kj , Aj)
ωb
=
1
q
( p
2π
kj −m
)
, (3.35)
i.e. only the plane waves whih are (p, q)-resonant with the internal
period of the breather an be omponents of {Φbkgn (t)}. The number
of solutions of (3.35) xes s.
(ii) The amplitudes {Aj} of the nonlinear plane waves dier by orders of
magnitude yielding a loalization in the k-spae.
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(iii) There exist a strong positive orrelation between the amplitude of the
bakground and the strength of the Peierls-Nabarro barrier arising from
the periodi lattie. This orrelation is partiularly lear when symmetry
breaking transitions our for the also studied ase of ν < 0 and µ > 0,
and reets the link between non-integrability and the existene of the
bakground dressing of the mobile ore. Another interesting eet is
obtained for the SM with ompeting nonlinearities. In this ase the
ontinuation of mobile breathers of a given frequeny stops near the
divergene of the Peierls-Nabarro barrier for pinned breathers with the
same frequeny.
(iv) Finally, the interpretation of the orrelation desribed in (iii) is reinfored
from a study of the energy evolution of the mobile ore: There is an
energy balane brought by the bakground when the ore moves along the
lattie. In partiular, it an be observed how the ore energy osillates
periodially so that it takes the maximum energy value when the ore
visits the inter-site onguration. This extra energy periodially obtained
by the ore is provided by the interation bakground-ore, with the
energy maximum learly related to the bakground amplitude.
It is worth stressing that the most relevant preditions of perturbative ol-
letive variable theory are onrmed by our numerial results, whih show the
existene of Peierls-Nabarro barriers to breather translational motion. Further-
more, the existene of exat osillating breather solutions for the standard SM
is numerially onrmed. They are found to ontain an extended bakground
whose amplitude is typially muh smaller than for mobile breathers.
The orrelation between the Peierls-Nabarro barrier EPN (omputed from
immobile breathers) and the amplitude bakground of moving breathers or-
retly suggests that the bakground has a role in the energy balane required
to overome the barriers to translational motion. The interpretation is also
fully onsistent with the observations on the bakground amplitude behaviour
of spatially osillating anhored breathers in the standard SM. Currently used
eetive partile (olletive variable) theories are thus seen as intrinsially in-
omplete, beause ore energy is not an invariant of motion. Any sensible
improved approah must adopt equation (3.33) as starting point for improved
perturbative ansatzes, and we hope that our work will stimulate further studies
along these lines.
Numerially exat moving disrete breathers with an innitely extended
tail of small amplitude were already observed in some ases for Klein-Gordon
latties with Morse potential by Cretegny and Aubry [53℄, however no inves-
tigation of the bakground of these exat solutions is reported, so they were
able to "..suggest that generally a stritly loalized breather annot propagate
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Figure 3.27: Shemati plot of disrete breather's existene diagram in the (ν, µ)-
plane. For the standard Salerno model µ > 0 we have ontinued pinned breathers
along the path µ + ν = 1 for (ν > 0) from the Ablowitz-Ladik integrable lattie
to the DNLS limit. Mobile breathers an be ontinued all the way (from AL to
DNLS eqs.) along this path provided their frequenies are small enough. For the
standard Salerno model with ν < 0 we have performed the ontinuation along the path
µ− ν = 1 nding a symmetry breaking bifuration for pinned breathers at ν ≃ −0.3
that prevents ontinuing both pinned and mobile solutions far beyond this point
and then exluding the possibility of reahing the DNLS equation with ν < 0. The
staggering transformation between the two regions (ν > 0 and ν < 0) of the standard
Salerno model implies that staggered breathers annot be ontinued to the DNLS limit
with ν > 0 beause of a symmetry breaking bifuration. For the Salerno model with
ompeting nonlinearities (µ < 0) we nd a transition from smooth peaked pinned
breathers to uspon states where the energy is hyperloalized around the breather
enter. Cuspon breathers appear as stable solutions of the dynamis. Mobile breathers
in the ompeting Salerno mobile annot be ontinued beyond this transition point
sine the Peierls-Nabarro energy diverges at this point. The staggering transformation
implies that these latter results applies for staggered breathers when µ < 0 and ν < 0.
However, this region ould not be explored for typial breather states sine, on one
hand, the purely AL latties with µ < 0 does not admit loalized states as solutions
(preventing the ontinuation from ν > 0 and µ < 0 ) and, on the other hand, the
ontinuation from ν < 0 and µ < 0 stops near the symmetry breaking bifuration as
reported above. Then, this region of the Salerno model with ompeting nonlinearities
remains unexplored and apparently forbidden for our ontinuation methods.
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without radiating energy". Our systemati study of the NLS latties allows
us to go further by showing that the extended bakground (here fully har-
aterized) plays an important and subtle role in the translational motion of
the loalized ore. Indeed, it is an indispensable part of the exat solution
in the nonintegrable regime. Exat mobile loalization only exists over nely
tuned extended states of the nonlinear lattie. Mobile "pure" (i.e. rest state
bakground) loalization must be regarded as very exeptional [96℄.
Before onluding this hapter, it is worth ommenting on some of the
dierenes between the Newton ontinuation of xed points that we use in
this hapter, and other important reent approahes to breather numeris.
The work by Ablowitz et al [107℄ uses disrete Fourier analysis to obtain a
nonlinear nonloal integral equation, from where the " ... soliton is thus viewed
as a xed point of a nonlinear funtional" (si) in the Fourier transformed
spae of funtions. Following these authors, their results seem to dier from
those of early pioneering work [108℄ (nowadays textbook material [23℄)  in
whih a ontinuous traveling solitary waves were reported using Fourier series
expansions with nite period L while assuming onvergene as L→∞ " (si).
Ablowitz et al term ontinuous a solution that an be dened o the lattie
points, whih they see as "neessary when disussing traveling waves in latties"
(si), and disagree with some onlusions reported in the earlier works.
The ("orthodoxy matters") disussion above helps us to larify how dif-
ferently our numerial approahes "sees" the disrete Shrödinger breather
problem: The very onept of a variable dened o the lattie points is intrin-
sially alien to our disrete approah, whih neither needs of it nor exludes
its eventual onsideration. In ontrast to those views (but not at all in logial
opposition), we onsistently view the thermodynamial limit (N →∞) in lat-
tie spae, muh in the sense used e.g. by Serge Aubry in his elebrated work
on the Frenkel-Kontorova ground state problem [49℄: The innite size limit is
built up from a subsequene of PBC (nite) latties for whih the limit is well
dened. This will make the Fourier-transformed k-spae ontinuum.
Closer to our approah in some respets, though tehnially dierent in
many others, is the formal approah purposed reently by James and ollab-
orators [109, 110℄. It is also worth mentioning that these results have been
reprodued reently for other kind of solutions (dark breathers) [111℄ and have
onstituted [112℄ a (negative) result about the impossibility of onstruting
exponentially loalized fundamental (single-humped) moving disrete solitons
in the nonintegrable part of the Salerno model.
There are, at very dierent levels, several open questions to further re-
searh. From a tehnial point of view, it is important to analyze arefully
the irrational limit p/q → σ, of the solutions. In partiular, in this limit the
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number of resonant plane wave branhes tends to a ontinuum and one ould
(or not) expet that exponential loalization in the reiproal lattie persists
in that limit. This an be addressed numerially, though systemati investi-
gations may require some eorts in optimizing the time eieny of urrent
numerial shemes.
An important issue regarding appliations is the phenomenology of multi-
breather states. In partiular, studies on ollisions of a pair of breathers may
nd in this study of exat mobility a useful referene in order to deal with the
omplexities that emerge from the many time-length sales involved in these
physially relevant phenomena. Muh simpler multibreather states, e.g. train-
like hains of (moderately) separated moving breathers ould also be investi-
gated. Not least, the perspetive and results presented here may be of some
interest to studies of the eets of oupling to (nonthermal and/or thermal)
radiation baths in the breather and multibreather states of nonlinear latties
[51℄ and the pratial manipulation and patterning of loalized "hot spots" by
external elds [113℄.

Chapter 4
Disrete Breathers in
two-dimensional Nonlinear
Shrödinger latties
Given the ubiquity of suh breathers in disrete nonlinear physial systems (whih
exist on essentially all length sales), these nonlinear exitations are likely to be
important in many physial phenomena, inluding melting, frature, and the buk-
ling and folding of biopolymers. They may also prove useful in tehnologies ranging
from 'smart' materials with tunable olletive responses to light-indued, all-optial
swithes and networks. With the aquisition of this new animal, the nonlinear 'zoo'
has beome an altogether more interesting plae.
David K. Campbell in [114℄.
The study of two-dimensional nonlinear Shrödinger latties has attrated
muh attention [115, 116℄ in reent years due to the new phenomena emerging
when the dimensionality of the lattie is inreased. Some examples of these
new features are the existene of vortex-breathers [117℄ whih supports en-
ergy ux, the appearane of an energy threshold for the reation of disrete
breathers [118122℄ and the ubiquity of an instability (the quasi-ollapse) of
some disrete breather solutions leading to a highly loalized pulson state [123
128℄. These theoretial eorts have their ounterpart in reent advanes in the
eld of nonlinear optis. The studies of two-dimensional arrays of oupled non-
linear waveguides allow the experimental observation of those eets studied
theoretially. Speially relevant is the reent experimental breakthrough (theo-
retially designed in [129℄) by Fleisher et al [72, 130℄, where a two-dimensional
array of nonlinear waveguides is indued in a photosensitive material. This
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tehnique provides a lear experimental veriation of the two-dimensional
disrete breather existene in this system. In partiular, besides the observa-
tion of standard disrete breathers, these works reported the rst observations
of staggered disrete breathers.
Our study in this hapter fous on the omputation of numerially exat
disrete breathers in two-dimensional anisotropi nonlinear Shrödinger lat-
ties, i.e. where the ouplings in the two spatial diretions are not neessarily
equal. The use of the shooting methods introdued in setion 2.3.1, and rede-
ned here for the two-dimensional ase in setion 4.1, allow us to nd these
solutions and analyze their strutural and stability properties. Both pinned
and mobile disrete breathers are studied. In the latter ase we will study only
the ones whose motion is along one axis of the lattie. The analysis of the nu-
merially exat solutions help to shed light on some features of the properties
and stability of loalized solutions reported in previous works.
After introduing in setion 4.1 the two-dimensional anisotropi Salerno
lattie and provide explanations on the implementation of the numerial pro-
edures used to study the dynamis of 2D disrete breathers, we will fous
on pinned ones. The analysis of the results on pinned disrete breathers for
anisotropi nonlinear Shrödinger latties is reported in setion 4.2 for both
the standard version of the SM (setion 4.2.1) and that with ompeting nonlin-
earities (setion 4.2.2). In both studies we present the numerial omputations
of the xed point norm, as a funtion of three parameters: breather frequeny,
transversal oupling, and nonlinearity (see below). They show, as antiipated,
the so-alled quasi-ollapse transition. In these studies we present numerially
omputed setors of the bifuration surfae and take a brief look at the nonlin-
ear dynamis on the unstable manifold, whose typial trajetories have been
alled pulson states. Early numerial work on the 2D quasi-ollapse phenom-
ena in isotropi latties was reported in [127, 128℄ and [125℄. A three-year-old
aount of the "state of knowledge" on 2D Shrödinger latties an be found
in Setion six of [131℄. Interestingly, for the ase of ompeting nonlinearities
a transition to 2D uspon states is also found. In this region of the Salerno
model we have also studied the existene and stability of in-phase and out-of-
phase bound states of pinned breathers motivated by the results obtained in
the previous hapter for the 1D ase (setion 3.3.2).
As introdued above, a new lass of breathing solutions are possible in
the 2D model: disrete vorties [117℄. We investigate vortex breathers of two
types, vortex rosses and vortex squares, in setion 4.3 (in the framework of the
isotropi model). The analysis of their linear stability reveals parametri sta-
bility regions (whih turn out to be rather narrow) for the vorties, and helps
to identify various bifurations (inluding a generi Hamiltonian Hopf bifur-
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ation) responsible for their destabilization. Diret simulations demonstrate
that the instability transforms the vorties into ordinary breathers in the ase
of the standard Salerno model, and into vortex pulsons, that keep the vortial
topology, in the most interesting ase of ompeting nonlinearities. Finally, we
have also introdued bound states of vortex rosses and analyze their stability.
Mobile solutions are nally reported in setion 4.4. For this type of solu-
tions we have foused on a single type of mobile breather, namely those moving
along the diretion of stronger lattie oupling onstant. The struture of eah
of these mobile exat disrete breathers is that of a loalized moving ore su-
perimposed on a spei extended state of resonant small amplitude radiation,
the bakground. An extensive Floquet stability analysis of this type of solu-
tions is performed in two setors of the three-dimensional parameter spae,
revealing the existene of two dierent transitions. The tangent spae eigen-
vetors assoiated to eah of the transitions are presented, and the relation of
the unstable manifold trajetories to pulson states is analyzed afterwards.
4.1 The Salerno model in two dimensions
Motivated by the results reported in the last hapter our aim here fous on ex-
tending the ontinuation sheme for alulating exat disrete breathers in
higher dimensional systems. In partiular we fous on the following two-
dimensional nonlinear Shrödinger lattie
iΦ˙nm = − [C1(Φn+1,m +Φn−1,m) +C2(Φn,m+1 +Φn,m−1)] (1 + µ|Φn,m|2)
− 2νΦn,m|Φn,m|2 (4.1)
This lattie an be viewed as the two-dimensional Salerno model. The two ou-
pling parameters C1 and C2 provide a tehnial advantage for numeris (see
below), but they are also introdued for theoretial and experimental interest.
The possibility of ontrolling the ratio between the two linear ouplings of the
two transversal diretions has been studied in various works as a way of an-
alyzing how the intrinsi 2D phenomena (suh as the quasi-ollapse) emerge.
In fat, for C1 << C2, µ = 0 and ν 6= 0 equation (4.1) desribes a set of
weakly oupled nonlinear waveguide arrays and an be onsidered as a ase of
intermediate dimensionality. This extreme has been studied experimentally
in [132℄ and using perturbative methods in [133℄. On the other hand, this
equation inorporates, as two partiular limits, the physially relevant stan-
dard two-dimensional DNLS equation (µ = 0, ν 6= 0) and the two-dimensional
ounterpart of the AL lattie (µ > 0, ν = 0) whih is not integrable. The
ontinuation between these two limits provides a useful tool for studying the
interplay between the on-site and inter-site nonlinearities in the 2D ase. More-
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over, the anisotropy (or freedom in the values of the oupling parameters C1
and C2) allows to inlude an integrable model among the members of the fam-
ily of nonlinear latties desribed by eq. (4.1). That is, for ν = 0, Ci = 0
and Cj 6= 0 one obtains a set of integrable AL 1D hains. In this sense, every
2D model inluded by eq. (4.1) is onneted with this integrable model where
analyti disrete breathers are available.
The SM (4.1) may nd a straightforward physial appliation as a disrete
model for the BEC of dipolar atoms trapped in a deep two-dimensional optial
lattie [78℄; in that ase, as stated for the 1D Salerno model, assuming that a
strong magneti eld aligns the momenta parallel (perpendiular) to the lattie
plane, and the ondensate is strongly onned in the vertial diretion, one will
again deal with the dipole-dipole attration (repulsion), i.e. µ > 0 (µ < 0) in
eq. (4.1).
Similarly to the 1D version of the Salerno model eq. (4.1) has two dynam-
ial invariants, the Hamiltonian
H = − C1
∑
n,m
(
Φn,mΦn+1,m +Φn+1,mΦn,m
)
− C2
∑
n,m
(
Φn,mΦn,m+1 +Φn,m+1Φn,m
)
− 2ν
µ
∑
n,m
|Φn,m|2 + 2ν
µ2
∑
n,m
ln
(∣∣1 + µ|Φn,m|2∣∣) , (4.2)
and, due to the phase invariane of the equations of motion, the following norm
(4.1)
N =
1
µ
∑
n,m
ln
(∣∣1 + µ|Φn,m|2∣∣) . (4.3)
Note that we have inluded here the needed redenition in the logarithmi
terms of both quantities in order to manage with a orret desription of the
dynamial invariants within the Salerno model with ompeting nonlinearities.
In the same manner as in the 1D ase we will fous on a speial set of
2D disrete breathers. For this, we have to generalize the denition (2.22)
introdued in setion 2.2 for a (p, q) resonant solution in the 1D model to
the 2D ase. In this ontext, disrete breathers solutions are haraterized by
three time sales. Namely, one assoiated with the internal osillation ωb and
the other two derived from the translation of the loalization enter, i.e. its
veloity ~vb = (vx, vy). The subset of 3-tuples (ωb,~vb) that fulll the (px, py, q)-
resonane ondition
vx
2π
ωb
=
px
q
(4.4)
vy
2π
ωb
=
py
q
, (4.5)
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(where px, py and q are integers) denote the breather solutions that an be
obtained with our ontinuation method. These solutions are those that after q
periods of the internal frequeny, Φˆ(t0+ qTb), translates px and py lattie sites
in the x and y diretion of the square lattie, respetively, i.e.
Φˆn,m(t0) = Φˆn+px,m+py(t0 + qTb) , (4.6)
where, again, PBC are applied ΦNx+1,m = Φ1,m, Φ0,m = ΦNx,m, Φn,Ny+1 =
Φn,1 and Φn,0 = Φn,Ny (with Nx and Ny being the lattie size in the x and
y diretion respetively). Consequently, a (px, py, q)-resonant state will be a
solution of the following set of equations
F(px,py,q,ωb,ν,C1,C2)
[
{Φˆn,m(t0)}
]
= L
py
y L
px
x T
q
(ωb,ν,C1,C2)
[
{Φˆn,m(t0)}
]
=
= {Φˆn,m(t)} , (4.7)
where the operators Li are the lattie translation in the i-diretion,
Lx[{Φn,m(t0)}] = {Φn+1,m(t0)} , (4.8)
Ly[{Φn,m(t0)}] = {Φn,m+1(t0)} . (4.9)
Besides, T(ωb,ν,C1,C2) is the time evolution operator given by equation (4.1) over
one period Tb = 2π/ωb,
T(ωb,ν,C1,C2)[{Φn,m(t0)}] = {Φn,m(t0 + Tb)} . (4.10)
In order to illustrate the 2D time sales resonane let us to onsider the
plane wave solutions of equation (4.1): Φn,m(t) = A exp[i(kxn + kym − ωt)].
These solutions possess the following nonlinear dispersion relation
ω(~k,A) = 2(C1 cos kx + C2 cos ky)(1 + µA
2)− 2νA2 . (4.11)
Hene, we an obtain the subset of plane waves whih are (px, py, q)-resonant
with some time sale τ (i.e. after a time qτ they have translated px and py
sites in the x and y diretion, respetively). Eah member of these subsets will
be labeled by the pair
~k =(kx, ky) and from the ondition (4.7) it follows that
the orresponding set of values of
~k for eah family will satisfy the relation
ω(~k,A) =
1
qτ
(
~p · ~k − m
2π
)
, (4.12)
where m is an integer and ~p =(px, py). In gure 4.1 the orresponding values
of
~k are represented for two resonanes of type (px = 1, py = 0, q = 1) and
(px = 1, py = 1, q = 1).
The method used for solving equation (4.7) for eah resonant 3-tuple (ωb,~vb)
is the same as in the 1D ase, already desribed in setion 2.3.1. Then, the
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Figure 4.1: Wave numbers,
~k = (kx, ky), of the (1, 0, 1) (a) and (1, 1, 1) (b) resonant
plane waves for m = 0 (see equation (4.12)). Dierent values of C2, while C1 is xed
(C1 = 1), are shown. The referene time sale for the resonane is set to τ = 2.4315
(ω = 2.584).
impliit funtion theorem assures that a xed point solution of a map (4.7)
given by
~ξ =(px, py, q, ωb, ν, C1, C2) an be obtained provided that (i) the
Jaobian of the operator F~ξ[{Φn,m(t0)}] − I is invertible, and (ii) we know a
xed point of a map orresponding to an innitesimally lose set of parameters,
~ξ−δ~ξ = (px, py, q, ωb−δωb, ν−δν, C1−δC1, C2−δC2). As explained in setion
2.3.1 the rst demand an be satised using a singular value deomposition
(SVD) of the Jaobian in order to obtain the pseudo-inverse operator. On the
other hand, when the seond ondition is fullled onvergene of the Newton-
Raphson iterative sheme is guaranteed. For this, we start with a suiently
good trial solution, {Φ0n,m(t0)} and solve the equation
{δΦ0n,m(t0)} = −DF~ξ
[{Φ0n,m(t0)}]−1 · F~ξ [{Φ0n,m(t0)}] , (4.13)
in order to obtain {Φ1n,m(t0)} = {Φ0n,m(t0)} + {δΦ0n,m(t0)}. We iterate these
alulations to the desired onvergene, and then the solution, {Φˆn,m(t0)}, is
obtained. In our numeris this is the ase when
F~ξ
[{Φin,m(t0)}] < N · 10−16 , (4.14)
(where N is the total number of sites in the square lattie) is fullled. One
the solution is found we use it as the following trial solution, {Φ0n,m(t0)}, for
solving the map (4.7) orresponding to the next set of parameters
~ξ
′
= ~ξ+ δ~ξ.
There are two possible paths for developing the ontinuation method de-
pending on the hoie of the starting point of the ontinuation. One possibility
is to start from the full anti-ontinuum limit, C1 = C2 = 0, where a pinned
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breather solution of frequeny ωb is written as
Φˆn,m(t) = δn,n0δm,m0
√
ωb
2ν
exp(iωbt) . (4.15)
Starting from the above solution, we an perform the ontinuation inreasing
the parameters C1 and C2 as usual, and so obtain the whole family of (px =
0, py = 0, q = 1) resonant disrete breathers. An alternative path starts from
the one-dimensional limit, C2 = 0. The hoie of this seond limit (whih
implies taking as the very initial trial solution of the ontinuation the whole
set of 1D solutions obtained in the previous hapter) is justied when seeking
mobile solutions. As stated above, this limit oers the possibility of studying
strongly anisotropi latties as a ontrolled interpolating situation between
one and two dimensions. On the other hand, employing this strategy we an
only obtain those solutions whih are (px = p, py = 0, q)-resonant, i.e. the
two-dimensional ontinuation of those one-dimensional (p = px, q)-resonant
disrete breathers. Hene, the solution from whih we start is
Φˆn,m(t) = δm,m0Φˆ
1D
n (t) , (4.16)
where Φˆ1Dn (t) is the orresponding (p = px, q)-resonant one-dimensional solu-
tion.
In what follows we will employ both ontinuation paths when we study
the ase of pinned breathers (setion 4.2), and we will show that the results
obtained are the same when approahing the same limit (the standard two-
dimensional DNLS).
4.2 Pinned disrete breathers
We rst fous on the haraterization of pinned ((0, 0, 1)-resonant) disrete
breathers for the standard Salerno model (with speial attention to the DNLS
equation) in setion 4.2.1 and for the SM with self-defousing inter-site non-
linearity in setion 4.2.2.
4.2.1 Pinned disrete breathers in the standard Salerno
model
As we have disussed, we an hoose two dierent starting points for the ontin-
uation of (0, 0, 1)-resonant xed points (pinned breathers) of equation (4.7): (i)
the full anti-ontinuum (AC) limit (C1 = C2 = 0), or (ii) the (one-dimensional,
1D) limit of unoupled hains (C1 6= 0, C2 = 0), where they were obtained in
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the previous hapter from ontinuation along the standard 1D Salerno model
by inreasing values of the parameter ν from the one-dimensional AL lattie
(2.9). As a test for our odes, we have heked that both paths arrive to the
same solution. In fat, unique ontinuations an proeed along any path on
the plane of parameters (C2, ν) that we have explored.
Early works [123125℄ on the isotropi two-dimensional standard DNLS
equation analyzed the so-alled quasi-ollapse instability of pinned disrete
breathers, i.e. the ondensation of all the energy into a few modes in dis-
rete nonlinear systems, whih orresponds to the onset of a singularity (wave
ollapse) [126℄ in multidimensional ontinuum models. Subsequent numeri-
al works [127℄ extended these studies to the isotropi 2D Salerno lattie and
addressed the question of how the instability is aeted by the presene of
impurity lattie sites.
As expeted, our results further orroborate the existene of quasi-ollapse
instabilities in the anisotropi ase: The phase diagram in parameter spae
(ωb, C2, ν) onsists of two regions (stable and unstable) separated by the
surfae of transition. As we perform the ontinuation of breather solutions
aross the parameter spae we san the Floquet stability of the omputed
solution. In gure 4.2 we present the two stability transition urves in the
plane (ωb, C2, ν = 1), i.e. the funtion C
th
2 (ωb), orresponding to the two
dierent ontinuation starts. The ontinuation from the AC limit is made
through the path C1 = C2 and the one from the 1D limit is made at C1 = 1.
The onvergene of the two paths at C2 = 1 is learly seen.
The Vakhitov-Kolokolov riterion [103℄ for stability of the pinned disrete
breather solution derived and used for the 2D DNLS in [124, 125℄,(
∂N
∂ωb
)
C2,ν
> 0 , (4.17)
is of a very general harater and our numeris illustrate it learly. On the other
hand, the Floquet stability analysis detets the dimensionality (and a basis
in tangent spae) of the unstable linear manifold assoiated with the quasi-
ollapse instability that these exat disrete breathers experiene for some
parameter values. We have omputed numerially, for a ne grid of ωb values
and a oarser grid of C2 and ν, the funtion N(ωb, C2, ν), from whih we show
some setors in gures 4.3 and 4.4.
In gure 4.3 we show the numerially omputed norm (4.3) as a funtion
of the breather frequeny N(ωb), for three dierent values of the transversal
oupling C2, and a xed value of ν = 1 (anisotropi DNLS limit). We observe
the existene of a minimum value, minN(ωb) = N
th 6= 0, whih is thus seen
as an exitation threshold for the reation of these solutions. The position of
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of the threshold value of the oupling parameter, Cth2 , as
a funtion of the frequeny, ωb, for two dierent ontinuations starts. The values
of Cth2 limit the region where pinned disrete breathers are linearly stable (unstable
for C2 > C
th
2 ). The instability yields a hyper-loalized state (quasi-ollapse). The
ontinuation from the fully unoupled limit (C1 = C2 = 0) (lled irles) is performed
using the path C1 = C2. For the ontinuation (bold irles) from the 1-dimensional
limit (C1 = 1, C2 = 0) the oupling in the new diretion C2 is progressively inreased.
the minimum ωthb (C2), whih naturally inreases with C2, separates the stable
and unstable branhes of pinned breathers. Breathers orresponding to values
of ωb where N(ωb) has a negative slope are unstable: This is shown in the
insets, where the Floquet spetra of two representative examples of pinned
disrete Shrödinger breathers are plotted in the omplex plane. Note that
the high auray of the numerial solution allows an unpreedented detailed
Floquet analysis of the instability, paving the way to rigorous analytial har-
aterizations of the quasi-ollapse unstable manifold. This is a one-dimensional
manifold, as our numerial results unambiguously onrm. Then, in the regime
of small time sales, the unstable manifold is fully haraterized by a single
Floquet eigenvetor.
Figure 4.4 shows the (surfae) funtion N(ωb, ν) for the volume setor of
onstant C2(= 0.5). Most notieably, the ritial (threshold) line of bifuration
points (
∂N
∂ωb
= 0), as seen in the inset, does not dene a monotone funtion
ωthb (ν). In fat, in the whole interval of 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1 values, the range of values of
ωthb is quite short, indiating the insensitivity of the gross features of the quasi-
ollapse transition to the value of ν. However, onsidering ner details, one
sees that the threshold urve ωthb (ν) smoothly reahes its slightly larger values
around midway between the DNLS and the AL limits. In other words, in-
termediate values of the interpolating (Salerno) parameter ν somewhat favour
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Figure 4.3: (a) Plot of the Norm, N , of the omputed solutions as a funtion of their
frequeny ωb for dierent values of the oupling parameters. The ontinuations have
been made starting from the one-dimensional limit (C1 = 1). For the regions where
∂N/∂ωb is positive (negative) the ontinued solutions are stable (unstable). We an
monitor the hange of the linear stability of a solution of a given frequeny during
its ontinuation in C2 looking at the Floquet spetra. Figures (b) and () show the
Floquet spetra of a disrete breather of frequeny ωb = 3.93 at C1 = 1, C2 = 0.7
(where ∂N/∂ωb < 0) and at C1 = 1, C2 = 0.2 (where ∂N/∂ωb > 0), respetively.
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Figure 4.4: Surfae N(ωb, ν) for the ase C2 = 0.5. The inset shows the urve
ν(ωb) orresponding to ∂N/∂ωb = 0. This urve gives the transition points where the
disrete breather hanges its stability harater.
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enter
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Eah amplitude is normalized to its initial value, so that it an be seen how the
quasi-ollapse instability is developed. The parameters of equation (4.1) are C1 = 1,
C2 = 0.5, ν = 1.0 (µ = 0) and the frequeny of the pinned breather is ωb = 3.50.
When the instability is fully developed, we analyze the nal state by means of the
Power Spetrum S(ω) of the time evolution of ℜ [Φ10,0(t)] (the real part of loalization
enter). As an be observed in (b) the internal frequeny of the breather (highest
peak in the spetrum) shifts to a higher value (ω∗b = 4.03) and the other peaks are
loated at the frequenies of the harmonis resulting from the ombination of the
internal frequeny with the frequeny (ωqc = 0.78) assoiated with the amplitude
|Φn,m| osillations shown in (a).
the enhanement of the quasi-ollapse unstable region. These onlusions are
in ontrast with the stated onlusion (for isotropi latties) in [127℄ that the
Ablowitz-Ladik term inreases the stability regime.
When instability is allowed to develop beyond the xed point tangent spae
into the nonlinear realm of perturbations, the trajetory obtained by diret
integration of the equations of motion invariably ends after a transient (of time
sale given by the real Floquet exponent larger than 1) in a loalized solution
with omplex dynamis, the pulson states, that we have already observed in
the one-dimensional Salerno model with ompeting nonlinearities for a narrow
region in the (µ, ωb)-plane (see setion 3.3.2). In the two-dimensional ontext
these states were haraterized in [131℄ in the following terms "... where the
peak intensity |Φm,n|2 osillates between the entral site and its four nearest
neighbours (...) it is not known whether these pulson states represent true
quasiperiodi solutions to the DNLS equation". What makes these trajetories
on the unstable nonlinear quasi-ollapse manifold of muh pratial relevane
and interest is their ubiquity: They appear as persistent loalized states in
the Hamiltonian dynamial evolution from a wide variety of initial onditions.
Their desription requires at least two frequenies, namely the internal (genuine
breather-like frequeny) and the frequeny of the osillations of the breather
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width around a mean width value, whih turns out to be less than the width
of the unstable exat disrete breather. Seond and outer shells of neighbours
(in both lattie axes) also partiipate in the width osillations.
Though a more detailed haraterization of the pulson states would be re-
quired, it is illustrative to onsider (gure 4.5) the power spetrum S(ω) (eq.
3.5) of the eld at the entral site of a typial trajetory on the unstable nonlin-
ear manifold of a quasi-ollapsing pinned disrete breather. This shows peaks
at the ombinations ω∗b + jωqc (j = 0,±1,±2...), where ωqc is the frequeny
of the width osillations haraterizing the pulson state, while ω∗b > ωb is a
frequeny higher than the (initial ondition) xed point frequeny ωb. The new
frequeny ω∗b turns out to be very lose to the breather frequeny of the same
(initial) norm on the stable branh. In other words, the instability drives a
shift of breathing frequeny towards the stable branh, while the exess energy
is transferred to the osillatory motion of the observable width. This behav-
ior seems to be the essene of the physial haraterization of the nonlinear
quasi-ollapse manifold dynamis.
The numerial observation of a two-frequeny power spetrum for a typial
pulson state points towards an eventual positive answer to the question (on
true quasiperiodiity) arised in [131℄. This point serves to illustrate how the
high auray of the xed point numerial solution provides detailed lues on
many still unsolved (from a mathematial and physial point of view) questions
on two-dimensional Shrödinger loalization, whih are of prospetive experi-
mental interest in nonlinear (photoni, Josephson, ...) physis tehnologies.
4.2.2 Pinned disrete breathers in the Salerno model with
ompeting nonlinearities
Let us now analyze the eets that ompeting on-site self-fousing and inter-
site self-defousing nonlinearities have on pinned disrete breathers. For this
purpose we start from the above omputed pinned breather solutions for the
2D DNLS equation, orresponding to µ = 0, and parameterized by the orre-
sponding values of ωb, C1 and C2. In patiular we will keep xed the value
C1 = 1 and let vary C2 = C. We will also keep xed the value of ν = 1 (due
to the saling invariane of the model (4.1)). Then, our ontinuation seeds
is a set of solutions at dierent frequenies and several dierent values of C,
whih are subsequently ontinued in µ < 0. With these ontinuations we are
able to onstrut families of the breather solutions (labeled by their internal
frequeny ωb) for dierent values of µ and C. In this way, we sanned the
family of disrete breathers in the entire (C,µ < 0, ωb)-spae of the Salerno
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Figure 4.6: Intensity proles, |Φn,m|2, of two disrete breathers found for C = 1
(isotropi ase) and frequeny ωb = 4.22: (a) µ = −0.2; (b) µ = −0.88. The latter
solution is a uspon, whih features stronger loalization at its enter than in the tails.
model with ompeting nonlinearities
1
.
As noted above, varying C from 0 to 1 allows one to observe the transition
from one- to two-dimensional lattie and to study the strong anisotropi limit
(C << 1). We will onentrate on the existene of 2D uspons and their sta-
bility. Let us remind that in the 1D ase, uspons exist for µ < 0, when the
on-site and inter-site nonlinearities are ompeting (see setion 3.3.2). These
solutions present highly loalized proles, with the deay rate around the lo-
alization enter higher than in tails of the solutions. Another relevant result of
the 1D ase is that small-frequeny breathers are unstable in a narrow interval
of negative values of µ. The instability observed in the 1D ase transforms the
disrete breather into a pulsoni state. We have seen in the previous setion
4.2.1 that the standard Salerno model (and in partiular the 2D DNLS lattie)
features a similar unstable behavior for small-frequeny breathers. It is then
interesting to nd a link between the breather instability in the 2D standard
Salerno model (4.1) with µ > 0 and the above-reported instability of breathers
in the 1D Salerno model when µ < 0.
First, we onsider the shape of solutions produed by the ontinuation. As
expeted, uspons appear when µ is negative and of suiently large absolute
value. In gure 4.6 we display disrete breathers found at C = 1 (in the
isotropi lattie) and ωb = 4.22, for two dierent values of µ. As seen in gure
4.6.b, the uspon indeed features a higher spatial deay rate around its enter,
(n0,m0), than far from it.
To haraterize the transition from usual disrete breathers to the uspons,
we tted the deaying tail of the breather along the vertial and horizontal
diretions on the lattie, (n0,m → ±∞) and (n → ±∞,m0), to the expeted
1
Typially, the dierene between the breather frequenies used for eah C was δωb =
8 · 10−2 (whih is also the lowest frequeny taken lose to the edge of the phonon band), and
the ontinuation step in µ was δµ = 2 · 10−2.
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Figure 4.7: Solid and dashed urves show, respetively, the ritial values of the inter-
site nonlinearity oeient, µy and µx = 0, as a funtion of the breather's frequeny
for several values of the anisotropy parameter C.
asymptoti forms, |Φ(asymp)n0,m→±∞| = Ay exp(−Γy |m−m0|) and |Φ
(asymp)
n→±∞,m0| =
Ax exp(−Γx |n− n0|), respetively. One two pairs of parameters (Ax,Γx) and
(Ay,Γy) are found, one an determine whether the deay rate (loalization
degree) around the breather's enter is higher or lower than in the tails, by
dening two sharpness parameters (this is a similar denition to that adopted
in setion 3.3.2 for the 1D ase), γx ≡ Ax − |Φn0,m0|, and γy ≡ Ay − |Φn0,m0 |.
Obviously, γx ≡ γy in the isotropi model (C = 1); however, γx and γy are
dierent in anisotropi latties. We have omputed both quantities as the
ontinuation in µ was performed for eah breather at frequeny ωb. For a
given pair of parameters C and ωb, it was found that, for higher (in partiular,
less negative) values of µ, both γx and γy are positive, thus pointing out that
the loalized states are ordinary disrete breathers (not uspons). Dereasing
µ, one nds a ritial value, µ = µy, at whih γy = 0, whih orresponds
to a peakon prole in the (vertial) diretion of weak oupling, (n0,m). If µ
is further dereased, we then have γy < 0, while γx is still positive (i.e., the
breather is a semi-uspon), until the seond ritial point is reahed, µ = µx <
µy, where γx = 0, and the breather assumes a peakon prole in the (horizontal)
diretion of strong oupling, (n,m0). Finally, at µ < µx, both γx and γy are
negative, and the disrete breather is a uspon in both diretions. Figure 4.7
shows the ritial values, µx and µy, versus ωb for several xed values of C.
As noted above, µx = µy when C = 1, while for C = 0 (the 1D limit), only µx
exists.
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Floquet analysis
Conomitant with the ontinuation of the breather solutions in µ, we examined
their linear stability. Performing the Floquet analysis for every omputed
solution, we have generated a full stability diagram in the (ωb, µ)-plane for
several values of C (inluding both positive and negative µ in order to link the
unstable region of the 1D SM at µ < 0 and those found for the standard 2D
SM). This is shown in gure 4.8. At the isotropi ase, C = 1, and for µ > 0
we observe, as expeted from the results obtained in the previous setion, an
unstable region orresponding to the low-frequeny breathers. As previously
reported, the development of this instability yields to the development of a
pulsoni state (similar to what was found in in the 1D version of the model
when µ < 0). On the other hand, for µ < 0, all uspons are found to
be linearly stable. This is a new result onerning 2D nonlinear latties of the
Shrödinger type. Taking a lose look at the evolution of the stability diagrams
as C dereases, one an monitor a transition from the 2D isotropi model to its
1D ounterpart. We thus observe (see ontour plots in gure 4.8) that there is
a subregion in the (ωb, µ) plane, for eah value of C, where the largest values
of |λj| are muh higher than in the rest of the unstable region. This subregion
ontinuously deforms as C varies, and, as C → 0, it approahes the unstable
region found in the 1D Salerno model.
We have also heked the validity of the Vakhitov-Kolokolov (VK) riterion
for the stability of breathers in the Salerno model with ompeting nonlineari-
ties. For this we have omputed the norm of the solutions as per eq. (4.3), to
generate surfaes N(ωb, µ) for several values of C. These surfaes are plotted in
gure 4.8. In the gure, we have also plotted urves at whih ∂N∂ωb hanges
sign, thus separating the predited stable and unstable regions. Comparison
with the rigorous results produed by the Floquet analysis onrms again the
validity of the VK riterion for prediting the unstable region found for pinned
breathers at µ < 0. A noteworthy feature of surfaes N(ωb, µ) is the diver-
gene when the breather's amplitude attains the value |Φn0,m0 |2 = 1/|µ|. In
the 1D model (C = 0), this happens for an exat peakon solution, whereas
for C > 0 we observe that the divergene urve in the (ωb, µ) plane is loated
below the urve of µ = µy(ωb), i.e. it happens for uspon states. Examining
the norm for uspons with the amplitude exeeding 1/
√|µ|, we onlude that
∂N∂ωb < 0 for all ωb in this region (after the divergene of the norm ours).
Then, the VK riterion predits that uspon breathers are unstable ontrary
to the results of the Floquet analysis. Hene, the VK riterion does not apply
to the uspons with |Φn0,m0| > 1/
√|µ|. The stability of perturbed uspons
was also onrmed by diret simulations of the dynamis (4.1) revealing not
only that they are linearly stable solutions but also high robust.
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Figure 4.8: Stability diagrams in the (µ, ωb) -plane orresponding to dierent values
of the anisotropy parameter C. Contour plots show maximum absolute values of the
Floquet multipliers, max {|λj |}. Beside eah ontour plot, norm surfaes, N(µ, ωb),
are plotted for the orresponding values of C. Curves at whih the sign of slope
∂N/∂ωb hanges are plotted on top of the surfaes. Aording to the Vakhitov-
Kolokolov riterion, these urves separate stability and instability regions.
Bound states of disrete breathers
In addition to isolated pinned breathers, we have studied their bound states
when µ < 0. Two types, in-phase and π-out-of-phase, of pairs of idential
breathers, with the same frequeny ωb and dierent distanes between them,
has been analyzed. For this purpose, we rst ontinued these solutions, at µ =
0, from the anti-ontinuum limit up to the 2D DNLS equation (C = ν = α =
1), and then dereased the value of µ into the region of ompeting nonlinearities
(µ < 0). At the same time, the linear stability analysis of these periodi
solutions was performed by the numerial omputation of their Floquet spetra.
We have omputed two dierent patterns of bound states of breathers. The
rst type onsists of two disrete breathers with their enters, (n
(j)
0 ,m
(j)
0 ), with
j = 1, 2, lying on the same lattie axis (so that n
(1)
0 = n
(2)
0 or m
(1)
0 = m
(2)
0 ),
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Figure 4.9: The absolute value of the Floquet multipliers as a funtion of µ for in-
phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) axis-aligned bound states of breathers with
ωb = 7 (C = 1). The gure shows ases when the two breather enters are separated
by d = 3, 5 and 7. It an be observed that, irrespetive of the value of d, the stability
interhange ours at µ = −0.3.
whereas for the seond type of bound states the enters are related by n
(1)
0 =
n
(2)
0 ± d and m(1)0 = m(2)0 ∓ d, i.e. they are aligned along a diagonal of the
lattie.
In gure 4.9 we show the absolute value of the Floquet multipliers as a
funtion of µ for in-phase and out-of-phase bound states, aligned along a lattie
axis for the ase of ωb = 7.0, with three dierent values of the distane between
breather enters in the pair. Results of similar omputations for the diagonal-
aligned bound states with ωb = 8.0 are shown in gure 4.10. As in the 1D
version of the model (see setion3.3.2), for µ = 0 in-phase bound states are
linearly unstable (the more unstable the loser breathers are in the pair), while
out-of-phase pairs are stable. As observed in gures 4.9 and 4.10, at µ = −0.3
for the pattern of the rst type (ωb = 7.0), and at µ = −0.25 for the seond one
(ωb = 8.0), the in-phase bound states beome stable regardless of the distane
between breathers. Simultaneously, out-of-phase states beome unstable, also
regardless of the separation between breather enters.
The same stability exhange between in- and out-of-phase states was ob-
served in the 1D ase, where it ours at the value of µ at whih the dis-
rete breather solution is a peakon. However, here in the 2D ase the disrete
breathers in the pair are uspons on both sides of the stability-exhange point.
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Figure 4.10: The same as in the previous gure for in-phase (top) and out-of-phase
(bottom) diagonal-aligned bound states of breathers with ωb = 8 (C = 1). Shown are
the results for the states with the separation between the breather enters d = 1, 2
and 3. It an be observed that for all these states undergo the stability exhange at
µ = −0.25.
Nevertheless, we nd, for both types of the bound states, that the values of
µ at this point is exatly the same at whih the uspon's norm, N(ωb, µ), di-
verges (see the previous subsetion). In other words, the stability interhange
between in- and out-of-phase bound states is assoiated with the divergene of
the breather norm N(ωb, µ), rather than to the appearane of a peakon (on-
trary to the 1D ase, where the emergene of a peakon and norm divergene
our simultaneously).
As a onlusion, although the divergene of the norm does not swith the
stability of single pinned disrete breathers, it marks the stability border of
bound states of breathers, regardless of their size and orientation relative to
the lattie.
4.3 Disrete vortex breathers
A natural generalization of the fundamental disrete breathers are disrete
vorties, whih are well-known solutions of the ordinary 2D DNLS model [117℄.
A vortex is haraterized by the phase irulation around its enter, ∆θ, that
must be a multiple of 2π. Hene they may be labeled by an integer number
(vortiity, or topologial harge), S ≡ ∆θ/(2π).
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Figure 4.11: Two examples of fundamental (|S| = 1) disrete vorties. Proles of the
real part of the square vortex with M = 1 and vortex ross are shown in the top and
bottom panels, respetively. Both solutions are found for µ = −0.4 and ωb = 7.0 (as
noted in the text, we x C = 1 for the vortex solutions).
In this setion, we onsider vorties only in the isotropi model (C = 1),
with the purpose of analyzing their behaviour at both the standard SM (µ > 0)
and at the SM with ompeting nonlinearities (µ < 0). In the framework of
the 2D DNLS model, inuene of the lattie anisotropy on fundamental and
vortial disrete breathers was studied in [134℄).
We will onstrut two types of vorties, on-site- and o-site-entered ones
(alias vortex rosses and vortex squares), both with |S| = 1. Vortex squares
are haraterized by the number of lattie bonds, M , that eah side of the
square omprises; in this setion, we only deal with M = 1. Two examples of
these two speies of the solutions are plotted in gure 4.11.
4.3.1 Vortex rosses
In order to onstrut fundamental (|S| = 1) vortex rosses entered around the
lattie site (n0,m0), we start with the antiontinuum (C1 = C2 = 0) DNLS
(µ = 0) limit. The orresponding seed pattern inludes nonzero elds
Φn0,m0+1 = −iΦn0+1,m0 = −Φn0,m0−1 = iΦn0−1,m0 =
√
ωb/2 . (4.18)
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Figure 4.12: (a) The absolute value of the Floquet multipliers as a funtion of µ
for a vortex ross with ωb = 8. Two bifurations an be inferred from the Floquet
distributions in panels () and (d): a Hamiltonian Hopf bifuration at µ = 0.46, and
a harmoni bifuration at µ = −0.3. A similar set of two bifurations is found at
other frequenies. The entire stability diagram is displayed in panel (b), showing a
narrow stability region. (As noted in the text, we x C = 1 for the vortex solutions).
Then, by adiabatially inreasing the inter-site oupling (Newton ontinuation
in C using C1 = C2 = C), we reah the isotropi DNLS model, and start the
ontinuation to positive values of the inter-site nonlinearity, µ. Performing
the ontinuation in C at µ = 0, we have found that, for low-frequeny vortex
solutions, there is a ritial value, Cc, that depends on frequeny ωb, at whih
a Hamiltonian Hopf bifuration (HHB) [135℄ ours and the vortex solution
turns unstable for C > Cc(ωb). This phenomenon was already reported in
previous works [117, 134℄.
Higher-frequeny vortex solutions, whih are stable in the DNLS equation
in the onsidered range of parameters, undergo destabilization through a bi-
furation of the same type as a result of the ontinuation in µ, at C = 1. The
Hamiltonian-Hopf harater of the bifuration an be seen in gure 4.12.,
whih shows the Floquet spetrum after the bifuration: it is seen that a
quadruplet of omplex eigenvalues λj exit the unit irle. After this (rst)
bifuration, further bifurations of the same type our at inreasing values of
µ, as observed in the right part of gure 4.12.a. Similar to what was reported
in Ref. [117℄ for the DNLS model, in diret simulations unstable vortex rosses
evolve into on-site-entered fundamental disrete breathers (with S = 0) by
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transferring almost all the energy to one of the sites whih originally formed
the ross. The orresponding instability border (for C = 1) in the (µ, ωb)
plane is depited by the right urve of gure 4.12.b.
More interesting is the ase of µ < 0. In this regime, we have found that
fundamental vortex rosses experiene another bifuration, with a quadruplet
of Floquet eigenvalues leaving the unit irle at λ = +1 (the so-alled har-
moni bifuration). With the derease of µ, the orresponding two pairs of
the eigenvalues move along the real axis in the opposite diretion, until eah
pair breaks up, as shown in gure 4.12.d. The unstable eigenvetors, δΦ∗ and
δΦ∗∗, assoiated with this bifuration are plotted in gure 4.13.a and 4.13.b
(in this notation,
∗
does not stand for omplex onjugation). The shape of
eah eigenvetor reveals strong loalization at two opposite sites of the vortex
ross, eah one separately breaking the spatial symmetry (2D isotropy) of the
original solution. Adding a small perturbation to the solution along one un-
stable diretion auses osillations of the amplitudes around the vortex enter,
as shown in gure 4.13.. Suh behaviour persists at longer times; in fat, the
vortex pattern does not disappear but rather suers irregular modulations of
its loal amplitudes.
This piture of the instability development supplements the stability dia-
gram for the fundamental vortex rosses, whih is displayed in gure 4.12.b in
the (µ, ωb) plane (as noted above, for the isotropi model, with C = 1). Note
that the border of the instability whih transforms the vortex ross into its
osillatory ounterpart (the left urve in the gure) stays in the µ < 0 region,
even for large frequenies. Therefore, unlike the HHB desribed above, this
instability is dominated by the ompetition between the self-defousing inter-
site and self-fousing on-site nonlinearities. A further insight into the nature
of this bifuration is provided by the observation that it oinides exatly with
the divergene of norm N(ωb, µ) of the disrete breather (and of the vortex
ross solution), and thus it oinides with the stability interhange between
in-phase and out-of-phase bound states analyzed above in setion 4.2.2.
Regarding the vortex ross as made up of two (perpendiular) out-of-
phase bound states of breathers (say, left-right and top-bottom), one would
be tempted to interpret the quadruplet of eigenvalues leaving the unit irle
at +1 as the two pairs of eigenvalues that signal the simultaneous instability
of both out-of-phase bound states. At least, this interpretation would explain
the fat that a quadruplet of eigenvalues simultaneously leave the unit irle
at +1, and it is fully onsistent with the shape of the Floquet eigenvetors in
gure 4.13. This interpretation suggests that the bifuration of vortex rosses
ourring in the left part of gure 4.12.b is the same one experiened by out-of-
phase bound pairs of breathers in gure 4.9 (for separation d = 1). In any ase,
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Figure 4.13: (a) and (b) Intensity proles of the unstable Floquet eigenvetors, δΦ∗
δΦ∗∗, orresponding to the bifuration at µ = −0.3 (for C = 1) of the vortex ross
with ωb = 8, see gure 4.11.d. () Time evolution of the lattie eld at sites around
the enter of the same unstable vortex solution. Pulsoni dynamis of the amplitudes
is observed, without deay of the vortex pattern.
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a noteworthy numerial nding is that these bifurations (of bound states and
vortex rosses) not only oinide but are also haraterized by the divergene
of the breather norm.
4.3.2 Vortex squares
We have also studied the smallest (M = 1) vortex squares arrying S = 1
vortiity. For this purpose, we have performed the ontinuation of the or-
responding solution family, starting from a onguration with nonzero om-
ponents Φn0,m0 = −iΦn0,m0+1 = −Φn0+1,m0+1 = iΦn0+1,m0 =
√
ωb/2 in the
antiontinuum limit, eq. (4.18). As in the ase of the vortex ross, we have
rst performed the ontinuation in the oupling onstant C to obtain the or-
responding solutions for the DNLS model (C = 1, µ = 0). Again, for low-
frequeny vortex squares, we have observed an HHB at some ritial value of
C. For high-frequeny solutions, a bifuration of the same type is observed
when the ontinuation is performed from the DNLS model to values µ > 0.
In gure 4.14.a, one an observe this bifuration for the vortex square with
ωb = 8. The orresponding HHB (see gure 4.14.) ours with a quadruplet
of the Floquet eigenvalues leaving the unit irle. The behavior of the unstable
solution is the same as for the vortex ross, and, after a transient, a regular
breather with S = 0 emerges at one of orner sites of the former vortex square,
while the eld at three other orners nearly vanishes (i.e. the energy mainly
onentrates at a single site of the initial vortex struture).
With the ontinuation of the vortex square to µ < 0, we have again (as
in the ase of vortex rosses) found that the solutions suer a destabilizing
bifuration dierent from that at µ > 0. However, the bifuration for µ < 0 (see
gure 4.14.d) is also dierent from its ounterpart for the vortex ross (whih
was displayed above in gure 4.12.d). At some value µ < 0, a quadruplet
of Floquet multipliers leave the unit irle, to return to it at +1. After this
brief exursion, they immediately leave the unit irle again, and instability
grows with |µ|. Unlike its ounterpart for the vortex ross, this bifuration
does not orrespond to the interhange of stability for the bound state of
breathers analyzed in 4.2.2, whih atually ours at a lower value of µ, where
the vortex square is already unstable. However, it is remarkable that preisely
at this value of µ the quadruplet of eigenvalues outside the unit irle meet
instantaneously at +1, so that the vortex square is marginally stable at that
point.
Proles of unstable eigenvetors, δΦ∗ and δΦ∗∗, are shown in gure 4.15.a
and 4.15.b. Eah one is loalized at two non-adjaent orners of the plaquette
where the vortex square is loated. The dynamis triggered by the original
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Figure 4.14: (a) The absolute value of the Floquet multipliers as a funtion of µ for
a vortex square of minimum size (M = 1) with ωb = 8 (C = 1). Two bifurations
are revealed by Floquet distributions in panels () and (d). At µ = 0.14, we nd
a Hamiltonian Hopf bifuration, whereas at µ = −0.04 a quadruplet of eigenvalues
leave the unit irle and start a short trip to +1, from where they leave the unit irle
again. The entire stability diagram is represented in panel (b), showing a narrow
stability region.
solution being perturbed by this δΦ∗ (or equivalently δΦ∗∗) is displayed in
gure 4.15.. Again (as in the ase of the vortex ross), the vortex pattern is
not destroyed (in ontrast with the unstable behavior at µ > 0). Instead, the
lattie eld at the vortex-square sites develops a periodi pulsoni behavior,
in whih at least two frequenies an be identied. One of the frequenies
aounts for periodi transfer of energy between four orners of the square
vortex, following the same path as the ux urrent:
(n0,m0)→ (n0,m0 + 1)→ (n0 + 1,m0 + 1)→ (n0 + 1,m0)→ (n0,m0)→ ...
(4.19)
Another noteworthy feature of the dynamis in this ase is that the total
amount of energy that is periodially transferred between neighboring sites
varies, also in a regular periodi fashion, thus giving rise to the seond fre-
queny. Again (as happened for the vortex ross), the instability observed at
µ < 0 indues a pulsoni dynamis of the lattie amplitudes but, in the present
ase, the dynamis is muh more regular. An intriguing numerial observation
is that the value of µ at whih the quadruplet of eigenvalues meet at +1 (so
that the vortex-square solution momentarily beomes marginally stable) ours
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Figure 4.15: (a) and (b) Intensity proles of the unstable Floquet eigenvetors, δΦ∗
and δΦ∗∗, orresponding to the bifuration, at µ = −0.04 (for C = 1), of the vortex
square with ωb = 8, shown in gure 4.13.d. () The time evolution of the lattie eld
at the vortex-square's orners for the same unstable solution. The simulations reveal
periodi evolution of the amplitudes with a lear sequene of energy transfer between
the adjaent sites following the same pattern as the urrent ux in the original vortex
solution.
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exatly when the breather norm diverges.
The entire stability diagram for the fundamental vortex squares is presented
in gure 4.14.b. Again, we nd a narrow stability region for low-frequeny
vortex squares that expands as the frequeny inreases.
4.3.3 Bound states of disrete vortex rosses
As a rst step towards the haraterization of the stability of more omplex
2D arrangements of vorties, we have studied two types of bound states of
vortex rosses, with the vortex enters aligned along a lattie axis (say, the
x-diretion). In the two types of the bound state, the vorties have equal
or opposite vortiities, see gures 4.16.a and 4.16.b. Both types of solutions
were studied on the isotropi Salerno lattie with ompeting nonlinearities
(C = ν = 1 and µ < 0), and were numerially obtained by the ontinuation
at µ = 0 from the antiontinuum limit (C = 0), followed by the a seond
ontinuation in the diretion of negative inter-site nonlinearity µ. The Floquet
spetrum of the solution was also numerially omputed along the ontinuation
path.
At µ = 0, bound states of vorties with equal vortiities are stable, while
those with opposite vortiities are unstable. To explain this numerial ob-
servation, one has to realize that the right-most member of the breather set
forming the left vortex, and its left-most ounterpart in the right vortex are
out-of-phase (in-phase) in the former (latter) ase, see gures 4.16.a and g-
ures 4.16.b. Then, the stability analysis of bound states of breathers reported
above in setion 4.2.2 suggests that the stability of the bound states of vor-
ties is atually dominated by the stability of the loal bound state of the
two onstituent breathers (one from eah vortex) that are in the losest prox-
imity. This analysis is further validated by omparison of unstable Floquet
eigenvalues for the bound state of vorties with opposite vortiities and those
for the bound state of in-phase breathers (for the orresponding values of the
frequeny and separation between the enters).
When µ dereases, a destabilizing bifuration ours, as expeted, in the
equal-vortiity bound state, preisely at the same value of µ where the simul-
taneous instability of the vortex ross (in setion 4.3.1) and the out-of-phase
bound state of ordinary breathers ours. By inspetion of the Floquet spe-
trum for the bound state of vorties, one an learly identify pairs of eigenvalues
assoiated with eah of these instabilities that take plae simultaneously at this
bifuration point. It lear that the stability of bound states of disrete vortex
and that of single vorties in the SM with µ < 0 is related to the behaviour
found for bound states of two pinned breather solutions. The deomposition
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Figure 4.16: A shemati representation of the in-phase (a) and out-of-phase (b)
bound states of vorties with S = 1, in the limit of C = 0, ν = 1, µ = 0. Vetors stand
for the instantaneous values of Φn,m in the omplex plane, with |Φn,m| =
√
ωb/2.
These solutions are ontinued in C up to C = 1, and then ontinued in µ. Panel ()
shows the evolution of the Floquet multipliers as a funtion of µ when µ < 0. The
results orrespond to ωb = 8 and the distane between the two vortex enters is set
to be d = 5 (as seen in (a) and (b)).
of any omplex solution in terms of this latter building bloks is learly of
importane.
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4.4 Mobile disrete breathers
Early and urrent attempts to explore straightaway disrete breather mobility
in isotropi 2D Shrödinger latties seem to agree that "kiking" proedures
meet huge diulties in delivering good mobile solutions, ontrary to the nu-
merial experienes in 1D latties. We note here that the formal basis for those
methods [52℄ takes advantage of the Floquet spetra analysis of exat pinned
breathers, where the so-alled depinning (symmetry-breaking) mode is identi-
ed. This allows, provided Peierls-Nabarro barriers are small enough, to obtain
nie numerial 1D mobile disrete breathers, by omputing trajetories from
perturbations of the exat pinned breather along the tangent spae diretion
speied by the depinning eigenvetor. The presene of symmetry-breaking
instabilities leading to exhange of stability between one-site and two-site en-
tered pinned breathers [91℄ and the assoiated lowering of the Peierls-Nabarro
barriers to breather displaements (as we observed for the 1D standard SM
when ν < 0 in setion 3.1.3), hugely failitates the suess of these proedures
when applied to (both Hamiltonian and dissipative) one-dimensional latties
[92, 93℄.
In ontrast, our "anisotropi lattie" ontinuation approah takes advan-
tage of the availability of exat 1D mobile solutions by monitoring the param-
eter C2 of transversal oupling, and then does not rely on how easily one pro-
motes lean mobility from pinned loalization. In this way we obtain aurate
numerial (px, py = 0, q) xed points, that is Shrödinger disrete breathers
moving along the strong oupling diretion. We will leave open the question
for arbitrary diretion of motion whih would imply more sophistiated (and
possibly more unlean) methods of onstrution.
In this setion we will fous on the behaviour of the 1D mobile breathers
found for the standard SM (then we set C1 = 1) when the oupling in the
transverse diretion (aounted by C2) is adiabatially inorporated and hene
the dimensionality of the solution is inreased.
4.4.1 Struture and stability of (1,0,1) xed points.
In gure 4.17 we visualize the instantaneous real and imaginary omponents
of the 2D disrete eld prole of a typial (1,0,1) Shrödinger breather. Its
struture an be seen as the natural extension to two-dimensional latties of
the struture of mobile Shrödinger breathers analyzed in the previous hapter.
The numerial solution is spatially asymptoti to a nely tuned small-amplitude
extended (deloalized) radiation state (Φ
bkg
)
m,n
(t) when m,n → ∞. The
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xed point solution an be thus deomposed as
Φm,n(t) = (Φore)m,n(t) + (Φbkg)m,n
(t) , (4.20)
whih denes (Φ
ore
)m,n(t), the spatially loalized omponent of the solution.
It turns out that the spatially deloalized omponent is a highly loalized state
in the (ontinuum, in the thermodynami limit) k-spae of wavevetors. More
preisely, (Φ
bkg
)
m,n
(t) is a nite linear ombination of (1,0,1) -resonant non-
linear (i.e. amplitude-dependent frequeny ω) 2D planewaves. It an be said
that, as might be expeted, 1D Shrödinger breather mobility smoothly persists
when (strong C1-oupling) 1D hains are oupled transversally. Importantly,
the numerial ontinuation for inreasing values of the transversal oupling
C2 proeeds far from the weak oupling regime into where the genuine two-
dimensional eets start to be manifest, as we will see below.
Most notieable, the SVD-regularized Newton proedure invariably selets
the values ky = ±π/2 for all values of C2 and ν, and thus the values of kx for
the 2D resonant planewave are independent of C2 (so it remains equal to the k
values of the 1D (1, 1) xed point for the unoupled hain). The appearane of
an extended bakground modulation in the transversal diretion of ky = ±π/2
appears naturally as the best hoie to take advantage of approximately 1D
breather propagation along strong oupling diretion, for it keeps the value
of kx favoured by the strong oupling C1 value: Any other value of ky would
entail a dierent kx value. Note however that this provides only a plausibility
argument for the interpretation of the numerial observation (ky = ±π/2).
The high auray of the omputed solutions allows a detailed analy-
sis of many issues onerning 2D Shrödinger breather exat mobility along
the strong oupling diretion. We will fous here on how the existene of
quasi-ollapse instabilities of pinned Shrödinger breathers, for inreasing C2-
oupling values, inuenes the stability properties of moving (1, 0, 1) breathers
in the standard SM. In other words, we searh here for genuine 2D eets on
these "strong-oupling-diretion" (quasi-1D) moving breathers.
We have performed an exhaustive exploration of two setors of the param-
eter spae (C2, ωb, ν), orresponding to the breather frequeny values ωb =
2.5843, and ωb = 2.712, by omputing the ontinued (1, 0, 1) xed point along
the standard Salerno model. These values of ωb were hosen low enough to
allow the analysis of pinned breather quasi-ollapse eets on mobility, whih
ours at relatively low values of Cth2 (ν) for these values of ω as seen in setion
4.2.1 (see e.g. gure 4.2 for the ase ν = 1, µ = 0).
The Floquet analysis of the omputed solutions provides the stability dia-
grams represented in gures 4.18. Both show no qualitative dierenes: There
are two regions in the (C2, ν) plane where the (1, 0, 1) mobile breather is lin-
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Figure 4.17: Real, (a) and (b), and imaginary, () and (d), of a mobile (1, 0, 1)-
disrete breather of frequeny ωb = 2.712. The parameters of equation (4.1) are
C1 = 1, C2 = 0.14 and ν = 0.95 (µ = 0.05). The insets in (a) and () show the
bakground far from the moving ore. It an be observed that the wavenumbers in
the transversal diretion are ky = ±π/2. (b) and (d) show the ontour plot for both
real and imaginary parts.
early unstable. The gures are not "shemati": Every point of the plane in a
ne grid of values of C2 and ν has been analyzed, i.e. the Floquet spetrum of
the omputed (1, 0, 1) xed point is srutinized, as shown in gures 4.18.b and
4.18.d, where the modulus of the Floquet eigenvalues is shown as a funtion of
either ν (gure 4.18.b) or C2 (gure 4.18.d).
The rst unstable region appears at low values of C2 and intermediate to
high values of the Salerno parameter ν, i.e. it does not our lose to the
AL limit. This unstable region is also bounded above in the diretion of C2:
The variation of the modulus of the unstable Floquet eigenvalue versus the
transversal oupling parameter C2 shows that the mobile breather beomes
stable again at larger values of C2, before the seond instability at even higher
oupling takes plae. An important observation is that the pinned disrete
breather of the same frequeny is linearly stable at the points in this unstable
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Figure 4.18: Stability diagram and evolution of the modulus of the Floquet eigenvalues
for two (1, 0, 1)-disrete breather of frequenies ωb = 2.584 (a) and (b), and ωb =
2.712 () and (d) (C1 = 1). The stability diagram (a) and () show two regions
where the mobile disrete breather beomes unstable. For low values of the oupling
C2 there is a subset of values of ν where the breather suers from ssion (see text
and gures (4.19.a) and (4.19.b). On the other hand for higher values of C2 there is a
seond region (quasi independent of ν) where the unstable breather yields a traveling
quasi-ollapsing state (see text and gures (4.19.) and (4.19.d)). The evolution of the
modulus of the Floquet eigenvalues along dierent paths ν = 0.50 (b) and C2 = 0.17,
0.16, 0.02 () is shown.
region for (1,0,1) mobile breathers. Thus this instability annot be asribed to
pinned quasi-ollapse eets.
The seond transition ours for values of C2 lose to, but slightly higher
than, the values Cth2 of the quasi-ollapse of the pinned breather of the same
frequeny. We had already seen in the previous setion that the quasi-ollapse
transition Cth2 (ν) is only very weakly dependent on the value of ν, and note
that the same is true for this mobile breather bifuration. These results suggest
that this seond transition is related to quasi-ollapsing phenomena. Signi-
antly, the stability of the (1, 0, 1) mobile breather persists for a small interval
of oupling values above the pinned breather quasi-ollapse. This should be
regarded as natural, for the mobile breather is a dierent solution. Note in
gure 4.18.b that the modulus of the unstable Floquet eigenvalue, in the inte-
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rior of the unstable region, reahes muh higher values than those typial for
the rst type of instability, and dereases for larger values of C2, before the
breather solution eases to exist and only plane wave solutions are obtained
by our numerial method. Note that this behaviour of the unstable Floquet
eigenvalue also ts well to the main features of the pinned quasi-ollapse insta-
bility strength, as desribed by the slope ∂N/∂ωb. From now on we will refer
to this instability of mobile breathers as the quasi-ollapse instability.
In the next setion we haraterize both generi types of instability, by
looking at the details of the unstable manifold assoiated with eah type. As
we will see, pulson states turn out to play a role in the desription of typial
trajetories on the unstable nonlinear manifolds.
4.4.2 Unstable manifold behaviour and ubiquity of pulson
states.
First, we analyze the quasi-ollapse instability of (1, 0, 1) mobile breathers.
The unstable linear subspae in the tangent spae of the xed point is one-
dimensional. The typial instantaneous prole of the (modulus) unstable Flo-
quet eigenvetor driving the instability is shown in gure 4.19.d. It is an expo-
nentially loalized 2D prole whih deays asymptotially to zero asm,n→∞,
i.e. it does not exite radiation. These harateristis are shared by the quasi-
ollapse unstable eigenvetor of the pinned breathers, whih further reinfore
the previous onsiderations leading us to onsider this instability as the mobile
ounterpart of the pinned quasi-ollapse transition.
In gure 4.19. we have visualized the time evolution of the eld modulus
ontour plot for a typial trajetory on the unstable manifold. This is obtained
by diret numerial integration of the equations of motion, from an initial on-
dition in whih a small perturbation along the quasi-ollapse eigenvetor has
been added to the unstable xed point solution. One sees that the breather
translational motion slows down, and the energy is transferred to width osil-
lations. These osillations turn out to be more irregular, see gure 4.20, than
those observed in setion 4.2 when we inspeted typial trajetories on the
unstable nonlinear manifold of pinned breathers.
The dierene in the harater of the width osillations in both (pinned
and mobile) ases may be asribed to the presene of an extended bakground
omponent in the mobile breather solution, whih naturally enters into the
energy transfer taking plae during temporal evolution. The slowing down
of the translational motion ontinues and eventually the breather pins into a
onvulsive pulson state surrounded by the remaining radiation.
Now we pay attention to the low C2 instability of (1, 0, 1) mobile breathers.
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Figure 4.19: Time evolution of two unstable solutions, (a) and (), of frequeny
omegab = 2.584 and the assoiated unstable Floquet eigenvetor, (b) and (d) re-
spetively (C1 = 1). Figures (a) and () show the time evolution of the ontour
lines orresponding to three dierent values of |Φn,m|, in order to visualize the 4-
dimensional funtions |Φn,m|(t). Figures (a) and (b) shows the ssion of the breather
solution when perturbed along the unstable M-shaped Floquet eigenvetor plotted
in (b). It an be seen how a low amplitude pulse emerges and the mobile breather be-
omes pinned. After this transient this low amplitude pulse deays into radiation. The
parameter of equation (4.1) are C1 = 1, C2 = 0.08 and ν = 0.5 (µ = 0.5). In the ase
of gures () and (d) the parameters are the same exept for C2 = 0.19. In this ase
the solution is in the quasi-ollapse unstable region shown in gure (4.18.a). The
nal state when perturbed along the unstable eigenvetor (d) is a traveling breather
whose amplitude osillates in the same fashion as that of the pinned quasi-ollapsing
breathers, i.e the loalization enter osillates out of phase with respet to all the
other sites on the lattie.
The modulus prole of the unstable Floquet eigenvetor that drives this insta-
bility is M-shaped (bimodal), as shown in gure 4.19.b, and is asymptoti to
an extended planewave-like prole as m,n → ∞, i.e. it is not a purely loal-
ized perturbation. It is indeed rather dierent from the quasi-ollapse unstable
eigenvetor analyzed above, whih is onsistent with the fat that the pinned
breather of the same frequeny is linearly stable in this region of parameter
spae. As argued above, this instability is not related to quasi-ollapse phe-
nomena, and it does not appear in the region of small values of the Salerno
parameter ν, lose to the AL limit.
A typial trajetory on the unstable manifold assoiated with this insta-
bility is shown in gure 4.19.a, where we have plotted the time evolution of
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Figure 4.20: Time evolution of the maximum value of the modulus |Φn,m|(t) along the
entral (m = 0) hain and the adjaent (m = 1) one for a mobile (1, 0, 1) breather with
frequeny ωb = 2.584. This magnitude is normalized to the initial value |Φn,m|(t0).
Figure(a) shows this evolution for an stable situation (C2 = 0.15, ν = 0.5). It an
be observed how the loalization enter (m = 0) and is neighbour in the transversal
diretion (m = 1) follows two in-phase periodi trajetories in their modulus due
to the Peierls-Nabarro barrier surpassed during the motion. In ontrast, gure (b),
shows the ase when the breather is unstable (C2 = 0.19, ν = 0.5). Here the quasi-
ollapse dynamis is manifested while the loalization enter moves aross the lattie.
As an be observed, the osillations of the two amplitudes are out of phase and the
amplitudes of these osillations are one order of magnitude higher than those of gure
(a).
the eld modulus ontour plot. We an see there that the mobile breather
pins quikly while a small pulse moving bakwards is ejeted, whih spreads
and nally mixes with the remaining deloalized bakground. However some
energy is transferred to width osillations of the pinned breather so that also
in this ase we observe the formation of pulson states surrounded by the re-
maining radiation. As the main dierene of this behaviour, with respet to
the evolution observed on the quasi-ollapse unstable manifold, is the ejetion
of the small moving pulse, we refer to this instability as ssion.
By inreasing the strength of the initial perturbation along the diretion
of the unstable eigenvetor, one observes that the size of the ejeted pulse
inreases. This observation is onsistent with the results reported in [127℄,
where the evolution of initial moving Gaussian pulses in isotropi 2D Shrö-
dinger latties was studied. These numerial experienes lead the authors to
onlude that "the harateristi feature of the disrete quasi-ollapse of a
moving pulse is the splitting of the initially moving broad pulse into a trak of
the standing narrow strutures ..." (si). However, we see from our study of
the stability of exat moving disrete breathers that the ssion and the quasi-
ollapse instabilities have dierent origins and they appear in dierent regions
of parameter spae. On the other hand, the ubiquitous phenomenon of width
osillations of pinned loalized strutures (pulson states) annot be asribed
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to quasi-ollapse. They also appear as the preferred way to alloate exess of
(loalization) energy in regions of parameter spae far from the quasi-ollapse
unstable region.
4.5 Conlusions and Prospetive Remarks
We have studied here the dynamis of exat numerial disrete breathers
(pinned, vortial and mobile ones) in a two-dimensional anisotropi nonlinear
Shrödinger latties. These solutions are omputed from a set of unoupled
1D hains into inreasing non-zero values of the oupling in the transversal
diretion in order to reah the 2D limit. It is onvenient review the most
salient results in order to have a ompat piture of the 2D behavior of dis-
rete breathers.
Pinned breathers.- We have performed an extensive exploration in the pa-
rameter spae (ωb, C2, ν) of breather frequeny, transversal oupling and
Salerno parameter, by omputing the Floquet spetra of the numerial so-
lutions. Both the 1D solutions of the standard and the ompeting SM have
been ontinued into the 2D regime in order to see the eets of the dimen-
sional inrement. In partiular we have found the link between the unstable
behaviour found for ertain breather frequenies in the 1D ompeting Salerno
model (whose pulsoni harater resembled those of the well known 2D unsta-
ble solutions) and the quasi-ollapse instability that appears for low frequeny
breathers when the oupling in the transverse diretion is inorporated. Fur-
thermore, we have analyzed the dynamis on the quasi-ollapse unstable man-
ifold, where the unstable breather experienes a shift in frequeny towards the
(higher) value of the stable breather with the same norm. The exess of en-
ergy is oherently transferred to osillations of the breather width, so that the
resulting pulson state is haraterized by two frequenies. We have also reov-
ered the 2D ounterpart of the 1D uspons and peakons for the 2D SM with
ompeting nonlinearities. Again these hyperloalized states are stable Finally,
the stability analysis of in-phase and out-of-phase bound states of breathers in
the isotropi lattie reveals that there is a stability interhange between both
types of bound states, preisely at the same value of the intersite-nonlinearity
parameter (µ) where the breather norm diverges as happened for the 1D model.
Vortex breathers.- In addition to fundamental breathers, disrete vorties
of two types, ross- and square-shaped ones, have also been onstruted, and
their stability regions identied. In diret simulations, unstable vorties in
the standard 2D Salerno model of the ordinary type transform into regular
breathers, while in the model with the ompeting nonlinearities the instability
turns vorties into loalized vortial pulsons, without destroying their topo-
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logial harater. It is then worth mentioning the ubiquity of this pulsoni
attrators of the dynamis in the model. Regarding the stability of bound
states of vortex rosses, we have shown that it is determined by the stability of
the loal bound state of two onstituent breathers (forming the two vorties)
whih are in the losest proximity.
Mobile breathers.- We have studied disrete breathers moving along the
strong oupling diretion for the standard 2D SM. These solutions are om-
posed of an exponentially loalized ore on top of an extended bakground
whih is itself the nite sum of a nite set of nonlinear 2D plane waves. The
time sales assoiated with these plane waves are resonant with the ore inter-
nal frequeny as happens in the 1D ase. In partiular, the bakground hooses
a nite set of plane waves from a ontinuous family of resonant solutions. The
Floquet analysis of these mobile disrete breathers reveals the existene of two
distint types of instability. One is the ounterpart, for mobile breathers, of
the quasi-ollapse experiened by pinned breathers. The other instability o-
urs in a region of parameter spae where pinned breathers are linearly stable.
The analysis of the dynamis on the unstable manifold show that the exess of
energy is partly transferred to a small moving pulse, ejeted from the enter
of loalization, whih justies the designation of a ssion instability. However,
part of the energy exess is also transferred to width osillations. The ap-
pearane of pulson states far from the quasi-ollapse regime indiates that the
tendeny to alloate energy in the form of width osillations is a general 2D
feature, not exlusively assoiated to quasi-ollapse instabilities.
We leave the question on mobility of 2D disrete breathers in an arbitrary
lattie diretion. The results obtained here shed light about how this mobil-
ity an be obtained. In fat, our experienes show that mobility of pinned
breathers an be indued based on the existene of the extended bakground
in the numerially exat mobile solution. On the other hand, the results ob-
tained here and the aforementioned future work may help to design and better
understand reent numerial experiments reported in [136℄, onerning the in-
teration between high amplitude pinned breathers and mobile ones. These
experiments provides a possible way for routing and bloking mobile disrete
breathers via the interation with the high amplitude pinned ones, resulting
in a plausible implementation of logial funtions.
Part II
Struture and Dynamis of
Complex Networks

Presentation of Part II
The seond part of the Thesis is devoted to the study of the struture
of omplex networks. Traditionally, physis has foused on systems where the
underlying topology of elements' interations is desribed by regular latties
suh as those studied in the preeeding part. However, in the reent years,
physiists have started to look to those systems where the interations among
onstituents reet the abstrat relations between pairs of elements rather
than being determined by the proximity in a physial spae. These relations
an be determined by the existene of monetary transations between banks in
eonomi networks, or ooperative and friendship relations between individuals
in soial networks, or assemblies of dierent moleules working together to
develop ellular tasks in biologial networks, et... From the highest to the
lowest level of desription we nd omplex networks of interative elements
that annot be desribed by regular patterns of onnetions. The growing
interest in the haraterization of the above systems has led to the emergene
of the so-alled network siene [137℄. Let us review the development of this
new interdisiplinary eld.
One an settle the rst steps of network siene with the works on graph
theory [138, 139℄ in the middle of last entury. The most remarkable result
is the theoretial analysis of a random network by the mathematiians Paul
Erdös and Alfréd Rényi [140, 141℄. However, networks where interations
among elements are ompletely random are a oarse-grained approah to real
networked systems, assuming a homogeneous disorder in what onerns the
patterns of onnetions. The burst in the study of omplex networks ame
with the advent of the XXI entury along with the development of the Inter-
net and the World Wide Web. This development has provided a large amount
of data-sets for unveiling the relations established among industrial ompa-
nies, institutions, sientists, et... Besides, the explosion of human mobility
(provided by the inrease of aessible infrastrutures and transportation om-
panies) and the boom of new teleommuniations tools (mobile phones, instant
messaging servies, et...) has hugely failitated the stablishment of new agent
networks with a high global harater. These two ingredients, the emergene
of new networked systems and the high aessibility to data-sets desribing
them, onstituted an unpreedented opportunity for sientist to analyse their
topologial features.
The analysis of real omplex networks revealed that seemingly dierent
systems share a ommon property when looking to the distribution of the
number of onnetions that the elements of the networks have. It is found
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[142154℄ that most of the networks present a power law funtional shape for
this statistial quantity and, therefore, they dier from that aounted by Paul
Erdös and Alfréd Rényi, where all the elements present a similar number of
neighbours. Besides the surprising fat that real networks (aounting for many
dierent types of interations) share the sale-free harater, understanding the
(ommon or not) origin of this internal organization has beome a hallenging
question for many researhers.
The above astonishing ndings lead physiists to onstrut simple models
of network growth in order to reprodue the universal properties found for
real networks. In this sense, the models developed by Dunan J. Watts and
Steven H. Strogatz [155℄, and Albert-László Barabási and Réka Albert [145℄
deserve speial mention. Another diretion of researh has been foused by the
searh for statistial measures of network topology in order to handle eiently
the large amount of available data-sets and haraterize those networks they
represent with a few meaningful indiators. The purpose of these two types
of studies dier strongly from those of onern of traditional graph theory
(where rigorous theorems of diult real appliation are proved) and, at the
same time, are methodologially far from the metiulous system harateriza-
tion performed by biologists (who tend to overpay attention to single element
details to atalogue systems so that a unitary analysis of dierent systems
beomes diult). The statistial point of view and the unitary approah to
the problem of network haraterization performed by physiists have learly
taken advantage over other disiplines under the name of statistial physis
of omplex networks
2
. In hapter 5 we will briey review the most important
tools for haraterizing network struture and present two model of syntheti
network generation.
The next step of network siene has been to look to network dynamis.
Most networks are not omposed of mere stati objets but, on the ontrary,
their elements develop a funtion. This funtion an be as simple as being
routers for the transfer of entities among their elements, or as ompliated
as being regulatory agents of some internal dynamial proesses performed at
eah network node.
It is important to dierene two kind of studies to the problem of network
dynamis. On one hand, given that real networks an be desribed by a set of
statistial measures and that one an stablish subsets of networks whih are
qualitatively similar in terms of these quantities, it is therefore interesting to
nd how to implement dynamial proesses on top of the network in order to
take advantage of these topologial harateristis. This searh for eient
algorithms is not only motivated for pratial purposes but it is also interest-
2
Interesting reviews and tutorials on the subjet are found in [156163℄.
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ing for studying the interplay between dynamis and the underlying networked
substrate. In this sense, the models developed for onstruting syntheti net-
works are a useful benhmark for studying this interplay before applying the
results to real networks. This rst kind of studies are therefore interesting for
networks whose dynamis an be modeled or modied. This is the ase of
tehnologial, logisti and ertain soial networks, e.g. information and trans-
portation networks are suseptible targets of this kind of studies. In hapter 6
we will deal with two related problems, namely the interplay between network
struture and, rst, the performane of immunization strategies aimed at stop-
ping the spread of epidemis and, seond, the routing poliies for information
dynamis.
As we mentioned above there is a seond kind of studies on network dy-
namis. Instead of varying the dynamial properties assuming a xed substrate
in this seond lass of studies both struture and dynamis are asummed to
o-evolve towards a stable state where system's performane is optimal. We
will leave the disussions on this interesting problem for part III and now let
us fous on the study of the struture of networks and its inuene over the
dynamial performane.

Chapter 5
Network Struture and
Generation
There may well be no useful parallel to be drawn
between the way in whih omplexity appears in the
simplest ases of many-body theory and hemistry
and the way it appears in the truly omplex ultural
and biologial ones, exept perhaps to say that, in
general, the relationship between the system and
its parts is inteletually a one-way street.
 Philip W. Anderson in More is Dierent [2℄.
This hapter is devoted to the desription of the struture of networks and
the modelling of their growth and evolution. We have seen in the preeding
pages that a great amount of empirial data about the patterns of onnetions
among the onstituents of soial, tehnologial, logisti and biologial networks
is nowadays available. At this point several questions arise suh as How sim-
ilar real networks are? or Is there any ommon feature (regularity) between
networks with the same funtion? In order to answer (if possible) these kind
of questions we have to dene some properties that would allow us to give a
quantitative and qualitative desription of the arhiteture of networks. After
dening these magnitudes we will briey desribe some important models of
syntheti networks that try to apture some of the ingredients observed when
analysing the native ones. We will round o the hapter with a deep analysis
of two models of network design that will be employed along the forthoming
parts of this Thesis.
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5.1 Desribing Complex Networks
Before dening the magnitudes employed for desribing the networks we give a
brief aount of some formal denitions and notations inherited from lassial
graph theory. Afterwards, we list and explain the most used quantities for
haraterizing networks' struture at loal, global and mesosopi levels.
5.1.1 Basi denitions
We start with the formal denition of a network (or, in mathematials terms,
a graph) G(V,E) as an ordered pair of set of sets: a non null set V of elements
alled nodes (or verties) and another set E of pairs (i, j), with i, j ∈ V , alled
links (or edges, ars) that denote that nodes i and j are onneted. Normally
one imposes that i 6= j so that self-onnetions are avoided. We will denote
by N and L the ardinalities of the sets V and E respetively. Along with
this denition we an also onsider that the elements in E are ordered pairs
(i, j) 6= (j, i). In this ase we will talk of a direted network (or digraph). It
is also very ommon to assign weigths (numbers) to the edges so that we have
a weighted (or valued) network. The ardinality of V and E an tell us about
the nature of the graph. Taking into aount that the maximal ardinality of
E is
(
N
2
)
we will talk about a sparse network when L ≪ N2 and a dense one
when L ∼ N2.
A subgraph G′(V ′, E′) of G(V,E) is a graph suh that V ′ ⊆ V and E′ ⊆ E.
A subgraph is said to be maximal with respet to a given property if it annot
be extended by adding elements either to V
′
or E
′
without loosing its property.
Aditionally, we say that a subgraph G′ is indued by G if E′ ontains all the
pairs (i, j) ∈ E with i, j ∈ V ′ .
The omplement of a graph G(V,E) is the graph G′(V ′, E′) (sometimes
denoted G) so that V = V
′
but whose edge set E
′
onsists of the edges not
present in E. Then a graph G(V,E ∪ E′) will be a omplete graph, i.e. every
node will be onneted with the rest of the N − 1 nodes.
In order to manage with a graph one usually label with natural numbers
the elements of V so that i = 1, ...,N . Dierent assignation of labels to the
elements of V yield isomorphi networks and the topologial properties are not
aeted. Formally, two graphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2) are said isomorphi
when one an stablish a bijetive relation φ : V1 → V2 that preserve the
onnetions, i.e. if (i, j) ∈ E1 then (φ(i), φ(j)) ∈ E2.
One an represent the graph with the so-alled adjaeny matrix A whose
elements are aij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E and aij = 0 otherwise. This matrix will
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be symmetri for undireted graphs but, in general, this is not the ase for di-
graphs. In the ase of weighted networks one an replae the non zero elements
of A by the weights of the orresponding links in order to obtain a omplete
representation of the graph.
The analysis of the adjaeny matrix will give the topologial harateri-
zation of the networks. At present, there is a large amount of dierent mag-
nitudes used for haraterizing the networks arhiteture. However, the more
spei eld we study the more properties we will nd for desribing these
omplex topologies. Then, we will only emphasize on those quantities whih
are of general use and therefore will be used along the works desribed in this
Thesis. We will divide the magnitudes depending on the sale involved for
their denition. From our point of view this is a useful denition sine loal
(mirosopi) or global (marosopi) properties play a key role depending on
the kind of dynamis plaed on top of the network.
5.1.2 Single nodes properties
Loal Magnitudes
We will refer to loal quantities when one takes into aount a node i and its
neighbours, Γi. Obviously, the rst loal property is the degree of a node i, ki,
whih is the ardinal of the set Γi, i.e. the number of nodes whih i is linked
to or, in terms of the adjaeny matrix
ki =
N∑
j=1
aij . (5.1)
If one is onsidering a direted network one will talk about the in-degre of a
node i, kini , and its out degree, k
out
i , whih are the number of inoming and
outgoing links that a node shares with its neighbours. Again, we an obtain
suh quantities from the adjaeny matrix by
kini =
N∑
j=1
aij and k
out
i =
N∑
i=1
aij . (5.2)
Another interesting loal measure is the so-alled lustering oeient of
a node whih measures the number of onnetions among the neighbours of
a node, ei. This quantity is usually normalized to one by dividing by its
maximum value
(
ki
2
)
so that it measures the probability that two neighbours
j and m of a node i (aij = aim = 1) are also linked to eah other (ajm = 1).
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A formal expression of the lustering of a node i with ki neighbours is
ci =
2
∑N
j,m=1 aijaimajm
ki(ki − 1) . (5.3)
A third loal property arise when looking at the degree of the neighbours
of a given node (here we assumme that this information is on the loal horizon
of the nodes) so that we an dene the average nearest neighbours degree. We
an write this quantity as
knni =
∑N
j=1 aij
(∑N
m=1 ajm
)
∑N
j=1 aij
. (5.4)
Global Magnitudes
Now we will dene two properties that are dened taken into aount pairs
of nodes that are not neessarily linked and are then inuened by the topol-
ogy of the whole graph. These measures are the loseness entrality and the
betweeness entrality. As we will see in setion 6.2 these two magnitudes will
play a key role when dealing with problems of propagation through networks.
First of all we dene the distane between two elements of the network, dij ,
as the length of the geodesi that goes from node i to j. In priniple, one an
observe more than one geodesi for a pair of nodes. One an then onstrut the
distane matrix D so that the element Dij = dij . This matrix is symmetri in
the ase of undireted graphs but, in priniple, this is not the ase in direted
ones. One we have onstruted D one an ompute the loseness entrality
of a node, Di, as the inverse of the average distane between it and the rest of
the nodes
Di =
N − 1∑
j∈V i di,j
. (5.5)
The purpose of measuring this property is to know whether a node holds a
entral or a peripheral position in the network.
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Figure 5.1: Two dierent situ-
ation in terms of the lustering
of the striped node. In the rst
ase (left) lustering is 0 while
for the seond example (right)
the probability of nding two
onneted neighbours raises to
2/7.
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Closely related with the above magnitude but rather more sophistiated
is the betweeness entrality of a node, bi. The betweeness tell us how many
geodesis between any pair of nodes (j,m) go through node i. Then, measuring
the betweenes of a node implies not only knowing D but the dierent sequenes
of nodes (of minimal ardinality) we have to over for going from one node to
another. If we express by σj,m the number of geodesis for going from j to m
we an onstrut a σj,m ×N matrix G(j,m) whose elements are either 1 or 0
so that row k tell us the sequene of nodes that are ontained in geodesi k by
G(j,m)k,l = 1 if node l is part of the geodesi sequene and 0 if not. Then we
an express the betweenes of node i by
bi =
∑
{j,m∈V |j 6=m}
∑σj,m
k=1 G(j,m)k,i
σj,m
. (5.6)
It is easy to realize that this magnitude will be important whenever there is a
ow of information aross the network sine it allows us to unveil whih nodes
will support the highest tra levels.
5.1.3 Network properties
Up to now, we have dened quantities that only made referene to the prop-
erties of single nodes. However we need a statistial haraterization of these
magnitudes in order to have a proper desription of the networks. These sta-
tistial indiators will involve averages of the single-node quantities over the
whole set V of nodes. This implies that the validity of the information pro-
vided by the statistis will be only justied when the ardinality of V , is very
large N → ∞. This assumption is not always fullled when looking at real
networks, e.g. the largest studied network (the WWW) has 109 nodes whih
is orders of magnitude smaller than the number of partiles of the systems
studied by statistial and ondensed matter physis. However, the use of a
statistial desription has turned out to be very onvenient when studying
networks and the existene of nite size eets do not prevent physiist from
onsidering networks as marosopi objets (although in terms of statistial
mehanis they are mesosopi ones).
Degree Distribution
The degree distribution, P (k), gives the probability that a given node is on-
neted to k neighbours. The onstrution of P (k) is obviously easy when one
knows the onnetivity ki of every node i and then one an ompute the num-
ber of nodes with a given onnetivity k, Nk = NP (k). With the degree
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Figure 5.2: Degree distribution of the three real networks: Gnutella peer-to-peer
network [164℄, the Internet network at the Autonomous Systems representation [165℄
and at the Router level [166℄. The network sizes are N = 711, N = 11174 and
N = 228263 respetively.
distribution one an measure the average degree of the nodes
〈k〉 =
∑
k
kP (k) . (5.7)
Analogously, we an dene the in-degree and out-degree distribution of a
direted graph, P in(kin) and P out(kout). In this ase we will obtain that
〈kin〉 = 〈kout〉 = 〈k〉/2. In order to obtain information of the utuations
on the degree distribution one an ompute the seond moments of P (k),
〈k2〉 =
∑
k
k2P (k) (5.8)
The behaviour of 〈k2〉 turns out to be very important for studying dynamial
proess as we will see in hapter 6.
As mentioned above, the measurement of the degree distribution in real
networks lead to an astonishing result. It was found that lots of networks share
a ommon pattern for the shape of P (k): a power law behaviour P (k) ∼ k−γ .
This result is far from the expeted result when onsidering a fully random
graph (one would expet to obtain a Poisson distribution as we will see below)
and, as a plus, the form of a power law pointed out that there was a kind of
sef-organization in real networks. Power laws appear in the ontext of phase
transitions when a system goes from a disordered to an ordered phase. It is well
known that at the transition the system posseses a self-similar harater, that
is, no matter the re-saling we employ to analyse the system we will always
observe that the system looks the same. This eet is reeted by a power
law sine it is the unique funtion that after hanging the sale remains with
the same funtional form: if k → ak then P (k) → a−γP (k). Beause of this
feature this lass of networks are ususally termed Sale-free networks in the
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literature. In gure 5.2 we show dierent degree distributions observed when
analysing real networks. We will analyse the emergene of suh behaviour for
the degree distribution in setion 5.2.3. Let us remark here that the term
sale-free ould be in priniple misleading beause the absene of a typial
sale in the degree distribution does not imply that we annot observe sales
when looking at other topologial magnitudes.
Degre-Degree Correlations
The knowledge of the degree distribution fully haraterize the network topol-
ogy when the statistial independene of the nodes is fullled. However this
is not the ase for many real networks. Then, it is onvenient to ompute the
onditional probability P (k
′ |k), i.e the probability that a node of degree k is
linked to another one with degree k
′
. This probability satisfy∑
k′
P (k
′ |k) = 1 (5.9)
and
kP (k
′ |k)P (k) = k′P (k|k′)P (k′) , (5.10)
whih are the normalization and the detailed balane
1
respetively. As we
stated above, for unorrelated graphs P (k
′ |k) is given by the degree distribu-
tion. From (5.9) and (5.10) we obtain in this ase P (k
′ |k) = k′P (k′)/〈k〉.
In order to measure the behaviour of P (k
′ |k), it is onvenient to ompute
the average degree of the neighbours of a node with onnetivity k, knn(k).
In general, the omputation of the matrix, Pk′ ,k = P (k
′ |k), yields very noisy
results sine the nite size eets do not allow a proper statistial treatment.
Then, we an ompute the funtion knn(k),
knn(k) =
∑
k′
k
′
P (k
′ |k) , (5.11)
by simply omputing the average neigbours degree,knni introdued in setion
5.1.2 and averaging in every subset of nodes with idential degree
knn(k) =
∑
{i∈V | ki=k}
knni
kP (k)
. (5.12)
When degree orrelations are absent eq. (5.12) yields knn(k) = 〈k2〉/〈k〉
and thus knn(k) does not depend on k. As noted above this is not the ase
1
This equation is onstruted by introduing the probability of nding a link onneting
two nodes with degree k and k
′
, P (k, k
′
) = 2kP (k)P (k
′
|k)/〈k〉, and imposing its simmetry
property P (k, k
′
) = P (k
′
, k).
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Figure 5.3: Degree-degree orrelations
of some of the real networks used
in this thesis. (a) Average on-
netivity of a vertex with degree k,
knn(k), for the Gnutella peer-to-peer
network [164℄ and the Internet (at the
Autonomous System level, AS [165℄)
graphs. These networks display disas-
sortative degree orrelations between
onneted verties, where two neigh-
boring verties likely have dissimilar
degrees. (b) knn(k) for the Inter-
net (at the Router level [166℄) graph.
This network displays assortative de-
gree orrelations between onneted
verties, where onneted verties tend
to have similar degrees. The ontinu-
ous lines are the best ts to the power
law knn(k) = Ak
ν
.
of real growing networks and one an usually nd that knn(k) ∼ kν . When
knn(k) is a inreasing (dereasing) funtion of k, ν > 0 (ν < 0), we say that the
network is assortative (dissasortative). The assortativity denote the tendeny
of nodes of similar degree to onnet with eah other while in dissasortative
networks higly onneted nodes tend to be surrounded by low degree ones.
There is a lear dierene in the behaviour of knn(k) depending on the type of
the network. In partiular, it has been observed that soial network tend to
be assortative while the rest ones (like tehnologial and biologial networks)
show dissasortative trends. In gure 5.3 we show the analysis for knn(k) on
two real networks.
Average Shortest Path Length
We an ondense the information of the distane matrix D by omputing the
mean of all the geodesi lengths between the nodes of the network. This gives
the average shortest path length, L
L =
1
N(N − 1)
∑
{i,j∈V |i6=j}
dij . (5.13)
Along with L we an dene the diameter of a network as the maximum value
of the distanes between nodes, D = max {dij | i, j ∈ V }. The analysis of this
quantity tells us whether the graph is omposed by one or several omponents.
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Figure 5.4: An example of a tree-
like graph with oordination num-
ber 2.
We term a omponent of a graph as a subset of nodes V
′ ⊆ V so that the
distane between any node i ∈ V ′ and the rest of nodes j ∈ V \ V ′ diverges
while the distane with the nodes j ∈ V ′ remains nite. Obviously both L and
D will diverge if the graph is partitioned in two or more omponents. In real
graphs this situation is ommonly found and one usually restrit the analysis of
the network to the omponent with maximal ardinality whih is the so-alled
giant omponent.
Formaly, a network whose L grows logaritmially with the number of nodes,
L ∼ logN , or even slower, is alled a small-world. This term omes from the
famous experiment by Milgram in the 60's [167℄. This experiment onsisted in
asking a group of people to deliver some douments to a person haraterized
by his name, plae of residene and his proesion. Then people were asked to
send the douments to those of their aquaintanes that they think of being
loser (either physially or soially aording to the initial parameters given)
to the nal reipient. The results pointed out that every pair of people in the
world are in average onneted by only 6 steps in the global network of soial
aquaintanes. This results is broadly known as the six degrees of separation.
Other experiments performed using the e-mail networks [168℄ onrmed the
small-world harater of the global soiety.
From the mathematial point of view the small-world eet is nothing
but the outome of an exponential inrease of the nodes with the distane
from a entral element. A simple proof of the small-world phenomena an be
performed using one of the simplest networked struture: a tree-like graph. A
tree-like graph (see gure 5.4) is omposed of a hierarhial struture where
every node is onneted to d desendants and its anestor (d is usually termed
oordination number). In this ase the number of nodes whih are in the i
shell (or generation) from a given node is Ni = d
i
. Then, the whole set of
nodes are N = dL so that the average path length of the network is given by
L = logN/ log d so that L remains small even for large tree-like graphs.
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Clustering
In setion 5.1.2 we introdued the onept of the lustering oeient of a
node, ci. One an measure the average lustering oeient of the nodes of a
network, c, and onsider it as a measure of the density of small loops of length
3 in the network. Then, c will tell us how similar is our network to a tree-like
networked struture (see gure 5.4) (if c→ 1 one an say that the network is far
from being a tree graph). This measure was introdued by Watts and Strogatz
[155℄ but there are, however, another possible formulation for measuring the
density of short iruits in a network that is alled transitiviy, T . Trasitivity
is dened by
T =
3× ard [{(i, j,m) | (i, j), (i,m), (j,m) ∈ E}]
ard [{(i, j,m) | (i, j), (i,m) ∈ E}] . (5.14)
While lustering was introdued reently in the physial literature the on-
ept of transitivity was largely employed mainly by soiologist. These two
magnitudes turn out to be meaningfull when looking at networks of dierent
elds. It is well known that soial networks of aquaintanes present a high
lustering denoting the fat that two friends of a person are very likely to
know eah other. That is the ase of sienti oautorship networks [148, 169℄.
On the other hand, tehnologial networks like peer-to-peer networks [170℄ or
power grids [155℄ are very poor in length 3 loops sine they are redundant in
what refers to resoures supply.
The existene of a high lustering together with the small-world harater
lead to very eient ommuniation strutures. This is beause the inrease
of networks' lustering leads to a growth of the number of geodesis between
the pairs of nodes.
5.1.4 Looking at Networks Mesosale
The statistial desription of the networks onsidered above an be extended
by looking at the kind of internal organization of subsets of nodes (if there is
any). This implies that neither single nodes nor the whole ensemble of verties
are studied, but groups of them whose ardinals may vary a lot depending on
the kind of network we deal with. The sale involved in suh studies neither
an be alled miro nor maro and thus we term it the network mesosale.
Two onepts are entral in this piture of the networks: ommunities and
motifs.
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Communities
The onept of ommunity
2
has to do with the existene a ohesive subset
of nodes. This ohesion is ahieved by the existene of large number of links
among the members of this subset ompared to the typial number of links
that they share with the rest of the network. More formally we an say that,
given a graph G(U, V ) a ommunity is a subgraph G′(U ′, V ′) so that L′ .
ard {i ∈ U ′ | (i, j) ∈ V, j ∈ U}. Obviously, we need a quantitative desription
on how ohesive a subset of nodes is in order to deide whether or not they
form a ommunity.
Several ways for quantifying ommunity strutures have been proposed.
However we an distinguish to kinds of denitions depending of the onditions
imposed. The rst type imposes ertain onstrains to the number of links
within the members of the ommunity. In this sense, the strongest denition
states that a ommunity is a subgraph G′(U ′, V ′) so that if i, j ∈ U ′ then
(i, j) ∈ V ′), i.e. all pairs of ommunity members are linked to eah other.
This denition is too restritive and then far from being useful. In fat, the
maximal subgraph G′(U ′, V ′) that fullls the above requirement is termed a
lique. One an relax the onditions and onsidering that ommunities as the
n-lique of the graph. N-liques are maximal subgraphs in whih the largest
geodesi distane between any two nodes is no greater than n. Other way for
relaxing the former ondition is to redue the number of other nodes in the
subgraph to whih eah node must be onneted, the onept of k-plex is then
applied. A k-plex is a maximal subgraph ontaining n nodes, in whih eah
node is adjaent to no fewer than n− k nodes in the subgraph.
The above denitions have to do only with the links within the elements of
the subgraphs and there is no mention to the ratio between these inner-links
and those going to the rest of the network. From our point of view this kind
of arguments have to be inorporated to our riterion in order to get loser to
the ohesive piture. Then, we have to look to ommunities as groups of nodes
within whih onnetions are dense, and between whih onnetions are sparser
or, more formally, we an say that, given a graph G(U, V ) a ommunity is a
subgraph G′(U ′, V ′) so that L′ . ard {i ∈ U ′ | (i, j) ∈ V, j ∈ U}. An example
of this onsideration is plotted in gure 5.5.a. There are several denitions
with this philosophy (see [171℄). One denition is the following: G′(U ′, V ′) is
a ommunity if the sum of all degrees within G′ is larger than the sum of all
degrees toward the rest of the graph [172℄.
2
The rst network desription in terms of ommunities appear in the ontext of soial
siene [171℄
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: (a) Shemati piture of a set of 4 ommunities (surrounded by dashed
irles). The density of inner-links between nodes of the same ommunity is muh
larger than that of the links with members of the rest of the network. (b) The 7
possible 4-nodes motifs.
Motifs
We dene a motif M as a pattern of interonnetions so that its ourrene
in a graph is signiantly higher than in randomized versions of the graph,
i.e. graphs with the same number of nodes, links and degree distribution
as the original one, but where the links are distributed at random. More
formally, M is usually onsidered as a n-node onneted graph whih is a
subgraph of G. An example of all the possible 4-node onneted graphs is
illustrated in gure 5.5.b. The onept of motifs (originally introdued by
Uri Alon and oworkers [173177℄) was employed for studying the nding of
reurrent patterns of interonnetions between a small number of nodes in
biologial and other networks.
In order to obtain a quantitative desription for the appearane of the
signiant motifs in a graph G, one makes use of mathing algorithms for
ounting the total number of ourrenes of eah n-node subgraph M in the
original graph and in the randomized ones. Then, one an dene the statistial
signiane of a given motif M by some sore funtion, like the so-alled Z-
sore [174, 176℄
ZM =
nM − 〈nrandM 〉
σrandnM
, (5.15)
where nM and n
rand
M are the number of times the subgraph M appears in G
and in its randomized ounterpart repetively. σrandnM is the standard deviation
of the number of appearanes in the randomized network ensemble.
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5.2 Overview of network generation models
In this setion we briey aount for several important network models. Nowa-
days there is a huge number of ways for generating omplex networks that try
to apture the properties of real graphs. Many of them are variations of the
models we present below sine they represent seminal works on the matter.
For a omplete review on urrents trends in network modeling we refer the
reader to [156, 158, 159, 163℄.
5.2.1 Random graphs
We all random graphs to those network where the links between nodes are
randomly distributed
3
. In their seminal work in the subjet, Erdös and Rényi
[140℄ (ER for short) proposed a method for the onstrution of random graphs
with N nodes and L links: Starting from N isolated nodes, pairs of randomly
hosen nodes are linked avoiding self and multiple onnetions. This proess is
stoped when L links have been stablished. A single graph obtained using the
above reipe is one of the
( „
N
2
«
L
)
possible equiprobable realizations. The
set of all these possible realizations is alled the set of uniform random graphs
with N nodes and L links, GERN,L. In a random graph the probability that two
given nodes are linked is L/
(
N
2
)
.
Another possible strategy for onstruting random graphs is to sample
every pair of nodes and with probability 0 < p < 1 link them. This proedure
denes a dierent set alled random binomial graphs, GERN,p, that ontains graphs
with dierent number of total links L being
pL(1− p)
“
N
2
”
−L
(5.16)
the probability that a graph belonging to GERN,p has L links. Then the average
number of links of a graphs in this set is p
(
N
2
)
.
The two sets (uniform and binomial) of random graphs are tightly related
to the anonial and grand anonial ensembles of the equilibrium statistial
mehanis when one looks at the number of edges as the number of partiles
in the system. Both ensembles onverge to the same set in the thermodynami
limit N → ∞ when approahed keeping 〈k〉 xed (wih is equivalent to x
2L/N and p(N − 1) in the uniform and the binomial sets repetively).
3
In fat, all the network models analysed in this hapter are stritly random in the sense of
the mehanism adopted for their onstrution. However, the term random graph is overused
in the literature for alling Erdös-Rényi networks.
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The strutural properties of the ER graphs vary as a funtion of p, showing
a dramati hange at the ritial probability pc = 1/N that orresponds to
〈k〉 = 1. In partiular:
• If p < pc, the size of the giant omponent of the graph is of the order
O(lnN) graph and there is no graph omponent with more than one
loop.
• If p = pc, the size of the giant omponent goes with O(N2/3).
• If p > pc, the graph has a giant omponent with a number of loops that
sales as O(N) and there is no other graph omponent with more than
O(lnN) elements neither with more than one loop.
This transition (haraterized by Erdös and Rényi in [141℄) is strongly related
with the perolation transition studied in the theory of ritial phenomena
[178℄.
In ER graphs the probability that a node has k neighbours follows the
binomial distribution
P (k) =
(
N − 1
k
)
pk(1− p)N−1−k , (5.17)
that for 〈k〉 xed and N →∞ tends to the Poisson distribution
P (k) =
〈k〉k
k!
exp (−〈k〉) . (5.18)
Erdös and Rényi graphs are unorrelated sine the links are launhed at
random independently of the degree of the nodes. As a onsequene, P (k
′ |k)
and knn(k) are independent of k. Conerning to the onnetivity properties of
an ER graph, when p > lnN/N nearly all the generated graphs are omposed
of one single omponent and the average path length takes values around 〈k〉 =
lnN/ ln (pN) = lnN/〈k〉 beause loally the ER topology is viewed as a tree
like struture where a single node has 〈k〉 neighbours, 〈k〉2 nodes at distane
2,... Finally, sine p is the probability of two nodes sharing a link there will
be pk(k − 1)/2 links among the neighbours of a node of degree k so that
the lustering oeient goes as c = p = 〈k〉/N , and then it vanishes in the
thermodynami limit.
5.2.2 Small-world networks
In 1998Watts and Strogats (WS) proposed a method of graph onstrution that
allows to obtain networks with a high lustering oeient and small average
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0 10.05 p
Figure 5.6: Three kind of networks obtained used the Watts-Strogatz method starting
from a regular one-diemnsional network where every node is linked to its 4 nearest
neighbours. For p = 0 we obtain the regular network. For small values of p ≪ 1 we
have Small World networks from the small amount of reassigned links. Finally, for
p = 1 random networks are obtained.
path leghth [155℄. We have seen that ER graphs present a small value of L
and that c vanishes when N →∞. On the other hand, a regular network with
onnetions to rst, seond, third,... next nearest neighbours presents a high
value of the lustering oeient joined with large values of L. In some sense,
the WS model interpolates smoothly between these two topologies.
The WS proedure starts from a ring (see gure 5.6) where every node is
symmetrially linked to its 2m next nearest nodes so that there is L = mN
links. Then, every link is onsidered and with probability p it is substituted
by another link that onnets one of the original nodes with a new one hosen
at random. Note that for p = 0 we maintain the original regular topology
whereas for p = 1 an ER random graph is generated. In gure 5.7 it is shown
how for a range of p values the WS model generates networks with both the
small world property (due to shortuts added when p 6= 0) and high lustering
oeient (inherited from the regular topology), two harateristis shared by
a number of real networks. This result reveals that the lustering oeient
is very robust under link reasignation whereas L rapidly dereases when a few
shortuts are inorporated.
Analytial alulations on the transition observed in the WS model are
found in [179182℄. It has been shown that the appearane of the small world
harater as p inreases is not a phase transition but a rossover phenomenon.
The harateristi length satisfy the saling relation L(N, p) = Nf(Np) where
f(x) ∼
{
c if x≪ 1
lnx
x if x≫ 1
(5.19)
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Besides, in [181℄ the authors found the analytial expressions for the lustering
and the degree distribution as a funtion of the ontrol parameter p
c(p) =
3(m− 1)
2(2m − 1)(1− p)
3
(5.20)
P (k; p) =
min(k−m,m)∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
(1− p)ipm−i (pm)
k−m−i
(k −m− i)! exp(−pm) ,(5.21)
the last equation (5.21) is valid provided k ≥ m otherwise P (k < m; p) = 0.
The WS model was later modied by Newman and Watts in order to solve
the possible formation of disonneted graphs of the network as shortuts were
inorporated. Then, they proposed to add new links between randomly hosen
nodes instead of making the rewiring proess [183℄. They onsidered every
node and with probaibility p a link was stablished with any other node of the
network so that the average number of shortuts added is pN .
5.2.3 Sale-Free networks
There are a large number of models that reprodue the power law funtional
form for the degree distribution. However, we will fous here on those models
that inorporates the growing harater present in real networks, where the
amount of nodes grows with time, to the formulation of the model. These
models usually onsist of an initial small subset of nodes to whih new nodes
are sequentially inorporated by launhing new links over those nodes that
already take part of the network (see gure 5.8). In partiular, the work by
Barabási and Albert (BA) in 1999 [145℄ suposed an important breakthrough
to the problem of nding the roots of the SF behaviour of real networks and
had the growing proess as a key ingredient of their formulation.
The BA models works starting from an initial ore of m0 isolated nodes.
Figure 5.7: Evoluion of the lus-
tering oeient and the average
shortest path length as a funtion
of p. Note that near p = 4 · 10−3
the lustering remains omparable
to the values of the regular net-
work whereas L has dereased sig-
niatively.
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At eah time step a new node is inorporated to the network by launhing
m ≤ m0 links over the already existing ones so that the network ore grows
linearly in time. The probability that one of the ore nodes, i, reeives a link
from the new node is proportional to its degree, ki,
Πpai =
ki∑N(t)
j=1 kj
, (5.22)
where N(t) is the number of nodes that form the network ore at time t,
N(t) = m0 + t − 1. Besides, the total number of links at time t evolves
as L(t) = mt. The above rule for node seletion was termed preferential
attahment and favours that a node with more links than others will inrease
its onnetivity at a higher rate (this is usually referred to as riher gets riher).
Obviously, the soonest a node is inorporated to the network ore the most
onneted it will be at larger times.
The solution of the BA model was found by the same authors by means of
a mean eld approximation
4
[145, 187℄. In this formulation the onnetivity
of a node i, ki, is onsidered as a real ontinuous and time-derivable variable.
Considering that new nodes are uniformly inorporated in time and that they
attah m new links, we an write the evolution equation of ki as
∂ki
∂t
= mΠpai (ki) = m
ki∑N(t)
j=1 kj
=
ki
2t
, (5.23)
with the initial ondition ki(ti) = m, and ti being the time when node i was
added to the network ore. The solution to eq. (5.23) is
ki(t) = m
(
t
ti
)1/2
. (5.24)
4
Other solutions to this important model have been found solving the rate equation for
the onnetivity distribution [184186℄.
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Figure 5.8: Shemati representation of the
grwoth proess. At eah time steps a new
node is inorporated to the network ore
linking tom = 3 nodes that already belong
to the ore.
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Figure 5.9: Degree distribution,
P (k), for a BA network with N =
5 ·104. The linear t of the data in
the log-log plot yield an exponent
for the power law of γ = 3.
In order to obtain the degree distribution we rst take the umulative distri-
bution, P (ki < k). From (5.24) one obtains
P (ki < k) = P
(
ti ≥ m
2
k2
t
)
. (5.25)
Finally, sine the adition of new nodes is performed uniformly, the probability
of nding at time t a node that was inorporated to the network at time ti is
P (ti; t) = 1/(m0 + t). Then, the above probability (5.25) an be written as
P (ki < k) = 1− m
2t
k2(m0 + t)
, (5.26)
so that the degree distribution yiels
P (k) =
∂P (ki < k)
∂k
=
2m2t
m0 + t
k−3 . (5.27)
Taking the limit when t → ∞ we obtain the power law P (k) = 2m2k−3 with
the exponent γ = 3. In gure 5.9 we show the numerial results for the degree
distribution when the BA is implemented.
Analytial alulations aounting for other magnitudes have been per-
formed. For example in [188℄ the authors showed that the shortest path length
is smaller than that observed for ER graphs. In partiular L ∼ logN/ log (logN).
Besides, the lustering oeient in BA networks vanishes in the thermody-
nami limit as happened for ER graphs. However, although the lustering
deay is seen to be slower, c ∼ N−3/4, than in the ase of ER networks, it
represents a major weakness of the BA model.
Variations of the preferential attahment rule (5.22) has been broadly stud-
ied after the BA model appeared. These variations try to obtain more exible
models in order to grow networks with other harateristis similar to those
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found in real network for whih the BA fails to reprodue (existene of high
lustering, the presene of degree orelations, the variety of exponents found
for the ower law distribution, et ...) while keeping the SF harater indued by
the preferential attahment. Some examples of these variations an be found
in [186, 189199℄.
5.3 Global versus loal knowledge
In this setion, we revisit one of the main assumptions of the Barabási-Albert
model: the preferential attahment rule. We study a model in whih the PA
rule is applied to a neighborhood of newly reated nodes and thus no global
knowledge of the network is assumed. We numerially show that global prop-
erties of the BA model suh as the onnetivity distribution and the aver-
age shortest path length are quite robust when there is some degree of loal
knowledge. In ontrast, other properties suh as the lustering oeient and
degree-degree orrelations dier and approah the values measured for real-
world networks.
As explained in Se. 5.2.3 the rst sale-free network model, introdued by
Barabási and Albert, postulated that there are two fundamental ingredients
of many real networks [145, 187℄: their growing harater and the preferential
attahment (PA) rule. The preferential attahment rule onsiders that the
probability that an old node links to newly added nodes is proportional to its
degree k (see eq. 5.22). However, the BA model assumes that one knows the
onnetivity of all nodes when a new node links to the network. This is learly
an unrealisti assumption. This drawbak of the model onstrution has not
passed unnotied and many models have been introdued to produe sale-free
networks and to test whether or not the basi assumptions of the BA reipe
are neessary onditions to build up these networks [156, 158℄. There are some
models in whih the PA rule is limited to a neighborhood due to geographi
onstraints [200℄, or where its linear harater is investigated [201℄.
In the model deribed here, we adopt a dierent perspetive. Our aim is
to test to what extend the global harater of the PA rule in the original BA
model is important. We introdue a model in whih the PA is applied only to
a neighborhood of the newly added node depending on the value of a variable
whih measures the anity between dierent nodes. By going down from the
BA limit of the model to the the limit where all nodes are distint, we test to
what extend the global knowledge of eah node's onnetivity is fundamental to
get a sale-free graph. Through numerial simulations we nd that in a wide
range of the model parameters, average quantities suh as the onnetivity
distribution and the shortest path length are not aeted by the use of loal
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knowledge of the network whereas other properties like the lustering oeient
are more sensitive to loal details.
5.3.1 The model
The model is dened in two layers. The rst disriminates among all the nodes
by assigning to eah node at the moment of its reation a parameter ai whih
measures how lose or distint a given node is from the rest of the elements
that ompose the network. Then, we apply the preferential attahment rule
in the neighborhood dened by nodes with ommon anities. Speially, the
network is onstruted by repeated iteration of the following rules:
(i) Start from a small ore of nodes, mo, linked together. Assign to eah of
thesemo nodes a random anity ai taken from a probability distribution,
P (a). In what follows, we will use for simpliity a form for P (a) uniformly
distributed between (0, 1).
(ii) At eah time step, a new node j with a random anity aj is introdued
and linked to m nodes already present in the network aording to the
rules speied below.
(iii) Searh through all nodes of the network verifying whether or not the
ondition ai − µ ≤ aj ≤ ai + µ is fullled, where µ is a parameter that
ontrols the anity tolerane of the nodes. The nodes that satisfy the
anity ondition are grouped in a set A as potential andidates to gain
new links.
(iv) Apply the preferential attahment rule to the set A 5, i.e., when hoosing
the nodes to whih the new vertex links, we impose that the probability
that vertex i onnets to the new node depends on its onnetivity suh
that
Π(ki) =
ki∑
s∈A ks
. (5.28)
(v) Finally, repeat steps (ii)-(iv) t times suh that the nal size of the network
is N = mo + t.
It is worth mentioning that the inlusion of the anity parameter a is not a
mere artifat. Indeed, most real systems are formed by non-idential elements
and thus it is natural to assume that although a given node ould have a
5
In ase that the number of elements in the set A is smaller than m we just add a link
to all nodes in A without applying the PA rule.
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large onnetivity a newly reated element will not link to that node beause
they have very little in ommon. This feature is learly manifested in soial
networks like the WWW −where individuals bookmark dierent web pages
aordingly to their anity− or the sientist itation network [142℄. In this
way, it is very unlikely to nd a itation in a ondensed matter paper referring
to a paper wrote by a psyhologist. Additionally, the same argument an be
translated to biologial networks suh as predator-prey webs or protein-protein
interation networks.
Obviously, when µ is large enough as to dilute the rst layer of the model,
we reover the BA model. The problem then onsists of determining to what
extend the loal preferential attahment will give the same results, or in other
words, does the knowledge of the entire network substantially ontribute to
the properties observed in the BA networks?
5.3.2 Network properties
We have performed extensive numerial simulations of the model desribed in
the preeding setion. In all ases, the numerial results have been obtained
after averaging over at least 500 iterations varying the system size from 103 up
to 1.2×104 nodes. We rst generate the BA network by setting the parameter
µ to its maximum value suh that the preferential attahment applies to the
entire set of nodes and then tune µ in order to systematially redue its value
and therefore the size of the set A to whih the seond hoie eq. (5.28) is
applied.
Figure 5.10 shows the number of nodes with onnetivity k for several val-
ues of µ. It turns out that irrespetive of the range to whih the preferential
attahment is applied the stationary probability of having a node with on-
netivity k is the same as for the BA model, namely, Pk ∼ k−γ with γ ≈ 3.
This result ould be intuitively understood by noting that although the rules
for the network generation has been hanged at a loal level, from a global
perspetive the average properties should not hange radially. To realize this
point, think of the network as being made up of dierent small omponents, as
given by the anity onstraint, eah of whih is onstruted following the BA
algorithm. It is then lear that for large system sizes, eah graph will follow
the power law distribution Pk ∼ k−3 and so will be for the entire network.
The above argument applies only to average global properties, but there is
nothing that guarantees a priori that the omponents of the network will link
together in suh a way that other properties will not be aeted. This is the
ase of the average shortest path length L. As already introdued, omplex
networks show the notieable property, known as small-world property, that the
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Figure 5.10: Number of nodes with onnetivity k for dierent values of µ. The size
of the network is N = 104 nodes and mo = m = 3. The power-law distribution has
an exponent equal to 3. Note that the BA limit orresponds to µ = 1.
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Figure 5.11: Ratio between the average shortest path length for dierent µ values,
L(µ), and that of the BA network (L(1)) for several system sizes. The horizontal line
marks the BA limit. A transition from graphs fullling the small-world property to a
regime in whih networks break down in many small piees rising the value of L(µ)
is observed. See the text for further details.
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Figure 5.12: Graph representations of four networks produed with dierent values
of µ. The values of µ orrespond to (a) µ = 1, (b) µ = 0.2, () µ = 0.1, (d) µ = 0.04.
Eah network is made up of N = 500 nodes.
average path length inreases at most with the logarithm of its size. We expet
that for high values of µ the network is omposed by a unique giant omponent
and no fragmentation arises. When the range to whih the anity riterion
is applied dereases, the network will gradually loose its ompatness and will
streth approahing a one-dimensional struture with some small omponents.
Further redution of µ provokes the break down of the network in many isolated
lusters.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 substantiate this piture. Figure 5.11 represents
the ratio between the average path length obtained for dierent values of µ
and that of the BA network, for several system sizes. As µ restrits the PA
range, the network undergoes a transition haraterized by a growth of L(µ) an
eventually beomes fragmented giving rise to an innite shortest path length.
We note here that although the results shown in the gure have been obtained
for a uniform distribution of anity values ai, the qualitative behavior does
not hange for other probability distributions and only the value at whih the
transition is observed slightly shifts to the right. The shape of the network
as the parameter µ is varied an be observed in gure 5.12, where we have
represented how the network looks like for the limiting values of µ. It is lear
that when the PA range redues too muh the struture of the network radially
hanges while keeping the same degree distribution.
We now fous our attention on other properties with a loal harater. This
is the ase of the lustering oeient of a node ci. The lustering oeient
is of loal harater as it gives the probability that two nodes with a ommon
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Figure 5.13: (a) Average lustering oeient ck of nodes with degree k for ve
dierent values of the parameter µ. Note that as µ dereases, the lustering oeient
departs from the BA limit (µ = 1). (b) The average lustering c as a funtion of µ
onrms this result. The parameters used for the generation of the networks are as
of gure 5.10.
neighbor are also linked together. Thus, it is expeted that this magnitude, in
our model, depends on the anity of eah node and the range of preferential
attahment given by µ. Figure 5.13.a shows the average lustering oeient
of nodes with a given onnetivity k, for dierent values of the parameter µ.
The BA limit exhibits almost no orrelations with the degree k of the verties
and the smallest value for the lustering oeient. As µ is redued, the rst
seletion of nodes by their anity values plays a more dominant role ontribut-
ing to the rising of ci for small and large onnetivities. Near the transition,
µ ∼ 0.04, the average oeient is about one order of magnitude greater than
that of the BA network. In order to see this growth of the lustering as the
loality of the PA is inreased we show in gure 5.13.b the mean lustering
oeient (averaged over all the elements of the network), c, as a funtion of
µ. The results reveals that the lustering grows in a rather regular fashion
when µ dereases so that nally c is inremented by a fator 3 at µ = 0.1
respet to the value at the BA limit.
These results are important for what onerns to the existene of yles of
small length in the network (triangles and retangular loops are among these
graph omponents). They are important beause they express the degree of
redundany and multipliity of paths among nodes in the topology of the net-
work. The results obtained for ck indiate that as the region where the PA
applies is redued, the number of yles inreases and non-random orrelations
arise. This is illustrated in gure 5.14, where the average nearest neighbor
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Figure 5.14: Average nearest neighbor onnetivity knn against k for several values
of µ. Results are averaged over 100 network realizations for eah µ value. Other
parameters are as of gure 5.10.
degree, knn(k) of a node with onnetivity k is depited. While the BA model
exhibits no orrelations, it is manifested the tendeny that networks gener-
ated with small values of µ display disassortative mixing at both ends of the
onnetivity range.
Finally, let us point out that although the values found for several magni-
tudes an not be diretly assoiated with real data, there are some regions of
the parameter spae µ where non-trivial properties arise. In this sense, it would
be interesting to perform the same analysis in more realisti growing network
models looking for more similarities with real-world networks. For example,
the exponent of the onnetivity distribution an be tuned to small values by
inorporating the rst level of seletion of the present model in the general-
ized BA model [158℄, whih is known to give arbitrary γ values in the interval
(2, 3). As a plus, this model an be used to test the dependene of the net-
work funtioning with its topologial struture (when the degree distribution
is xed). In partiular, we will make use of it for analysing the performane of
dierent proesses plaed on top of the network [ommuniation between nodes
(setion 6.2.2) and sinhronizability of Kuramoto networks (setion 8.2)℄ when
lustering and average path length are varied.
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5.4 Interpolation between Random and Sale-Free
networks
The seminal paper by Barabási and Albert [145, 187℄, showed that many real
world networks an not be desribed by Erdös-Rényi type graphs where the
onnetivity distribution follows a Poisson-like distribution. While today we
have reognized that preferential attahment is not a neessary ondition for
the formation of sale-free networks [202℄, it seems to be lear that it is an
important mehanism. Indeed, most of the existing models intrinsially inor-
porate a preferential attahment like rule. On the other hand, uniform random
linking of nodes on growing networks gives rise to networks where the degree
distribution deays exponentially fast with the degree k, thus produing ho-
mogeneous networks with a well dened (and meaningful) average value for
k [155, 181℄. The ombination of the two rules, i.e, uniform and preferential
linking, have been also analyzed in several models for interpolating between
sale-free and exponential networks. For instane, Liu et al [203℄ have studied
a model in whih the probability of establishing new links goes as a linear
ombination of both in suh a way that a new link is established between a
node i and a new one proportionally to (1 − p)ki + p, where p weights the
ontribution of the two mehanisms. However, in previous models of this sort,
there is an assumption that does not apply always. It has to do with the fat
that the network always grows around a single omponent of onneted nodes
and uniform or preferential links from the emerging nodes are always made
with elements belonging to this unique luster. This single omponent grows
linearly in time until it reahes the size of the network. Sine there are no
lusters of nodes other than the giant omponent, the models an not aount
for phenomena suh as the oalesene of small networks into a larger one, nor
for situations in whih more than one node is added to a preexisting struture
at eah time step, features that may be relevant in soial, eonomi and other
networked systems.
In this setion, we analyze a model that interpolates between Erdös-Rényi
and sale-free networks as far as the degree distribution is onerned through
a tunable parameter. The novel feature of the model is that, by onstrution,
new links are not always established with nodes previouly inorporated to the
network and thus allowing to interpolate with the lassial ER graphs. We
explore analytially and numerially the time behavior of nodes attahment as
well as of the degree evolution. We nd that, depending on the interplay be-
tween uniform and preferential linking, the transition from an ER like network
to an SF one is smooth or more abrupt. The present model is useful as it pro-
vides a unique reipe to go progressively from homogeneous to heterogeneous
topologies as well as for exploring the interplay between them.
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5.4.1 The model
The model introdued in this work generates a one-parameter family of om-
plex networks. This parameter, α ∈ [0, 1], measures the degree of heterogeneity
of the nal networks. Let us assume the nal size of the network to be N . The
network is generated in the following way:
(i) Start from a fully onneted network of m0 nodes and a set U(0) of
(N −m0) unonneted nodes.
(ii) At eah time step hoose a new node j from U(0).
(iii) This node makes a link in two ways:
(a) With probability α it links to any other node i of the whole set of
N − 1 nodes with uniform probability
Πuniformi = (N − 1)−1 . (5.29)
(b) With probability (1 − α) establish a link following a preferential
attahment strategy, that is, the probability for any other node i to
attah to node j is a funtion of its onnetivity as,
ΠPAi = F(ki) , (5.30)
where dierent hoies for the funtional form of F(x) are analyzed
below.
(iv) Repeat m times step (iii) for the same node j.
(v) Repeat U(0) = (N −m0) times steps (ii) to (iv).
A shemati plot of the linking proedure at step (iii) is shown in gure 5.15.
The above rules allow for the oexistene of two lasses of nodes. On one hand,
there are nodes with at least one link. This set will be referred to heneforth
as the onneted set Ω(t) 6. On the other hand, there is another set U(t) of
isolated nodes suh that its size is N − Ω(t). At variane with other models
in whih there are only nodes with onnetivity dierent from zero and thus
the onneted omponent grows linearly with time, the above rules allows the
addition of more than one node to the set Ω(t) as a result of random linking.
Therefore, we expet the time dependeny of Ω(t) to be highly non trivial.
6
We reall on the possibility that the onneted set is temporarily omposed by more
than one onneted omponent. This is the ase for the initial stage of the network growth
when α → 1. However, when N is high enough the nal network is omposed by a unique
onneted omponent.
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Figure 5.15: Shemati representation of the
general proedure for generating the networks.
With probability α one of the m links an be
made with any of the nodes (and with the same
uniform probability) that will take part in the
nal network. On the other hand, with proba-
bility (1 − α) the link will be made only with
those nodes that form the onneted set at that
time beause the node will hoose a preferential
linking strategy.
5.4.2 Network growth and degree evolution
In order to desribe the evolution of the nodes degree, one has to onsider
the funtional form of F(x) for the preferential attahment probability (5.30).
However, we an take into aount some previous onsiderations that do not
depend on the partiular form of F(x).
First of all, it is useful to onsider two kind of links in order to analyze the
model. Namely, the ones that arise from a uniform random hoie, ku, and
the remaining, kpa, orresponding to the implementation of the preferential
attahment rule. The dynamis of ku is ompletely independent of the dynam-
is of the PA links, kpa, but the opposite is not neessarily true. From this, it
follows that the probability that one node has ku uniform links, P u(ku), is a
Poisson distribution with 〈ku〉 = 2αm.
P u(ku) =
(2αm)k
u
e
−2αm
ku!
(5.31)
As a onsequene, we will onentrate on analyzing the growth dynamis of
the PA links for the studied models.
It is partiularly interesting to study at this point how uniform random
linking aets the evolution of the onneted set sine this is ompletely inde-
pendent on the spei PA rule onsidered. This feature represents one of the
main dierenes between the studied model and other previous mehanisms
used to generate growing networks. That is, in our model nodes are not in-
orporated to the onneted set at a onstant rate (like e.g. in the standard
Barabási-Albert model) due to the possibility of adding new nodes from U(t)
by applying uniform linking at time t and therefore the set U(t) 6= U(0) − t.
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We an easily derive the evolution of the onneted set size, Ω(t) = N −U(t),
for any value of the parameter α. For this, we onsider the growth of the
onneted set at eah time step, i.e. when a new node of U(0) throws its m
links
Ω(t+ 1) = Ω(t) +
N − Ω(t)
N − (t+m0) + αm
(
1− Ω(t)
N
)
. (5.32)
In the above equation the seond term on the right aounts for the probability
that the new node (whih is throwing its m links) of U(0) does not belong al-
ready to the onneted set at time t (due to the possible uniform links obtained
from previous nodes of U(0) already onneted to the onneted set Ω(t)). Be-
sides, the third term on the right desribes the probability that any uniform
link thrown by the node is direted to a node belonging to U(t). These two
terms aount for the growth rate of the onneted set. We an onsider that
both time and Ω(t) are ontinuous variables and make the time step small
enough in order to obtain the orresponding ODE assoiated to eq. (5.32),
whose solution is given by
Ω(t) = N + (t+m0 −N)e−αmt/N . (5.33)
The agreement between this alulation and Monte Carlo simulations is shown
in gure 5.16 for dierent values of α and a preferential attahment as desribed
in what follows (model A). It is worth noting the highly nonlinear behavior of
Ω(t), at variane with models in whih its size hanges at a onstant rate.
We formulate below two dierent ways to implement the preferential at-
tahment rule, whih give rise to dierent behaviors. In both models we will
onsider that the PA probability of a node j depends only on the PA links of the
node, kpaj . This new separation between PA links and uniform ones introdues
a higher dierentiation between the two simultaneous kinds of link dynamis
implemented here allowing us to manipulate (as shown below) the degree of
orrelation between them. The two models interpolate between sale-free and
Erdös-Rényi topologies but the strutural transition is quite dierent (as we
will show in setion 5.4.3).
MODEL A
In this rst model we shall study a preferential attahment rule strongly or-
related with the simultaneous uniform random linking. First, we onsider that
the PA probability of a node i is linear with the inoming PA degree of the
node, kˆpai , that is, those links reeived by i when other node launhes (in aver-
age) (1−α)m links following the PA rule. This partiularity of the PA rule was
already onsidered by Dorogovtsev et al [186℄. Besides, we onsider that when
a node is introdued in the onneted omponent (beause either it is hosen
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Figure 5.16: Size of the onneted set Ω(t) as a funtion of time. Solid lines orrespond
to the analytial results (eq. (5.33)) and points are the Monte Carlo results of network
onstrution (employing model A (se. 5.4.2)). The omparison is made for N = 105
and several values of α. The parameters of the model are set to A = m = m0 = 1.
Figure 5.17: Model A. Monte Carlo simulation (points) versus mean eld (lines)
results for kˆpa(t = N) as a funtion of the birth time t0 for dierent values of α. The
parameters of the model were N = 105 and A = m = m0 = 1. The statistis of the
Monte Carlo simulations were performed using 104 networks for eah value of α.
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at random by any node or it is launhing its m outgoing links over the rest of
nodes) it has an initial attrativeness (or tness) A. In other words, eah node
has an assoiated parameter Ai that is zero if the node i is not in the onneted
set and is Ai = A if i is linked to other nodes (i.e., it belongs to Ω(t)). We
further onsider that the attrativeness Ai enters linearly in the preferential
linking probability of node i. With these two ingredients, the expression for
ΠPAj is given by
ΠPAi =
kˆpai +Ai∑
j∈N (kˆ
pa
j +Aj)
, (5.34)
The introdution of the tness A orrelates the PA rule with the uniform
linking in the sense that the more links are established uniformly (the higher
α), the more new nodes with kˆpai = 0 are inorporated to the onneted set
from U(t) and hene (by the presene of A in the PA probability) the more
andidates to obtain PA links are available. This an be observed from the
evolution of the onneted set Ω(t), when α is high there are a lot of nodes
added into Ω(t) at the early stage of the network onstrution so that the
potential growth of the PA degree of the former members of the onneted set
is strongly weakened. In order to onrm these heuristi onsiderations we
derive the mean eld evolution for the inoming PA degree of a node i, kˆpai
dkˆpai
dt
= (1− α)m kˆ
pa
i +A
(1 − α)mt+A Ω(t) , (5.35)
(with the initial ondition kˆpai (t
i
0) = 0). Obviously, in the limit α = 0 we
reover the mean eld equation for the Generalized Dorogovtsev model [186℄
(whih, when A = m, desribes the Barabási-Albert model). For α 6= 0 the
inuene of the uniform random linking is evident from the presene of Ω(t).
The number of nodes that start to have the above dynamis at some time t0 is
dΩ(t)/dt evaluated at time t = t0 whih for α 6= 0 is not onstant as we have
seen in the previous alulation of Ω(t). The solution of (5.35) is then given
by
kˆpai (t = N)
A
= −1 + exp
[
(1− α)m
∫ N
ti0
dt
(1− α)mt+A Ω(t)
]
. (5.36)
We have solved numerially eq. (5.36) in order to obtain kˆpai (t = N) (or
kpai (t = N) = kˆ
pa
i (t = N) + αm) as a funtion of t
i
0. This funtion, along
with the number of nodes whih are inorporated to the onneted set at time
ti0 = t0, gives the degree distribution of the PA links. We have ompared the
results given by eq. (5.36) for dierent values of α with the orresponding ones
obtained by performing Monte Carlo simulations of the model (averaging over
104 networks for eah value of α). The results, plotted in gure 5.17, show
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a very good agreement for the mean eld model and the numerial network
onstrution. As expeted, the sooner a node is inorporated to the onneted
set the higher its nal PA degree. However, as disussed above, one an observe
that this gain of the oldest nodes beomes less important when the value of α
grows due to the ombination of two eets: (i) the appliation of the PA rule
beomes less frequent and (ii) the fast growth of the onneted set tends to
make more homogeneous the PA probability of the nodes.
MODEL B
In the seond proposal the two dierent linking proesses are ompletely inde-
pendent. For this, we onsider that ΠPAi is a linear funtion of the (inoming
and outgoing) links that appear as a produt of the appliation of the PA rule.
Then, kpai will be zero until it launhes its αm PA links over the rest of the
nodes, i.e. regardless of kui . Then, the mean eld equation for the evolution
of kpai is given by
dkpai
dt
= (1− α)m k
pa
i
2(1 − α)mt+m0 , (5.37)
with the initial ondition kpai (t
i
0) = (1−α)m and ti0 being the time when node
i launhes its m links. Solving the above equation yields
kpai (t) = (1− α)m
[
t
ti0
]1/2
. (5.38)
Beause the nodes launh their links at a onstant rate (one node per time
step), it is easy to obtain the degree distribution P (kpa)
P (kpa) = 2(1 − α)2m2(kpa)−3 , (5.39)
whih is simply a power law distribution with a Barabási-Albert exponent
regardless of the value of α. On the other hand, the relative weight of the power
law with respet to the Poisson distribution in the total degree distribution
P (k) will be obviously aeted by α (as the prefator in the above equation
suggests).
5.4.3 Network properties
In this setion we disuss the transition from SF to ER networks in terms of
the global topologial features of the networks. We have performed Monte
Carlo simulations of the two models and ompared how the relevant topologi-
al measures evolve as a funtion of α. We are interested in obtaining how the
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Figure 5.18: Monte Carlo results for the degree distribution P (k) and rank-degree
relation for several values of α. (a) and () show the results for model A revealing a
progressive inrease of the tails deaying rate when α → 1. The results for model B
((b) and (d)) show how the deaying rate is not aeted by α. The networks were
generated with the following parameters N = 105 and m = m0 = 3 (A = 3 for model
A).
dierent orrelations between the uniform and PA linking rules aet several
strutural measures. To do this, we have studied the behavior of three magni-
tudes that behave very dierent in the two known limiting ases (SF and ER
networks), namely: the degree distribution P (k), the average shortest path
length 〈L〉 and the seond moment of the degree distribution 〈k2〉.
Degree distribution - The degree distribution evolution is learly dierent
for the two models. In gure 5.18 we have plotted the degree distribution and
the rank-degree relation for both models. The rank-degree relation provides a
useful tool for analysing the degree heterogeneity of the networks [204℄ and thus
it is helpful when looking at the transition between ER and SF networks. As
an be observed from gures 5.18(a) and 5.18() the orrelated model A shows
a smooth transition from the power law (α = 0) to the Poisson distribution
(α = 1). The deay of the tails (k >> 1) of the degree distribution and
the rank-degree relation beomes progressively faster as α grows revealing the
derease of the exponent of P pa(kpa) as expeted from the results obtained
by the analytial insights developed for model A. For model B the transition
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Figure 5.19: Average path length
(a) and seond moment of the de-
gree distribution (b) as a funtion
of α. Both quantities are repre-
sented normalized by their respe-
tive values in the ER limit. The
results learly manifest the two
dierent transitions of the models
regarding the heterogeneity evolu-
tion along the interpolating path.
The averaged networks had the
following parametersN = 104 and
m = m0 = 3 (A = 3 for model A).
is ompletely dierent as it is shown in gures 5.18(b) and 5.18(d). In both
representations the deaying rate of the tails is independent of α and the
transition to the Poisson distribution is muh more apparent for low values of
k. In this sense one an onlude that highly onneted nodes persist along
the transition of model B while for model A the heterogeneity is progressively
lost.
Average shortest path length - The dierent evolution of the degree dis-
tributions observed above suggests to look at how the average shortest path
length behaves along the two paths of interpolation. It is well known that the
existene of high degree nodes makes the network more ompat due to the
possibility of nding shortuts between nodes going through the hubs. Hene,
the persistene of highly onneted nodes determines the small diameter of
the sale-free network. The results obtained are shown in gure 5.19(a). As
expeted, the average shortest path length as a funtion of α grows slower for
model B beause the probability of nding hubs is higher than for the networks
generated using model A for the same value of α.
Seond moment of P (k) - In order to obtain a quantitative measure of the
evolution of the degree heterogeneity for the two models it is onvenient to
measure the seond moment of the degree distribution, 〈k2〉. This magnitude
diverges (in the thermodynami limit N → ∞) for sale-free networks with
exponents between 2 and 3. So, we expet a derease of the heterogeneity
on the path to ER graphs. As an be observed from gure 5.19(b), model
A shows a faster derease of 〈k2〉 as expeted from the study of the degree
distribution while for model B the transition is muh smoother revealing again
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the persistene of highly onneted nodes along the path to the ER limit.
As for other properties like the lustering oeient and degree-degree
orrelations we have heked that they remain unhanged irrespetive of the
value α and wheter model A or B is implemented.
The present model provides a useful tool to study the inuene of the degree
of heterogeneity in dynamial proesses of dierent kinds just as the Watts-
Strogatz model have proved to do so in the transition from regular to random
strutures. In partiular, there exist open questions in phenomena suh as
the synhronization of oupled osillators [205℄ where this kind of model ould
be partiularly relevant to explore the system's behavior in the region where
homogeneous and heterogeneous arhitetures oexist. This question will be
deeply analysed in setion 8.3.

Chapter 6
Propagation through Complex
Networks
The better a simulation is for its own purposes,
by the inlusion of all relevant details, the more
diult it is to generalize its onlusions for other
speies. For the disovery of general ideas in eol-
ogy, therefore, dierent kinds of mathematial de-
sriptions, whih may be alled models, are alled
for. Whereas a good simulation should inlude as
muh detail as possible, a good model should in-
ludes as little as possible.
 J. Maynard Smith in Models in Eology [206℄.
In this hapter we will fous on two of the main dynamial proesses stud-
ied on top of omplex networks, namely, the analysis of Epidemi spreading
and Information dynamis. The interest of studying these problems is twofold.
First, the simpliity of the desription of the two proeses allow for analyti-
al results, heuristi insights and extensive numerial simulations in order to
explain the role that the underlying topology has on the dynamis. Then, one
of the advantages of studying these dynamis is that the simple formulation
of the models (usually expressed by means of linear rules) used for their de-
sription does not mask the eets of the topologial omplexity. Besides, one
an realize by looking at the literature that a great number of the networks
whose haraterization is available (mostly due to the simpliity for unveiling
the links between their omponents) an be regarded as either tehnologial or
logisti networks. Then, the study of epidemis and information propagation
is justied for pratial purposes.
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6.1 Epidemi spreading and Immunization
The history of the studies on epidemi spreading starts with the rst works by
epidemiologist at the beginning of the 20th entury [207℄. However, the burst
in the mathematial modeling of disease transmission took plae in the middle
of the 20th entury by the formulation of a large variety of models (interesting
books on the matter are [208211℄) aimed at reproduing the evolution patterns
of the number of asualties and infeted people during epidemi periods (see
gure 6.1). Reently, the attention has been redireted to the spreading of
informati viruses. The interest in this eld has been oupled to the availability
of data about potential transmission networks (like the internet or peer-to-peer
networks). The development and deployment of a digital immune system to
prevent tehnologial networks from the spreading of viruses and to minimize
the damage produed by intentional attaks are in the root of reent researh
eorts [161, 212222℄.
In this setion we will rst introdue two general models (SIR and SIS)
that desribe the spread of epidemis on homogeneous systems. Then, we will
turn our attention to the disease transmission in heterogenous substrates and
the performane of dierent immunization strategies will be ompared. Finally
we will report on a new immunization strategy based on the overing problem
of omplex networks. The performane of this new algorithm depends on the
loal struture of the network. We will implement this strategy along with the
afore mentioned in order to ompare their results when deployed on top of real
networks.
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Figure 6.1: Histogram of
the number of deaths due to
the inuenza-pneumonia epi-
demi during the 1968-1969
winter in New York. This
extremely damaging inuenza
was named the Hong Kong
u due to the plae where it
started.
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6.1.1 Modeling epidemi spreading
There are many dierent models to desribe the epidemi transmission prob-
lem. However, nearly all of them are variations of some general and oarse
grained models like the SIR (Suseptible-Infeted-Removed) and SIS (Suseptible-
Infeted-Suseptible). The dierent variations have to do with an inreased
ompliation of the models to study partiular diseases. In order to fous
on the importane that the topology of the network has on the spreading of
a disease we will deal with the most simplied desriptions of the epidemis
dynamis.
The SIR model
The SIR model was introdued by Kermak and M Kendrik in 1927 [207℄ to
explain the rapid rise and fall in the number of infeted patients observed in
epidemis suh as the plague (London 1665-1666, Bombay 1906) and holera
(London 1865). This model was reovered by the work of Anderson and May
[223℄ after being oversought for deades. The SIR model is a typial example
of the so-alled ompartmental models. In this lass of models the elements
are viewed as parts of several groups (or ompartments) so that the evolution
equations are referred to the number of elements of eah group. The SIR model
desribes the spreading of infetious diseases in whih eah individual an be
either immunized or dead after the ontagion. Following this assumption we
an lassify the population into three dierent groups:
• Suseptible: Those healthy people who have not been infeted and thus
are likely to ontrat the disease in the future.
• Infeted: People who has been ontagied and are urrently suering the
eets of the disease. They an infet Suseptible people in the ourse of
their disease.
• Reovered and Removed: Composed by people that nally died due to
the disease or reovered and got immunized.
Then, individuals an hange their state by means of the jumps between the
three ompartments, S → I → R. The dynamial rules aounting for the ux
among the three states determine a set of dierential equations for the densities
of the population groups s(t) = S(t)/N , i(t) = I(t)/N and r(t) = R(t)/N .
The hange rate for suseptible elements is always negative and propor-
tional to the number of ontats among infeted and suseptible elements.
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We all λ the probability that one suseptible individual gets infeted in one
ontat, then we an write
ds
dt
= −λ〈k〉s(t)i(t) . (6.1)
The evolution of the proportion of infeted individuals, i(t), has two ontri-
butions, one positive −s˙(t) and one negative aounting for the reovering (or
death) rate of the infeted individuals
di
dt
= λ〈k〉s(t)i(t) − µ i(t) , (6.2)
where µ is the reovering (or death) rate that orresponds to the inverse of
the average disease time for an individual. Taking into aount that r(t) =
1− s(t)− i(t) the last evolution equation for the reovered density is
dr
dt
= µ i(t) . (6.3)
The above formulation of the model equations assumes the homogeneous
mixing hypothesis that onsiders that the set of suseptible people with whom
an infeted individual establishes ontats is taken at random within the whole
population. This is manifested in the onstant value for the number of on-
tats 〈k〉 so that the approah is only valid for homogeneous networked systems.
Along with this assumption we have onsidered homogeneity in the agent har-
ateristis so that λ and µ (although seen as averages) are meaningful. This
model is seen as a mean eld approximation to the epidemi spreading prob-
lem. One an modify the SIR model by adding more ompartments (like e.g.
in models for VIH propagation where a set of people suering an inubation
period, or more tehnially a lateny period, should be distinguished from
those who have the disease already diagnosed) or by onsidering that the time
sale involved is slow enough so that additional terms aounting for natural
birth and death rates should be inorporated. We an resale onveniently the
above equations (µ → 1, t → µt, λ → λ/µ) in order to have a single ontrol
parameter λ to study the behaviour of the model.
The question to answer in the SIR model has to do with the onditions
under whih a small infetious seed leads to a signiant fration of individuals
at the reovered state when the steady state (i(t) = 0) is reahed for the
whole system. One an translate this question in terms of a general bond
perolation problem sine an epidemi is set when there is a large enough
fration of oupied bonds (those that the epidemy used to spread) to lead
to the formation of a network omponent whose size sales with the size of
the graph (signaling an epidemi perolation). In fat, there exist an exat
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Figure 6.2: Graphial solution
of r⋆ given by last expression
in eq. (6.4). It an be ob-
served the emergene of the
seond solution (orrespond-
ing to the epidemi perola-
tion) for λ/µ > 〈k〉−1. The
inset shows a qualitative plot
of the phase transition for the
SIR model.
mapping between both problems [224, 225℄ that an be used as a powerful
tool for solving the epidemi spreading aross general networks [226, 227℄. In
order to answer this question we onsider the initial onditions s(0) = 1/N ,
i(0) = r(0) = 0 and we look for the value r⋆ = limt→∞ r(t) It is easy to notie
that r⋆ = 1− s⋆ beause i⋆ is neessarily null. Then, dividing eq. (6.1) by eq.
(6.3) to get rid of i(t) we have
ds
dr
= −λ〈k〉s(t) → s(t) = exp (−λ〈k〉r(t)) → r⋆ = 1− exp (−λ〈k〉r⋆) .
(6.4)
Last equation has always r⋆ = 0 as a solution (no epidemi perolation) and if
R0 = λ〈k〉 > 1 there is a seond one with r⋆ 6= 0 orresponding to a signia-
tive spread of the disease. R0 is usually termed as the eetive reprodutive
rate and its physial meaning is lear: it orresponds to the average seondary
infetions produed when a single infeted individual is introdued in a healthy
population. If this number is greater than one the disease reahes a non null
fration of the population. From the phase transitions point of view one would
speak about r⋆ as the appropriate order parameter and λ as the ontrol pa-
rameter. It an be obtained that at the ritial point, λ = 〈k〉−1, r⋆ behaves
as r⋆ ∼ (λ− 〈k〉−1) so that the ritial exponent is 1 as expeted from a mean
eld treatment.
The SIS model
The SIS model was originally introdued by Hethote and Yorke [228℄ in 1984
for desribing the propagation of gonorrhea and has been largely used for
studying the transmission of tuberulosis. These diseases have several ommon
attributes that make it dierent from other infetions. The most important
dierene is that the infetion does not onfer immunity to reovered subjets
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so that the SIR model is no longer valid. The SIS model onsiders only two
ompartments omposed of suseptible and infeted nodes so that a ontinu-
ous ux between both ompartments is allowed, S ↔ I. Then, the relevant
equation for the SIS model is
di
dt
= λ〈k〉 [1− i(t)] i(t)− µ i(t) , (6.5)
where we have assumed s(t) = 1− i(t) (i.e. no deaths assoiated to the disease
are onsidered). Again we an resale the equation in order to obtain µ = 1.
The SIS model is analogous to the SIR model in what refers to the ex-
istene of a epidemi transition. However in the SIS model the two regimes
are dierentiated by whether the disease persist indenitely in the population
(due to the fat that subjets an be reinfeted many times) or not. Then,
imposing di/dt = 0 in (6.5) we obtain two dierent steady states, one with
i(t) = 0 and the seond one, for the ase λ > 〈k〉−1, with i(t) = (λ− 1/〈k〉)/λ
orresponding to the an endemi state.
Due to the manifest analogy between SIR and SIS models we will fous
on the SIR formalism in the forthoming disussions about the behaviour of
epidemi spreading on heterogenous networks. It has been shown that the
same qualitative results are also obtained for both models when studying more
omplex topologies.
6.1.2 Epidemi spreading in general omplex networks
The homogeneous mixing hypothesis assumed in the previous disussion an-
not be applied to many real systems like tehnologial networks where their
omponents do not interat with a similar number of network elements. Then,
it is neessary to inorporate the ingredient of heterogeneity to the problem
of epidemi spreading. In the SIR model (and analogously for the SIS formu-
lation) the dierent ompartments S(t), I(t) and R(t) are now haraterized
by the subsets {Sk(t)}, {Ik(t)} and {Rk(t)} labeled by the onnetivity k of
their omponents [212214, 216, 227℄. These variables are normalized so that
Sk(t) + Ik(t) +Rk(t) = 1, then
S(t)
N
=
∑
k
P (k)Sk(t) ,
I(t)
N
=
∑
k
P (k)Ik(t); ,
R(t)
N
=
∑
k
P (k)Rk(t) .
(6.6)
This seond lassiation of the ompartment elements into degree lasses al-
lows to take into aount the heterogeneous harater of real networks.
At a mean eld desription the evolution of these new magnitudes satisfy
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the following set of oupled dierential equations
dSk
dt
= −λkSk(t)Θ(t) , (6.7)
dIk
dt
= λkSk(t)Θ(t)− Ik(t) , (6.8)
dRk
dt
= Ik(t) , (6.9)
where we have already set µ = 1. The quantity Θ(t) represents the probability
that an element is linked to an infeted node. This probability is given by
Θ(t) =
∑
k kP (k)Ik(t)
〈k〉 . (6.10)
Note that we are onsidering here that the degree orrelations are absent in the
network with the assumption that Θ(t) is the same for any set Sk regardless
of the onnetivity of its omponents.
Considering initial onditions onsisting on a innitesimal fration of in-
feted nodes distributed homogeneously over the onnetivity sets, Ik(0) =
i0 ≪ 1, we an onsider Sk(0) ≃ 1 and integrate eq. (6.7) to obtain Sk(t) =
exp [−λkφ(t)], where
φ(t) =
∑
k kP (k)
∫ t
0 Ik(τ)dτ
〈k〉 =
∑
k kP (k)Rk(t)
〈k〉 . (6.11)
In order to obtain a losed relation for Rk(∞) we ompute the time derivative
of φ(t)
dφ
dt
= 1− φ(t)−
∑
k kP (k) exp[−λkφ(t)]
〈k〉 . (6.12)
Solving the above dierential equation we an obtain R⋆k = Rk(∞) = 1 −
Sk(∞) = 1 − exp[−λkφ(∞)] and ompute the total epidemi prevalene R⋆.
The solution φ(t) to eq. (6.12) is not available for a general degree distribution
P (k). However, we are interested in the behaviour of φ⋆ = φ(t→∞) to obtain
information about R⋆. In this limit ˙φ(t) = 0 so that eq. (6.12) transform into
a onsistent equation for φ⋆
φ⋆ = 1−
∑
k kP (k) exp(−λkφ⋆)
〈k〉 . (6.13)
The above equation has always the solution φ⋆ = 0 (implying R⋆k = 0 ∀k,
R⋆ = 0) and when ∑
k λk
2P (k)
〈k〉 > 1 (6.14)
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it has a seond non trivial solution φ⋆ > 0 that yields R⋆ > 0 indiating a
signiative epidemi prevalene. Then, the epidemi threshold is given by
λc =
〈k〉
〈k2〉 . (6.15)
This result is very relevant sine it points out that omplex networks with
heterogeneous degree distributions (like SF networks with 2 < γ ≤ 3) show
a vanishing epidemi threshold (sine 〈k2〉 → ∞ as N → ∞) and beome
extremely fragile under possible infetions. An idential result for the threshold
value is found when analyzing the SIS model [212, 214℄. In this ase the
results are explained by a persistene of low levels of infeted individuals for
low values of λ. This interpretation is oherent with the long term prevalene
found for real informati viruses and in priniple an only be understood in
the framework of homogeneous networks by the (unrealisti) existene of a
global tuning of the parameters in order to work lose enough to the epidemi
threshold. However, the bad news about the absene of epidemi threshold are
somehow played down when one looks at the behaviour of R⋆ when λ ≪ 1.
Considering the BA model (P (k) = 2m2k−3) we an ompute this behaviour
[212, 214, 216℄ nding
R⋆ ∼ exp
(
− 1
mλ
)
, (6.16)
so that the epidemi prevalene approahes smoothly to 0 at λc = 0.
Correlated Complex Networks
The above results have been obtained assuming that degree orrelations be-
tween pairs of nodes are absent. However orrelations are present in most real
networks and therefore they annot be negleted in the expression for Θ ,eq.
6.10, [215, 218℄. The equations for the SIR model (6.7), (6.8) and (6.9) are
then modied to
dSk
dt
= −λkSk(t)
∑
k
′
P (k
′ |k)Ik′ (t) , (6.17)
dIk
dt
= λkSk(t)
∑
k′
P (k
′ |k)Ik′ (t)− Ik(t) , (6.18)
dRk
dt
= Ik(t) . (6.19)
In order to have some insight above the behaviour of the system for a general
form of P (k
′ |k) one onsider again the initial onditions Sk ≃ 1. Then eq.
(6.18) beomes unoupled and an be written as
dIk
dt
=
∑
k
′
[
λkP (k
′ |k)− µδk′ ,k
]
Ik′ (t) ≡
∑
k
′
Lk,k′Ik′ . (6.20)
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The stability of the initial state orresponds to the situation when there is no
epidemi prevalene and it is then haraterized by the sign of the eigenvalues
of the Jaobian matrix L. Sine the matrix C whose elements are Ck′ ,k =
kP (k
′ |k) has the same eigenvalues as its transposed (see eq. (5.10)) all its
eigenvalues are real. If Λ is the maximum eigenvalue of C we obtain that the
solution Ik(t) = Rk(t) = 0 ∀t is stable if −µ + λΛ < 0 and therefore the
epidemi threshold is dened as
λc =
µ
Λ
. (6.21)
Then, the existene of an epidemi threshold is ompletely determined by the
matrix C and hene a non zero λc an be reovered depending on the nature
of the orrelations. It has been shown numerially [218℄ that for assortative
networks the threshold remains zero and the behaviour is qualitative the same
as for unorrelated networks.
6.1.3 Immunization strategies
The above study of epidemi spreading suggests the inorporation of meha-
nisms or strategies for stopping the advane of the infetions aross the net-
work. From the SIR point of view this means to inorporate some degree of
immunity to a fration g of elements so that they annot be infeted and thus
they would loally stop the possible subsequent infetions. The question then
is where to loate this subset of immune nodes. Obviously, the answer will
depend on the topologial harateristis of the underlying network so that an
eient immunization design would dier depending on what kind of network
we are dealing with.
In the following we will haraterize the most ommon ways for perform-
ing suh immunizations in order to ompare these mehanisms with a new
immunization proposal desribed in the next setion.
Random Immunization
Random immunization onsists of hoosing a fration g of the nodes with
uniform probability and onfer them immunity to the epidemy. This is the
simplest way for plaing immune elements on a omplex network sine the
hoie of the nodes is ompletely independent of any attribute or harateristi
of the set. The presene of a fration g of immune nodes simply resale the
transmission probability in the above disussed mean eld approah, λr =
(1 − g)λ. Then, for homogenous networks and for a onstant value of λ we
obtain a ritial fration gc = 1 − 1/(λ〈k〉) so that r = 0 if g ≤ gc. On the
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Figure 6.3: Time evolution of a SIR epidemi in the Internet Autonomous Systems
representation when λ = 0.8 and 1% of infeted nodes at t = 0. Pink and blue denote
suseptible and reovered nodes respetively. (a) Corresponds to the ase when no
immunization is applied and (b) when targeted immunization is applied (g = 0.01).
other hand, for the same situation in heterogeneous non-orrelated networks
we obtain gc = 1 − 〈k〉/(λ〈k2〉) so that gc = 1 regardless of the value of λ for
SF networks with 〈k2〉 → ∞ and thus random immunization of heterogeneous
networks is ompletely ineient.
Targeted Immunization
The failure of random immunization when applied to SF networks an be un-
derstood by the well known results on random failures in these networks. SF
networks are very robust (it keeps the global ohesion) under random removal
of nodes. Then, in terms of epidemi spreading, no matter the amount of im-
munized nodes the infetion will always nd a path to arrive to any suseptible
node. On the other hand, SF networks are extremely weak when intentional
attaks are performed, i.e. when a seletive removal of those highly onneted
nodes is applied. It is then interesting to apply a targeted immunization strat-
egy [217℄ just olleting those nodes with the highest onnetivity and onfer
them immunity.
In order to make an estimation of the eets that targeted immunization
has on SF networks we take the nodes with k > kt and immunize them
1
. Then
1
Note, however, that in order to do so we should have omplete knowledge of the network
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we have that the fration of immune nodes orresponds to
g =
∑
k≤kt
P (k) . (6.22)
This implies that those nodes, and the links that pointed to them, are removed
from the remaining eetive network available for the spread of the epidemy.
Then, if we all p(g) the probability that any link of the original network point
to an immune node we obtain
p(g) =
∑
k≤kt
kP (k)
〈k〉 , (6.23)
so that the degree distribution of the new network after removing those immu-
nized nodes is
Pt(k) =
kt∑
q≤k
P (q)
(
q
k
)
[1− p(g)]kp(g)q . (6.24)
With this new distribution we an ompute its rst and seond moments so
that we an ompute the new λc from eq. (6.15). These moments an be
expressed in terms of p(g) and the old moments of the original network as
〈k〉t = 〈k〉[1−p(g)] and 〈k2〉t = 〈k2〉[1−p(g)]2+ 〈k〉p[1−p(g)] [217℄. Applying
these results we obtain for the BA network a ritial value gc as a funtion of
λ so that if g < gc the epidemi prevalene is zero
gc ≃ exp(−2/mλ) . (6.25)
The above equation learly shows that ritial immunization is exponentially
small for a range of low values of λ. Although the above estimations are only
valid for homogeneous random networks, we illustrate the eets of this type
of immunization in SF networks in gure 6.3. The evolution of the SIR model
on top of the Internet map at the Autonomous System level when there is no
immune nodes (gure 6.3.a) and when targeted immunization is applied (gure
6.3.b). Besides, in gure 6.4 we show the results on both the AS and Router
levels for three ases of targeted immunization and the ase with zero immune
nodes.
Single Aquaintane Immunization
Single aquaintane immunization (SAI) was introdued in [219℄ as the rst
loal algorithm to immunize omplex networks. In this strategy a fration p
of the network nodes is seleted at random and one of their orresponding
neighbours is hosen at random and immunized. Then, only a knowledge of
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the node neighbourhood is assumed and even the degree of its omponents
is not needed for the performane of the SAI immunization. This is not the
same senario as for random immunization sine the probability that a node
with onnetivity k is hosen by one of its neighbours is proportional to kP (k)
and thus immunization of highly onneted nodes is favored ompared to the
purely random situation [229℄.
The alulation of the ritial fration of nodes gc is performed looking at
the perolation threshold of the network (onsidering again that immunized
nodes and their links are removed from the network) so that the infetion
would beome arrested in one part of the network. This alulation [219℄
yields a value
gc = 1−
∑
k
P (k)
(
1− 1
Nk
)Nkpc
, (6.26)
where pc is numerially omputed from
∑
k
P (k)k(k − 1)
〈k〉
(
1− 1
Nk
)N(k−2)pc
· exp
(−2pc
k
)
= 1 , (6.27)
for every type of network depending on the degree distribution P (k).
Single aquaintane immunization is a useful hoie when only minimal
network knowledge is available. However, this ase is not so usual in real
problems when neither the omplete knowledge of the network (as targeted
immunization assumes) nor the ultra-short horizon of nodes (where SAI pro-
posal is applied) are present. An intermediate situation between targeted and
SAI immunization is desribed in the next setion.
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6.1.4 Covering based Immunization
The immunization strategy reported here has to do with a general lass of
problems in the ontext of graph theory: the problem of identifying the minimal
subset of nodes that fullls ertain presriptions. In partiular, we report here
on a heuristi method that allows to nd near-optimal solutions to the overing
problem in networks. The overing problem onsists of obtaining the minimum
set of overed verties suh that every vertex is overed or has at least one
overed vertex at a distane at most d (d-overing problem). The introdution
of the distane onstrain leads to a wide appliability of the solutions found
that an be onsidered as sets of servers in tehnologial networks or large
storing failities in logisti networks as well as immunized nodes in ontat or
tehnologial networks. Then, the algorithm implemented here will serve us
not only to onveniently plae those immune nodes that would help to stop
the spread of the disease, but to onsider more general problems. In fat,
the alloation of network resoures to satisfy a given servie with the least
use of resoures is a frequent problem in ommuniation networks. For the
immunization problem, we would like to have a robust system in front of a
disease or virus spreading proess while saving resoures, that is, using the
minimum number of immune nodes.
For this purpose, we will make use of a heuristi algorithm that targets
high degree verties and omputes an upper bound to the minimum fration
of servers needed to over the network. We will apply the method to three real
networks: the AS and Router level graph representations of the Internet and
the Gnutella peer to peer network. As exposed in setion 5.1.3 these graphs are
qualitatively idential in what onerns the degree distribution and the small-
world property but, however, they dier from the point of view of the degree
orrelations between nearest neighbor verties: the AS and Gnutella networks
exhibit disassortative degree orrelations whereas for the Router networks as-
sortative degree orrelations are displayed (see gure 5.3). The results shown
below point out that the solution to the d-overing problem strongly depends
on the degree of similarity between the onneted verties. As a onsequene,
we show that when designing networked systems, whether a entralized or dis-
tributed alloation of these immune/serving/storing nodes (heneforth alled
overed nodes for generality) is to be used relies upon the network properties
at a loal level. Therefore, the interest of applying this heuristi strategy to
orrelated real networks is twofold. First we will obtain a nearly optimal over-
ing distribution and seondly we asses the impat of orrelations on the design
of networked systems.
Before explaining the heuristi method and the results obtained it is worth
making a deeper analysis of the real nets onsidered here. In the d-overing
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problem one is interested in distanes beyond d = 1, therefore we also analyze
the degree orrelations for d > 1 (see gure 6.5). For the disassortative graphs,
the average degree of distane-d neighbors < k
(d)
nn > (k), restrited to root
verties with degree k, follows the same trend as < k
(1)
nn > (k), tending to be
less orrelated for larger d (gure 6.5.a). For the assortative graph, however,
the degree orrelations are assortative up to d = 2, beoming disassortative for
d > 2 (gure 6.5.b). Finally, for d > 6 the degree orrelations in the originally
assortative graph show a similar trend than in the disassortative graphs.
We propose the following heuristi algorithm to obtain an upper bound
to the d-overing problem. Loal algorithm: For every vertex in the graph,
over the highest degree vertex at a distane at most d from the vertex. In
ase there is more than one vertex with the highest degree, one of them is
seleted at random and overed. To test this algorithm we rst onsider the
ase d = 1, known as the dominating set problem [230℄. In this ase we
an use a leaf-removal algorithm as a referene method, whih yields a nearly
optimal solution together with an error estimate. The leaf-removal algorithm
is dened as follows. To eah vertex i we assign two state variables xi and
yi, where xi = 0 (xi = 1) if the vertex is unovered (overed) and yi = 0
(yi = 1) if the vertex is undominated (dominated). Here a vertex is said to be
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dominated if it has at least one neighbour overed. Starting with all verties
unovered and undominated (xi = yi = 0 for all i), iteratively, (i) selet a
vertex with degree one (leaf). If it is not dominated, over its neighbour, set
dominated its seond neighbours, and then remove the leaf, its neighbour, and
all their inident edges. (ii) If no vertex with degree one is found, then over
the vertex with the larger degree (hub), set dominated its neighbours, and
then remove the hub and all its inident edges. Finally, if some verties with
degree zero remain, they are overed if they are not dominated, and removed
from the graph. Sine step (i) always provides an optimal solution, the error
in omputing the average fration of overed verties 〈x〉 =∑Ni=1 xi/N is less
than or equal to the fration of verties overed applying step (ii).
The omparison between the loal and leaf-removal algorithms is shown in
gure 6.6. First, notie that the solutions obtained with the leaf-removal algo-
rithm are almost exat for the networks onsidered here and d = 1. The loal
algorithm yields satisfatory, though non-optimal, solutions to the overing
problem, with some dierenes depending on orrelations between onneted
verties. For the AS and the Gnutella graphs, whih exhibit disassortative de-
gree orrelations, the loal algorithm gives a good estimate, quite lose to the
optimal one for the AS graph. In ontrast, for the Router graph we observe a
larger deviation from the optimal solution. The origin of this dierene is due
to the fat that the loal algorithm exploits the degree utuations among on-
neted verties. Indeed, these utuations are bigger in disassortative graphs
as onneted verties likely have dierent degrees. In ontrast, in assortative
graphs, although there may be high degree utuations between two verties
seleted at random, onneted verties tend to have similar degrees, result-
ing in poorer solutions. These results indiate that the general belief that
heuristi algorithms targeting the hubs may be suient to solve omputa-
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tional problems on graphs with wide degree utuations may not be the ase
for assortative graphs.
The d = 1 overing problem results in a distributed arhiteture beause
a nite fration of the verties is overed. Let us now extend the method and
disuss the results obtained with the loal algorithm for the more general and
omplex problem d > 1. In gure 6.7.a we show that, with inreasing d, the
average fration of overed nodes deays exponentially fast, indiating that if
we allow the overs to be more distant, a substantial derease in the number
of required overs is obtained. This exponential deay is a onsequene of
the small-world property of these networks. The derease in 〈x〉 is, however,
ahieved at the expense of an inrease in the average fration of verties 〈n〉
served by a overed node (gure 6.7.b). This is a key metri as it marks the
trade-o between the number of overs needed and their apaity.
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Again, a remarkable dierene depending on the graph assortativities is
appreiated. For the Gnutella and AS graphs, with disassortative orrelations,
〈n〉 inreases signiantly from d = 1 to d = 2. Indeed, a nite size study for
the AS graph, with a growing tendeny from 1997 to 2002 [231℄, reveals that
〈n〉 dereases to zero with inreasing the graph size for d = 1, while it remains
almost onstant for d = 2 or larger (see inset of gure 6.7.b). On the other
hand, in the Router graph, with assortative orrelations, 〈n〉 inreases muh
slower with inreasing d, being almost zero up to d = 3 (gure 6.7.b). These
results are the signature of a phase transition. There is a threshold distane
dc suh that the average fration of verties served by a overed vertex is very
small for d ≤ dc, going to zero with inreasing N , while it is nite for d > dc.
For disassortative graphs dc = 1 while for assortative ones dc > 1. Note that
the value dc ≈ 3 for the Router graph oinides with the distane where the
degree orrelations beome disassortative, indiating that the phase transition
is determined by the hange in the degree orrelations. Furthermore, this
transition gives a pratial measure to get the desired trade-o between 〈x〉
and 〈n〉.
Sine the graphs onsidered here are haraterized by wide utuations in
the vertex degrees, one an also ompute the average number of overed verties
〈n〉k, restrited to verties with the same degree k. In all ases an inreasing
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tendeny of 〈n〉k with k is observed, as it is expeted from the denition of the
loal algorithm, whih targets high degree verties. Two distint behaviors are
one again observed depending on the degree orrelations. In the disassortative
graphs, 〈n〉k is already as large as 10% of the verties for d = 2 and k > 10
(gure 6.8.a). In ontrast, in the assortative graphs, only beyond d = 4, one
observes that large value of 〈n〉k.
The striking dierenes between disassortative and assortative orrelations
have important onsequenes form the pratial point of view, for example,
regarding how resoures for immune response or fast reovering are alloated.
For disassortative graphs, exept for the ase d = 1, one would need overs with
a vast apaity, serving a large fration of verties. The most eient strategy
is, therefore, the alloation of resoures in a few overs with a large apaity.
The salability of the over system would in this ase be determined by the
single over apaities, whih should be inreased as the graph size grows. In
the assortative ase, we have a dierent senario. The derease of the number
of overs with inreasing d is not as dramati as for the disassortative graphs.
In ompensation, eah over serves a small fration of verties. Hene, the
most eient strategy is to alloate the resoures in a large number of overs
with a limited apaity. The salability of the system would be driven by the
number of required overs, whih augments with inreasing the graph size. In
turn, regarding the design of ommuniation networks, we an deide between
disassortative or assortative topologies depending on the available resoures.
A disassortative topology will be more appropriate for a entralized design,
with a few overs having a large apaity, while an assortative network will
be best suited for a distributed design, when a large number of overs have a
limited apaity.
SIR with immune overs
In order to apply the overed sets found to the problem of SIR epidemi spread-
ing we will onsider overed verties as immune nodes to the spreading of a
disease or virus. For instane, in a tehnologial network, they ould be thought
of as being speial devies devoted to ltering out any virus or attak. This
would imply that the spreading proess stops when it arrives to suh nodes.
This is of ourse the ideal situation. However, it happens more often that im-
mune nodes an not ath the epidemi, but they are not able to stop spreading
it through other nodes − as when you have an up-to-date anti-virus. There-
fore, we study the worse senario and onsider that immunized nodes just repel
the virus utting the path to infetion spreading.
We will onsider the dierent d-over sets labeled by the orresponding
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Figure 6.9: Relative dierene of
the epidemi inidene for dier-
ent values of d, R(d), with respet
to that at d = 1 (λ = 1). The be-
haviour observed in the gure is
determined by the number of sus-
eptible nodes eah immune ver-
tex has to protet.
distane d used to solve the d-overing problem. For eah distane we ompute
by Monte Carlo simulations the epidemi inidene, R(d), in both the Router
and AS representation of the Internet for a onstant value of the epidemi
transmission rate, λ = 1, when their orresponding d-overs are onsidered as
immune nodes. We will then fous on the inuene of degree orrelations on
the nal size of the outbreak
2
.
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 reet the dierenes in the algorithm's performane
for the AS and the Router maps of Internet. Figure 6.9 illustrates the relative
dierene of the epidemi inidene as a funtion of d, taking as a referene
the size of the outbreak at d = 1. The behaviour depited in the gure is
quite similar to the dependeny of the number of nodes overed by eah im-
mune node, 〈n〉, when d is inreased (gure 6.7.b). For the AS network, the
fration of infeted nodes at the end of the epidemi spreading proess rapidly
inreases. In ontrast, the inrease in the epidemi inidene for the router
network takes plae at larger values of d. This indiates that for the same
d > 1, the immunization strategy works better at the router level as onrmed
in gure 6.10, top panel. The reason of this behavior beomes apparent by
notiing that for the router level 〈x〉 is bigger than for the AS, but the number
〈n〉 of nodes served on average by eah immune node is smaller. The ombi-
nation of the two fators leads to a more eient immunization at the router
level, however, at the ost of more resoures. Both strategies tend to be loser
as d is inreased beause at the router level the orrelations hange beyond
d ≥ 3.
The previous result has to be arefully interpreted and should not be mis-
understood. A loser look at the inuene of the orrelations reveals that,
although in general they determine 〈x〉 and 〈n〉 for eah map, these two quan-
2
It should be notied that a number of other topologial features suh as lustering and
hierarhy properties may also be at the root of the dierent behaviors. Our guess is mainly
based on the performane of the loal algorithm that we will use below.
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tities alone do not sue to explain all the dierenes observed. Indeed, the
loal struture of the network turns out to be at the root of the immunization
eieny and the optimal trade-o between the size of the outbreak and the
least use of resoures. To see this, we have analyzed the situation in whih
both 〈x〉 (though the d's are dierent) and 〈n〉 are almost the same in the two
representations. This ase is represented in the bottom panel of gure 6.10.
As an be seen from the gure, in the latter ase, the immunization sheme for
the AS outperforms that for the router level. This behaviour is due to the fat
that in the AS network, the immune nodes are more distributed throughout
the network beause highly onneted verties alternate with poorly onneted
ones. On the ontrary, at the router level, the hubs are topologially loser to
eah other (the orrelations are positive) and thus some of the immune nodes
are not highly onneted resulting in a less eient protetion in front of an
epidemi.
In priniple, one may think that as we are immunizing overs (highly on-
neted nodes), the use of the (global) targeted immunization strategy would
produe the same set of immune nodes. Obviously, this is not the ase sine
the overing operates at shorter distanes than targeted immunization (whih
operates at d = D, the diameter of network). In fat, a diret omparison of
what the immune nodes are in both algorithms shows that no more than 50%
of them are the same and both sets are equal only when d reahes the diameter
of the network. Moreover, as a further evidene of the inuene of the graph
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of
the overing based immunization
(CB) performane on the AS and
router representations of the in-
ternet. Top: Phase transition
is revealed by the best perfor-
mane in Routers when 〈n〉 is big-
ger for AS (d > 1). Bottom:
On the ontrary, when the nodes
served by eah immune vertex 〈n〉
is (roughly) the same, immuniza-
tion works better in AS (〈n〉 = 0
for d = 1; 〈n〉 ≃ 0.2 for d = 2 in
AS and d = 5 in Routers; 〈n〉 = 1
for d = 6 in AS and d = 15 in
Routers). The results were ob-
tained starting from a randomly
hosen infeted node and setting
λ = 1.
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representation in the performane of immunization shemes, it is found that
for the router level the perentage above an inrease up to 70%.
Comparing immunization strategies
The next step is to ompare the performane of all the immunization strate-
gies presented in this hapter when SIR epidemi modeling is employed. It is
worth stressing that the heuristi overing-based immunization proposed above
is based on a tuned loal knowledge of the network (only requiring information
about the graph topology up to a distane d), a key property of utmost im-
portane for most real appliations. Indeed, all the graphs onsidered here are
inomplete representations of the systems they are aimed to represent, as it
generally happens in graph representations of large systems. An added value
of the method developed here is that the overing-based strategy does not only
deal with the degree of the immune nodes, as targeted immunization does, but
naturally introdues the pratial onstraint of having limited resoures to be
distributed in the system on top of whih the epidemis is spreading.
Before omparing the performane of the dierent algorithms let us illus-
trate the importane of the loal properties of the network on the performane
of targeted immunization. The results depited in gure 6.4 suggest that again
the degree orrelations is one of the main fators inuening the performane
of the immunization poliy. We see that even for small perentages of immune
nodes, targeted immunization performs better in the AS graph. This may be
due to the ompat distribution of hubs (whih play a key role in targeted im-
munization) in the router map whereas for the AS representation they are dis-
tributed throughout the whole network. Therefore, in the AS representation,
targeted immunization works better beause immune nodes are more eient
in utting the paths leading to poorly onneted nodes, the more abundant.
We now fous on the implementation of the SIR epidemiologial model on
top of the Internet maps at the AS and router levels and ompare with the
results obtained by using targeted, random, SAI immunization as well as the
heuristi overing-based immunization strategy desribed above. The results
indiate that the loal algorithm performs quite well and is near the optimal
one. We have performed Monte Carlo simulations of the SIR model on top of
the Internet maps starting from an initial state in whih a randomly hosen
set of nodes orresponding to a 1% of the network is infeted. The results
have been averaged over at least 1000 realizations orresponding to dierent
initially infeted nodes. We have performed extensive numerial simulations
making use of the four dierent immunization shemes. The immunization ob-
tained following the overing algorithm xes the fration, gc = 〈x〉, of immune
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the immunization strategies for the Internet AS map.
In the gure, we have represented the ratio between the epidemi inidene of the
four immunization strategies onsidered (R) and that of the original system without
immunization (RSIR) for dierent values of 〈x〉. The legend refers to the follow-
ing immunization strategies: the one based on the overing problem (CB), targeted
immunization (Targeted), random immunization (Random) and single aquaintane
immunization (SAI). In this ase, 1% of the non-immune nodes were initially infeted
at random. See the text for further details. The distanes onsidered in the loal
algorithm are: (a) d = 1, (b) d = 2, () d = 3, (d) d = 5.
nodes in the whole network for eah value of d. Then, we annot ompare the
performane of the four immunization mehanisms as a funtion of the fration
of immune nodes gc in a ontinuous way. Instead, we have to x this quan-
tity gc for random, targeted and SAI immunization to a disrete set of values
{gc(d)} = {〈x〉d} presribed by the orresponding solutions of the d-overing
problem of eah graph. Then, Random immunization means that a fration
gc(d) = 〈x〉d of immune nodes is randomly plaed on the networks. Targeted
immunization looks for the 〈x〉dN highly onneted nodes and immunizes them
and, nally, the single aquaintane immunization algorithm proposed is run
taking p ≥ 〈x〉d and ensuring that the total number of immune nodes is the
same in all the shemes. In all ases, the results are again averaged over many
realizations for eah value of λ and 〈x〉. The results are displayed in gure 6.11
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Figure 6.12: Same as previous gure but for the Internet router map. The distanes
onsidered in the loal algorithm are in this ase: (a) d = 2, (b) d = 5, () d = 7,
(d) d = 10.
and gure 6.12.
As expeted, targeted immunization produes the best results for both
topologies. Note that, as disussed in the previous setion, the performane of
the algorithm depends on the spei topology and produes dierent results
for AS and router maps. On the other extreme we nd random immunization,
whose performane is not aeted by the struture of the underlying networks.
Turning our attention to loal algorithms, it is found that the immunization
sheme based on the overing algorithm performs better than the SAI, even
for small values of d, where it is truly loal. In fat, it is outperformed only
by the targeted proedure and for all values of the parameters d and λ it lies
between the most eient and the SAI sheme. Additionally, from a pratial
point of view, the overing strategy ould be a good poliy sine it balanes
the degree of loal knowledge and the eieny of the vaination. Moreover,
as all network topologies are not neither ompletely known nor ompletely
unknown, the overing allows to ne-tune the value of d on a ase-by-ase base
(that is, aording to the degree of loal knowledge of the network) and thus it
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is more exible than other immunization strategies (reall that it is the result
of an optimization).
The strategy introdued has been shown to perform better than all previous
methods irrespetive of the degree of loal knowledge, exept for the ase of
targeted immunization. We nally remark that the introdued overing-based
immunization ould be more appropriate when more omplex immunization
devies are plaed in the network nodes sine the distane onstrain allows
for a fast ommuniation in order to stop the spread by a possible response
mehanism departed from overed nodes.
6.2 Information transmission and Jamming
The problem of epidemi propagation shares a ommon feature with other dy-
namis like rumour diusion [232℄: the set up of the problem is the spreading
aross the network of some signal (epidemy, rumour, information,...) launhed
from a small set of nodes (spreaders) and the study is foused on whether a
signiative fration of the network is nally aeted (or reahed) by this sig-
nal. Here, we will address a dierent lass of propagation problems in networks
where, as well as the soure nodes, the destination of the information is well
dened and unique for a partiular signal. In this ase, the information dy-
namis between any given soure and the destination will end when it arrives
to the target. Besides, the information between every pair of nodes follows a
single path and it is not bifurated during its trip as ours in spreading pro-
esses. In this ontext we nd interesting appliations to information dynamis
between agents in real networks like the internet. The interesting phenomenon
found in this lass of problems has to do with the existene of overloads and
failures due to the exess of information arried on top of the network. This
is usually known as jamming. We are onerned in whether or not a network
arhiteture or a routing poliy for the information pakets is more favorable
for handling a large amount of tra in the network. In priniple, the nding
of SF harater in information networks like the Internet is naively attributed
to the ompat arhiteture ahieved with this design. However, although the
existene of hubs in these networks allows the fast distribution of the infor-
mation between pairs of nodes, these highly onneted nodes are exposed to a
large amount of data and thus will be easily ongested. Therefore, a detailed
analysis of the interplay between both the topology and the routing strategies
is needed. We begin this hapter with a review on the more interesting works
on the subjet and then report two studies on the inuene of these two im-
portant ingredients (topology and routing) on the funtioning of information
dynamis.
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6.2.1 Information dynamis on Networks
Real data analysis of tra levels on real omputer networks has provided the
haraterization of information ow [233235℄. This haraterization allows
for aurate modeling of information dynamis on networks. Among these
reported observations and measures are:
• Long-range orrelations and self-similarity are observed in the time evo-
lution patterns of the number of data pakets, A(t).
• Power law behaviour in the power spetrum of the time ativity of the
network load,
S(f) =
∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞
−∞
A(t) e ift dt
∣∣∣∣
2
∼ f−ξ , (6.28)
where ξ, alled the Hurst exponent, was found to be ξ ∼ 1.
These ndings were attributed to the existene of a dynamial phase transition
due to jamming in the system. The explanation of this ritial behaviour of
the system has been explored by means of models where this large sale orga-
nization was reprodued. However, the reasonable doubt about the inuene
that the substrate network has on the ritial behaviour makes essential the in-
orporation of suh ingredient in order to obtain a omplete desription of the
system's dynamis. The availability of the topology of these type of ommuni-
ation systems allows for a detailed desription inorporating both the omplex
dynamial rules and the topology of interations among the onstituents.
Computer network tra an be modeled in diverse ways. However, the
general piture of a tra model onsists in a onstant (in average) injetion
of p pakets per unit time in the network. Eah paket, whih is reated
with a soure node (sender) and a target one (reipient) assigned, is delivered
from a sender to a reipient by hops between adjaent nodes and when the
paket arrives to its destination it dissapears. The main magnitude used to
desribe the state of the system is the total amount of tra in the network
whih is usually dened as the number of ative pakets that are urrently
searhing their destination at time t, A(t). The balane between delivered
pakets and inoming ones governs the behaviour of the system. In the free
ow state the balane is reahed after a transient time and the network is
able to deliver pakets at the same rate as new ones are introdued (A(t) is
onstant in average). This is obviously found for low values of p but, on the
other hand, when p is high enough the network is unable to handle the load
of information and it gets jammed yielding an unbounded growing of A(t).
This senario is ommon for a variety of models although they are dierent
onerning partiular details. These peuliarities an be summarized as follows:
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• Eah node of the the network an be modeled as either a router or a host.
A router node simply store and distributes among its neighbours all the
tra pakets that it reeives from them. On the other hand, host nodes
are, at the same time, senders and reipients of the pakets and hene the
generation and death of information pakets ours at them. Although
this node lassiation was onsidered in [236238℄, in most models host
and routers are not distinguished so that all nodes are senders, routers
and reipients of the pakets at the same time.
• The strategy employed by routers to deide whih neighbour is the most
onvenient for a paket to move in depends on the partiular model we
use. This is frequently based on the router knowledge, loal or global,
on the plaement of the destination node of the paket. It is frequently
assumed that a router knows its relative position to every node in the net-
work and therefore the paket follows a shortest path between its sender
and its destination [239℄. However, this is not a realisti assumption
and randomness is usually inorporated to the routing protool when
the destination node is not found on the router horizon [240243℄.
• The relation between the number of pakets a router an deliver per unit
time (the routing rate), r, and p is also meaningful. It is always assumed
that a router an only deliver one paket per unit time r = 1 and then
no resaling is needed. This routing limitation introdues the onept
of router queues whih are omposed by the pakets alloated in a node
waiting for being delivered. The maximum amount of pakets a router
an hold is alled the buer apaity, H. The general assumption is that
buer apaity is innite but there are models where buer size is limited.
In these models, pakets moving into a node with a full buer are lost and
never reah their destinations. Therefore, in these models the jamming
piture desribed above is not valid anymore sine the network has a
limited apaity of ative proesses, max[A(t)] = N · H, and another
quantity aounting for lost pakets is then neessary.
• There are several ways for routers to manage the pakets alloated in
their buers. One an onsider that the router piks up the paket whih
is at the head of the queue at eah time step, this is the so-alled First-In-
First-Out (FIFO) queue. On the ontrary in Last-in-First-Out (LIFO)
queues it is the last paket in the queue the one hosen by the router.
Queues where pakets are hosen at random at eah time step are also
onsidered.
The dierent models reported below belongs to the above desribed general
piture. The eorts are always direted to apture the jamming phenomena
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dedued by the experimental observations and, at the same time, to obtain the
simplest and the most tratable modellization of the system.
The Ohira-Sawatari model
One of the rst attempts to reprodue the jamming transition on omputer
networks was proposed by Ohira and Sawatari [239℄. This model distinguish
two lasses of nodes: hosts and routers (whih are apable of queuing an un-
limited number of pakets). In this work the routing strategy was based on
shortest paths (thus assuming that routers have global knowledge of the net-
work arhiteture). In general more than one neighbour an be hosen due to
degeneray in the shortest path from the router i to the destination node k of
the information paket. Then, the router has to deide what neighbour is the
best hoie among the set of neighbours that are in the way of a geodesi to
k, L(i, k). Ohira and Sawatari used the following probability for eah possible
neighbour to ath the paket
P kj =
exp (−βXj)∑
l∈L(i,k) exp (−βXl)
, (6.29)
where Xj is the number of pakets routed by i towards j in the past. Besides,
β has the role of an inverse temperature in order to have an interpolating
parameter from the omplete deterministi routing when β → ∞ (with long
time routers memory) and the random β → 0 routing (where pakets are
distributed at random among the possible shortest paths). Between these two
limits the probabilisti routing an be explored. The model has been studied
on simple network arhitetures as 2D latties with hosts on the boundaries.
As a funtion of p, it shows a sudden transition to a ongestion state. The
ongestion was measured in terms of the average travel time of pakets. The
relevant result is that the phase transition point, pc, depends on the routing
strategy adopted (β). In partiular, a high degree in randomness (β ≃ 0.01) in
the path hoie is found as the optimal routing poliy ahieving the maximum
shift of the onset of tra ongestion.
Cyli searh routing
The use of shortest path routing is linked to the unrealisti assumption of
global knowledge. Besides, this is not the best routing strategy when dealing
with SF networks beause of the fast ongestion of highly entral nodes (whih
usually are the hubs) that lead to a global ongestion in the network. To
avoid these problems Tadi¢ et al [240243℄ have developed the so-alled yli
searh routing. This strategy onsist of employing a global random routing
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joined to a loal shortest path strategy. The implementation of suh strategy
is as follows: every router has a nite horizon of radius d so that if the target
of a paket is inside this horizon the paket is diretly moved towards the
target following the shortest path, otherwise it is randomly sent to one of the
router neighbours. The simulations of this yli searh algorithm have been
performed on top of a variety of network topologies inluding SF networks.
Besides, the jamming transition for high values of p the dynamial behaviour in
the free ow phase was explored. They study the patterns of the time evolution
of the network load, A(t), as a funtion of p. In the free ow regime, well
below the ritial point, the power spetrum of the network ativity followed
a power law S(f) ∼ f−ξ with exponent ξ = 1.2 for the so-alled Web graph
3
. In this regime the queue eets are negligible and thus the topology is
governing the system behaviour. When the system approah the transition,
p → pc, the A(t) patterns manifest risis-like ativity with sudden growths of
the load for relative large windows and the power spetrum of A(t) lose its
temporal orrelations manifested by an inrease of the Hurst exponent, ξ ≃ 2.
The waiting times (the time a paket spends in routers queue during its trip)
distributions were also investigated. The results for the free ow regime showed
a power law distribution ompatible with those obtained empirially in [233℄ for
the Internet dynamis. However, when the ritial point was approahed (and
hene risis in A(t) were found) this distribution turned into a Cauhy-type
showing long queue times.
Self-regulated tra
The ndings using yli searh algorithms about the utuations on the load
ativity in the free ow regime are in agreement with the results when ana-
lyzing real time series of data tra in real networks. Besides, the Internet
data analyzed does not (or rarely) manifest a behaviour similar to that of the
jammed regime when the ativity grows over large times. On the other hand,
the whole system eieny is ahieved for p values near the ritial point when
the average onstant ativity A(t) is maximum. Valverde and Solé suggested
[236℄ that there is a feedbak between users and the system ativity so that
users demand enhanes the ongestion of the system but as ongestion in-
reases users tend to slow down their requests and tend to leave the network.
This feedbak has the overall result of set the system operation point near the
onset of ongestion. This self organization of the system was proposed in a
model where router and host nodes where dierentiated [237℄. They proposed
a mean eld model for the evolution of the density of information pakets
3
This is a direted graph displaying SF behaviour and high lustering and degree orre-
lations [244℄
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Γ(t) = A(t)/N
dΓ
dt
= pR− τ−1〈k〉Γ(Γ− 1) (6.30)
where R is the density of host and τ is the mean life time of information pakets
(τ ≃ 〈L〉 in the free ow state). The xed point solution guarantees that free-
ow is ahieved. When this solution is lost the jamming regime is reahed. This
ours for eq. (6.30) at pc = 〈k〉/(4τR). Assuming the feedbak between the
density of hosts and the delivery rate pc in order to reah a onstant ativity Γ
⋆
the model predits a saling between these two quantities of the form p ∼ R−1.
In [238℄ the authors have studied an improved mean eld model inluding p as
a dynamial variable.
Searh and Congestion
Shortest path routing lead to the problem of the fast ongestion of hubs. An-
other possible alternative to the yli searh was proposed in [245247℄ where
the routing mehanism studied takes into aount node ongestion. In these
works pakets follow paths of minimum length from their origin s to their des-
tination l. At eah time step, all the pakets alloated in the nodes try to move
from its urrent position i to the next node j in their path with a probability
qij whih is alled the quality of the hannel. This magnitude is dened in
terms of the apabilities of the two nodes, qi and qj as qij =
√
qiqj so that,
when one of the nodes has apability 0, the hannel is disabled. High qualities
(qij ≃ 1) imply that pakets move easily, while low qualities (qij ≃ 0) imply
that it takes a long time for a paket to jump from one node to the next. It
is assumed that qi = f(ni), i.e. the apability of a node i is a funtion of the
number of pakets ni, urrently at node i. The general funtion f(n) = 1 for
n = 0 and f(n) = n−γ for n = 1, 2, 3, . . ., with γ ≥ 0, has been onsidered.
For ξ > 1 (ξ < 1) the number of delivered pakets from i to its neighbour j,
i → j, is proportional to n1−γi . Then, the transmission between two adjaent
nodes dereases (inreases) with the number of aumulated pakets. For the
speial ase γ = 1 the number of delivered pakets is independent of the num-
ber of aumulated pakets. This routing poliy has been studied in 1D, 2D
latties and Cayley trees. To haraterize the jamming transition the authors
employed an order parameter, ρ, dened as
ρ = lim
t→∞
A(t+ δt) −A(t)
δt · pN . (6.31)
A smooth ritial transition to ongestion is found only for γ = 1, while for
γ > 1 the transition to ongestion is disontinuous and jumps from ρ = 0 to
ρ = 1 at pc. This is due to the progressive deterioration of the transmission
hannels as ongestion grows in the network leading to a state where no pakets
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are transmitted and thus ρ = 1 at the end. This nal state is reahed by the
emergene of a ongestion nulei. The behaviour of the spetra of A(t) for
p < pc was also analyzed showing a power law behaviour S(f) ∼ f−ξ with
ξ ≃ 2.
The hoie of an spei routing poliy (shortest path, random, yli
searh, et...) is equivalent to dene an eetive distane matrix between
every pair of nodes (we will return to this piture in setion 6.2.3). Obviously,
when the shortest path algorithm is hosen this eetive distane will be the
same as the topologial one. In [248℄ the authors developed a general formu-
lation of the model of tra dynamis by making use of the probability that
a paket loated at a node i and whose destination is a node k will move into
node j in the next hoop, pkij. The onstrution of these probabilities depends
on the partiular routing algorithm employed and several magnitudes an be
expressed in terms of them. For example, the probability for a paket with
target k to travel from i to j in n steps
P kij(n) =
∑
l1,...,ln−1
pkil1 · ... · pkln−1j . (6.32)
The above probability P kij(n) allows to alulate the average number of steps
between i and j for a paket traveling to k, dkij =
∑
n nP
n
ij, whih denes the
matrix dk. Then, the element dkik is the eetive distane from i to k, i.e. the
main topologial magnitude governing the ow of data tra at a given node
when shortest path routing is implemented. For this general situation the ee-
tive betweenes of the nodes an be also alulated as Bj =
∑
i
∑
k<i
∑
n P
k
ij(n).
Hene, for a general routing strategy when p pakets per unit time and node are
sent and the routing rate is r a node j will be ongested when pBj/(N−1) > r.
For the whole network one an establish a lower bound for the ritial point
at pc = r(N − 1)/B⋆, where B⋆ is the maximum node betweenes. The general
formulation of the tra problem performed in this work is of great interest
sine it allows avoiding extensive numerial simulations of the hard problem of
looking for optimal topologies when a given routing strategy is presribed. In
fat the authors found that for a random routing strategy a dramati hange
in the optimal network topology is obtained when p is inreased jumping from
a highly entralized star-like topology at low values of p to a homogeneous one
when p grows.
6.2.2 Shortest path routing
After the above brief summary on the modeling of information dynamis on
networks we fous now on the inuene of network struture on the data ow
eieny. Here we will onsider a simple routing mehanism based on shortest
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path routing so that we assume global knowledge of routers. In order to disuss
how the loal topologial properties inuene the eieny of a given routing
protool, we use the network studied in setion 5.3. Let us reall that in this
model, the network is generated by onsidering the Barabási-Albert proedure
[145℄ (setion 5.2.3) but introduing an anity variable fi and a tolerane µ,
whih determine the peers j a new node an attah to. This is done by requiring
that fj ∈ (fi ± µ). This network shows the same global properties of the BA
graph, like the SF degree distribution, regardless of the tolerane. However,
depending on the value of µ, other loal properties, suh as the lustering
oeient and orrelations, dier from the original BA network. The lustering
oeient showed the major deviation ompared to the values at the BA limit
(where lustering eets are negligible) and grows as µ dereases. Besides, the
average path length L remain nearly onstant for a wide range of µ values
but shows a sudden inrease when the tolerane approahes µ = 0. These
two quantities, lustering and average path length, are of importane for the
information disemination on networks as we will show below.
Let us now dene the set up of the problem. We will assume that routers
deliver data pakets by ensuring that all routers onverge to a best estimate
of the path leading to eah destination address. In other words, the routing
proess takes plae following the riterion of the shortest available path length
from a given soure to its destination. We will onsider a situation onsisting
of an initial amount p of information pakets to be transmitted aross the
network. That is, we will not onsider the situation before where the network
is subjeted to a onstant ux of proesses like in the works desribed but,
instead, we will study how the system relax to its ground state (A(t) = 0)
when an initial perturbation is performed. Then, in our simulations p pakets
are reated at the beginning and both their destinations and the soures are
hosen at random. In subsequent time steps, eah node i holding a paket
sends it to its destination j following the shortest path length between node i
and j until all pakets reah their destinations. That is, eah paket is diverted
in suh a way that the distane dij , measured as the number of nodes one needs
to pass by between i and j, is minimized. In the ase that there are more than
one possible path, the hoie is made at random. Besides, we onsider that
routers deliver r = 1 paket per unit time and that the router buer size is
innite, H →∞.
The above proedure is repeated many times for a number of proesses
ranging from p = 1 to at least p = 500. Dierent realizations of the dynamis
and the network substrate for the same p are performed in order to average
the relevant quantities. As a measure of the eieny of the proess, we have
monitored the relaxation time, 〈Trelax〉, by omputing the maximum time it
takes for a paket to travel from its soure to its destination, averaged over
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Figure 6.13: Averaged relax-
ation time, Trelax, as a funtion
of the initial number of pakets,
p, for several network topolo-
gies (using the model desribed
in setion 5.3) orresponding to
µ = 1.0 (BA limit), 0.5, 0.22
and 0.12. As an be observed
Trelax sales linearly with p for
all the networks.
dierent realizations
4
. Sine the SF topology is shared by all the networks
studied here, we expet that the paket dissemination follow the same trend
for any value of µ. That is all the pakets will tend to onentrate into the
hubs queues at rst instane. In these queues pakets will spend most of their
life times so that the inuene of other topologial fators would be aptured
by the onvergene and sape times of the trips into and from the entral hubs
ore.
The numerial results show that this magnitude sales linearly with the
number of proesses as an be expeted from the simple shortest path routing
protool. An example is shown in gure 6.13 where the linear saling is shown
for several values of µ. Therefore, the derivative of Trelax(p) is a proper pa-
rameter to haraterize the routing performane. gure 6.14 shows the slopes
of the straight lines as a funtion of the ontrol parameter µ whih determines
the loal properties of the network. It is lear from the gure that the algo-
rithm's outome depends on the topologial details of the network. For the
family of networks labeled by µ the average shortest path length L is roughly
the same as that of the BA network up to a value around µ ≃ 0.2. This fat
somehow breaks the entanglement between the inuene of the harateristi
length and other loal properties of the network on the paket dynamis al-
lowing to study them separately. As shown in gure 6.14, the eieny has
a well dened maximum and a minimum in the range µ values 0.2 < µ < 1
where L(µ) remains almost onstant. This implies that loal properties are
responsible for the behavior observed, namely the lustering oeient c.
We have distinguished four µ-ranges in the gure depending on the perfor-
mane of the paket dynamis relative to that of the BA network. In region
I, 0.8 < µ < 1, we nd that the performane is almost the same as in the BA
4
Note that the hoie of 〈Trelax〉 is arbitrary. One an also use 〈Tavg〉 or 〈Trms〉, whih
leads to the same behaviours.
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Figure 6.14: ∂〈T
max
〉/∂p, as a funtion of the network parameter µ. The gure
illustrates the dependeny of the standard routing protool on the loal properties of
the network. The right panels show the variation of c with µ. The size of the network
is N = 104 nodes and mo = m = 3. The degree distribution is a power law with
exponent equal to 3. Note that the BA limit orresponds to µ = 1. See the text for
further details.
limit. In this range both lustering and L show the same values as the BA
network. Region II and III, 0.35 < µ < 0.8 and 0.2 < µ < 0.35 respetively,
show a dierent performane with respet to the BA topology. In region II
the relaxing times inrease signiantly reahing a maximum at µ ≃ 0.5. On
the other hand, in region III an enhanement in paket diusion is manifested
revealing an optimal topology for paket difussion at µ ≃ 0.22. In both regions
II and III the deviation from the BA performane an be only atributted to the
lustering growth sine L is almost onstant in the whole µ-range. The result
is apparently ontraditory sine the growing behaviour of c as µ dereases is
held for the two regions. However, it an be explained in terms of the lustering
evolution. Sine the number of links is onstant for all the networks explored
here (due to the growth mehanism employed in setion 5.3) an initial growth
of the lustering yields to the appearane of loops of length 3, triangles. These
strutures are useless for the shortest path routing, as gure 6.15.b shows, in
the sense that those links used to link neighbours of a given node i does not
ontribute anymore to any shortest path from i to other nodes in the network.
However, if the lustering is further inreased the probability of forming loops
of length 4 is inremented, see gure 6.15., and then the degeneray in the
shortest path from pairs of nodes is inremented. This fat is very important
for shortest path routing with ongestion sine the queue times are dereased
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Figure 6.15: Shemati representation of the dierent strutures found in the neigh-
borhood of a partiular node (white oloured in the gures) when lustering is in-
reased as happens when going from region I to region III in gure 6.14. When
lustering is small (I) the tree-like struture in the neighbourhood of nodes makes the
pakets to hoose a partiular branh depending on their destination. When luster-
ing inreases (II) the links employed by our model for onneting its neighbours are
useless and derease the number of hoies. However, if lustering is even larger (III)
the formation of losed loops of length 4 diversify the possible shortest path to be
followed by a single paket delivered from the white oloured node.
when pakets going to similar parts of the networks are distributed in several
shortest paths. Now, pakets an irumvent more easily ongested nodes,
thus making the shortest path protool more eient. The routing enhane-
ment provided by the large lustering is lost when length eets appears at low
values of µ. For very small µ, L diverges (see inset in gure 6.14) leading to
a bad performane of the protool, although the lustering ontinues to grow
for these µ values, sine the algorithm works on a shortest-path-delivery basis.
The rossover from the minimum to the divergene of ∂〈Tmax〉/∂p is ahieved
in the parameter region IV where the interplay between c and L breaks down
and the ontribution from L to the routing performane prevails.
The above results indiate the strong dependene of the routing eieny
on the underlying topology. Let us nally take a look at the queue times
distribution, i.e. the probability that a paket spends a time Tqueue waiting
in the queues of the nodes visited in its trip to the destination node, when
several µ values are employed for the network substrate. We have plotted in
gure 6.16 these distributions for µ = 1 (BA limit), µ = 0.5 (orresponding
to the loal maximum in gure 6.14, µ = 0.22 (orresponding to the optimal
topology as explained above) and for the Autonomous System network. For all
the networks generated by our model we nd a power law behaviour trunated
at long queue times where the dierenes between the topologies are revealed.
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Figure 6.16: Queue time dis-
tribution for a set of networks
with µ = 1, 0.5, 0.22 and the
AS representation of the inter-
net. Trunated power law be-
haviour is well appreiated for
the networks generated using
our model. These networks
were grown up to a similar size
of the AS map N = 11174.
The distribution orresponding to the AS network shows however a dierent
trend and the power law behaviour is not reovered. In this ase, (as we
explained in previous hapters), although the SF harater is also preserved,
loal properties suh as degree orrelations are very dierent from those in the
modied BA model employed here onrming the importane of these loal
ingredients on the paket dynamis.
6.2.3 Congestion-aware routing
The preeding analysis shows that the routing protool may be very sensitive
to loal details of the network on top of whih the spreading proess is taking
plae. It is then advisable the use of real nets in order to obtain reliable results.
To this end, we will use the Internet Autonomous System map [165℄, whih is
a SF network with γ = 2.2 and N = 11174 nodes. It is worth stressing that
eah AS groups many routers together and the tra arried by a node is the
aggregation of the tra generated at the internal routers and on individual
end-host ows between the ASs.
Our aim here is to explore routing mehanisms more sophistiated than
purely random or shortest path strategies. The rst modiation of the routing
sheme is introdued by noting that the shortest path proedure does not take
into aount the tra on the network. Speially, a routing poliy based on
the shortest path between two given nodes neglets the queue in overloaded
nodes whih makes the proess slower as the queue lengths beome larger. That
is, it may be more eient to divert a paket through a larger but less ongested
path. Let us hene assume that a node l is holding a paket that should be
sent to a node j and dene an eetive distane deffij from a neighboring node
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Figure 6.17: Shemati representation of the neighbour hoie for a paket transmis-
sion. The neighbours of a given node an be at distane d−1, d or d+1 to the paket
target (where d is the distane from the atual paket position to the target). When
h = 1 only those neighbours at d− 1 aount for the delivery as only geodesis from
the node soure to the node destination are to be onsidered. However, for h < 1, a
larger but less ongested path ould be the hoie for the paket route.
i of l to the destination j as
deffij = dij + ci , (6.33)
where dij is the shortest path between node i and j and ci is the number of
proesses (or pakets) in the queue of i. The above denition, however, does
not allow us a diret omparison with the other standard proedures. It is
then onvenient to redene the eetive distane as
deffij = hddij + hcci , (6.34)
so that the limit hc = 0 ontains the shortest path protool. Furthermore,
without loss of generality, we take hd + hc = 1. This algorithm will be alled
deterministi protool heneforth. The proedure for 0 < hd < 1 ombines
knowledge of the strutural properties of the network and its urrent dynamial
state at a loal sale, onsequently, a trade-o assoiated to pakets' transit
times is naturally and dynamially inorporated (see gure 6.17).
Taking into aount the above eetive distane, dijeff , we rst study a
similar situation to the one presented in the previous setion. Starting from p
pakets in the network, at eah time step, the remaining pakets are delivered
in suh a way that the neighbour hosen when a paket towards j departs from
a node i is that whih minimizes dijeff .
A rst look at the dynamis shows that a protool implemented in this way
is more eient than taking into aount only the shortest path riterion. In
fat, 〈Trelax〉 departs from the linear behavior previously observed and is well
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Figure 6.18: Dependeny of 〈Trelax〉 on the number of initial pakets p in the deter-
ministi limit of the model (β = 20) ran on top of an AS Internet map made up of
around 11000 nodes. Eah point is an average over at least 200 realizations. The
standard protool orresponds to the limit hd = 1. Note that although the tendeny
of the urves is to ross the straight line as p inreases, there is an optimal value of
hd suh that the intereption would take plae in the limit of very heavy tra.
below the straight line up to a high p. This behaviour learly depends on hd,
sine it is straightforward to realize that if hd is zero, the pakets are diverted
following the less loaded node regardless of the path length whih results in an
unontrolled inrease in the distane traveled by the pakets from the sending
nodes when p grows.
The above algorithm an be further generalized by inluding a probabilisti
view. In other words, one we have determined the deffij for all pairs (i, j), we
an allow for a stohasti hoie of the paths. Hene, our seond algorithm,
referred to as stohasti protool onsiders a sore funtion or energy Hij =
hddij + (1− hd)ci and that the probability Πij that a paket with destination
j is sent preisely through node i is given by,
Πij =
exp (−βHij)∑
{l|(l,i)∈V } exp (−βHlj)
, (6.35)
where β is the inverse of the temperature. In the limit β → ∞ (at zero
temperature) we reover the deterministi protool.
Figure 6.18 shows the dependeny of 〈Trelax〉 on the number of pakets p
for several values of hd in the deterministi limit of the model, whih we found
to be fullled for β = 20. A dynamis whih does not take into aount the
amount of tra handled by the neighbors of a sender node −straight line in
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Figure 6.19: Dependeny of 〈Trelax〉 on the number of pakets, p, for a middle β = 5
value. The network parameters are as in gure 6.18. In this ase, the hd range in
whih the stohasti strategy performs better than the standard one is redued.
gure 6.18− performs worse than the one whih integrates both ingredients.
However, this depends on both the spei weight of eah metri in Hij and p.
In the regime where the tra is not heavy (small p values) all urves are below
the shortest path protool performane, but as the amount of tra handled
by the network inreases, the deterministi protool starts performing worse
for a range of hd values. From the results, it seems that eventually, when the
tra inreases too muh, the urves ross the straight line indiating that at
those limits the shortest path strategy is best suited. Note, however, that for
hd = 0.75 the onvergene of the two algorithms ours for a very heavy load.
Consequently, we an assert that there is an hd region where the ombination of
the two ingredients gives rise to the best performane. On the other hand, the
existene of an optimal hd value distint from zero an be understood by noting
that a mehanism laking some degree of path length information between the
soure and destination nodes of the pakets performs badly beause the pakets
travel along too large paths that do not ompensate the time they would loose
trapped in the queues of ongested nodes.
The ompletely stohasti limit of the model orresponds to β = 0. The
performane of the protool in this limit is however very bad. In fat, for an
innite temperature, all neighboring nodes of a given sender have the same
probability to reeive the message regardless either their ongestion level or
their distane to the targets. Then, the dynamis beomes a random walk
proess. With no topologial information about what are the destinations of
the pakets, they arrive to the reeiver at longer times and the algorithm is the
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Figure 6.20: Phase diagram of the system's dynamis. The network parameters are
as in gure 6.18. The number of proesses is p = 500. Calulations for higher p show
that the minimum of 〈Trelax〉 is also attained around hd = 0.8± 0.1.
worst. For intermediate values of β, we have an stohasti dynamis in whih
topologial and tra information oexist with some degree of randomness
in the hoie. This is the ase depited in gure 6.19 for the same values
of hd used in gure 6.18. As an be noted from the gure, the stohasti
protool inreases 〈Trelax〉 by at least one order of magnitude as ompared to
the deterministi limit (β = ∞). Moreover, the shortest path routing seems
to be the best hoie for a wider range of hd values, although hd = 0.75 still
performs better.
Figure 6.20 summarizes our results for dierent values of the ontrol pa-
rameters β and hd. It turns out from the study of the whole phase diagram
that the best algorithm is one whih inludes information about both path
lengths and ongestion at a loal sale. Besides, the deterministi limit with
hd = 0.75 gives the best results for 〈Trelax〉. It would be worth notiing at
this point that, although the gure 6.20 was obtained in not too heavy tra
onditions, the results are onsistent for larger values of p. Dierent tests al-
low us to onlude that the optimal value is hd = 0.8 ± 0.1. In any ase, this
onrms that it would be possible to devie more elaborated protools with
the aim of diminishing the time needed for a paket to spread through the
network. In light of the present results, suh an strategy may be implemented
by also taking into aount the amount of tra handled by a loal area of the
network.
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As suggested by gure 6.20, the best protool is the deterministi one,
whih, on the other hand, should be easier to implement in pratie. The
mirosopi dynamis of the routing proess in this limit reveals that it is
desirable that the routing proess inorporates some knowledge of the node's
queue lengths. However, the ontribution in the sore funtion of the seond
term in eq. (6.34) should not weigh in exess. For small values of hd, say 0.25,
the algorithm performs better that shortest path routing for moderate values
of p beause the pakets do not pass by the hubs of the network, whih are
likely to be in the shortest path route to any node. Instead, they go around the
hubs and 〈Trelax〉 is smaller. If p is inreased, the neighbors of the hubs also
get ongested. This leads to a situation in whih the pakets around a hub get
trapped in its neighborhood, getting in and out from it, but without nding
their routes to their destinations. We will analyze in depth this situation below.
Jamming transitions at onstant information ux
To analyze in more detail the performane of the ongestion-aware protools we
turn our attention to the more realisti situation where the network is subjeted
to a onstant ux of newly reated pakets. Starting from an unloaded network,
at eah time step p new information pakets are reated. As before, the soure
and destination of eah paket are hosen at random among all the nodes and
eah node sends only one paket at eah time step, r = 1. As an appropriate
measure of the eieny of the proess, we monitor the aggregation of pakets
in the network, given by the number of pakets that have not reahed their
destinations at eah time step t, A(t). Figure 6.21 shows the results obtained
for dierent values of p and hd. As it an be seen, when the external driving
is applied at low rates (i.e., small p), both protools allow for a stationary
state where A(t) > 0 is onstant. In this state, the system is able to balane
the in-ow of pakets with the ow of pakets that reah their destinations.
This stationary state, where no marosopi signs of ongestion is observed,
orresponds, as already introdued in previous setions, to the so-alled free
ow phase. The situation hanges when the rate at whih new pakets are
introdued inreases. As we will see below, there is a ritial value pc beyond
whih a ongested phase shows up. Let us now note that for the shortest path
protool (hd = 1) (gure 6.21.a, dotted line), when p > pc, A(t) grows linearly
in time ∀t as expeted from earlier works where this routing was implemented
[239℄. On the ontrary, for the tra-aware algorithm, hd < 1, we observe that
A(t) grows slowly at short times and then beomes steeper as time goes on
with a onstant slope (gure 6.21.).
In order to haraterize the phase transition from a free phase to a on-
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Figure 6.21: Total number of ative pakets as a funtion of time steps. Figures (a)
and (b) orrespond to the shortest path protool, hd = 1 while () and (d) have been
obtained for the tra-aware routing with hd = 0.85. In eah gure, the ontinuous
line stand for subritial values of p ((a) and (b) p = 3.0, (d) p = 8.0) and the dotted
line orresponds to p > pc ((a) and (b) p = 4.0, () and (d) p = 13.0).
gested one, we use the order parameter introdued in [245℄, eq. (6.31)
ρ = lim
t→∞
A(t+ τ)−A(t)
τp
where τ , the observation time, was typially xed to 200 time steps. We
reall that the limit in the above expression is introdued only to ensure that
the system is not in a temporary regime, for our purpose it ranged from few
thousands to 104 time steps depending on the system behaviour. The order
parameter ρ hene measures the ratio between the outow and the inow of
pakets during a time window τ . Then, ρ equals 1 when the ongestion is
maximal (no paket reahes its destination) and 0 when an equilibrium is
established, i.e., in the stationary state.
For the shortest path routing the omputation of ρ is simple beause of
the linear behaviour observed for both the free-ow and the ongested phases.
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Figure 6.22: (a) Time evolution
of the number of ative pakets
in the network for the ongestion-
aware routing hd = 0.75. The val-
ues p = 1 and p = 8 orrespond
to the free-ow phase whereas p =
10.5 and p = 12.5 lie on the on-
gested regime. The evolution of
A(t) shows two dierent regimes for
these two last values: a large tran-
sient time (where a nearly linear be-
haviour for A(t) is observed) and
the equilibrium one (where again
a linear behaviour is reahed with
a larger slope). (b) Instant om-
putation of ρ(t). For the values
of p where p < pc ρ(t) utuates
around 0, whereas when p > pc, the
two aforementioned regimes are re-
eted by the regions where ρ(t) is
onstant.
On the other hand, for the routing aware protools at the ongested phase we
have to be areful about the measures of ρ. The rst transient regime observed
in gure 6.21. an be regarded as a linear regime for the neighbourhood of
the orresponding value pc. In fat, as observed from gure 6.22.a for values
of p so that pc . p this transient regime ould be of the order of several
thousands of time steps. If one monitorizes the evolution of ρ(t), gure 6.22.b,
this quasilinear behaviour is reeted as a nearly onstant low values of ρ(t)
for initial times. This behaviour is interrupted by a suddenly growth of ρ(t)
to a larger value, where it remains onstant signaling that the system have
reahed its dynamial equilibrium. At rst look it seems that, at the beginning,
the system is being harged by the unbalaned load of tra and when the
dynamis reahes a ritial number of ative pakets it explodes yielding to the
rapid inrease of A(t) shown by the large slope of the nal state. Although we
will analyze in more details this proess below, it is important to stress here
that no matter how slow the harge rate of the transient regime is, the system
will experiene the nal dramati inrease in A(t). Obviously, as we approah
pc from the right, the time needed by the system to reah the nal equilibrium
diverges and hene the estimation of the ritial point pc is omputationally
hard.
Figure 6.23 depits the system's phase diagram. The dynamis of the
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Figure 6.23: Jamming transitions as a funtion of p. The order parameter ρ is given
by eq. (6.31). Note that hd = 1 orresponds to the standard strategy in whih tra
awareness is absent. As soon as tra onditions are taken into aount, the jamming
transition is reminisent of a rst-order phase transition and the ritial point shifts
rightward (see right inset).
system is haraterized in both shortest path and ongestion-aware protools
by a ritial point beyond whih a marosopi ongestion arises. However,
as expeted from the previous observations, there are two radially dierent
behaviors for the onset of tra jams. In the standard protool (hd = 1), the
ritial point is small, pc ≃ 3 and the jamming transition is reminisent of a
seond order phase transition. On the ontrary, when hd 6= 1, the ritial point
pc ≃ 9 is distintly larger than for hd = 1, but the appearane of a ongested
phase turns out to be onsistent with a rst order phase transition, with a
sharp jump of ρ at the transition point. Moreover, the order of the transition
for the latter protool is independent of hd provided that h 6= 1.
The two dierent types of transitions depending on whether or not tra-
awareness is inorporated in the protool at work, poses an interesting issue.
Whih of the two protools will be best suited to handle tra? It depends
on the system. While for the standard protool we get a smaller ritial point,
the jammed phase does not appear suddenly. Hene, if we would like to have a
system in whih tra jams appear and grow smoothly, the standard algorithm
is the best hoie. On the ontrary, we ould implement a sort of tra-aware
protool if we are interested in delaying the appearane of ongestion, however
at the ost of a sudden jump to a highly jammed phase due to the lak of
previous warnings.
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Mirosopi origin of the ritial behaviour
In order to provide more insights into the nature of the phase transitions, we
now fous on the mirosopi details of the system's dynamis that lead to the
marosopi results shown previously. We have inspeted how the nodes get
ongested. As both lasses (shortest path and ongestion-aware) of protools
inorporate a shortest path delivery strategy, a suitable desription an be
obtained by monitoring the number of ative pakets at eah node as a funtion
of the betweenness of the nodes. As explained in setion 5.1.2, the betweenness
or load of a node i gives the total number of shortest paths among all pairs of
nodes in the network that pass through i [161, 169, 249℄. It is then a measure
of the entrality of a node in the network so that it beomes a relevant quantity
in tra ow modeling. In partiular, for our system, AS representation of
the Internet, the betweenness of a node sales with its onnetivity k [161℄.
Figure 6.24 learly illustrates the distribution of ongested verties for the
two protools analyzed. The shortest paths onneting the soures and the
destinations of any ative paket always tend to visit rst the more onneted
nodes and then go down to the less onneted ones. This is a onsequene of
the hierarhy of the network and is alled up-down strategy [161℄. For hd = 1,
the protool only works on a shortest path delivery basis. Then, the hubs
beome ongested early in the proess ausing the pakets to get trapped in
a few nodes as shown in gure 6.24. When tra onditions are taken into
aount by the routing mehanisms, the same up-down strategy applies up to
the hubs. Then, instead of getting trapped in them, the pakets irumvent
highly jammed nodes and the load is distributed to nodes other than the hubs,
provoking the aggregation of tra in neighborhoods of overrowded nodes.
As it is shown in the gure, when hd < 1 the ongestion gets rst loalized
in the most entral nodes, the hubs, and it is progressively distributed among
the rest of the nodes following the entrality hierarhy, from the most entrals
nodes to the less ones. At the long time limit, the ongestion is spread through
the network instead of getting trapped in the hubs as happens for hd = 1.
It is possible to get deeper into what is going on in the system for hd 6= 1
by analyzing the redistribution proesses that make the paket follow the less
ongested paths. Let us suppose that a node i is holding a paket to be sent
to j through one of its ki neighbours. Among all the neighbours of i, there is
one node with the lowest load cmin. Now, assume the extreme situations in
whih by going through a given neighbour l the paket is one hop loser to its
destination, but taking the path for whih the ongestion is minimum, it is one
hop farther from j. Thus it follows that whenever the relation
cl − cmin > 2hd
1− hd (6.36)
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Figure 6.24: Congestion levels as
a funtion of time and nodes' be-
tweenness. At eah time step,
the olor-oded sale is normal-
ized by the number of pakets ci
in the queue of the node with
the largest ongestion. Two rad-
ially distint behaviors are ob-
tained for the shortest path rout-
ing (hd = 1, p = 4 > pc = 3,
right panel) and for the tra-
aware protool (hd = 0.85, p =
13 > pc = 9, left panel).
is veried, no pakets (regardless of their destination) will be sent through l.
This node l is impenetrable for i. Then, if a node is impenetrable for all its
neighbors, we all it just impermeable, sine it does not partiipate in tra
delivery.
Following this piture, as ongestion spreads throughout the network, the
number of impermeable nodes would inrease up to a onstant value sine
the denition of impermeable nodes is relative to their neighbourhood (it is
impossible to obtain a network omposed only by impermeable nodes). Then,
regardless the total load of the network (that inreases with time), the number
of impermeable nodes remain nearly onstant. Besides, its distribution would
hange dynamially sine an impermeable node does not admit new pakets in
their queues but it does ontinue sending pakets to their neighbours so that its
level of ongestion relative to that of their neighbours an only derease while
its neighbours reeive its pakets. Therefore a dynamial bakbone made up
Cmin i
l
Figure 6.25: A node l is alled impermeable to
its neighbour i when eq. (6.36) is fullled.
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Figure 6.26: Time dependene of the total number of pakets in the system and
average size of the lusters formed by non impermeable nodes. Note that A(t) beomes
steeper just when the inetion of 〈G〉/Gmax(t) hanges. hd = 0.85 and p = 13. See
the text for further details.
of all nodes that are able to transmit the pakets omes up. This piture is
similar to the perolation of a uid through a porous media. Here, pakets an
ow only through non impermeable nodes as a uid an only ow through the
pore hannels.
The existene of impermeable nodes provokes the appearane of both small
network omponents in the form of impenetrable regions, and lusters of al-
lowed paths. By identifying those impermeable nodes at some time t follow-
ing the riterion (6.36), it is possible to nd those dynamially unonneted
network omponents whose boundaries are omposed by impermeable nodes.
Figure 6.26 depits the time dependene of the average luster size (normalized
by the largest luster size) of allowed regions. Starting from t = 0, as time
goes on, the total number of pakets in the network inreases and there is only
one luster of the size of the network. When signs of ongestion rst appear,
〈G〉/Gmax(t) dereases departing from unity signaling that impermeable nodes
start to appear. At longer times, tra jams reah more nodes (see, gure 6.24,
for t > 21000) ausing the ongestion to be more distributed in the network
and hene the growth of the total amount of impermeable nodes. Finally, the
ow of pakets in the network reahes the regime in whih A(t) inreases lin-
early in time and ρ(t) saturates to its stationary value (gure 6.22). In this
state, marked by an inetion point in the 〈G〉/Gmax(t) urve beyond whih
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Figure 6.27: Jamming transitions for the Gnutella, Barabási-Albert and Erdös-Rényi
networks. The bottom right plot shows the estimation of the ritial point, pc, for
these topologies. Syntheti networks (ER and SF-BA) have the same size as the
Gnutella peer-to-peer network N = 711.
the average luster size of allowed regions stabilizes, the system seems to have
self-organized the distribution of jammed nodes.
This self-organization phenomenon niely explains why one an not go
smoothly from these results to those orresponding to the use of the short-
est path protool by making hd → 1, as it an seem from eq. (6.34). The
disontinuity at hd = 1 is therefore due to the lak of alternative paths in the
standard protool. Even for hd very lose to 1, the system will self-organize
itself into a state in whih ongested nodes are distributed and not limited to
the very hubs of the network. The only dependene with hd is manifested in
the time needed for self-organization, that beomes very large and eventually
diverges when hd → 1.
The results found here are reprodued when using more general network
topologies as the tra substrate. We have inspeted the ase of syntheti
networks like Erdös-Rényi and Barabási-Albert graphs as well as other real
maps like the Gnutella peer-to-peer network (see gure 6.27). The results are
qualitative the same as those shown above: a little knowledge of the loal
ongestion levels enhanes the performane of the information dynamis in
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what refers to the shift of the ritial point pc, but on the other hand, the
transition to the ongested regime hanges from a smooth to a sudden one due
to the dynamial fragmentation of the network explained above. Our results
demonstrate that whether or not a given protool is best suited for tra
handling depends on a deliate trade-o between the system's performane
and tra apabilities (how large pc is) and how ongestion arises (smoothly
or suddenly).
6.3 Conlusions
We have explored in setion 6.1 and 6.2 two propagation proesses in omplex
networks, namely: epidemi spreading and information routing. Assuming
that the networked substrates are sale-free, several features have been stud-
ied in detail. As we introdued at the beginning of this seond part of the
Thesis, the main purpose onerning the study of network dynamis here, is
to know how the heterogeneous topology and other strutural properties aet
the development and eieny of the dynamis.
The rst set of results, explained in setion 6.1, onerns the immunization
strategy of omplex heterogeneous networks. Taken into aount that hubs
play a entral role in these kind of proesses it is lear that the best hoie for
stopping the epidemi spreading is to onfer immunity to these most onneted
nodes. However, taking into aount that knowledge of network struture is not
omplete in most situations, we have proposed a new immunization strategy
based on a heuristi solution to the overing problem. This new immuniza-
tion sheme is neither loal nor global, and hene, we have explored several
situations orresponding to dierent knowledge horizons (from loal to global
knowledge). The immunization strategy, based on the overing solution, takes
advantage of the heterogeneous struture of networks and it has been shown
to perform better than all previous methods irrespetive of the degree of lo-
al knowledge, exept for the ase of targeted immunization. We have also
shown that the solution found for the immune set of nodes, i.e. the overing
solution, and therefore the output of a SIR epidemis strongly depend on the
nature of the degree-degree orrelations of the network. In this sense, it is
worth mentioning that the traditional belief that by targeting hubs one an ef-
iently solve most problems on networks with a power-law degree distribution
is not ompletely true if the degree-degree orrelations are assortative, where
a distributed overing-based immunization is desirable.
We have also analyzed the problem of information routing in omplex net-
works in setion 6.2. We have studied dierent strategies for tra delivery
in omplex heterogeneous networks. The results showed that the performane
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of the standard approah, based on routing through minimal distane (be-
tween sender and reipient) paths, is sensitive to loal topologial hanges.
Speially, the lustering properties may play a key role in message delivery.
Besides, we have studied alternative strategies to the shortest path routing
poliy. In partiular, we have studied algorithms whih integrate topologial
and tra information. This ongestion-aware algorithms have been shown to
perform better that the standard protool when relaxation proesses our. At
the same time, we have haraterized the jamming transitions that take plae
when a onstant ux of information is introdued in the network. The results
have shown that when tra awareness is inorporated into the routing proto-
ol, new ooperative eets arise and the jamming senario is totally hanged.
The use of ongestion-aware routing is seen to imply a better performane,
for what onerns the onset of jamming, i.e the network allows a higher load
of data tra at the free ow phase. On the ontrary, when jamming our
there is a sudden inrease of the ongestion levels and an abrupt transition is
observed in ontrast to the well known seond order phase transition found for
the standard shortest path routing.
The two main strategies introdued in this seond part of the Thesis,
overing-based immunization and ongestion-aware routing, are oriented to
take advantage of the sale-free nature of the substrates where the assoiated
dynamis, epidemi spreading and information tra, take plae. In the forth-
oming part we will are about the two way relation between struture and
dynamis.

Part III
Nonlinear Dynamis of
Complex Networks

Presentation of Part III
In the two preeeding parts of the Thesis we have dealt separately with
both dynamial and strutural omplexity. In part I we have been onerned
with dynamial systems oupled in a simple regular way onforming perfet
nonlinear latties. These geometries of the arrays of dynamial systems are,
in most ases, realisti when onerning appliations in elds as solid state
physis, optis, et... and they are urrently the subjet of a onsiderable
multidisplinary interest [23℄. However, there are yet another kind of prob-
lems, most of them assoiated with biologial systems, where these simplisti
assumptions for the topology of interations are not valid and, therefore, stru-
tural omplexity is linked to nonlinear dynamis.
Although our analytial tendeny is to separate these two soures of om-
pliation, an unitary approah is needed in order to explain how strutural
and dynamial omplexity inuene eah other [250℄. This diretion of study
is deeply related with the growing interest in the understanding of the many
aspets of the orrelation between Struture and Funtion in systems made up
of disretely many nonlinearly interating omponents. The main assumption
behind these studies is that the struture of the network of interations is the
result of a seletive proess that yields an advantageous topology for the system
funtioning. The ommon sale-free harater found for many real networks
support these speulations and many eorts are urrently being made in order
to nd dynamially based optimization priniples for modeling network growth
and evolution.
The most interesting problems on the relation between struture and fun-
tion arise in the ontext of biologial systems suh as biomoleular (protein-
protein interation, gene regulation, ell metabolism), ortial brain and eo-
logial (trophi networks, mutualism) networks. There exist many dynamial
models aounting for the interations among the elements of suh systems
and, at the same time, the advanes in experimental tehniques allow for hav-
ing the topology of these interations mapped into a large amount of biologial
networks. The sienti basis are thus well established and the researh is
now being oriented to the study of the mutual inuene between dynamis
and topology, attrating the attention of sientist from diverse elds to this
interesting problem.
The most relevant results would eventually ome from those mentioned
network models that, instead of dening network growth in terms of strutural
properties, inorporate the eieny of the dynamis (funtion) of the network
as the leading priniple for network evolution. However, most of studies up
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to now have onentrated in analyzing how struture aets the emergene
of dynamial eets like synhronization patterns, self-sustained dynamial
ativity, et... These rst approahes to the problem provide useful insights
for more ambitious projets where optimization of dynamial properties like
synhronizability, dynamial adaptability and stability, et... will be expliitly
employed in network design.
Our main onern in this last part of the Thesis is on the line of these
rst approahes to the Struture-Funtion relation problem. We will use the
onepts applied in the two former parts to study the dynamial patterns that
appear when two dierent dynamial systems are plaed on top of omplex
geometries. We will haraterize both dynamially and struturally these pat-
terns in order to unveil the interplay between topology and dynamis. These
patterns are seen as the produt of the two oupled soures of omplexity and,
as we will see, lead to the emergene of new properties that annot be obtained
from a separate study of dynamial and strutural omplexity.
In hapter 7 we will study a lass of omplex networks where there exists a
ompetition of inhibitory and ativatory interations between elements. These
kind of systems are related with gene regulatory networks and metaboli re-
ations hains. The desription of the system funtioning is performed via a
Mihaelis-Menten equation, widely used for desribing the reation kinetis of
atalyti proesses. We will rst study in detail the phase portrait of the sys-
tem as a funtion of the ratio between ativatory and inhibitory interations
of the network and haraterize the diverse bifurations found. This dynami-
al haraterization of the system onstitutes a generalization of those studies
performed in random Boolean networks. A seond purpose of this study is
to haraterize topologially the substrutures of self-sustained dynamis that
are observed. In this regard, we analyze the emergent dynamial lusters by
means of the statistial measures introdued in the seond part of the Thesis,
hapter 5, and observe that new strutural properties absent in the network
substrate show up.
Chapter 8 is devoted to the study of synhronization in networks of Ku-
ramoto phase osillators. Here we will haraterize the synhronization transi-
tion in several network topologies. In partiular, we will desribe the evolution
of the system towards synhronization paying attention to the emergene of
dynamially oherent lusters of nodes as the oupling between network nodes
is inreased. These studies aim to highlight that the route to synhronization
depends strongly on the underlying topology, not only for what onerns the
quantitative values for the onset of synhronization, but in the qualitatively
dierent organizational priniples that lead to the formation of a marosopi
synhronized luster.
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These two strutural studies of the dynamial patterns, that emerge when
oupling dynamial systems in a networked substrate, will help to understand
what kind of topologies are best tted for systems funtion.

Chapter 7
Ativatory-Inhibitory
interations in Complex
Networks
How would we express in terms of the statistial theory the marvelous faulty of
a living organism, by whih it delays the deay into thermodynamial equilibrium
(death)?... the devie by whih an organism maintains itself stationary at a fairly
high level of orderliness... really onsists in ontinually suking orderliness from its
environment.
 Erwin Shrödinger in What is life? The physial aspet of theliving ell [251℄.
How does the interplay between omplex strutures and nonlinear dynam-
is may shed new light on what is going on at the ellular and moleular levels
of organization of biologial systems? As in other natural systems, on one
hand, sientists have begun to look for patterns of interations in biologial
systems. The idea behind this approah is that we an not ompletely under-
stand the funtioning of the ell by studying its omponents separately. The
next step onsists of taking into aount the dynamis governing the unraveled
interations. This is ertainly not an easy task as one has to deal with two
soures of omplexity: one oming from the unraveled strutural patterns and
the other from a dynamis in whih analytial insights are diult to take.
In this hapter we address the problem of networks of agents that regulate
their ativity by means of ativatory and inhibitory interations. This kind
of systems onstitute the oarse grained desription of regulatory networks of
genes at the ellular level. We will rst desribe in setion 7.1 the urrent
trends in modeling biologial networks with speial interest in gene networks.
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The results obtained when a simple ase of this lass of systems is analyzed
are desribed in setion 7.2.
7.1 Modeling biologial networks
In 1999, Hartwell and ollaborators published an inuential paper disussing
the new hallenges of modern biology [252℄. The authors pointed out that an
issue of utmost importane is to develop a general framework in whih biologi-
al funtions ould be understood as part of a omplex modular organization of
moleules or ell's onstituents. In other words, modern biology should explain
not only the funtioning of individual ellular omponents, but also how these
omponents are interonneted through a omplex web of interations leading
to the funtion of a living ell. It is then natural to ask what these biologi-
al networks at the ell organization level look like, and how their struture
ouples to the dynamis.
Cells are life's fundamental units of struture and funtion. It was expeted
that, one the omplete instrutions enoded in DNA would have been inter-
preted, one ould map a gene (the basi information unit in the DNA) into
a spei ativity or funtion, with all the onsequent potential appliations
suh as targeted drug development [253℄. On the ontrary, although today the
omplete knowledge on the genes of several organisms is available, yet the rela-
tionship between blueprints in DNA and funtional ativities of the ell is not
fully understood. For instane, the p53 gene and protein (having the funtion
of ontrolling ell's life and death) are known as tumor-suppressor, sine it was
found that the p53 protein does not funtion orretly in most human aners.
However, despite the many studies performed on p53 gene and protein, the
way on how eetively suppressing the growth of aner ells is missing at a
geneti level. Reently, it has been proposed that the understanding of suh
aner ell growth mehanism would be gathered not only from the study of
the p53 gene and protein, but taking into aount the whole network inter-
ating with them [254℄. That is, the funtion of the gene should be analyzed
through a network in whih the gene partiipates. Similarly to p53 network
ase, several other observations prove that some funtional ativities of the ell
emerge from interations between dierent ell's omponents through omplex
webs. Moreover, it is expeted that the large-sale network approah may lead
to new insights on various longstanding questions on life, suh as robustness to
external perturbations, adaptation to external irumstanes, and even hidden
underlying design priniples of evolution.
In what follows, we disuss the last advanes in the haraterization of some
biologial networks from two points of view: their strutural organization and
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their funtioning. The main point here is how to unover the relationship
between the two soures of omplexity intimately linked (dynamis and stru-
ture) as both play a key role in the funtioning of the system. We stress here
that our main intention is to provide a brief overview of the urrent state in
the eld, and that many works may be overlooked due to spae onstraints.
We invite the interested reader to follow the speialized literature.
7.1.1 Struture
In the seond part of the Thesis we introdued a variety of types of networks
that have been analyzed in order to unveil their omplex topologies. Among
these dierent network lasses biologial networks are of speial interest sine
they have emerged following a natural evolving proess. A plenty of ellular
and moleular networks have been unraveled in the last several years. We here
refer to those that have been more used in subsequent studies or beause they
are onsidered to be essential for the ell's life.
The rst of these omplex biologial networks is that formed by metaboli
reations: the metaboli network. Jeong et al have onsidered the metaboli
reations of 43 dierent organisms, representing the three domains of life, and
have onstruted direted graphs whose nodes are the metabolites and edges
represent biohemial reations [146℄. A node reeives an inoming edge when
the orresponding metabolite is produed, and reeives an outgoing edge when
the metabolite is edued. Enzymes are not inluded in the graph. The total
number of onnetions (edges) of a node is alled the degree of the node. If the
edges have a diretion (inident to or going out from the node), the degree of a
node is divided in in-degree and out-degree, respetively. For all investigated
organisms, the resulting graphs for metaboli reations exhibit sale-free prop-
erties for both inoming and outgoing degree distributions similarly to many
other real world networks.
The above-mentioned property was found universally, irrespetive of me-
taboli pathway databases and of the methods used to onstrut graphs from
biohemial reations. For example, instead of assuming virtual intermediate
omplexes, Wagner and Fell built up two networks (the metabolite and the
reation networks) from the metaboli pathways of Esherihia oli [255℄. The
metabolite network onsists of nodes representing metabolites and bidiretional
links between edut and produt of a metaboli reation. On the other hand,
the reation network is the network where the nodes orrespond to metaboli
reations and two nodes are linked when the two reations share a metabolite.
In metabolite networks, sale-free properties are deteted, while the reation
network does not show power-law degree distributions. Small-world properties
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and relatively high lustering (i.e, how probable it is that two nodes with a
ommon neighbor are also onneted together) are found in both networks.
Other studies with dierent ways of obtaining graphs show almost idential
results [256259℄.
Another lass of well-studied ellular networks is that of protein-protein and
protein-gene interation networks. This is due to the inreasing availability
of data sets and new experimental tehniques that allows a more detailed
study of the interations at the ellular level. On the other hand, interations
among proteins have a ruial role in several funtional ativities, suh as
signal transdution. Aording to the demand of understanding the protein
interation map, several high-throughput experiments have been performed.
They provide evidene of a partial interation map between proteins. In the
graph representation, a node orresponds to a protein and two proteins are
linked when they physially interat. The least two-hybrid sreen method has
been applied for revealing protein-protein interations by Uetz et al [260℄ and
by Ito et al [261℄. Similarly to metaboli networks, sale-free properties, high-
lustering and small-world properties have been found. Besides, the studies
performed have allowed to address other questions suh as the robustness of
these networks against random and direted failures [262℄. It should be notied
that the databases used in the analysis show very small overlap, while the
individual networks obtained from eah database show a very similar struture.
In partiular, it has been argued that the biologial funtional organization and
the spatial ellular organization are orrelated signiantly with the topology of
the network, by omparing the onnetivity struture with that of randomized
networks.
Finally, we note that networks onstruted from gene expression data are
urrently under exploration [263, 264℄. For instane, Agrawal [264℄ have stud-
ied networks from gene expression of aner data. By analyzing individual gene
expression level at dierent samples, networks in whih the degree distribution
of the nodes shows a power-law behavior in the tails with an exponent 1 an be
onstruted. Stuart et al have further shown that o-expressed gene networks
of humans, ies, worms, and yeast have sale-free properties [263℄.
In summary, biologial networks seems to share many topologial prop-
erties. What do these properties mean in a biologial system? And what
basi priniples in biology give rise to suh universal features? Many steps
toward the answers to these questions have been ertainly given in the last
several years. However, the majority of the issues addressed are based mainly
on analyzing the struture of these networks without taking into aount their
dynamis, i.e., the fat that the struture orrelates with the funtioning of the
underlying system. For instane, from a topologial point of view, it has been
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argued that the nodes with a high degree (the hubs, those ontributing to the
tail of the degree distribution) are ritial for the robustness of the system to
intentional removal of them. On the other hand, the hubs have been shown to
radially hange the behaviour of the system in front of several dynamial pro-
esses suh as epidemi spreading [163, 216℄. It is yet to see whether or not the
same results hold when nonlinear dynamis oexists with omplex topologial
struture. We next desribe two promising approahes in this diretion.
7.1.2 Dynamis
During the last several years a wealth of experimental data, obtained with
tehnologial advanes suh as DNA miroarrays, have allowed the dynami-
al haraterization of several biologial proesses both on a genome-wide and
on a multi-gene sales and with ne time resolution. From a theoretial side,
ompelling models on the dynamis governing metaboli and geneti proesses
are hard to build as these biologial phenomena are highly nonlinear and with
many degrees of freedom. However, sientists have ertainly advaned towards
a omprehensive global understanding of, for instane, gene regulation through
geneti engineering that require a thorough understanding of the general prin-
iples that an guide the design proess. It is impossible here to provide an
exhaustive review of the subjet. However, it is important to provide at least
some ideas about the researh lines that relate the struture and the funtion
of biologial systems.
Conepts suh as operon, regulator gene and transriptional repression were
rst introdued in the literature by Jaob and Monod [265℄. Their model has
served as the basis for more elaborated models as dierent regulatory meh-
anisms have been disovered [266℄. Reent theoretial studies apitalize on
these kind of models in order to eluidate what are the system onstituents,
their properties and how they interat in order to give rise to the olletive be-
havior of the system. The nal goal is to understand the relationship between
struture and funtion as determined by the biologial environment. In this
sense, dierent gene iruit designs should be ompared to determine whih of
them onfers seletive advantage in an eologial ontext and thus one should
be able to advane what the funtional onsequenes of dierent designs are.
This is usually done by exploring the parameter spae and looking for perfor-
mane riteria suh as the ability of a system to return to a steady state after
a perturbation (alled stability) or its responsiveness, that an be measured as
the reovery time of the system after an environmental hange (a hange in an
independent variable).
The results obtained for elementary gene iruits ertainly provide answers
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to intriguing questions about how gene iruits ould be organized, but at the
same time pose new ones. With the reent advanes in the haraterization
of the struture of gene networks, it is lear that genome-wide approahes
will allow to disover new higher-order patterns. Therefore, more eorts in
modeling the dynamis of inreasingly omplex gene iruits are expeted in
the near future. Some steps in this diretion have been given.
The basi proess of single gene expression is depited in gure 7.1. The
hain reation starts when a protein binds to a partiular DNA region. The
binded protein is known as transription fator and the set of DNA sites to
whih the transription fator is attahed is alled promoter gene. The binding
stage yields to the ativation of a given gene manifested by the transription
of the geneti information loated at this gene into messenger RNA. Finally
the mRNA is translated into a protein at the ribosomes. The protein produt
of this reation hain an be either used as a transription fator for starting
another reation or modied for taking part or protein omplexes like enzymes
involved in ellular physiology. Sine the resulting protein is a diret produt
of the ativated gene one an say that a given gene regulates the ativity of
another one when the produt of the former at as the transription fator
of the latter. In this ase the regulation is seen produe an ativating eet
but proteins produts an as well at as repressors or inhibitors of other gene
ativity. We will now fous in the modeling of these interation dynamis
between dierent genes and neglet more sophistiated details about single
gene expression.
Boolean modeling of regulatory networks
The rst attempt to desribe the funtioning of geneti regulatory networks was
performed by S.A. Kauman [267℄. This pioneering work settled the basis for
modeling the omplex nature of dynamis and interations between genes and
their produts. In his work, eah gene, i, and its produt, I, were abstrated
as a node of a random network having a xed number, k, of neighbors that
regulate its ativity level, gi. This level of ativation an be viewed as the
onentration of the transribed mRNA and/or the protein I enoded. The
boolean harater of the formulation done by Kauman implies a qualitative
desription of whether a gene is ativated (gi = 1) or not (gi = 0). Besides,
time is onsidered as a disrete variable so that the dynamial behavior of the
gene ensemble is desribed by the temporal series of their ativity levels. At
eah time step the ativity level of a single gene is updated onsidering the
state of its k neighbors
gi(t+ τ) = fi(gj1(t), ..., gjk (t)) . (7.1)
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Figure 7.1: Stages of the gene expression. The basi ingredients are the geneti seg-
ments in the DNA and proteins. At the rst stage a spei protein binds to a part
of the DNA sequene alled the promoter, the protein is known as the transrip-
tion fator sine it starts the transription of the geneti information enoded at the
spei gene that the omplex promoter + transription fator regulates. After the
geneti information is transribed into the messenger RNA polymerase it is subse-
quently translated into proteins at the ribosomes. The protein produt that emerges
after this proess an at either as another transription fator for the expression of
other genes or as a repressor of other genes ativity stopping the reation of their
protein produts. Another possibility is that this protein produt partiipates in the
physiologial proesses of the ell and form protein omplexes as enzymes.
This is performed by means of booleans funtions, fi, that make use of the
basi AND, OR and NOT logial funtions so that the results an be
either 1 if the statement is true or 0 if it is false. The onstrution of eah
boolean funtion depends on the partiular interations that a gene shares with
its regulators and has to be arefully analyzed with the help of biohemial
data. On the other hand, the work by Kauman was performed from a general
point of view and onsidered a random assignment of the boolean funtions
that governs the dynamial evolution of the gene's ativity. The main result of
the work is the existene of a phase transition on the number and length of the
dynamial attrators. In partiular, for k > 2 the number of yles sales with
the number of genes, N , and its length sales exponentially with N . On the
other hand, for the ase k = 2 these two quantities sale as
√
N . The above
ndings are biologially relevant if one onsiders that dierent geneti dynamis
an be regarded as biologially dierentiate ells. Taking into aount that the
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ell diversity of a living organism sales approximately with the square root
of the geneti population Kauman suggested that gene regulatory networks
should operate just on the border of the dynamially ordered region.
The above ndings represented the starting point of a lot of researh on
the so-alled subjet of Kauman networks during the last 25 years. These
works mainly fous on the searh of a full desription of the dynamially dier-
ent regions as well as the haraterization of the phase transition (reent work
on the matter an be found in [268273℄). On the other hand, Kauman net-
works have served as a framework for performing a oarse-grained desription
of real gene regulatory networks. The availability of real regulatory networks
inferred from DNA miroarray data joined with the easy implementation and
management of the boolean dynamis provides a useful tool for understanding
the interplay between the topology and the funtion of biologial networks.
The use of boolean dynamis to haraterize real geneti regulatory net-
works has been reently applied to the ase of the segment polarity genes in
the Drosophila Melanogaster [274℄. In this ase the whole map of interations
between genes is known and Boolean dynamis is seen to reprodue the pat-
terns of gene expression that appear in the wild type. Besides, it has been
tested when mutations are present onrming the validity of the model. The
appliation of this method an help to determine the eets of new mutations
and onstitute a test for the question of whether the topologial features of
the interation network or the kineti details play the key role in the funtion-
ing of biologial networks. The suess of the use of Boolean modeling points
out that it is the former whih is the relevant ingredient. Another reent ap-
pliation of Boolean dynamis to a real gene iruit is found in [275℄ where
the yeast transriptional network is onsidered. In this ase the point of view
is drastially dierent beause neither the nature of the interations between
genes nor any dynamial state of the system is available. The starting point
is simply a set of onneted genes and the authors apply a Boolean modeling
of the interations for determining what set of (Boolean) interation rules lead
to a stable dynamis of the whole system. The authors also study the eet of
rewiring links of the network and onlude that dynamial states on top of the
original network is more stable than on the perturbed ones. The above two
examples show how the oarse-grained Boolean modeling an help to analyze
the large amount of available experimental data and answer the question on
where the biologial stability observed has its roots.
Finally, let us remark that the boolean modeling an be reformulated in
order to inorporate realisti features of real regulatory networks. Perhaps,
the most important ingredient is to reprodue the eets of noise (whih is a
substantial harateristi of a biologial system). This is usually inorporated
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on the form of a non synhronous update rule, assigning a time delay to eah
variable of the Boolean funtions, fi. Another interesting extension of the
formulation is onsidering multi-levels for the gene ativity so that the model
inorporates some quantitative desription on how muh the gene is ativated.
Continuous time modeling of dynamis
Now we turn our attention to the ingredients of the ontinuous time modeling
of geneti regulation. We will address three important issues on this matter,
namely: (i) the saturable harater of the dynamis, (ii) the advanes per-
formed when syntheti regulatory networks are used to understand the kineti
of the proesses and nally (iii) the appliation of the knowledge gained with
these predesigned networks when real ones are analyzed.
Saturable Dynamis.- The ontinuous time formulation of a gene response
to the ativity of its regulating genes is made inorporating the saturable har-
ater. There is a wide variety of situations in whih the system response to an
external ation saturates. Perhaps the most familiar example of saturable be-
havior known to physiists is the adsorption of gas moleules on a solid surfae:
At thermodynamial equilibrium, the fration (overage ratio) θ of surfae in-
terstitials oupied by adsorbed moleules depends on the gas pressure P as
[276℄
θ =
P
P0(T ) + P
, (7.2)
where the temperature-dependent onstant P0(T ) is the pressure value at whih
the overage ratio reahes half of its possible maximal value θ = 1. While for
small values of P , ompared to P0(T ), θ inreases linearly with P , for values
of the pressure larger than P0(T ) the overage ratio beomes insensitive to
pressure variations. Saturable behaviours of this type [277℄ (and of a more
general form; see below) have been introdued by Drossel and MKane in [157℄
for the modeling of interations among speies in eologial systems, where
(most notably) they eetively provide robustness to the limit-yle behaviour
often observed in these systems [278, 279℄. In the realm of Soial Sienes,
saturated response funtions have been also used to model some type of soial
interations like e.g. the eets of ommunity investments in polie pressure
and/or eduational programs on the street-gang growth phenomena [279℄.
Biologial reation rates are often saturable; while at small onentrations
of a new hemial introdued in a ell, this responds sensitively, the response
should not keep growing indenitely as the new hemial onentration grows.
The arhetypal example of saturation in biologial systems is the Mihaelis-
Menten equation [280, 281℄ governing the onentration evolution of a produt
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atalyzed from a substrate by an enzyme whih binds to it. If x and y denote
the onentrations of produt and substrate respetively, then the reation rate
is given by
dx
dt
=
Vmaxy
KM + y
(7.3)
where KM is alled the Mihaelis onstant and Vmax is the value at whih the
rate saturates for high substrate onentrations. This saturation behaviour
an be understood from the usual hemial kinetis (law of mass-ation) in
an intuitive way: when the enzyme moleules are mostly bound to substrate
moleules, adding more substrate annot speed up the reation [282℄. If n,
instead of only one, substrate moleules bind to the enzyme, the reation rate
takes a more general funtional form of saturation, often alled Hill equation
dx
dt
=
Vmaxy
n
KM + yn
(7.4)
showing a sudden inrease of the reation rate towards saturation around y =
KM . The Hill parameter n often takes on non-integer values. Both Mihaelis-
Menten and Hill equations are often used in models of biologial reations, even
when the expliit mehanisms generating them are unknown in many ases.
Syntheti geneti networks.- In ells, the proteins, RNA and DNA form a
omplex network of interating hemial reations governing all ellular fun-
tional ativities like metabolism, response to stimuli, reprodution, . . . While
the understanding of the struture of these networks is growing rapidly, the
urrent understanding of their dynamis is still rather limited. In this regard,
an interesting body of researh is urrently addressed to syntheti geneti net-
works, whih oer an alternative approah aimed at providing a ontrolled test
bed for the detailed haraterization of some isolated funtions of natural gene
networks, and also pave the way to engineering of new ellular behaviour.
An example of syntheti gene regulatory network, termed the repressila-
tor, is beoming one of the best studied model systems of this kind. The
repressilator is a network of three genes, whose produts (proteins) inhibit the
transription of eah other in a yli way; they were added to the baterium
E. oli, so periodially induing the synthesis of green uoresent protein as a
readout of the network state [283℄. The authors of the work rst argue that
the represilator an show temporal utuations in the onentration of eah
of its omponents, by analyzing a system of six ODE's (whih, in turn, were
obtained by a proess of integration-out or oarse-grain away of the promoter
states involved in the regulation, and resaling of the variables) modeling the
network. If pi (i = 1, 2, 3) denote the three repressor-protein onentrations (in
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Figure 7.2: Shemati representation of
the so-alled repressilator. The repressi-
lator is small network omposed of three
genes gi (i = 1, 2, 3) eah of one inhibits
the ativity of the subsequent. That is,
the protein produt of gene gi at as the
repressor of the ativity of gene gi+1 (g3
inhibits g1).
units of the Mihaelis onstant KM ), and mi their orresponding mRNA on-
entrations (appropriately resaled), the repressilator equations are (assuming
the symmetrial ase in whih all three repressors are idential exept for their
DNA-binding speiities):
dmi
dt
= −mi + α
1 + pni
+ α0 (7.5)
dpi
dt
= −β(pi −mi) (7.6)
where i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 3, 1, 2; α0 (α + α0) is the number of protein opies
produed from a given promoter type in the presene (absene) of saturating
amounts of repressor, β is the ratio of the protein deay rate to the mRNA
deay rate, and time is resaled in units of the mRNA lifetime. This system of
equations has a unique steady state whih an be stable or unstable depending
on the parameter values. In the unstable region of parameter spae, the three
protein onentrations utuate periodially. Experiments show temporal os-
illations of uoresene, whih were heked to be due to the repressilator.
Though admittedly oversimplied, the model of ODE's guided the experimen-
tal design, for it served to identify possible lasses of dynami behaviour and
to determine whih experimental parameters should be adjusted in order to
obtain sustained osillations.
Not surprisingly, the repressilator alled attention from experts on (biolog-
ial) synhronization, for it oers good prospetives for further insights into
the nature of biologial rythms, whose mehanisms remain to be understood.
In this respet, in referene [284℄ the authors propose a simple modular addi-
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tion (of two proteins) to the repressilator original design, whih allows for a
mehanism of oupling between ells ontaining the repressilator networks.
Modules.- As seen in the previous subsetion, even a very small gene net-
work, like the repressilator, requires some simplifying assumptions for an anal-
ysis of its dynami behaviour in terms of ordinary dierential equations. With
large networks involving thousands of regulatory genes, this approah would
require a huge number of dierential equations and, what is even more prob-
lemati, an exploding number of dimensions of the parameter spae (deay
rates, prodution rates, interation strengths, et. ). Thus an important issue
onerns the right level of desription when onstruting quantitative models
of large geneti networks [285℄.
In this regard, several works (e.g. [286288℄) have foused on the identia-
tion of general building bloks (motifs) in geneti networks, showing robust or
reliable behaviour. These inlude small modules of a few genes, suh as au-
toregulatory exitatory feedbak loops, inhibitory feedbak loops, feed-forward
loops and dual positive-feedbak loops, whih represent dierent kinds of ro-
bust swithing elements, whose ourrene as subgraphs in real networks is
signiantly higher than in their randomized versions. These works provide
support to disrete models in whih genes are modeled as swith like dynami
elements that are either on or o, of the Boolean type desribed in the
previous setion, and point toward strong orrelations between strutural and
funtional properties of geneti regulation networks.
The robustness of slightly larger modules, like the segment polarity genes
of the fruit y Drosophila (a subgraph of the segment determination network,
responsible for the embryoni development of the inset body segments), has
been onviningly tested with a realisti dynamial model [289℄ supporting
the view that segmentation is modular, with eah module autonomously ex-
pressing a harateristi intrinsi behaviour in response to transient stimuli.
A onnetionist model for the segment determination system of Drosophila,
inluding ell-ell interation via one-dimensional diusion [290, 291℄ has been
thoroughly haraterized (along with its ontinuum limit (PDE) equations
[292℄). These generalized reation-diusion models inspired further work in
[157, 293, 294℄ whih identied minimal gene networks assoiated to dierent
segmentation patterns; also, extensive omputer simulation of randomly gen-
erated networks showed that ombinations of spatial patterns an be mapped
into ombinations of the basi modules.
The resistane of modules to variations (proxy for mutations of small eet)
in the kineti onstants and various parameters that govern its dynamial be-
haviour, may suggest that evolution ould rearrange inputs to modules without
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hanging their intrinsi behaviour, or as onjetured in [157, 293, 294℄, that
the target of seletion would operate not only on single-gene level strutures,
but also on the available strutures in the high-dimensional parameter spae
of the model equations.
In summary, it is a major hallenge the disovery of how biologial entities
interat to perform spei biologial proesses and tasks, as well as how their
funtioning is so robust under variations of internal and external parameters.
Suh an ahievement is only possible by merging the new knowledge gained
from network analysis with nonlinear dynamis models relevant in biologial
proesses suh as the geneti regulation. This is what is driving urrent theo-
retial eorts, in whih new mathematial models and methods borrowed from
nonlinear dynamis are being studied on top of the real arhiteture of biolog-
ial networks. Besides, the onuent interest of several sienti disiplines in
the many aspets of the problem of Struture-Funtion orrelations in systems
made up of disretely many nonlinearly interating omponents (of whih gene
regulatory networks are but a partiular example), reomends to pay some at-
tention to general abstrat models. These models should be both oneptually
simple and universal in their pereptions.
In next setion we will onsider the essential ingredients of both topology
and dynamis of gene regulatory network, namely saturability of the intera-
tions and sale-free harater of the patterns of interonnetions among on-
stituents. As a result, we fae a problem where nodes in a sale-free network
self-regulate their dynamis through either ativatory or inhibitory interations
in a fashion that resembles the regulation among genes in ells.
7.2 Regulatory dynamis in sale-free networks
The model that we analyze in this setion tries to apture the general in-
gredients of the entangled topologial and dynamial omplexity of geneti
regulatory networks introdued in the previous setion. For this we employ
a relevant kind of nonlinear dynamis: Ativation/Inhibition (AI) ompeting
interations with a saturated response rule for the rate of ativation (see
gure 7.3) of Mihaelis-Menten type (introdued previously in setion 7.1.2).
Besides, the interating units (genes) sit on a lattie whih is both small-world
and sale-free. For this we use the Barabási- Albert network (setion 5.2.3).
We have to remark that neither real geneti networks are explored nor a de-
tailed desription of the nonlinear A/I dynamis is inorporated. However,
this oarse-grained representation of geneti regulatory networks presents fea-
tures that are revealed when dynamis and topology from experimental data
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are analyzed.
We will rst present in detail the AI dynamis in setion 7.2.1. Here, some
basi general features of the model are disussed, namely the network fragmen-
tation in sublusters (or islands) of olletive dynamis, and the generi types
of asymptoti behaviours oexisting in the phase spae of olletive dynamis
(steady, periodi and haoti states) as well as the observed bifurations in
phase portrait upon parameter variations. These basi onsequenes of the AI
ompetition on the omplex network are prevalent for a range of values of the
AI ratio as we will see below. Finally, the bifurations found are explained in
terms of the Floquet analysis of the solutions.
One the main dynamial regimes of the model are haraterized we will
turn our attention on the statistial haraterization of both the dynamial be-
haviours observed and the strutural haraterization of the dynamial islands
in setion 7.2.2. We perform an extensive exploration of the parameter spae,
employing dierent initial onditions and substrate network realizations, in
order to nd the onditions for the existene of haoti and periodi behav-
ior as well as to fully haraterize the main topologial harateristis of the
dynamial islands.
We will end this study in setion 7.2.3 looking for those substrutures of the
dynamial islands that are relevant for the dynamial evolution of the system.
7.2.1 The model: basi dynamial features
As stated above, we introdue here a model of Ativatory/Inhibitory intera-
tions regulating the ativity gi(t) (i = 1, ..,N), of N onstituents (e.g. genes,
agents, substrates), with N generally being a large number. The real funtions
of time gi(t) are eah one attahed to a node of a graph with adjaeny matrix
Cij (N ×N). Then, in terms of the dynamis, the matrix element is non-zero,
Cij 6= 0, only if the rate of variation of the i-th node ativity, gi(t), depends
on the ativity gj of the j-th node (interation i ← j). Dierent realizations
of the Cij matrix are onstruted using the method of Barabási and Albert
(setion 5.2.3) for m = 3 (〈k〉 = 6) in order to have a sale-free network with
exponent γ = 3 (P (k) ∼ k−3).
The interation (i← j) an be either ativatory (exitatory) or inhibitory;
orrespondingly we dene the interation matrix element Wij to be +1 or −1,
respetively (and Wij = 0 whenever Cij = 0), and all p the fration, among
non-zero elements, of negative signs (note that while Cij is a symmetri matrix,
Wij is not in general). Moreover, the sign distribution of elements is taken
uniform in the set of (approx. 〈k〉N/2) links of the network realization.
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Figure 7.3: Saturated funtional
response (h = 4).
The dynamis of the nodes ativity vetor G(t) = {gi(t)} (with i =
1, . . .,N) that we onsider is suh that only in the presene of exitatory neigh-
bours ativity ould gi possibly be non null, otherwise gi deays to zero with
an exponential rate:
dG(t)
dt
= −G(t) + αF [WG(t)] , (7.7)
where F is a nonlinear vetor funtion whose argument is the produt of the
interation matrix W and the ativity vetor G, and α (> 0) aounts for the
strength of the interation. The funtion F is a saturated response funtion
(see gure 7.3), dened as:
F(z) =
{
Φ(zi)
h−1 +Φ(zi)
}
, (7.8)
where Φ(x) is a funtion dened as
Φ(x) =
{
0 if x ≤ 0
x if x > 0
(7.9)
The dynamis of the system dened as before is determined by only two
parameters, h and p. One ontrols the degree of nonlinearity and the other the
topologial properties of the network, respetively. In our numerial studies
of the model we have xed the value of the parameter α = 3, and varied the
parameters 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ h ≤ 10. One an easily realize that the solutions
for non-negative initial onditions remain bounded for all t ≥ 0. Indeed, as
the nonlinear term in eq. (7.7) is bounded above by α, one obtains that g˙i < 0
whenever gi > α. Also, if gi = 0 then Fi(WG) ≥ 0, so that the ativities
annot beome negative.
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Figure 7.4: Two examples of network fragmentation. The nodes of the networks are
lassied in: (i) dynamial nodes (red), (ii) stationary nodes with nonzero ativity
(blue), (iii) stationary nodes with zero ativity belonging to D0 ⊕ D1 (yellow) and
(iv) remaining nodes with zero ativity (white). Note that the white entral nodes in
(b) at as the frontier between the dynamial island and the steady nonzero ativity
one.
The above dynamis an be regarded, e. g., as a generalization of the
simplied and oarse-grained geneti models, Random Boolean Networks, in-
trodued in setion 7.1.2. Equation (7.7) inorporates the experimental obser-
vation of a ontinuous range of ativity levels [294℄. It is worth mentioning
that while ontinuous time linear models have been suessful for the reon-
strution of the interation networks from experimental data [295℄, nonlinear
models like eq. (7.7) are expeted to be more appropriate for a quantitative
desription of the dynamis.
The dynamis (7.7) of a two-agent (dimer) model has been onsidered in
referene [294℄, in the ontext of virus-ell interations in bateria and gen-
eral gene regulatory ativity models, where a rih repertoire of behaviours,
like multi-stability (multiple attrators in phase spae) was reported. In the
forthoming paragraphs, we will report some remarkable general features of
the network dynamis.
Ativation and Inhibition interplay: Fragmentation
A brief look at equation (7.7) easily reveals that for any value of the parameters
p and h the state of inativity, G = 0, is always a solution. As a matter of fat,
for h = 0, or h 6= 0 but p = 1, this is the unique asymptoti solution (global
attrator in the phase spae) for all possible non-negative initial onditions.
However, for h 6= 0 and p 6= 1 other asymptoti solutions, with islands of
positive ativity, generially oexist with the rest state. The term islands
denotes here subnetworks that are interonneted through nodes whih have
evolved to null ativity, so that their dynamis are eetively disonneted.
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The fragmentation of the network dynamis into disonneted islands is
a generi feature of AI interations, as the following onsiderations suggest.
Let us all D the set of nodes whose ativities, for a given initial ondition
G(t = 0), asymptotially vanish. It is easy to see that, irrespetive of the
initial ondition, this set is generially non-empty.
Indeed, if a node i is suh that Wij = −1 or 0 for all j, then its ativity
gi(t) will tend to zero. Let us all D0 the set of these nodes, and note that
its measure (
∑
k P (k)p
k
) is a non-zero inreasing funtion of p. Now, all D1
the set of nodes l suh that their positive Wlj our for j's in D0, and so on
. . . Due to the small-world property, there are in fat very few relevant Dn
(n = 0, 1, . . .) sets. Its union D∗ = ⋃Dn is easily seen to have a non-zero
measure whih inreases with p.
The nodes of D∗ are struturally (i.e. irrespetive of initial onditions)
inative. Depending on the initial ondition, the set D may inlude other
nodes not ontained in D∗, namely those nodes that evolve to inativity due
to the initial ondition (dynamially, instead of struturally, inative): See e.g.
the white nodes in gure 7.4, where we show two small networks of N = 50
nodes to allow a simple visualization of the sets D∗ and D. In other words,
the measure of D may in general be (muh) larger than the measure of the
struturally dead nodes D∗.
From the previous onsiderations, whether or not the set D perolates the
network realization, leaving out islands of disonneted ativity, is an event
that learly depends on both the parameter p and the initial onditions. But
also the disussion orretly suggests that fragmentation of the network into
sublusters with independent temporal evolution is a generi (non-zero mea-
sure) feature. Our numeris, whih are extensive in the sense of (both, network
realizations and initial onditions) large sampling, onviningly orroborate
this assertion. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show two islands of periodi and haoti
ativity, respetively, as well as the temporal evolution of gi(t) for some of their
onstituent's nodes (see the next setion for a more detailed disussion of the
gures).
Temporal utuations of asymptoti solutions
The dynamis of the system turns out to be very rih and, depending on
the values of p and h, three dierent asymptoti dynamial regimes are ob-
served, haraterized by stationary, periodi and haoti attrators. Here we
haraterize these dierent dynamial regimes and the transitions between the
dierent states when h is varied. For this purpose we have performed extensive
omputations following this sheme:
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Figure 7.5: Example of a luster of 21 nodes displaying periodi dynamis. The
insets show the dynamial patterns of eah node (see text for the interpretation).
The maximum Lyapunov exponent is λ = −0.00034 and the dynamial parameters
are h = 4 and p = 0.7. The luster is embedded in a substrate network of N = 50.
(i) For a given value of the parameters h and p and network realization the
initial values of gi are taken from a uniform distribution in the interval
(0, α).
(ii) First integration of the equations is performed using a 4th order Runge-
Kutta sheme. The total integration time is large ompared with the
transient.
(iii) Chek the dynamial state of the network.
(iv) Chek the onnetivity between the dynamial (if any) nodes in order to
obtain the dynamial islands.
(v) In order to determine the state of the system we perform a seond inte-
gration for omputing the largest Lyapunov exponent λ (See Appendix
B). If λ > 5 · 10−3 the dynamis is onsidered haoti. If λ < 5 · 10−3 we
look at the frequeny of the periodi motion.
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Figure 7.6: Example of a luster of 19 nodes displaying haoti dynamis. The insets
show the dynamial patterns of eah node (see text for the interpretation). The
maximum Lyapunov exponent is λ = 0.4716 and the dynamial parameters are h = 4
and p = 0.7. The luster is embedded in a substrate network of N = 50.
(vi) Change adiabatially the value of h, h
′
= h + δh with |δh| ≪ 1, and
repeat stages (ii)-(v).
Following this proedure one an monitorize the evolution of the system as a
funtion of the nonlinear parameter h.
Steady states.- Let us rst fous on the steady state solution to eq. (7.7).
As already noted above steady states of zero and non-zero (for h 6= 0 and
p 6= 1) ativity an be found as asymptoti solutions. Let us rst fous on
the transition between both steady states. This transition is just the genesis
(onsidering the evolution as the parameter h is inreased) of the dynamial
islands presented above.
Depending on the spei network realization (i.e. the matrix Wij), the
rest state an beome unstable when the value of h is inreased from zero.
This will our for the value h = h˜ at whih the largest eigenvalue (among
those assoiated to eigenvetors suh that all their omponents have the same
sign
1
) of the matrix −δij + αhWij beomes positive. Then h˜ is determined
1
Note that F(z) has a jump disontinuity in rst partial derivatives at the rest state.
Thus we onsider the matrix of right-handed partial derivatives, and then pay only attention
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Figure 7.7: Probability Ptrans
that the uniform state of gene
inativity beomes unstable for
some value of h, as a funtion
of the parameter p. 104 dier-
ent realizations have been used
for eah value of p.
as 1/(αλmax), where λmax is the largest eigenvalue of Wij, provided λmax > 0
(no instability of the rest state will our if λmax ≤ 0). In gure 7.7 we show
the probability Ptrans that the rest state beome unstable for some value of h,
as a funtion of the parameter p. This probability has been estimated from
the omputation of λmax for 10
4
dierent realizations of Wij for eah value of
p. Though for most values of p the rest state remain stable at all values of
h in 75% (or more) of the realizations, it oexists in phase spae with other
attrators, so that only a basin of initial onditions evolve to this state.
The rest state typially destabilizes through a transritial bifuration
[296℄, where an unstable branh of stationary solutions exhanges stability
with the rest branh (see gure 7.8.a. The omputed largest Lyapunov ex-
ponent shows then a variation with h as in gure 7.8.b near h ≃ 0.33: it
approahes zero (from negative values) at the bifuration parameter value,
and then dereases indiating that now the attrator belongs to the new stable
stationary branh, in whih the nodes of a luster display non-zero onstant
ativity gi(t) = g
∗
i (let us say hemostasis regime). As shown in gure 7.8.a,
the ativity of these nodes typially inreases with h. Eventually, this state
beomes unstable for larger values of h, and evolves to a periodi state in whih
the ativities osillate (gure 7.8.) regularly in time.
Periodi states.- The presene of inhibitory interations makes possible the
existene of instabilities in the xed point hemostati solutions of evolution eq.
(7.7). Using linear stability analysis tehniques, these "typial" instabilities are
haraterized as Hopf bifurations (either diret or often inverse), where attra-
tors of exatly periodi olletive ativities, gi(t) = gi(t+T ), are born out from
the unstable xed points. To illustrate the aspet of typial periodi utua-
to tangent spae vetors whih do not bring the system into the region of negative ativities.
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Figure 7.8: (a) Dependene of the quantity gi[g˙i = 0] (ativity level when the its
rst derivative is zero) of a single gene with the parameter h. This gene belongs to a
luster whih undergoes two bifurations when inreasing the value of h starting from
the rest state onguration of the whole network at h = 0. In the rst bifuration
(h ≃ 0.345) a luster of nodes in a stationary state with non-zero ativity level merges.
When h ≃ 0.976 the genes of this luster end in a periodi attrator. The evolution
of the Largest Lyapunov exponent of the network as h is inreased is plotted in (b)
showing the two bifurations. () Periodi trajetory in the portion of the phase
spae orresponding to the gene of gure (a), the value of h is 0.98. (d) Deay of the
ativity level of the same gene to the stable xed point for h = 0.97 (just before the
seond bifuration) when the initial ondition of the network is the periodi solution
shown in ().
tions we turn our attention to gure 7.5 where some examples of the temporal
ativity gi(t) of dierent nodes inside an island of synhronized ativity from
a representative system are represented. Note that the abundane of out of
phase osillations of neighbours ativity is a natural onsequene of inhibitory
interations: the growth of the ativity of a gene j inhibiting gene i (Wij = −1)
leads eventually to a null value of Fi(WG(t)), thus to an exponential (free)
deaying of the ativity of gene i, until its ativity is triggered again (due to
the deay of the ativity of inhibitory genes and/or the inrease of the exita-
tory genes ativity). Horizontal lines in insets of gure 7.5 indiate the average
level g¯i of node ativity. We see that in some of the island nodes the amplitude
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Figure 7.9: Probability that a node with periodi dynamis onverges to an orbit of
angular frequeny ωper (in arbitrary units). The results are average over dierent
network realizations and at least 100 dierent initial onditions for a network of
N = 100 nodes and p = 0.7. h has been xed to 4.
of the osillation is small ompared to g¯i (see e.g. top rightmost and bottom
leftmost insets); while in others they are of omparable size, even to the point
that lowest levels of ativity an reah a null value, before ativity is triggered
again after inhibiting neighbors ativity dereases enough. The inverse period
(frequeny) ω = 1/T of a periodi attrator hanges with parameter and is
naturally dependent on eah spei island realization. A sampling over dier-
ent initial onditions and network realizations allows to ompute the frequeny
distribution for a periodi state P (ω). For this purpose we identify those real-
izations in whih λ < 5·10−3. Then, we fous on the nodes for whih dg/dt 6= 0.
One identied, a vetor Tin = {ti1, ti2, . . . , tin} is onstruted and stored for ev-
ery periodi dynamis gi. The t
i
j 's stand for the times fullling the onditions
gi(t
i
1) = gi(t
i
2) = . . . = gi(t
i
n) and dgi(t
i
1)/dt = dgi(t
i
2)/dt) = . . . = dgi(t
i
n)/dt
2
. In this way, after verifying that tij − tij−1 is onstant, the period of the
orresponding i-orbit is given by this onstant. As the free deay of a gene
ativity, that ours when its inhibitory inputs prevail over ativatory ones,
has an assoiated time sale of order unity, one should expet values of this
order for the period of osillations. This expetation is onrmed looking at
the probability that a periodi yle has an angular frequeny ωper, P (ωper)
2
Sine the integration is done at xed time intervals, a further numerial hek is imposed.
Namely, |gi(t)− gi(0)| <
dgi(0)/dt
2
and | dgi(t)
dt
− dgi(0)
dt
| < d
2gi(0)/dt
2
2
.
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shown in gure 7.9. As shown in this gure, it is very likely that the frequeny
of the ativity of a periodi island lies around ωper = 1. It is also of interest
that P (ωper) is not symmetri, but biased towards larger frequeny values. It
is diult to gure out an explanation to this behavior. It may probably has to
do with the spatial distribution of the nodes and the spei value of p whih
ontrols the average number of input and output onnetions a node has.
Chaoti States.- When h is further inreased one observes that these peri-
odi attrators, in turn, typially experiene also period doubling instabilities,
and through the well-known universal senario of (suessive) period doubling
bifuration asade, the onset of haoti attrators takes plae in the phase
portrait of the network dynamis. To help visualization of the generi types
of asymptoti network dynamis, we represent in gure 7.10 the bifuration
diagram for a typial attrator. At dierent values of the (Mihaelis-Menten)
parameter h, and onstant values of α = 3, p = 0.7, we plot the ativity of
an individual node at the instant when its time derivative vanishes. Thus, a
single branh in the gure indiates stationary ativity, two branhes indiate
a periodi attrator, et. We also plot in gure 7.10 the largest Lyapunov
exponent λ on the attrator, so to allow diserning between haoti (positive
λ) and eventual regular quasiperiodi evolutions (λ = 0). Figure 7.11 shows
the phase spae diagrams for the ativity of one node (belonging to a dierent
dynamial island) as h is inreased. For small values of h, the gene is in a pe-
riodi yle, whih doubles its period suessively until it reahes the haoti
phase.
A similar bifuration diagram for a dierent network realization is shown
in gure 7.12, where one an appreiate (see inset) a ommonly found bi-
furation (though it appears muh less often than period doubling), namely
period tripling bifuration. Its haraterization will be made below in the next
subsetion where the Floquet analysis of periodi attrators is presented.
A visualization of haoti temporal utuations of the ativities in a luster
is shown in gure 7.6. Here again we see nodes (e.g. top left inset) where the
size of ativity utuations is less than 1 per ent of the average level g¯i.
Most remarkable, there are nodes (like the one in bottom left inset) whih
remain inative most of the time intermittently experiening spikes of short
duration ativity. This amazing variability of individual node temporal ativity
on the haoti attrators is a generi feature of the network dynamis. The
existene of spike behaviour of individual nodes ativity suggests orretly that
eventual variations of parameters like h may lead to permanent inativity of
some partiular nodes, so providing a straightaway dereasing of the dynamial
luster size or, the other way around, the ativation of inative nodes in the
frontier.
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Figure 7.10: Example of bi-
furation diagram (N = 60;
island size: 14; p = 0.8).
One an appreiate an inverse
Hopf bifuration and several
(diret and inverse) period
doubling bifuration asades.
The maximum Lyapunov ex-
ponent λ is plotted in the
lower part.
Figure 7.11: Phase spae of a node ending up in a haoti state as the value of
h is inreased. Suessive period doublings starting from a periodi yle an be
appreiated. The values of h (from (a) to (f)) are: 5.30, 5.50, 5.63, 5.65, 5.66, 5.68,
respetively. The parameters are set to p = 0.7 and N = 100.
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Figure 7.12: Example of bi-
furation diagram (N = 60;
island size: 12; p = 0.8)
showing (see inset) a pe-
riod tripling bifuration. The
maximum Lyapunov expo-
nent λ is plotted in the lower
part.
It is important to note that, for a xed set of parameter values and a given
network realization, there are generally several dierent attrators oexisting
in the phase spae portrait of the network dynamis, eah one having its own
basin (of attration) of initial onditions. Multi-stability appears as a generi
onsequene of the exitatory/inhibitory interplay. Importantly also, there
an be very many unstable periodi trajetories (often entangled) owing in
between basins of attrations. The exitatory/inhibitory ompetition is also
responsible for the appearane of temporally omplex (positive Lyapunov ex-
ponent) aperiodi evolutions, assoiated to the bifuration asade senario.
As we will show in setion 7.2.2 the manifestation of utuating (either peri-
odi or haoti) temporal behaviours takes importane when inhibitory links
predominate, though not too muh, over exitatory ones.
Floquet analysis of the periodi attrators
As shown in the bifuration diagrams of gures 7.10 and 7.12, periodi solutions
of the network dynamis often beome unstable under variations of the model
parameters. In order to haraterize these instabilities in a preise manner,
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Figure 7.13: Floquet spetra. (a) Pe-
riod doubling bifuration in an island
of size 14 at h = 1.57. (b) Naimark-
Saker bifuration (at rational Floquet
angle θ = ±2π/3) in an island of size
12 at h=2.44 (the same as used in
the diagram of gure 7.12). For both
N = 60 and p = 0.8.
one may perform the linear stability analysis of the periodi orbits (see, e.g.
[296℄) near the bifuration points.
For this we onsider small perturbations of the dynamial variables, δ~g(t0) =
{δgi(t0)}, and ompute their evolution over the period T of the periodi orbit.
The evolution of these small perturbations (vetors in tangent spae) follows
the (linear) dynamis obtained by linearizing equation (7.7) around the peri-
odi orbit {gˆi(t)} = {gˆi(t+ T )}, i.e.,
dδ~g(t)
dt
= −δ~g + α · Aδ~g , (7.10)
where the matrix A is obtained as
Ai,j = Θ[
∑
kWi,kgk]
(1 + h−1Φ[
∑
kWi,kgk])
2
·Wi,j (7.11)
and Θ[x] denotes the (Heaviside) step funtion. Note that the above equation
is only valid when the sum of the inputs (ativatories and inhibitories) whih
reeives a node from its neighbours is nonzero. Hene, the Floquet analysis is
performed for eah dynamial luster found and not for the whole network.
As introdued in the rst part of this thesis when disrete breather solutions
were studied the so-alled Floquet (or monodromy) matrix F of the periodi
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solution {gˆi(t)} is dened as the linear operator in tangent spae that maps
the initial perturbation at t0, δ~g(t0), onto the perturbation at t0 + T
δ~g(t0 + T ) = Fδ~g(t0) (7.12)
The Floquet matrix F is obtained here by numerial integration of the
linearized eq. (7.10) over a period T for a basis of initial onditions in the
tangent spae. The spetrum of eigenvalues of this matrix provides the infor-
mation on the linear stability of the periodi solution. Note that beause F is
a real matrix, if a Floquet eigenvalue µ is a omplex number, then its omplex
onjugate µ¯ also belongs to the Floquet spetrum. Also, beause solutions of
autonomous dierential equations an be shifted in the time t diretion, their
Floquet matrix always has unity as an eigenvalue, say µ1 = 1, with assoiated
eigenvetor { ˙ˆgi(t0)}. The solution is linearly stable if all the other eigenvalues
µj = |µj | exp(iθj) are in the interior of the unit irle of the omplex plane,
i.e. |µj| < 1 for j 6= 1. A periodi solution beomes unstable when a Floquet
eigenvalue (or a pair of omplex onjugate eigenvalues) rosses the unit irle.
The assoiated Floquet eigenvetor indiates the diretion in tangent spae
where perturbations will grow exponentially away from the solution.
In gure 7.13.a we plot the Floquet spetrum of a periodi attrator at
a period doubling bifuration. As seen in the gure, a Floquet eigenvalue
rosses the unit irle at −1. In gure 7.13.b we plot the Floquet spetrum of
the periodi attrator of gure 7.12 at h = 2.44, where the inset suggested that
a period tripling bifuration may our. We see a omplex onjugate pair of
Floquet eigenvalues exiting the unit irle at angles θ = ±2π/3. In general, for
generi irrational values of θ/π this type of bifuration (alled Naimark-Saker
or generalized Hopf bifuration) gives rise to a quasiperiodi attrator whose
trajetories ll densely a two-frequeny torus. However, as a generi feature
of our model, the two frequenies of the new attrator are in a ommensurate
ratio (2 : 3), so that the new stable trajetory has a period of 3T.
In terms of how often dierent types of bifuration our in the network
dynamis, as inferred from our (non-exhaustive, but signiant at the sales
onsidered) sampling of initial onditions and network realizations, one may say
that period doubling asades and, less often, ommensurate Naimark-Saker
bifurations have been generially found by varying the Mihaelis-Menten pa-
rameter h. But, besides the formal haraterization of the dynamial instabil-
ities observed, the Floquet analysis allows also to give an answer on a more
general question, namely how temporal instabilities orrelate with networking
onnetivity harateristis. Are there harateristi features disernible in the
struture of instabilities? This point will be disussed further below in the next
subsetion.
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7.2.2 Statistial haraterization of island's dynamis and
struture
As noted before, the dynamis of the system is determined by only two param-
eters, h and p. The behaviour of the system desribed by equation (7.7) on the
underlying network is very rih and one an have steady, periodi or haoti
states as well as fragmentation. In this setion, we analyze in more details the
system's phase diagram as well as how the dynamial regimes ouple to the
loal strutural properties of the underlying network and dynamial islands.
Density distribution funtions of dynamial regimes
The previously reported existene of haoti states have very interesting impli-
ations for the stability of the system under external perturbations or internal
variations of the working parameters and points to the entral problem of ro-
bustness of biologial networks studied by Kauman for the design of Random
Boolean networks (see setion ??). For this reason it is important to omple-
ment the study of the dynamial regimes with the study of the phase diagram
in the (p, h)-spae where haos appears. The sheme of the omputations per-
formed in order to haraterize the phase diagram of the system dynamis is
slightly modied with respet to that used in the previous setion:
(i) For a given value of the parameters h and p and network realization the
initial values of gi are taken from a uniform distribution in the interval
(0, α).
(ii) First integration of the equations is performed using a 4th order Runge-
Kutta sheme. The total integration time is large ompared with the
transient.
(iii) Chek the dynamial state of the network. If all the nodes are in a steady
state we try another initial onguration; if there are dynamial nodes
go to the next stage.
(iv) Chek the onnetivity between the dynamial nodes in order to obtain
the dynamial subnetworks (islands).
(v) Seond integration for alulating the Largest Lyapunov exponent λ. If
λ > 5 · 10−3 the dynamis is onsidered haoti. If λ < 5 · 10−3 we look
at the frequeny of the periodi motion.
(vi) Repeat stages (i)-(v) for dierent initial onditions and realizations of
the network.
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Figure 7.14: (a) Probability, Pchaos (Pper), that the system evolves to a haoti
(periodi) regime as a funtion of the probability of inhibitory interations, p, for
h = 4 and N = 300. (b) Phase diagram in the (p, h)-parameter spae of the haoti
dynamis of the system. Color ode indiate the values of Pchaos (N = 300).
In gure 7.14.a, we have represented the probability, Pchaos, of ending up in
a haoti regime as a funtion of p for a network of N = 300 nodes and h = 4.
This probability is given by the fration of the total number of realizations
(typially 103 dierent initial onditions over dierent network realizations
for eah value of p and h were used) in whih at least one haoti dynamis
is observed. The gure also shows the orresponding probability, Pper, for
periodi orbits. As gure 7.14.a learly shows, there is a threshold value p = pth
beyond whih the network dynamis is not robust under variations of the initial
values of the gi's and onstitutes the onset of the haoti phase
3
. For values
of p above pth ≈ 0.25(5), two randomly hosen initial onditions an lead the
system to disparate asymptoti regimes. The value pchth ∼ 0.25(5) Besides, the
size of the system aets the value of Pchaos, but the onset −and the end− of
the haoti phase seems to be N independent (see gure 7.15).
Figures 7.14.a onstitutes a quantitative illustration of how the prevalene
of utuating asymptoti regimes over hemo-stasis ones depends on the model
parameter p. The sum of both funtions, Pper(p) + Pchaos(p), gives the prob-
ability that the asymptoti state shows temporal variations of the ativity
vetor (either regular or haoti) as a funtion of p. These results give that
in the range of values 0.5 ≤ p ≤ 0.8 regimes of temporal utuations our
more often than onstant ativity regimes. This measure is maximized by val-
3
Note that there is a seond threshold for p ∼ 1 whih avoids haoti behaviour. This
is a onsequene of the dynamis (7.7). Remind that in this region most of the interations
are inhibitory and the dynamis of the genes die out due to the damping term in eq. (7.7).
Thus, the nontrivial threshold is the lower one.
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Figure 7.15: Probability, Pch,
that the system evolves to a
haoti regime as a funtion of
the probability of inhibitory
interations, p, for three net-
work sizes. The results shown
orrespond to a middle value
of h = 4.
ues around p ≃ 2/3 and, quite naturally, it inreases with the value of the
Mihaelis-Menten parameter h, i.e. the slope at the origin of the saturated
response funtion (see gure 7.3). Note that even larger values of p means
overabundane of inhibitory interations, whih leads to the predominane of
the asymptoti rest state, while smaller values of p favour hemostati equilib-
ria.
The quantities Pchaos and pth depend on h. As we move to larger values
of h, the strength of the interations inreases and hene it is expeted that
slight perturbations produe a behavior in whih the fration of nodes whose
dynamial patterns are easily disturbed grows. This is indeed the ase, as
illustrated in gure 7.14.b. The olor-oded gure shows that as h is inreased,
the probability of having a haoti phase grows, and that the onset of suh
haoti patterns shifts to smaller values of p. This drift of pth is however
bounded. For small enough values of p (even for very large h), most of the
elements ativate eah other (Wij = 1 for a large fration of pairs ij and ji)
and hene the resulting dynamis is steady. In other words, the onset of haoti
regimes is always loated at a nonzero value of pth (the same applies to the
right (deaying) part of Pch(p), but in this ase the ativity falls down to zero).
Although the model and the underlying topology are very dierent, the
existene of a nonzero value of pth, no matter the value of h, points to the
original suggestion by Kauman (explained in setion 7.1.2) that there is a rel-
evant (input) onnetivity κc for the regulatory gene network of an organism
below whih the dynamial behavior of the system is frozen and is not easily
hanged by perturbations [267℄. Around κc, the behavior is neither haoti
(not robust and then biologially not desiderable) nor frozen (biologially un-
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Figure 7.16: Onset of haoti regime as a funtion of p for three dierent values of the
exponent of the degree distribution P (k) ≃ k−γ (γ = 3, 2.33 and 2.2). The results
orrespond to a network of N = 300 and the nonlinear parameter is set to h = 4 and.
realisti), but exhibits a rih behavioral repertoire. The same piture applies
to pth in our model. In this diretion, the quantity Pper(p)−Pchaos(p) allows to
determine the regions in the parameter spae where regular dynamis prevails
over haos. As pointed above the range of p values where Pper(p) > Pchaos(p)
an be regarded as dynamially robust and then ompatible with the operation
points for real biologial networks.
We have also performed the omputation of the phase diagram for the ex-
istene of haoti dynamis for networks with dierent degree of heterogeneity.
For this purpose, we have varied the exponent γ of the onnetivity distribution
P (k) ∼ k−γ to values lower than 3 using the so-alled generalized Barabási-
Albert model reported in [297℄. These networks are even more heterogeneous
having a higher number of highly onneted genes. These omputations al-
low to gain information on the importane of highly onneted genes on the
existene of haoti behavior. The results shown in gure 7.16 manifest that
when γ dereases the threshold value for displaying haoti behavior pth(γ)
slightly grows, giving a narrower haoti region but, on the other hand, the
probability Pch in the haoti region takes higher values for the same values
of p as γ dereases. In table 7.1 we show the thresholds pth(γ) and the values
I(γ) given by
I(γ) =
∫ 1
0
Pch(γ, p)dp , (7.13)
that aounts for the strength of the haoti behavior in the whole range of
the parameter p. When periodi behaviour is also onsidered one realizes
by looking (Figure) at the aforementioned substration Pper(p) − Pch(p) that
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Figure 7.17: (a) Probability that a onneted luster of nodes displaying either haoti
or periodi behavior has a given size (in number of nodes forming the luster). (b)
Saling of the mean luster size with N . The parameters have been set to h = 4 and
p = 0.7.
although the onset of haoti behaviour pth is lower for the less heterogeneous
ase γ = 3 it orresponds to the more robust ase as it presents the larger
region of periodi prevalene. These quantitative results have to be arefully
onsidered sine it is lear that, as a matter of fat, regardless of the value of γ
employed, the dynamial robustness of the system is mainly determined by the
topologial properties given by p. We remark again that this onlusion is in
agreement with the ndings when Random Boolean Networks are onsidered.
Dynamial island struture
We next fous on the topologial haraterization of islands of dynamial units.
For this we will take into aount only the nodes belonging to those onneted
omponents of the whole network whih share ommon dynamial patterns,
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γ 3 2.33 2.2
pth(γ) 0.25 0.32 0.38
I(γ) 0.1581 0.1962 0.2
Table 7.1: The table shows the values of the probability (of inhibitory interations)
threshold, pth for having haoti behavior and the values of the integral 7.13 for the
three values of γ = 3, 2.33 and 2.2.
the islands, and only those links that onnet two dynamial nodes of the
same islands. That is we will not onsider those links that onnet island's
nodes with the rest of the substrate network. In this sense, the islands an be
viewed as those modules introdued in setion 7.1.2 that display independent
dynamis but are loated nested in large network of interations. We expet
to nd dierenes between the topologial features of the islands and those of
the sale-free substrate as a result of the nonlinear dynamis that denes the
islands.
We rst analyze how the luster size distribution of islands of nodes dis-
playing either periodi or haoti ativity sales with the system size. Figure
7.17.a represents the probability that an island has a given size for several
networks made up of a number of nodes ranging from 50 to 800. Clearly, the
size distribution shows an average value that hanges as N grows. A loser
look at the gure (see gure 7.17.b) reveals that the mean luster size sales
with N and that about 17% of the nodes, in average, exhibits nonzero ativity.
This onrms what we have disussed in setion 7.2.1 about the measures of
the sets D∗ and D, namely, that the fragmentation of the network into islands
of independent dynamis appears as one of the most harateristi features of
the model.
As we stated above, it is interesting to eluidate how the topologial proper-
ties of the islands orrelate with those of the underlying (original) network. To
this end, we have further srutinized the struture of the lusters and measured
two topologial quantities of interest. Figure 7.18 shows the degree distribu-
tion of nodes belonging to dynamial islands for several system sizes. This
property an be regarded as a global one and indiates that within the islands,
the probability that a node has k links pointing to other nodes of the same
dynamial island also presents a slow deay with k, though with a more pro-
nouned ut-o and a (slightly) dierent value for the exponent γ than that
of the substrate network. More striking is the result depited in gure 7.19,
where the average lustering oeient 〈c〉 of the substrate (original) network
and of the islands is plotted as a funtion of N . While for the BA network
the lustering is vanishing as the network size grows, as reported in setion
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Figure 7.18: Probability that a node belonging to a dynamial island interats with
k other nodes of the island. Parameters were set to h = 4 and p = 0.7.
5.2.3, it seems that for dynamial islands its value saturates. This is quite
interesting beause, on the other hand, the value of the lustering oeient
is very large and omparable to measures of real systems where the kind of
dynamis explored here applies, for instane, biologial networks [298℄.
That is, the struture of dynamial islands orretly reprodues several of
the most important topologial features observed in biologial networks and not
aptured by urrent network models. Namely, the heterogeneous distribution
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Figure 7.19: Average lustering oeient 〈c〉 as a funtion of the network size for the
BA original network and the dynamial luster. Note that while 〈c〉 in the BA network
ontinuously dereases, for the dynamial island it saturates. See more details in the
text. The results have been obtained using h = 4 and p = 0.7.
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of onnetions, a high average lustering and the independene of 〈c〉 with
respet to the system size. This result points to the onjeture that several
topologial properties observed in systems driven by AI interations where
nodes are themselves (nonlinear) dynamial units may be biassed by their own
dynamis. In other words, what we atually see is the result of the ativity
showed up by a smaller dynamial network whose loal topologial properties
greatly dier from those of a larger substrate network that we don't see
beause many of its omponents are simply o. This, in fat, may be the ase
of biologial systems where struture and dynamis are indissoluble linked
[298℄.
7.2.3 Struture inside dynamial islands
The above ndings on new (dynamially) emergent harateristis of the is-
lands struture motivate the question of whether these lusters have an internal
organization or hierarhy among its onstituents. It is widely known that when
one deals with problems where the network topology (sale-free) is the only
degree of omplexity of the problem the answer to this question is usually
based on the presene of highly oneted nodes (the hubs). This is the ase
when linear evolution equations are studied on top of omplex networks like
epidemi or rumour spreading, tra and ommuniation problems (hapter
6). However, our ase is not so simple and the nonlinear exitatory/inhibitory
dynamis between the elements of the network plays a ruial role in deter-
mining whih nodes are governing the evolution of the system. Moreover, the
high lustering found for the dynamial lusters points out that this leading
role is not played by isolated nodes but by small substrutures inside the dy-
namial islands. This onept is not new, the problem of nding small relevant
substrutures inside large networks, usually alled motifs (see setion 5.1.4),
has been studied in dierent ways in the eld of biologial networks.
It is indeed very revealing to pay attention to the networked struture of
the unstable manifold, whih is given in the linear regime of small perturba-
tions by the Floquet unstable eigenvetors. For this purpose, we look at the
behaviour of the omponents of the dynamial islands when a bifuration (ei-
ther period doubling or Naimark-Saker type) ours. In these ritial points,
it is possible to get a deeper insight into what is going on in the dynamial
islands by looking at the Floquet eigenvetor responsible for the bifuration,
~δg
⋆
(t0) = {δg⋆i (t0)}, orresponding to the Floquet eigenvalue whih reahes the
unit irle. In partiular, integrating equation (7.10) for the initial ondition
~δg
⋆
(t0) we an ompute the following vetor
~〈δg⋆〉 = {〈δg⋆i 〉} =
{
1
T
∫ T
0
|δg⋆i |dt
}
. (7.14)
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Figure 7.20: The gure shows the
omponents of the vetor 〈 ~δg⋆〉
(see text) for ve dynamial is-
lands at the ritial point of ei-
ther a period doubling bifura-
tion [(a), (b), (d) and (e)℄ or a
Naimark-Saker one ().
The omponents of this vetor measure, for eah node, the average (over a
period T of the old solution) distane of the new solution after the bifuration
point from the old periodi solution. Note that a zero omponent of this
vetor at a node k, means orthogonality of the single-site perturbations at
that node with respet to the unstable diretion in tangent spae. In other
words, by looking at the omponents of the vetor (7.14) we an identify those
nodes that are more aeted by the perturbation that leads the system to
instability. In gure 7.20 we show this quantity for several dynamial islands
(relatively small, but still representative) orresponding to values of h where a
bifuration ours. In partiular, gures 7.20. and 7.20.e orresponds to those
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islands whose Floquet spetra are given in gure 7.13, one 7.21. orresponding
to a Naimark-Saker bifuration and the other 7.21.e to a period doubling
bifuration.
As it an be seen from the gures, the vetors
~〈δg⋆〉 have several null om-
ponents. The unstable perturbation
~δg
⋆
(t0) that hange the island's attrator
at the ritial point does not perturb the motion of these nodes. For the three
latter ases (orresponding to gures 7.20., 7.20.d and 7.20.e) there is a rep-
resentative group of nodes where this measure vanish. The strutural proles
reveal for these three ases (see the islands plotted in gure 7.21), apparently
irrespetive of the type of instability, that the set S of nodes in the island
whih are alien to instability (white regions), that is, the set of those nodes
j suh that 〈δgj〉 = 0, is a non-zero measure set; it is sometimes even larger
than the omplementary set (green area) U = I − S of partiipating nodes
on the unstable eigenvetor evolution during a period. We observe here that
the fragmentation tendeny (see disussion on islands of disonneted dynam-
is made above) operates also at the level of the tangent spae, in the sense
that a binary partition of the island nodes is well dened at the bifuration
(ritial) point. Namely, the instability introdues a partition of the island
I = U ⊕ S into (a) the set U of nodes that do partiipate in the instability
evolution in the linear regime, and (b) the omplementary set S, of nodes suh
that single-node perturbations are orthogonal to the unstable linear manifold.
This drasti, generi fragmentation of the island of periodi ativity at the
linear desription level of the bifuration, is also learly the onsequene of
the AI ompetition on the network of interations, and we have not seen any
deviation from this observation in the omputations performed (of whih only
ve ases are illustrated). In summary, one ould say that inside the dynamial
islands there are ompat substrutures (and not single nodes) governing the
dynamial hanges of the whole luster of nodes.
The behavior desribed above suggest the following numerial experiment:
we have explored the responses of the dierent nodes to an external pertur-
bation when the system is in a periodi state near a bifuration point. In
partiular, we fore a single node i by adding an aditional term to eq. 7.7 of
the form
dG(t)
dt
= −G(t) + αF [WG(t)] + ei · [A sin (ωt)] , (7.15)
where ei is a vetor whose omponets are {ei}j = δij. The foring frequeny
is set to ω = 2π/T where T the period of the unperturbed system. Then we
ompute, as a funtion of the foring amplitude A, the evolution of the Floquet
eigenvalue µ⋆ responsible for the forthoming bifuration in the unperturbed
system. The eets of suh a perturbation strongly depend on whether the
perturbed node belongs to the subset of those identied as leaders, i.e the
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Figure 7.21: In the left side of the gure the dynamial islands orresponding to gures
7.20., 7.20.d and 7.20.e are represented. The islands show the distribution (green
region) of the nodes with non null omponent of 〈 ~δg⋆〉 in gure 7.20 respetively. In
the right side, the plots show the evolution of the Floquet eigenvalue µ⋆ (see text) as
a funtion of the foring amplitude A applied to dierent nodes of the left dynamial
islands respetively. For all the islands the susbstrate network was of N = 60 nodes
whith a fration of 80% of inhibitory interations (p = 0.8).
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ones with non null omponent in
~〈δg⋆〉 (represented inside the green area in
gure 7.21). The results obtained for the dynamial islands plotted in gure
7.21 are shown in the right plots of the gure. When the nodes inside the
green area are perturbed the Floquet eigenvalue µ⋆ signiantly deviate (either
inrease or derease, we have not been able to eluidate when a given hange
is expeted) from the values of the unperturbed system. On the other hand,
the perturbation of the nodes loated outside the green region does not imply
any hange to linear stability of the whole system. These results illustrate the
relevant role played by the substrutures found above by the omputation of
~〈δg⋆〉.
7.3 Conlusions
In this hapter we have analyzed the interplay between omplex topologies
and ativatory-inhibitory interations driven by a saturated response dynam-
is of the Mihaelis-Menten type. The dynamis of the system is very rih and
exhibits steady, periodi and haoti regimes that in turn lead to the fragmen-
tation of the original substrate network into a smaller luster of dynamially
ative nodes. We have fully haraterized these states by means of the Lya-
punov exponent and the Floquet analyses as well as the topologial features
of ative islands. The reah behavioral repertoire observed is thus a onse-
quene of the entangled omplexity of the system temporal behavior and the
heterogeneous struture of the underlying network.
The emerging dynamis haraterized in this work ould plausible desribe
at least two relevant senarios in biologial systems. On one hand, the dy-
namis expressed in eq. (7.7) has been proposed as a way to haraterize the-
oretially the individual dynamis of gene expression [294℄. In fat, eq. (7.7)
is the generalization of the suessful Random Boolean models widely used to
model gene expression. In this ontext, two nodes at the ends of a link are
onsidered to be transriptional units whih inlude a regulatory gene. One of
these end-nodes an be thought of as being the soure of an interation (the
output of a transriptional unit). The seond node represents the target bind-
ing site and at the same time the input of a seond transriptional unit. By
studying simplied models as the one implemented here − the intrinsi om-
plexity of the problem does not allow for a omplete and detailed desription
of real gene dynamis −, one an infer the region of the parameter spae (i.e.
(p, h)) that better desribes gene networks. The latter seems possible due to
latest developments in miroarray tehnologies, bioomputational tools, and
data olletion software.
A seond senario where the results obtained apply is reation kinetis in
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metaboli networks. In metaboli systems, a very rih behavioral repertoire is
well doumented [210℄, as for instane, the osillations observed in the onen-
tration of ertain hemials in biohemial reations suh as glyolysis. The
system of dierential equations, Eqs. (7.7), represents one of the most basi
biohemial reations, where substrates and enzymes are involved in a reation
that produes a given produt. In this ontext, there are several important
issues as how fast the equilibrium is reahed, how the onentration of sub-
strates and enzymes ompare, et. Besides, it is known that in a large number
of situations, some of the enzymes involved show periodi inrements in their
ativity during division, and these reet periodi hanges in the rate of enzyme
synthesis. This is ahieved by regulatory mehanisms that neessarily require
some kind of feedbak ontrol as that emerging in our model. The interest-
ing point here is that the real topologial features of the underlying metaboli
network [146℄ have not been taken into aount in studies performed so far.
As this work shows, they have important bearings in the orrelation between
struture and the observed dynamis.
Finally, on more general theoretial grounds, we antiipate several features
of interest suh as the fragmentation of the original network aording to the
dynamial states of the nodes, multistability and dierent routes to haoti
behavior within the same system. The rst of these points is partiularly rel-
evant sine it may indiate that in networks of dynamial units, the topology
observed an be the result of a given network state hiding a larger substrate
whose topologial properties are ompletely dierent at a loal level. Of parti-
ular interest is also the result gathered in the last part of the work, namely, the
existene of an additional substruture inside dynamial islands determined by
the dierent responses of nodes to external perturbations. This points to the
entral issue in many biologial proesses of what subset of nodes are the most
important in order to sustain (or break) the system's robust funtioning. As a
onlusion, the haraterization of models where nonlinearity and spatial om-
plexity oexist yields new results missed when only one of these ingredients is
present and opens the path to a better omprehension of biologial proesses
and the dynamis of networks of nonlinear dynamial units.
Chapter 8
Synhronization on Complex
Networks
While I was in fored to stay in bed for a few days and made obser-
vations on my two loks of the new workshop, I notied a wonderful
eet that nobody ould have thought of before. The two loks, while
hanging [on the wall℄ side by side with a distane of one or two feet
between, kept in pae relative to eah other with a preision so high
that the two pendulums always swung together, and never varied.
While I admired it for some time, I nally found that this happened
due to a sort of sympathy: when I made the pendulums swing at dif-
ferent paes, I found that half an hour later, they always return to
synhronism and kept it onstantly afterwards, as long as I let them
go.
Disovery of synhronization by Christian Huygens
(Extrated from a letter to his father, 26 February 1665) [299, 300℄.
The understanding of emergent olletive phenomena in natural and soial
systems has driven the interest of sientists from dierent disiplines during
deades. One example of these phenomena is the emergene of loalized stru-
tures in extended nonlinear latties like those studied in part I. Besides, the
study of synhronization of a set of interating individuals or units oupies a
privileged position among these oherent phenomena beause its ubiquity in
the natural world. In this hapter, we show how the emergene of loal pat-
terns of synhronization behaves dierently depending on the properties of the
underlying networked struture, driving the proess towards a ertain global
synhronization degree following dierent paths. The dependene of the dy-
namis on the oupling strength and on the topology is studied in this hapter
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in an eort to provide a new perspetive and tools to understand this emergent
phenomena.
We will fous on the synhronization of oupled osillators, in partiular on
the paradigmati Kuramoto model, beause of its validity as an approximation
for a large number of nonlinear equations and its ubiquity in the nonlinear
literature. In setion 8.1 we will review the main harateristis of this model
and briey summarize the state of the art onerning synhronization in
omplex networks. Setions 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 are devoted to the study of the
relationship between network topology and synhronization dynamis. For
this we will onsider a variety of networks whose topologial properties (suh
as lustering, average path length, degree distribution, et...) an be tuned
and study how topologial variations aet the emergene of the olletive
synhronization.
8.1 The Kuramoto model
The onept of synhronization studied in this hapter refers to the state of a
marosopi system of limit-yle osillators whose frequenies are loked to a
ommon value despite of the dierenes of their natural frequenies of individ-
ual osillations. However, the very onept of synhronization of n dynamial
systems implies that there exist a smooth and invertible map that relate the
trajetories of any pair of these systems. Then, synhronization of any type of
dynamial behaviour, suh as haos [301℄, an be studied. Depending on the
harateristis of the maps that onnet two given evolutions dierent types of
synhronization are onsidered suh as omplete synhronization [302℄, phase
synhronization [303℄, lag synhronization [304℄, et... This rih repertoire
makes the general problem of synhronization an outstanding eld for non-
linear physis. Besides, the synhronization of non-idential interating units
oupies a privileged position among emergent olletive phenomena beause
of its various appliations in interdisiplinary elds like Neurosiene, Eology,
Earth Siene, among others [300, 305308℄.
Let us now fous on the problem of omplete synhronization of an extended
set of limit-yle osillators where the Kuramoto model has been objet of in-
tensive researh during the last deades [309℄. In 1967 Winfree [310℄ faed the
problem of synhronization with the following two simpliations: (i) the ou-
pling between the osillators is weak and (ii) they are nearly idential (similar
natural frequenies). Subjeted to these assumptions one an perform a time
sales separation. From one hand, at a fast time sale, the osillators relax to
their natural limiting yles so that they are desribed by the rotation angle
of their phases. At a slow time sale these phases evolve aording to the
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weak interation with their neighbours and the small dierenes between the
frequeny of the osillators. This approah allows to fae the problem simi-
larly to a lassial mean eld model when one assumes that every osillator
is oupled to the entire ensemble of osillators and hene to the overall rithm
generated by the whole population. Winfree expressed the model by means of
the following general equations
θ˙i = ωi +

 N∑
j=1
X(θj)

Z(θi) (i = 1, ..., N) , (8.1)
where θi is the phase of osillator i, ωi is its natural frequeny, X(θj) aounts
for the inuene that a osillator j makes over the rest of the elements and
nally Z(θi) denotes the response of the osillator i to the overall oupling.
Winfree found that when the width of the natural frequeny distribution g(ω)
is large ompared to the oupling strength the system behaves inoherently
and eah osillator evolves aording to its natural frequeny. On the other
hand, when the distribution gets narrower the inoherene persists up to a
threshold below whih a small subset of osillator gets into synhrony.
After the work of Winfree lots of works tried to understand the meha-
nism of the synhronization transition. One of the most suessful attempts to
understand it is due to Kuramoto [311, 312℄. By means of perturbative meth-
ods Kuramoto proved that for any system of nearly idential weakly oupled
limit-yle osillators, the long time dynamis is expressed by equations for the
phase evolution of the form
θ˙i = ωi +
N∑
j=1
Γij(θi − θj) (i = 1, ..., N) , (8.2)
where the interation funtions Γij an be alulated as integrals ontaining
model-dependent terms. These funtions an be omposed of a (arbitrarily)
large number of Fourier harmonis, and besides, one has to provide them in-
luding information about the oupling topology. Kuramoto analyzed a mean
eld ase orresponding to an uniform, all-to-all and sinusoidal oupling
Γij(θi − θj) = K
N
sin (θi − θj) , (8.3)
where the fator 1/N is inorporated in order to ensure a good behaviour of
the model in the thermodynami limit, N →∞. Besides, he assumed that the
frequenies ωi are distributed following a density distribution g(ω) unimodal
and symmetri with respet to an average frequeny Ω, g(Ω− ω) = g(Ω + ω).
One an then take Ω = 0 by hanging to a rotating frame of frequeny Ω so
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that the phases are redened aording to θi → θi +Ωt, the distribution g(ω)
is even and unimodal and the equations of motion are
θ˙i = ωi +
K
N
N∑
j=1
sin (θi − θj) (i = 1, ..., N) . (8.4)
This is the so-alled Kuramoto model. It is onvenient to dene the omplex
order parameter in order to desribe properly the synhronization transition
r exp (iφ) =
1
N
N∑
j=1
exp (iθj) , (8.5)
where the modulus r measures the phase oherene and φ(t) is the average
phase. For example, let us suppose that the osillators dynamis is suh that
the phases move grouped around the unit irle, then r ≃ 1 and the system
behaves as a marosopi osillator. On the other hand, if phases ll densely
the unit irle then r ≃ 0, and the osillators behave inoherently and no
marosopi rithm is observed. By multiplying eq. (8.5) by exp (−iθj) we
obtain for the imaginary part: r sin (φ− θi) = 1/N
∑
j sin (θj − θi), so that
one an write eq. (8.4) as
θ˙i = ωi +Kr sin (φ− θi) (i = 1, ...,N) , (8.6)
where it is easily realized the mean eld harater of the model. Eah osillator
interats with the remaining ones through average quantities (r and φ). Then,
the individual phases θi are attrated to the average phase φ and the inten-
sity of this attration is proportional to the overall oherene of the system
r. This establishes a positive feedbak between oupling and oherene: the
more oherent the olletive motion the larger is r and so is the tendeny for
reruiting osillators into the synhronized luster.
The numerial integration of eq. (8.4) (using a Gaussian or similar dis-
tribution, with innite tails, for g(ωi)) show that for low enough values of K
the osillators seem unoupled, i.e for arbitrary initial onditions the phases
θi tend to distribute uniformly aross the unit irle. Then r(t) deays to val-
ues that utuate around zero (O(N−1/2)). When K exeeds some threshold
value, Kc, the inoherent state beomes unstable and r(t) grows exponentially
up to a nearly onstant value 1 > r > 0, showing the emergene of a small
luster of synhronized osillators (see gure 8.1).
8.1.1 Solution to the Kuramoto model
It is possible to obtain an analytial estimation of the ritial point for the
synhronization transition. For this purpose Kuramoto looked for stationary
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Figure 8.1: Dynamial patterns of a set of N = 100 globally oupled osillators.
A random set of initial onditions were onsidered lying on the unit irle, θi(0) ∈
[−π, π], and the natural frequenies are uniformly distributed between ωi ∈ [−0.5, 0.5].
Starting from an unoupled system K = 0 (r = 0.089) the oupling is adiabatially
inreased letting the system reah the equilibrium for every value of K where r is
omputed. For every pattern we have K = 0.2 (r = 0.109), K = 0.4 (r = 0.240), K =
0.6 (r = 0.648) and K = 1.0 (r = 0.962) where the system reahes the synhronized
state (note that the frequeny of this synhronized state is seen to be ωsync ≃ 2π·10−3,
i.e. nearly zero as the mean value for the natural frequeny distribution onsidered).
solutions where r(t) is onstant and φ(t) rotates uniformly around the unit
irle with frequeny Ω. Then it is possible to take a rotating frame of frequeny
Ω and x the phases origin so that φ = 0. With these assumptions eq. (8.6)
take the form
θ˙i = ωi −Kr sin θi (i = 1, ...,N) . (8.7)
In the above expression it is lear that the osillators are ompletely indepen-
dent, although their dynamis should be onsistent with the presribed values
of r and φ. Equation (8.7) admits two solutions depending on the relative
size of the natural frequenies |ωi| with respet to the prefator Kr. Those
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osillators suh that |ωi| ≤ Kr evolve to a stable xed point so that
ωi = Kr sin θi , (8.8)
with |θi| ≤ π/2 to ensure stability. These osillators are alled loked sine their
phases evolve oherently following a well dened frequeny Ω in the original
referene system. On the other hand if |ωi| > Kr the orresponding osillators
are drifting and rotate around the unit irle in a non-regular fashion. The
existene of these osillators seems to ontradit the assumptions of stationary
harater of r(t) and the regular motion of φ. However, it an be found ertain
onditions so that the ompatibility is fullled [311℄. In partiular, it is enough
to assume that the osillators phase distribution is stationary in order to the
assure the stationary state onditions.
Now we ompute the value of r. Taking into aount that φ = 0 one
obtains r · exp(iφ) = r = 1/N∑j exp(iθi) = 〈exp(iθ)〉. The latter average an
be deomposed into the following two ontributions
r = 〈exp(iθ)〉
lok
+ 〈exp(iθ)〉
drift
, (8.9)
from the loked and drifting osillators. For the rst average one obtains that
〈exp(iθ)〉
lok
= 〈cos θ〉
lok
sine for the loked solutions relation (8.8) holds and
hene the ontributions for the osillators with natural frequeny ω anels
with the orresponding to those with −ω due to the presribed symmetry
g(ω) = g(−ω). Then,
〈exp(iθ)〉
lok
= 〈cos θ〉
lok
=
∫ Kr
−Kr
cos [θ(ω)] g(ω) dω , (8.10)
where θ(ω) is impliitly dened by eq. (8.8). Changing the variable ω to θ
using eq. (8.8) in the above expression one nally obtains
〈exp(iθ)〉
lok
=
∫ π/2
−π/2
cos2(θ) g(Kr sin θ) dθ . (8.11)
The ontribution to r from the drifting osillators, 〈exp(iθ)〉
drift
, is seen to
vanish invoking symmetry arguments [311℄ and hene the ontrol parameter r
is equal to the right side of eq. (8.11)
r = Kr
∫ π/2
−π/2
cos2(θ) g(Kr sin θ) dθ . (8.12)
This equation has always r = 0 as a solution (whih orresponds to the ino-
herent system). A seond solution for r 6= 0 is possible if the following relation
holds
1 = K
∫ π/2
−π/2
cos2(θ) g(Kr sin θ) dθ . (8.13)
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This will our for K > Kc so that the threshold value Kc orresponds to the
ritial point where oherene appears, r → 0+. Then one nds
Kc =
2
πg(0)
(8.14)
for the ritial oupling. The behaviour of the system's oherene near the
ritial point r ≪ 1 an be obtained expanding g(Kr sin θ) up to seond order
yielding
r ≃
(√
16
−πg′′(0)K4c
)
(K −Kc)
1
2 , (8.15)
where the mean eld harater of the model beomes evident.
8.1.2 Synhronization in omplex networks
The Kuramoto mean-eld approah to synhronization was a great break-
through for the understanding of the emergene of synhronization in large
populations of osillators. However, we are aware that a large amount of real
systems do not show a homogeneous pattern of interonnetions among their
parts. That is, the underlying struture is not ompatible with the original
assumption of the Kuramoto model. Moreover, it is not even well desribed by
random patterns of interonnetions in the vast majority of systems. There-
fore, the mean-eld approah requires of several onstraints that are not usu-
ally fullled in real systems like natural[262, 313℄, soial [148℄ and tehnologial
[143, 314℄ ones. The study of proesses taking plae on top of omplex net-
works with sale-free harater has led to reonsider lassial results obtained
for regular latties or random graphs due to the radial hanges of the system's
dynamis when the heterogeneity of omplex networks an not be negleted. It
is then natural to investigate how synhronization phenomena in real systems
are aeted by the omplex topologial patterns of interation. This is not
an easy task, as one has to deal with two soures of omplexity, the nonlinear
harater of the dynamis and highly non trivial omplex strutures, whih are
usually presented to us in an entangled way. In fat, in 1998 Watts and Stro-
gatz in an eort for understanding the synhronization of riket hirps, whih
show a high degree of oordination over long distanes as though the insets
where invisibly" onneted, end up with a seminal paper about the small-
world eet that was the seed of the modern theory of omplex networks [155℄.
Nevertheless, the understanding of the synhronization dynamis in omplex
networks remains a hallenge.
Let us fous again on the paradigmati Kuramoto model. In order to
manage with the KM on top of omplex topologies we reformulate eq. (8.4) to
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the form
dθi
dt
= ωi +
∑
j
ΛijAij sin(θj − θi) (i = 1, ..., N) , (8.16)
where ωi stands for its natural frequeny, Λij is the oupling strength between
pairs of onneted osillators and Aij is the onnetivity matrix (Aij = 1
if i is linked to j and 0 otherwise). The original Kuramoto model studied
above assumed mean-eld interations so that Aij = 1,∀i 6= j (all-to-all) and
Λij = K/N,∀i, j.
The rst problem when dealing with the KM in omplex networks is the
denition of the dynamis. In the seminal paper by Kuramoto [311℄, eq. (8.4),
the oupling term in the right hand side of eq. (8.16) is an intensive magni-
tude. The dependene on the number of osillators N is avoided by hoosing
Λij =
K
N . This presription turns out to be essential for the analysis of the
system in the thermodynami limit N → ∞. However, hoosing Λij = KN the
dynamis of the KM in a omplex network beomes dependent on N . There-
fore, in the thermodynami limit, the oupling term tends to zero exept for
those nodes with a degree that sales with N 1. A seond presription onsists
of taking Λij =
K
ki
(where ki is the degree of node i) so that Λij is a weighted
interation fator that also makes intensive the right hand side of eq. (8.16).
This form has been used to solve the paradox of heterogeneity that states that
the heterogeneity in the degree distribution, whih often redues the average
distane between nodes, may suppress synhronization in networks of osilla-
tors oupled symmetrially with uniform oupling strength [316℄. One should
onsider this result arefully beause it refers to the stability of the fully syn-
hronized state (see below) not to the whole evolution of synhronization in the
network. More important, the inlusion of weights in the interation strongly
aets the original KM dynamis in omplex networks beause it imposes a
dynami homogeneity that mask the topologial heterogeneity of the network.
Finally, the presription Λij = K [315, 317, 318℄, whih may seem more appro-
priate, also presents some oneptual problems beause the sum in the right
hand side of eq. (8.16) ould eventually diverge in the thermodynami limit if
synhronization is ahieved.
To our understand, the most aurate interpretation of the KM dynamis in
omplex networks should preserve the essential fat of treating the heterogene-
ity of the network independently of the interation dynamis, and at the same
time, should remain alulable in the thermodynami limit. Taking into a-
ount these fators, the interation Λij in omplex networks should be inversely
1
Note that this is only possible in networks with power-law degree distributions, but with
a very small probability as P (k) ∼ k−γ with γ > 0. In these ases, mean-eld solutions
independent on N are reovered, with slight dierenes in the onset of synhronization of
all-to-all and sale-free networks [315℄.
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proportional to the largest degree of the system Λij =
K
kmax
= λ keeping in
this way the original formulation of the KM valid in the thermodynami limit
(in SF networks kmax ∼ N1/(γ−1)). In addition, the same order parameter, eq.
(8.5), an be used to desribe the oherene of the synhronized state. Sine
kmax is onstant for a given network, the physial meaning of this presription
is a re-saling of the time units involved in the dynamis. Note, however, that
for a proper omparison of the synhronizability of dierent omplex networks,
the global and loal measures of oherene should be represented aording to
their respetive time sales. Therefore, given two omplex networks A and B
with kmax = kA and kmax = kB respetively, the omparison between observ-
ables must be done for the same eetive oupling
KA
kA
= KBkB = λ. With this
formulation in mind eq. (8.16) redues to
dθi
dt
= ωi + λ
∑
j
Aij sin(θj − θi) (i = 1, ..., N) , (8.17)
independently of the spei topology of the network. This allow us to study
the dynamis of eq. (8.17) over dierent topologies in order to ompare the
results and report properly the interplay between topology and dynamis for
what onerns to synhronization.
In reent years, sientists have addressed the problem of synhronization
on omplex networks apitalizing on the Master Stability Funtion (MSF) for-
malism [319℄ whih allows to study the stability of the fully synhronized state
[316, 320326℄. The MSF is simply the result of a linear stability analysis for
a ompletely synhronized system. Although we are not going to make use of
the MSF along the forthoming setions, let us briey summarize the basis of
this tehnique for the sake of ompleteness.
Consider a general system of N oupled dynamial systems for the n-
dimensional variables {xi} (i = 1, ...,N) of the form
x˙i = F(xi) + λ
N∑
j=1
LijH(xj) (i = 1, ..., N) , (8.18)
where F : Rn → Rn is the isolated n-dimensional dynamial system, λ is the
oupling strength, Lij is the N ×N Laplaian matrix fullling
∑
j Lij = 0 and
H : Rn → Rn is an output funtion that aounts for the mutual inuene of
the dynamial states of two oupled dynamial systems. The above equations
an be written in a more ompat form
x˙ = [IN ⊗ F+ λ · L⊗H](x) , (8.19)
where IN is the N × N identity matrix and ⊗ is the diret produt. The
evolution of a small perturbation around any solution of the above system
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will be governed by the linearized equations around the orresponding solution
from whih one an ompute the Floquet and Lyapunov exponents (see Ap-
pendix B). However, if the whole system displays synhronous dynamis one
has xi = xj ∀i, j and it implies some simpliations about the linear stability
analysis. Sine the Jaobians DF and DH that appear in the linearized equa-
tions are the same for every n-dimensional tangent subspae orresponding to
perturbations of single n − dimensional variables xi (i = 1, ...,N) one an
eetively deouple the stability analysis of the N dynamial system. For this
purpose diagonalizing the N×N Laplaian matrix, and alling γi (i = 1, ...,N)
its eigenvalues, one arrives to a set of N n-dimensional systems of equations
ξ˙i = [DF+ λγiDH]ξi (i = 1, ...,N) (8.20)
with the same funtional form. The similarity of these n-dimensional systems
of equations, derived from the the symmetry of the synhronized solution, leads
to formulate the general problem of nding the maximum eigenvalue, Λ of the
generi equation
y˙ = [DF+ (a+ ib)DH]y (i = 1, ...,N) (8.21)
as a funtion of a and b. The above equation is the so-alled Master Stability
Equation and the surfae, Λ(a, b) generated by the solutions orrespond to the
Master Stability Funtion. By means of this surfae, that only depends on the
partiular equations for the isolated dynamial systems and the form of the
oupling between them, one an ompute the maximum Lyapunov exponents
for eah Laplaian eigenvetor γi (i = 1, ...,N), that would depend on the un-
derlying topology employed, and hene obtain the stability of the synhronized
state over the omplex network struture.
While the MSF approah is useful to get a rst insight into what is going
on in the system as far as the stability of the synhronized state is onerned,
it tells nothing about how synhronization is attained and whether or not the
system under study exhibits a ritial point similar to the original KM. To
this end, one must rely on numerial alulations and explore the entire phase
diagram. Surprisingly, there are only a few works that have dealt with the
study of the whole synhronization dynamis in spei senarios [317, 327
329℄ as ompared with those where the MSF is used, given that the onset of
synhronization is reaher in its behavioral repertoire than the state of omplete
synhronization. In the following setions we will study this point using the KM
model on top of dierent substrate topologies in order to get insight about the
role of the strutural properties on the route towards omplete synhronization.
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8.2 Synhronization in loal sale-free networks
In this setion, we take a further step in the detailed haraterization of the
phase diagram and speially, in the desription of the dynamial behavior
at the onset of synhronization in SF networks. By performing a standard
nite size saling analysis, we show that the loal topology aets the ritial
properties of the dynamis, though it is less pronouned that what one may
expet a priori. We apitalize on the network model reported in setion 5.3
that keeps the power-law exponent xed while varying the lustering oeient
and the average path length. This model was already used in setion 6.2.2 for
studying the role of the loal topology when studying tra dissemination.
Let us rst review the main features of the model. Roughly speaking, the
model mimis the situation in whih new nodes are attahed to an existing
ore or network but without having knowledge of the whole topology. The
model generates a one parameter family of networks labeled by µ ∈ [0, 1] that
measures the degree of knowledge that is applied when preferential attahment
is performed during the network growth. Then, the limit µ→ 1 assumes global
knowledge an thus it reovers the BA network. On the other hand, µ → 0
implies extremely loal knowledge and the resulting networks while displaying
a sale-free struture (the exponent γ of the power-law degree distribution is the
same, i.e. γ = 3, regardless of the value of µ) are very large (large values of 〈L〉)
and highly lustered ompared to BA networks. Both magnitudes, lustering
oeient 〈c〉 and average path length 〈L〉, inrease as µ dereases from 1 to 0
(see gures 7.4 and ??). Remind that the larger variations orrespond to the
lustering oeient (a fator greater than 4 as ompared to a fator lose to 2
for 〈L〉) and that it is the rst property that deviates from the BA limit while
〈L〉 holds up lose to similar values to that of the BA limit up to small values
of µ, where 〈L〉 raises at a higher rate than 〈c〉.
We will onsider the Kuramoto model (8.17) disussed in the last setion
and employ the ontrol parameter r introdued above to measure the degree
of synhronization as a funtion of the oupling strength λ and the topology
parameter µ.
In order to inspet how the dynamis of the N osillators depends on
the underlying topology, we have performed extensive numerial simulations
of the model. Starting from λ = 0, we inrease at small intervals its value.
The natural frequenies ωi and the initial values of θi are randomly drawn
from a uniform distribution in the interval (−1/2, 1/2) and (−π, π), respe-
tively. Then, we integrate the equations of motion eq. (8.17) using a 4th order
Runge-Kutta method over a suiently large period of time to ensure that the
system reahes the stationary state, where the order parameter r is omputed.
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Figure 8.2: Order parameter r as a funtion of λ for dierent values of µ as indiated.
The network parameters are N = 1000 and 〈k〉 = 6.
The proedure is repeated gradually inreasing λ for every network realization
labeled by µ. All the results are averaged over at least 100 realizations.
The results for r versus the ontrol parameter λ are shown in gure 8.2 for
several networks haraterized by dierent values of µ. For all values of µ, when
the oupling is inreased from small values, the inoherent solution prevails
and marosopi synhronization is not attained. This behavior persists until
a ertain ritial value λc(µ) is rossed. At this point some elements lok their
relative phase and synhronized lusters of nodes appear. This onstitutes
the onset of synhronization. Beyond this value, the population of osillators
splits into a partially synhronized state ontributing to r and a group of
nodes whose natural frequenies are too spread as to be part of the oherent
pak. Finally, after further inreasing the value of λ, more and more nodes get
entrained around the mean phase and the system settles down in a ompletely
synhronized state where r ≈ 1.
A omparison between the results for dierent values of µ (and thus dif-
ferent 〈c〉 and 〈L〉 values) indiate several interesting features of the synhro-
nization proess. First, it is remarkable that when the lustering oeient
inreases, the system reahes omplete synhronization at higher values of the
oupling. This result agrees with the results reported in [328℄, where a dierent
network model able to generate topologies with a tunable lustering oeient
was implemented.
At this point, one may ask whether the eets are only due to the inuene
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of 〈c〉 or to the inrease of the average path length 〈L〉 (note that the model
implemented in [328℄ does not explore this possibility). Unfortunately, the two
fators are generally linked together so they an not be onsidered separately.
However, a loser look at gures 7.4 and ?? reveals that there is a region
of the parameter µ where the lustering oeient grows while the average
shortest path length remains almost onstant. This orresponds to the interval
0.4 ≤ µ ≤ 1.0 approximately. Going bak to gure 8.2, the behaviour of
r in this interval of µ reveals that synhronization is almost unaeted. In
fat, the r(λ) urves lie slightly above that orresponding to the BA limit.
Therefore, though the above omparison is not onlusive, it seems that the
delayed transition to omplete synhronization is mainly due to the eet of
the inrease in 〈L〉 at smaller values of µ rather than to the inrease in 〈c〉.
This onlusion is further supported by a diret omparison of the results in
gure 8.2 with those reported in [328℄, where the authors explored a region
with higher values of 〈c〉 (up to 0.7) and the prole of r(λ) is almost the same
as ours.
The seond region of interest is the onset of synhronization. From gure
8.2, it is diult to eluidate how the ritial point for the BA limit ompares
with those at values of µ < 1. At rst glane, it seems that λc(µ) shifts
rightward as the parameter µ is dereased below 1. However, a more detailed
analysis shows that it is indeed the ontrary. To this end, we have performed
a nite size saling analysis that allows to determine the ritial points λc(µ).
We assume a saling relation of the form
r = N−αf
[
Nβ(λ− λc)
]
, (8.22)
where f(x) is a universal saling funtion bounded as x → ±∞ and α and
β are ritial exponents to be determined. The estimation of λc an then be
done by plotting Nαr as a funtion of λ and tuning α for several system sizes
N until the urves ross at a single point, the ritial one.
The results of the FSS analysis are shown in gure 8.3 for dierent values
of µ (from top to bottom and from left to right µ = 0.05, 0.15, 0.50, 0.60).
The insets show a blow-up around the ritial points λc(µ). Although the
dierenes in the ritial points at dierent values of µ are small, they are
ertainly distinguishable. In fat, the higher the value of µ, the higher the
ritial point. That is, when the lustering oeient and the average path
length grow with respet to the BA network, the onset of synhronization is
antiipated. Moreover, taking into aount that the inrease in 〈L〉 is likely to
inhibit synhronization, one may hypothesize that the eets of the lustering
oeient prevail in this region of the parameter λ. To hek this hypothesis,
we have also inluded in gure 8.3 the analysis performed for µ = 0.50 and µ =
0.60. As pointed out before, for these values, the dierenes an only arise from
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Figure 8.3: Finite size saling analysis for several values of µ. From top to bottom
and from left to right the values of µ are: 0.05, 0.15, 0.50 and 0.60. In eah panel, it is
represented the resaled order parameter against the ontrol parameter λ. The insets
are a zoom to the regions around the ritial points λc(µ). The data are averaged over
at least 100 realizations for eah value of λ. The sizes of the networks, the ritial
points λc(µ) at whih the onset of synhronization takes plae, as well as the values of
the ritial exponents α are those indiated in the plots. See the main text for more
details.
the variations of the lustering oeient as the average path length remains
onstant in this region of the parameter µ. The ritial points, although very
lose to eah other, are learly dierent. Therefore, the main ontribution to
the onset of synhronization at low values of λ omes from the raising of the
lustering oeient.
Rounding o, the results point to a nontrivial dependene between the
lustering oeient and the average path length, and the synhronization
patterns of phase osillators. Separately, the onset of synhronization seems to
be mainly determined by 〈c〉, promoting synhronization at low values of the
oupling strength with respet to networks not showing high levels of stru-
tural lustering. On the other hand, when the oupling is inreased beyond the
ritial point, the eet of 〈L〉 dominates and the phase diagram is smoothed
out (a sort of strething), delaying the appearane of the fully synhronized
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state. These results onrm and omplement those antiipated in [328℄ and
show that general statements about synhronizability using the MSF are mis-
leading. Whether or not a system is more or less synhronizable than others
showing distint strutural properties is depends on the region of the phase
diagram in whih the system operates.
With this rst study we have shown that synhronizability of omplex
networks is dependent on the eetive oupling λ among osillators, and on
the properties of the underlying network: For small values of λ, the inoherent
solution r = 0 rst destabilizes as the lustering oeient is higher, while the
oherent solution r = 1 is promoted when both the strutural lustering and
the average path length are small.
8.3 Homogeneous versus heterogeneous topologies
The results obtained in the above setion shed light about the inuene of
the interations topology on the route to synhronization. However, in this
study at least two parameters (lustering and average path length) vary along
the studied family of networks. This paired evolution, although yielding a in-
teresting interplay between the two topologial parameters, made diult to
distinguish what eets were due to one or other fators. The family of net-
works used in the present setion are omparable in their lustering, average
distane and orrelations so that the only dierene relies on the degree dis-
tribution, ranging from a Poissonian type to a sale-free distribution. In this
sense, the obtained results are as far reahing as the highly alaimed ones
obtained for perolation and epidemi spreading on top of homogeneous or
heterogeneous graphs, where the radial dierenes are rooted in the topology
of the underlying networks.
The main goal of this setion is to srutinize and ompare the synhroniza-
tion patterns in Erdös-Rényi (ER) and sale-free (SF) networks. These kinds
of synhronization patterns have been observed in the all-to-all KM model for
broadly heterogeneous (in natural frequenies) populations of osillators[330℄,
however, those reported in this setion are shown to be intrinsially related to
the underlying topologial struture and hene of importane for the struture-
funtion problem. For this purpose we make use of the model presented in
setion 5.4 that allows a smooth interpolation between these two important
topologies. Besides, we introdue a new parameter for haraterizing the syn-
hronization paths in order to unravel their dierenes. The results reveal that
the synhronizability of these networks does depend on the oupling between
units, and hene, that general statements about their synhronizability are
eventually misleading. Moreover, we show that even in the inoherent solu-
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tion, r = 0, the system is self-organizing towards synhronization. We will
analyze in detail how this self-organization is attained.
The rst studies about the onset of synhronization in SF networks [317℄
revealed some important dierenes from the behaviour observed from purely
random networks as ER graphs. The main dierene relied on the great ten-
deny of SF networks to synhronizability, whih is revealed by a non-zero but
very small ritial value λc. Besides, it was observed that at the synhronized
state, r = 1, hubs are extremely robust to perturbations sine the reovery
time of a node as a funtion of its degree follows a power law with exponent
−1. These ndings point out that the speial arhiteture of SF networks en-
hanes the synhronizability both at its onset and at the oherent regime. In
this sense, it is interesting to haraterize the roots of this dierent behaviour
omparing it to that observed for ER graphs.
We rst onentrate in global synhronization for the Kuramoto model
(8.17). For this we follow the evolution of the order parameter r, eq. (8.5),
as λ inreases, to apture the global oherene of the synhronization in net-
works. We will perform this analysis on the family of networks generated with
the model introdued in setion 5.4. This model generates a one-parameter
family of networks labeled by α ∈ [0, 1]. The parameter α measures the degree
of heterogeneity of the nal networks so that α = 0 orrespond to the hetero-
geneous BA network and α = 1 to homogeneous ER graphs. For intermediate
values of α one obtains networks that has been grown ombining both prefer-
ential attahment and homogeneous random linking so that eah mehanism is
hosen with probabilities (1−α) and α respetively. It is worth stressing that
the growth mehanism preserves the total number of links, Nl, and nodes, N ,
for a proper omparison between dierent values of α. We will onsider the
variant A of the model sine with this formulation the interpolation in terms
of the degree distribution is seen to be smoother than in the seond variant of
the model (see gure 5.18).
The urves r(λ) for several network topologies ranging from ER to SF are
shown in gure 8.4. We have performed extensive numerial simulations of eq.
(8.17) for eah network substrate starting from λ = 0 and inreasing it up to
λ = 0.4 with δλ = 0.02. A large number (at least 500) of dierent network
realizations and initial onditions were onsidered for every value of λ in order
to obtain an aurate phase diagram of the synhronization onset. As in the
previous setion the natural frequenies ωi and the initial values of θi were
randomly drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval (−1/2, 1/2) and
(−π, π), respetively.
Figure 8.4 reveals the dierenes in the ritial behaviour as a funtion of
the substrate heterogeneity. The global oherene of the synhronized state,
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Figure 8.4: Global synhronization urves r(λ) for dierent network topologies labeled
by α (α = 0 orresponds to the BA limit and α = 1 to ER graphs). The network
sizes are N = 104 and 〈k〉 = 6 (Nl = 3 · 104).
represented by r, shows that the onset of synhronization rst ours for SF
networks. As the network substrate beomes more homogeneous the ritial
point λc shifts to larger values and the system seems to be less synhronizable.
On the other hand, it is also lear that the route to omplete synhroniza-
tion, r = 1, is faster for homogeneous networks. That is, when λ > λc(α) the
rate growth of r grows with α. In order to inspet in more details the ritial
parameters of the system dynamis we proeed as in the previous setion by
following a nite size saling proedure. This allows to determine with prei-
sion the urve λc(α) and study the ritial behaviour near the synhronization
transition. A detailed analysis performed for both SF and ER topologies shows
that the ritial value of the eetive oupling, λc, orresponds in sale-free
networks to λSFc = 0.05(1), and in random networks to λ
ER
c = 0.122(2), a-
ordingly with gure 8.4. In both ases, the transition strongly realls the
lassial transition of the original KM [311℄ with a ritial exponent near 0.5
(0.46(2) for the SF network [317℄).
The dierenes between ER and SF topologies observed when looking at
global patterns of synhronization motivate a more detailed study of the syn-
hronization onset for both topologies. The original work by Kuramoto pointed
out that at the onset of synhronization small lusters of loked osillators
emerge and that the reruitment of more osillators into these lusters as the
oupling is inreased makes larger the global oherene r of the system. Obvi-
ously the emergene of these lusters would depend on the underlying topology
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whih drives the possible ongurations that loked osillators would eventu-
ally form. In order to inspet how this initial oherene is ahieved we propose
a new order parameter, rlink. This parameter measures the loal onstrution
of the synhronization patterns and allows for the exploration of how global
synhronization is ahieved. Then we dene
rlink =
1
2Nl
∑
i
∑
j∈Γi
∣∣∣∣ lim∆t→∞ 1∆t
∫ tr+∆t
tr
ei[θi(t)−θj(t)]dt
∣∣∣∣ , (8.23)
being Γi the set of neighbours of node i. The parameter rlink measures the
fration of all possible links that are synhronized in the network. The aver-
aging time ∆t should be taken large enough in order to obtain good measures
of the degree of oherene between eah pair of physially onneted nodes.
Besides, rlink is omputed after the system relaxes at some large time tr.
In gure 8.5 we represent the evolution of both order parameters, r and
rlink, as a funtion of the oupling strength λ for both ER and SF networks.
The behaviour of rlink shows a hange in synhronizability between ER and
SF and provides additional information to that reported by r. Interestingly,
the nonzero values of rlink for λ ≤ λc indiate the existene of some loal
synhronization patterns even in the regime of global inoherene (r ≈ 0).
Right at the onset of synhronization for the SF network, its rlink value deviates
from that of the ER reovering the known result about the synhronization
of SF networks for lower values of the oupling. In this region, while the
synhronization patterns ontinue to grow for the ER network at the same
rate, the formation of loally synhronized strutures ours at a faster rate
in the SF network. Finally, when the inoherent solution in the ER network
destabilizes, the growing in its synhronization pattern inreases drastially
up to values of rlink omparable to those obtained in SF networks and even
higher.
The results in terms of rlink show again that statements about synhro-
nizability are dependent on the oupling strength value. Additionally, the
previous disussion suggests that synhronization is attained following two dif-
ferent paths that depend on the underlying topology. To shed new light on this
phenomenon, we have studied the harateristis of the synhronization pat-
terns along the evolution of rlink. Following the usual piture synhronization
patterns are formed by pairs of osillators, physially onneted, whose phase
dierene in the stationary state tends to zero. In order to determine whih
pairs of nodes are truly synhronized we have to determine the oherene of
their dynamis. Note that eq.(8.23) is the average dynamial oherene be-
tween every pair of linked nodes and then the synhronization degree of every
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Figure 8.5: Evolution of (a), the KM order parameter dened in eq. (8.5), and (b)
the fration of synhronized links rlink, eq. (8.23), as a funtion of λ. The urves
separate when the inoherent solution for SF networks destabilizes. The gure learly
illustrates that the synhronizability of the networks does depend on the value of the
oupling strength. Both plots are represented for Erdös-Rényi (ER) and sale-free
(SF) networks as indiated. The size of the networks is N = 103 and their average
degree is 〈k〉 = 6. The exponent of the SF network is γ = −3.
pair of onneted osillators an be written in terms of a symmetri matrix
Dij = Aij
∣∣∣∣ lim∆t→∞ 1∆t
∫ tr+∆t
tr
ei[θi(t)−θj (t)]dt
∣∣∣∣ . (8.24)
Then one has to analyze eah matrix term Dij in order to label a link (i, j)
as synhronized or not. As introdued above, from the omputation of rlink
one determines the fration of physial links that are synhronized so that one
would expet that 2rlink · Nl elements of the matrix D are Dij = 1, while
the remaining elements are Dij = 0. However, this is not the real situation
sine the network dynamis is not well dened in terms of a fully synhro-
nized luster and a set of ompletely inoherent osillators. On the other hand
the worst senario would be found if there were 2Nl elements of matrix D so
that Dij = rlink, implying that all the physially onneted pairs are equally
synhronized and hene the parameter rlink ould not be interpreted as the
fration of links that are dynamially oherent and no information about the
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of the matrix D are ordered from
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rankij = Nl. The network is SF
with N = 103 and 〈k〉 = 6. The
two urves orrespond to λ = 0.05
(onset of synhrony) and λ = 0.13
with rlink ≃ 0.25 and 0.82 respe-
tively for these two partiular re-
alizations. The thik regions of
the urves orrespond to the links
hosen in order to reonstrut the
synhronized luster.
topologial patterns of synhronization ould be extrated from matrix D. The
situation found is not as simple as the former possibility and not so dramati
as the latter. In gure 8.6 the ontributions Dij of the Nl elements of matrix
D that orresponds to physial links are plotted ordered from the highest to
the lowest one. The two situations plotted orrespond to the onset of synhro-
nization (λ = 0.05) and when high global oherene (λ = 0.13) is observed for
a SF network. As an be observed for the onset of synhronization, a subset
of nearly 20% of links displaying oherent dynamis with high degree of syn-
hronization, Dij > 0.8, is well separated from the behaviour of the remaining
links as the dramati derease of Dij reveals for the remaining 80% of links.
In this sense, it is lear that the dynamis of a 20% of the possible pairs an
be regarded as synhronized whih is in agreement with the obtained value
rlink = 0.25 for λ = 0.05 and hene supporting that although marosopi
oherene is not observed (r ≃ 0 at this point) the system is seen to walk
towards it. For the urve orresponding to λ = 0.13 a plateau of nearly 75% of
links is observed, thus revealing the high degree of global oherene, r ≃ 0.7,
at this point. As a onlusion, the shape of both urves allows to interpret
rlink as the fration of synhronized links and thus to obtain information about
synhronized patterns from D.
In order to determine exatly whih pairs of nodes are regarded as synhro-
nized, matrix D is thus ltered using a threshold T suh that the fration of
synhronized pairs equals rlink. In this way T is a moving threshold so that if
Dij > T osillators i and j are onsidered synhronized. The value of T de-
pends on the partiular realization and is determined by means of an iterative
sheme starting from T = 1 and dereasing it with δT = 0.01 one omputes
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Figure 8.7: Size of largest synhronized onneted omponent (GC) and number of
synhronized onneted omponents (Nc), as a funtion of λ (left) and rlink (right)
for the dierent topologies onsidered. Small values of rlink orrespond to values of
λ for whih r ≈ 0. Despite r being vanishing and hene no global synhronization
is yet attained, a signiant number of lusters show up. This indiates that for any
λ > 0 the system self-organizes towards marosopi synhronization. The network
parameters are as in gure 8.5
the amount of links that fullls the ondition. Dereasing progressively the
value of T more pairs of osillators are hosen and the proess is stopped when
the value of T is suh that the fration of hosen links is equal to the desired
value rlink previously omputed from D. When the synhronized links are
identied the lusters of synhronized nodes are reonstruted. In gure 8.6
the hosen links aording to the orresponding values of rlink are those lying
in the thiker part of both urves.
In gure 8.7 we represent the number of synhronized lusters and the size
of the largest one (GC) as a funtion of λ and rlink for ER and SF networks.
The loal information extrated from it unveils an astonishing and novel feature
of the synhronization proess that an not be derived from gures 8.4 and
8.5, and that in some sense is ounterintuitive. The emergene of lusters of
synhronized pairs of osillators (links) in the networks shows that for values of
λ ≤ λSFc , i.e., still in the inoherent solution r = 0, both kind of networks have
developed a largest luster of synhronized pairs of osillators involving 50%
of the nodes of the network, and an equal number of smaller synhronization
lusters. From this point on, in the SF network the GC grows and the number
of smaller lusters goes down, whereas for the ER network the growth explodes.
These results indiate that although SF networks present more oherene in
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terms of r and rlink, the mirosopi evolution of the synhronization patterns
is faster in ER networks, being these networks far more loally synhronizable
than the heterogeneous ones.
The observed dierenes in the behaviour at a loal sale are rooted in
the growth of the GC. It turns out that for the ER networks, many dierent
lusters of synhronized pairs of osillators (note in gure 8.7 the large number
of lusters formed when a 15% of the links are synhronized) merge together
to form a GC when the eetive oupling is inreased. The oalesene of
many small lusters leads to a giant omponent of synhronized pairs that is
almost the size of the system one the inoherent state destabilizes. On the
other hand, this is not anymore the ase for SF networks, where osillators are
inorporated slowly to the GC pratially one-by-one (forming new pairs) in
terms of λ (or rlink), but starting from a ore made up of half the nodes of the
network. As a onlusion, while for ER network the ollapse at λc of the small
lusters of synhronized nodes that have been grown when r = 0 is the root
of the fast inrease of the global oherene, for SF the proess is desribed as
a slow and progressive growth as the oupling is inreased of an initial ore of
synhronized nodes.
The above piture is onrmed in gure 8.8, where we have represented the
evolution of loal synhronization patterns in ER and SF networks for several
values of λ. It is lear that when r ≃ 0 the two networks follow dierent
Figure 8.8: Synhronized lusters for several values of λ for the two dierent topologies
studied (ER and SF). These networks are made up of 100 nodes, in order to have a
sizeable piture of the system. The evolution of loal synhronization patterns is
always agglomerative, however, it follows two dierent routes. In the ER ase, the
growth of the GC proeeds by aggregation of small lusters of synhronized nodes,
while for the SF network the entral ore groups the smaller lusters around it.
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Figure 8.9: (Left) Evolution of the ontrol parameters r and rlink as a funtion of
the oupling strength for networks generated with the model introdued in setion ()
orresponding to α = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0. (Right) Evolution of the number of
synhronized lusters Nc and the synhronized giant omponent size GC as a funtion
of rlink for the same topologies. The network parameters are the same as in gure
8.5.
paths toward synhronization as an be observed for λ = 0.05 where for the
ER network three lusters of synhronized nodes of similar size appear while
for the SF network a unique large luster is present. The oalesene of the
synhronized patterns for the ER is lear at λ = 0.07 2 and orresponds to
the emergene of the global oherene of the system. On the other hand, for
the SF network the unique luster suers a smooth growth by adding new
synhronized nodes to the giant luster.
This study about the patterns of self-organization towards synhroniza-
tion reveals that the quantitative dierene about the marosopi behaviour,
shown by the omputation of the evolution of the global oherene r for ER
and SF networks, has its roots on a qualitatively dierent route at the miro-
sopi level of desription. The use of the new parameter rlink whih involves
the omputation of the degree of oherene between eah pair of linked nodes
is a useful tool for desribing suh dierenes.
We have repeated analogous omputations using those networks that inter-
polate between ER and SF topologies. As expeted the behaviour of relevant
2
Note that the size of the network is relatively small (N = 100) and thus the ritial point
is shifted to lower values (λERc ≃ 0.07 in this ase) than that found using a FSS analysis.
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magnitudes suh as rlink, the number of synhronized lusters and the size
of the giant synhronized luster lies between the two limiting ases studied
above. In gure 8.9 we have plotted the evolution of these magnitudes for these
interpolating network topologies labeled with α. The results suggest that the
degree of heterogeneity of the network is the key ingredient to explain the two
dierent routes observed.
The tehnique developed for extrating the synhronization patterns allows
the analysis of the topologial features of suh lusters of nodes. Considering
as we did in last hapter 7 the emergent lusters of synhronized nodes and
links, we an ompute the average measures of relevant quantities suh as
the lustering oeient or the degree distribution, and see how these mag-
nitudes evolve from the unoupled limit, where no synhronization ours, to
the oherent regime where the synhronized network oinides with the un-
derlying substrate. It is then relevant to explore the regions where the onset
of synhronization takes plae and haraterize topologially these emergent
synhronized lusters.
In gure 8.10 the evolution of the lustering oeient, 〈c〉, of the giant
synhronized luster is plotted as a funtion of λ for the topologies orrespond-
ing to SF to ER networks. The results are illustrative, for these topologies the
lustering dereases as the oupling is inreased or, in other words, as the gi-
ant omponent grows by the addition of new synhronized nodes. However,
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Figure 8.10: Evolution of the lustering oeient of the giant synhronized luster,
〈c〉, as a funtion of λ for ER and SF network topologies (α = 0, and 1). Network
parameters are those used in gure 8.5.
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the eets of the two dierent routes to omplete synhronization observed for
ER and SF are well appreiated from the results. For SF networks there is a
smooth derease of the lustering oeient and the eets of the emergene
of global oherene for λ > λSFc = 0.05(1) are not dramati in what refers to
the behaviour of 〈c〉. That is, it takes too long in terms of λ to arrive to values
of the lustering similar to those of the substrate network. On the other hand,
for ER graphs the slow deay rate observed for λ < λERc = 0.122(2) when no
marosopi oherene is observed is interrupted by a sudden jump near their
ritial value. In fat, for λ > λc the lustering of the synhronized luster is
similar to that found for the substrate network. This eet beomes lear if
one has in mind the oalesene of small lusters, whih happens around the
ritial point for ER graphs. In fat, taking into aount the giant synhro-
nized omponent on ER for λ < λERc , implies to onsider one of the several
disjoint synhronized lusters of similar size that are in this region. Then, when
these lusters ollapse into a muh larger one the topologial features hange
dramatially as observed from the evolution of the lustering oeient. This
is not anymore the ase in SF where the topologial harateristis of the gi-
ant omponent hange smoothly as new nodes are dynamially attahed to the
omponent. The remaining urves orresponding to the interpolating networks
onnet these two dierent behaviours.
All the results reported above point out that the ultimate reason behind the
two dierent routes to omplete synhronization is the heterogeneous harater
of the SF network and the role played by the hubs. The natural ohesion that
hubs provide to SF network prevents the existene of independent marosopi
lusters of synhrony as ours for ER networks. It is then interesting to study
how these hubs partiipate in the formation of the nal synhronized state. For
this, we rst study the evolution with λ of the omposition of the synhronized
luster in terms of the degree of its omponents. In gure 8.11, we have plotted
the probability that a node with degree k belongs to the giant synhronized
luster as a funtion of its degree k and the oupling λ for the SF network.
This probability turns out to be an inreasing funtion of k for every value of
the oupling λ. Hene one an state that the more onneted a node is, the
more likely it takes part in the luster of synhronized links. In partiular,
the results onrm the hypothesis made above that the hubs partiipate from
the very beginning on the formation of the synhronized luster. Reently
[331℄, Zhou and Kurths have reported the study of hierarhial organization
in omplex networks, using the MSF and a mean-eld approah in the weak
oupling limit. Our results thus substantiate and generalize those about the
role of hubs in the synhronization proess presented in [331℄.
The above haraterization of the synhronized luster in terms of the de-
gree of its omponent should be ompleted studying their eetive degree, kint.
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Figure 8.11: The plot shows the orrelation between the likelihood that a node belongs
to the GC of pairs of synhronized osillators and its degree k as a funtion of the
oupling strength λ. This probability, PGC(k), is olor-oded as indiated in the right
panel. The gure onviningly demonstrates that highly onneted nodes are those
that reruit poorly onneted nodes as the GC grows. The network is SF and its
parameters are those used in gure 8.5.
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Figure 8.12: The plot shows the fration of links that a node with degree k belonging
to the synhronized luster shares with other nodes of the same synhronized luster.
This fration kint/k is plotted as a funtion of k and λ. The gure shows how the
hubs progressively inorporate their neighbours to the synhronized omponent as λ
grows. The network is SF with parameters as those used in gure 8.5.
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The eetive degree of a synhronized node is the number of links it shares
with other nodes belonging to the same synhronized luster. Obviously, at
the omplete synhronized regime a node with degree k will have kint = k.
We have plotted in gure 8.12 the quantity kint/k (the fration of links that
a node has with synhronized neighbours) as a funtion of λ and the degree
k of the nodes. The results reveal that although hubs are the rst to take
part of the synhronized luster, their neighbours are progressively inorpo-
rated to the luster as λ grows. Besides, if a node with small k is synhronized
the probability that its neighbours are also synhronized grows very fast with
λ whih is an eet of the network topology (this nodes in the BA network
are physially onneted to hubs with high probability). These results further
support the statement about the essential role played by hubs in the path to
synhronization in SF networks.
The results of this setion learly show that synhronizability of omplex
networks is dependent on the eetive oupling λ among osillators. For small
values of λ, SF networks outperform ER topologies, but the tendeny is re-
verted for intermediate to large values of the oupling. On the other hand, the
detailed analysis of evolution of patterns of synhronization showed that there
are two radially dierent mehanisms to attain synhronization. In the pres-
ene of hubs, a giant omponent of synhronized pairs of osillators forms and
grows by reruiting nodes linked to them. On the ontrary, in homogeneous
strutures, many small lusters rst appear and then group together through a
sharp merging proess. These results are in the same diretion of those found
for perolation and epidemi spreading (see setion 6.1.2) on top of homoge-
neous or heterogeneous graphs, where the radial dierenes of the system's
dynamis are found depending on the heterogeneity of the underlying networks,
demonstrating that the same behavior may hold for nonlinear dynamial sys-
tems oupled to omplex strutures. More importantly, the fat that the route
to omplete synhronization is radially dierent in homogeneous and hetero-
geneous networks, raises the question of its motivation in nature and shed
light on the struture-funtion interplay. Besides, the results open new paths
to larify how synhronization is attained in omplex topologies and give new
tools to analyze this ubiquitous phenomenon.
8.4 Synhronization in strutured networks
In the light of the results of the above setion we have extended the study
beyond unstrutured networks to strutured or modular networks. This is a
limiting situation in whih the loal struture may greatly aet dynamis,
irrespetive of whether or not we deal with homogeneous or heterogeneous
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networks and then they onstitute a perfet framework for testing the new
order parameter rlink introdued in the last setion.
Many omplex networks in nature are modular, i.e. omposed of ertain
subgraphs with dierentiated internal and external onnetivity that form om-
munities (see setion 5.1.4). The use of modular networks where a proper
omparison in synhronizability an be performed (same number of nodes and
links) restrits us to the onsideration of syntheti strutured networks. Then
we make use of a ommon benhmark of random network with ommunity
struture, rst proposed by Newman[332℄ onsidering one hierarhial level
and later extended to two hierarhial levels[329℄.
The modular network struture we build is as follows: in a set of N nodes,
we presribe n ompartments that will represent our rst ommunity organiza-
tional level, and m ompartments, eah one embedding four dierent ompart-
ments of the rst level, that dene the seond organizational level of the net-
work. The internal degree of nodes at the rst level zin1 and the internal degree
of nodes at the seond level zin2 keep an average degree zin1 + zin2 + zout = 〈k〉
so that these networks are stritly homogeneous in the sense of the degree
distribution , P (k) = δ(k − 〈k〉). Networks with two hierarhial levels are
labeled as zin1 - zin2 , e.g. a network with i-j means i links with the nodes
of its rst hierarhial ommunity level (more internal), j links with the rest
of ommunities that form the seond hierarhial level (more external) and
(〈k〉 − i− j) links with any ommunity of the rest of the network.
Synhronization proesses on top of modular networks of this type has been
reently studied as a mehanism for ommunity detetion [329℄. Starting from
a set of homogeneous (in terms of the natural frequenies) Kuramoto osilla-
tors with dierent initial onditions the system evolves after a transient of time
to the synhronized state. It has been shown that the ommunity struture is
progressively unveiled at the same time the system's dynamis evolve toward
the oherent state and the synhronization is attained. In partiular, the nodes
belonging to the rst ommunity level are the rst to get synhronized, subse-
quently the seond level nodes ahieve the frequeny entrainment and nally
the whole system shows global synhronization.
Here we adopt a dierent perspetive sine we will onsider as previously
a set of non-idential Kuramoto osillators with random assignment of natural
frequenies and hene the nal degree of system's synhronization will depend
on the strength of the oupling. It is then interesting to study how the de-
gree of synhronization evolves as a funtion of λ and whether the oherene
between nodes is progressively distributed following the hierarhy imposed by
the underlying topology. For this, we make use of the order parameters r, eq.
(8.5), and rlink, eq (8.23), to haraterize the synhronization transition on two
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Figure 8.13: Global and loal synhronization in modular networks. Evolution of (a),
r and (b), rlink as a funtion of λ for strutured modular networks. The networks
are synthetially built with an a priori ommunity struture. The network size is
256 nodes and the number of links is 4608. We presribe 16 ompartments that will
represent our rst ommunity organizational level, and four ompartments eah one
embedding four dierent ompartments of the above rst level, that dene the seond
organizational level of the network. Eah node has 18 links distributed between its
rst ommunity level, the seond, and the whole network at random. The network 13-
4 has 13 internal onnetions in its rst hierarhial level, 4 external onnetions in its
seond hierarhial level, and 1 onnetion with any other ommunity in the network.
The generation of the 15-2 struture is equivalent. The urves show that although
13-4 has always a better global synhronization, 15-2 has better loal synhronization
as shown by rlink.
slightly dierent modular networks with two well dened hierarhial levels,
13− 4 and 15− 2, being this dierene the ohesion of the internal ommunity
ore, 13 links out of 15 possible neighbors or 15 links (i.e., all-to-all) at the most
internal level. Both networks have N = 256 and 〈k〉 = 18. Figure 8.13 show
the results for both kinds of networks revealing that the path towards syn-
hronization as a funtion of the interation is again aeted by the struture.
They also show that the information provided by rlink is essential to unveil the
synhronization proess. While the global synhronization parameter r is re-
eting that the 13−4 struture globally synhronizes always better, rlink tells
us again about the loal synhronization. It shows that loal synhronization
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Figure 8.14: Synhronization patterns in a 15 − 2 modular network. We represent
the degree of synhronization between pairs of onneted nodes for several values
of the oupling λ in a 15 − 2 modular network (with two organizational levels) of
N = 256 nodes. The olor ode denotes the value of the averaged (over dierent
initial onditions) ltered matrix 〈Dij〉 ∈ [0, 1]. The values of the oupling are (from
left to right and top to bottom) λ = 0.0110, 0.0210, 0.0275, 0.0305, 0.0360, 0.0440 and
0.210 (orresponding to full synhronization). The pitures show that the order of
synhronization is given by the organizational levels. The rst ommunity level is the
rst one to get synhronized, subsequently, seond level nodes attain synhronization
for a larger value of λ and nally the full synhronized state is reahed when outer
links have 〈Dij〉 = 1.
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is indeed favored in the 15 − 2 struture sine rlink is larger for this topology
for small values of λ where the system is loally forming synhronized lusters.
This result, not aptured by the marosopi indiator r, is expeted sine the
internal ohesion of ommunities at the rst hierarhial level is larger for the
15-2 than for the 13-4. The evolution of rlink shows that when the oupling λ
is inreased the number of links synhronized in the 13 − 4 network beomes
larger than in the 15 − 2 struture revealing that omplete synhronization is
then favoured by the presene of more external links onneting the rst level
ommunities.
The inspetion of the synhronization path in modular networks an be
easily visualized by the representation of the ltered matrix D. It implies to
reassign the values of matrix D so that Dij = 1 if Dij > T Dij = 0 otherwise.
Plotting this ltered matrix for dierent values of the oupling λ one an
easily determine whih links are the rst to synhronize sine the form of the
adjaeny matrix A (that inludes all the physial links between nodes) is
also easy to interpret beause of its nested struture. Figure 8.14 shows how
the ommunity struture determines the internal organization of the system in
the route towards full synhronization for the 15 − 2 network. For this study
we have omputed the value of the ltered matrix D for a number of initial
onditions and then took its average value so that 〈Dij〉 ∈ [0, 1] aounts for the
synhronization strength of the network link (i, j). The results point out that
link synhronization depends on the organizational level they belong to. Those
onneting nodes belonging to the same rst level ommunity are the fastest
(in terms of the oupling strength λ) to reah full synhronization. For larger
values of λ full synhronization is attained progressively for the subsequent
organizational levels. Then, one an onlude that the inner the link is the
faster it gets synhronized in agreement with previous studies reported above
[329℄.
As a onlusion, the framework of strutured networks has provided a useful
benhmark for testing the validity of the new parameter rlink and the infor-
mation obtained from the omputation of matrix D. The results obtained by
means of these quantities allow to onlude that for modular networks syn-
hronization is rst loally attained at the most internal level of organization
and, as the oupling is inreased, it progressively evolve toward outer shells of
the network. Besides, we have obtained evidenes that a high ohesion at the
rst level ommunities produe a high degree of loal synhronization although
it delays the global oherent state.
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8.5 Conlusions
In this hapter we have explored several issues about synhronization in om-
plex networks of Kuramoto phase osillators. Our main onern has been the
study of the synhronization patterns that emerge as the oupling between
non-idential osillators inreases. As in the previous hapter, nonlinear dy-
namis on top of omplex networks lead to the formation of ativity patterns.
These dynamial patterns (synhronized lusters here) are the byprodut of
the dynamial and strutural omplexity of the problem.
First, in setion 8.2 we have foused on sale-free networks. In this setion
we have explored the marosopi behaviour of synhronization when both
lustering and average path length are ontinuously varied making use of the
network model dened in setion 5.3. The results show that the onset of syn-
hronization is favoured as the lustering oeient grows but, on the other
hand, as the average path length inreases the path toward full synhroniza-
tion beomes larger. Setion 8.3 aounts for the main onern of this third
part of the Thesis, the analysis of the emergene of dynamial patterns. For
this purpose we ompute the degree of synhronization between eah pair of
onneted osillators. This tehnique allows to reonstrut the synhroniza-
tion lusters from the dynamial data. We have studied how the underlying
topology (ranging from homogeneous to heterogeneous strutures) aets the
evolution of synhronization with the help of the network model introdued
in setion 5.4. The results reveal that the route towards full synhronization
depends strongly on whether one deals with homogeneous or heterogenous
topologies. In partiular, it has been shown that the synhronization luster
in heterogeneous networks grows from a unique ore formed by those highly
onneted nodes (hubs) whereas for homogeneous networks several synhro-
nization lusters of similar size an oexist. In the latter ase, a oalesene
of these lusters is observed in the synhronization path whih is marosopi-
ally manifested by the sudden growth of global oherene typially observed
for Erdös-Rényi networks. The main result of this setion is that systems are
seen to organize towards synhronization even when no marosopi signal of
global oherene is observed. The dierene between these two observed orga-
nizational behaviours inuenes the eventual onset of synhronization. Finally,
in setion 8.4, we have applied the new tehnique for unveiling the loal syn-
hronization patterns to the analysis of the emergene of synhronization in
strutured networks. In this ase, the tehnique allows to observe how syn-
hronization is progressively attained from the most internal ommunities until
oherene of the whole network shows up.
Chapter 9
Conlusions
We want to onlude with a brief summary of the most relevant results
obtained along the three parts of this Thesis. We want to stress here their
relevane as well as some prospetive researh that arises in the light of these
results.
In the rst part we have studied the issue of intrinsi loalization (dis-
rete breathers) in nonlinear Shrödinger anharmoni latties (desribed by
the Salerno model). The major ahievement of these studies is the omputa-
tion of exat mobile loalized modes. For these omputations, it was important
to develop a generalized ontinuation method, that an be thought of, as the
natural extension of those employed for omputing standard (pinned) disrete
breathers. The generalized ontinuation method allows to obtain, in a highly
systemati way, families of mobile, osillating and vortial disrete breathers
(as well as pinned ones).
The problem on the existene of mobile disrete breathers has been exten-
sively disussed after the theory for pinned loalized modes was suessfully
developed. The use of olletive variable methods and numerial simulations
of perturbed pinned solutions laks the preision required to obtain general
arguments about the possibility of having mobile loalized states in nonlinear
latties. However, the omputation of mobile disrete breathers in this Thesis
is neither unbiased (i.e. based on a priori ansatzes) neither suers from low
numerial auray. On the ontrary, our ontinuation proedure omputes
mobile disrete breather solutions as exat xed points solutions of a map and,
therefore, the unique requirement is that the Jaobian of the map is invertible
so that the iterative method onverges to the desired solution.
Conerning mobile breathers, our results point out that, exept for inte-
grable and other exeptional (e.g. vanishing Peierls-Nabarro barrier) situa-
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tions, mobile loalized states in nonlinear Shrödinger latties are desribed
by a loalized part (the ore) and an asymptotially extended bakground
omposed of plane waves. We have obtained numerial evidenes of the im-
portane of this extended bakground in the ore mobility. In partiular, we
have shown how the Peierls-Nabarro barriers that a mobile breather experi-
enes periodially in its motion aross the lattie are surpassed with the help
of the energy balane ore-bakground. In this sense, we have observed that
the higher is the Peierls-Nabarro barrier, the higher is the energy ux between
ore and bakground and the higher is the amplitude of the extended bak-
ground. These observations reveal the essential role of the bakground in ore
mobility pointing out that olletive variables approahes are inomplete when
onsidering only those degrees of freedom relative to the ore.
The study of the whole Salerno lattie, both in its one- and two-dimensional
versions, has provided a detailed aount of the existene and properties of
disrete breather solutions and, at the same time, it has proved the versatility
of the ontinuation method.
Several questions remain open after these studies. In partiular, it would
be desirable to perform a deep analysis on the mobility of two-dimensional
disrete breathers and more exoti solutions like trains of disrete breathers or
vortial states. It would be also interesting to apply the ontinuation methods
to other important nonlinear latties suh as Klein-Gordon or Peyrard-Bishop-
Dauxois models. Finally, it is also interesting to develop a olletive variable
theory aounting for the relevant ingredients of the mobile solutions found.
In the seond part we have studied the struture of omplex networks and
the performane of propagation dynamis on top of them. Several results have
been obtained for eah of these two issues.
We have rst presented two models of network onstrution that provide
two network families where only a few topologial harateristi vary signi-
antly among the members of these families. The purpose of these models is to
provide a useful tool for analyzing the role that these hanging strutural prop-
erties have on the performane of dierent network dynamis. In fat, these
models have been used for this purpose along the Thesis. Whereas one model
preserves the sale-free harater of the degree distribution while the lustering
oeient and average harateristi path length are varied, the seond one al-
lows the degree distribution to interpolate between the sale-free and Poisson
distributions while other magnitudes remain omparable. This latter model
would be very useful to shed new light on the roots of the dierent phenomena
found when dealing with homogeneous and heterogeneous topologies.
The studies on the propagation dynamis on networks have been foused
on two important dynamis, namely, the SIR model for epidemi spreading
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and the analysis of oarse-grained information routing models. The main ob-
jetive of these two studies is to analyze the eieny of dierent routing and
immunization algorithms depending on the substrate topology.
For the studies performed on epidemi spreading the main results onern
the development of a new immunization method based on the d-overing prob-
lem. We have implemented an heuristi method for nding the nearly smallest
subset of network's elements that should be overed so that every node in the
network has at least one overed node at a distane less than or equal to d.
The results show that, depending on the degree-degree orrelations of the net-
work, the obtained solution is very dierent. Besides we have shown that the
obtained solution of the d-overing problem, when thought of as immune nodes
to a SIR epidemis, yields a very eient algorithm ompared to those already
existing in the literature. The eieny of the d-overing subset of immune
nodes also depends strongly on the orrelations of the network when a SIR-like
epidemis is studied.
The study of information routing dynamis also yields interesting results.
In partiular, the main result onerns the study of a ongestion-aware strategy
for the routing of information pakets aross the network. The use of shortest-
path strategies in sale-free networks lead to a fast ongestion of highly on-
neted nodes and hene to the development of jamming for low levels of injeted
information. We have obtained a more robust routing poliy making use of an
eetive distane that takes into aount the ongestion level of the network
at the loal sale. However, the shift of the onset of jamming is ahieved at the
expenses of a sudden growth of the ongestion levels at the jammed phase. We
have explained the mirosopi origins of this rst order like phase transition
as a onsequene of the eetive fragmentation of the network. This fragmen-
tation is due to the formation of dynami walls omposed of those nodes that
do not allow to reeive data pakets from their neighbors, due to their high
level of loal ongestion.
We have seen in this seond part several examples on the relation of topo-
logial harateristis like the lustering oeient, the average path length and
the degree-degree orrelations on the development of two simple model dynam-
is of importane for sale-free networks. Besides, the modeled algorithms for
immunization and data routing have been designed for a nearly optimal de-
ployment when applied on top of highly heterogeneous networks. The nature
of the simple dynamis studied here and their appliation to human-made real
systems allows our models to be reliable in these kind of networks. This is not
anymore the ase of real biologial networks where both topology and (nonlin-
ear) dynamis are imposed to the system. This extreme has been analyzed in
the third part of the Thesis.
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The third part of this thesis is devoted to the study of nonlinear dynamis
on top of omplex networks. It is thought of as the onuene of the above
two parts beause it applies the tools obtained from the studies on nonlin-
ear loalization in homogeneous latties and the analysis of omplex networks
struture. Along with the results obtained in this part, the mixed use of these
tools onstitutes a, somewhat, novel feature sine the study of nonlinear om-
plex networks is still in its infany.
We have studied two dierent nonlinear systems: a Mihaelis-Menten reg-
ulatory dynamis (where ativatory and inhibitory terms ompete) and the
paradigmati Kuramoto model of oupled phase osillators. In these two prob-
lems, related to diverse natural systems, the main purpose is to unveil the
relation between the networked struture of the systems and the funtion they
fulll. The searh for this Struture-Funtion onnetion is based on the
assumption that the evolution of the real networks is the result of a kind of op-
timization for the performane of their funtion. Then, a rst step is to analyze
oarse-grained syntheti systems modeled by relevant nonlinear dynamis.
The study of ativatory-inhibitory regulation, modeled by means of a gen-
eral Mihaelis-Menten dynamis between the network nodes, allows to ap-
proah the problem of gene-gene regulation. In this sense, some important
results are related to the experimental observations of this kind of systems.
The rst important result onerns the fragmentation of the network into in-
dependent dynamial lusters while the rest of the network remains at the
rest (zero ativity) state. The dynamis of these dynamial islands show a
very rih dynamial behavior: steady, periodi and haoti states. When these
emergent dynamial lusters of self-sustained non-zero ativity are onsidered
as networks dened by its nodes and the links among them, new topologial
features, dierent from those of the underlying network, are obtained. In this
regard, the most important nding is a lustering oeient for the dynami-
al islands muh higher than that of the substrate network (a Barabási-Albert
sale-free network). A seond important result is obtained when looking at
the observed bifurations. Periodi lusters display either period doubling or
tripling bifurations on their route to haos. Analyzing the shape of the Flo-
quet eigenvetors assoiated to these bifurations it is possible to determine
whih nodes are responsible for the transition from the old (period 1) attrator
to the new (period 2 or 3) one. This method allows us to observe that, dif-
ferently from other proesses on networks, nodes' substrutures and not single
nodes are responsible for the evolution of the dynamial lusters.
The seond objetive of this third part is the study of the synhronization
paths in networks of Kuramoto phase osillators. This study is performed on a
variety of networked substrates, namely, the two networks families introdued
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in the rst part of the Thesis and strutured networks. For this purpose, we
have introdued a new order parameter that allows to unveil the loal patterns
of the synhronized lusters that emerge as the oupling strength is inreased.
In this sense, the main result is obtained when omparing the synhronization
paths in homogeneous and heterogeneous networks. The results point out that
the emergene of the giant synhronized luster for Erdös-Rényi networks is the
result of the oalesene of multiple small synhronized lusters. This simul-
taneous lusters' ollapse is thus produed in a narrow region for the oupling
parameter so that the degree of global synhronization is rapidly inreased
from zero near the synhronization onset. On the other hand, for sale-free
networks the proess is desribed by a gradual growth of the giant synhroniza-
tion luster. This synhronization luster, organized around the entral hubs
of the networks, grows by inorporating more and more synhronized nodes
as the oupling is inreased. As a result, the onset of global synhroniza-
tion ours earlier (in terms of the oupling strength) than in the Erdös-Rényi
ase. However, the global oherene in sale-free networks grows, far from the
synhronization onset, at a muh slower rate than in the ase of Erdös-Rényi
graphs due to the (one-by-one) additive growth for the synhronized luster.
These two works onstitute interesting examples on the interplay between
Funtion and Struture. In the rst study it is lear that nonlinear dynamis
shows up an emergent struture with new topologial harateristis. For the
seond work it is shown that, depending on the underlying struture, radially
dierent patterns of synhronization are obtained. Therefore, the importane
of takling the ombined study of both strutural omplexity and nonlinear
dynamis is lear, sine a separate analysis would be inomplete. The mutual
inuene observed thus prevent from going from one to the other or vie versa.
The ontinuation of the presented work would be arried following dierent
diretions. Perhaps, the most ambitious diretion is to make one step further
into the analysis of real networks. For example, the availability of gene expres-
sion data (although one must be areful and seletive with the large amount of
experimental data sets) motivates the study of real gene regulatory networks in
order to apply the tools and results found in this part. At the same time, other
kind of relevant nonlinear dynamis, like models of neural ativity (Hopeld,
integrate and re, et...), ould be also studied by means of similar tehniques
in order to obtain more examples on the interplay of struture and dynamis.
The results presented in this Thesis are intended to analyze and understand
several phenomena displayed when two essential ingredients of omplexity are
present (both separated and ombined). It would take still a long time before
the understanding of simple dynamis and models allows to go one step farther
and attak the uniation of these two ingredients in order to have a framework
within whih one an solve the Struture-Funtion problem. In this sense, the
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present work provides some examples and tools about how the problem ould
be rst takled. As all researh work that does not sue to fully unravel the
features of a given problem, our work also motivates further studies on this
interesting question that we intend to pursue in the years to ome.
Appendies
We want to add two appendies about the omputation and stability har-
aterization of periodi orbits sine these solutions have extensively appeared
throughout this Thesis. Although for partiular types of periodi solutions and
dynamial systems, the results reported here an be further extended we have
tried to briey summarize the essential features about these two issues.
A Computation of Periodi Orbits
The omputation of periodi solutions to a set of N oupled nonlinear dif-
ferential equations
∂~x
∂z
= ~F~ξ[~x] , (A.1)
where ~x are the variables of the system and ~ξ denote the parameters of the
partiular equations, an be formulated as a problem of nding the solution of
a system of N nonlinear equations, with N variables xi (i = 1,...,N) and a set
of m parameters ξi (i = 1,...,m), of the form
~G(~x; ~ξ) = 0 . (A.2)
As we introdued in setion 2.2, let us onsider a periodi solution ~x~ξ as a xed
point solution of a N -dimensional map M
M~y n = ~y n+1 , (A.3)
where the map M an be onstruted using the z-evolution operator (z is
usually time or spae) given by equations (A.1) over a (time or spae) period
T when we are looking for z-periodi solutions
M = T~ξ,T , (A.4)
or a ombination of an index (lattie) displaement and a z-evolution operators
when looking for ombined periodiities as in (p, q)-resonant states for time and
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lattie displaement, eq. (2.24),
M = LpT q~ξ,T . (A.5)
Given the partiular denition of the map M, the desired periodi solution
will satisfy eq. (A.2) in the form
~G(~x; ~ξ) =M ~x~ξ − ~x~ξ = 0 . (A.6)
One is typially interested in a partiular solution orresponding to a speial
hoie of the parameters
~ξ but, on the other hand, the only available solution
orresponds to a simplied version of the system orresponding to
~ξ 0. In these
ases the solution an be found by means of a homotopy proedure [296℄: given
a known solution, ~x~ξ 0 , to some speial hoie of parameters,
~ξ 0, the solution,
~x~ξ, is omputed via the omputation of intermediate solutions to a hain of
equations with parameters,
~ξ 0 → ~ξ 1 → ... → ~ξ n−1 → ~ξ n = ~ξ. The
latter path in parameter spae is onveniently used so that every intermediate
solution an be found. There are several methods used for solving eah step in
the hain of equations and nearly all of them make use of the solution found for
the latter system as the ansatz for the analytial or numerial methods used
at eah step.
The homotopy strategy is based on the impliit funtion theorem that
assures the existene of an unique solution ~x~ξ n , so that
~G(~x~ξn ;
~ξn) = 0, when
there exist a solution ~x~ξ n−1 (
~G(~x~ξn−1 ;
~ξn−1) = 0) and ~ξ n belongs to an open
set entered at
~ξ n−1. The onditions that must be fullled are:
(i)
~G(~x; ~ξ) is ontinuous on an open set entered at (~x~ξ n−1 ,
~ξ n−1).
(ii) The Jaobian determinant of
~G(~x; ~ξ) evaluated at (~x n−1~ξ
, ~ξ n−1) is non-
null,
Det
{[
D~xG(~x~ξ n−1 ;
~ξ n−1)
]
ij
}
= Det
[
∂Gi(~x; ~ξ)
∂xj
∣∣∣∣
(~x~ξ n−1 ,
~ξ n−1)
]
6= 0 .
(A.7)
In order to satisfy the loal onvergene onditions of the theorem, the homo-
topi omputation must be arried by dividing the path toward the desired
solution into as muh intermediate steps as neessary. In this way, the solution
for ~x~ξ n would not dier very muh to that for ~x~ξ n−1 so that expressing the
new solution as ~x~ξ n = ~x~ξ n−1 +
~∆ one would write
~G(~x~ξ n−1 +
~∆; ~ξ n) = 0 = ~G(~x~ξ n−1 ;
~ξ n) +D~xG(~x~ξ n−1 ;
~ξ n)~∆+ . . . , (A.8)
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Figure A.1: Shemati representation of the iterative proess of homotopi ontinua-
tion.
negleting those higher order terms in
~∆. From the above expression one
an obtain the dierene
~∆ between the old and the desired solution by just
omputing the inverse of the Jaobian matrix D~xG
~∆ = −[D~xG(~x~ξ n−1 ; ~ξ n)] −1 · ~G(~x~ξ n−1 ; ~ξ n) . (A.9)
Due to the error at the trunation in Taylor expansion (A.8), one must iterate
this proedure until the desired onvergene (bounded by mahine preision)
is reahed,
∣∣∣ ~G(~x~ξ n ; ~ξ n)
∣∣∣ < ǫ. For this purpose, one uses as the new trial
solution the one obtained by the last omputation of
~∆. Calling ~y iξ n the
trial funtion used at the ith stage of the iterative omputation of solution
~xξ n and ~∆
i
the obtained solution of eq. (A.9) at this stage, a shemati
piture of the whole proess for omputing ~x~ξ n from the initial ansatz ~x~ξ n−1
(the solution of the before equation in the homotopy hain) is reeted in
gure A.1. The onveniene of using the above iterative proess relies on its
quadrati onvergene but, on the other hand, one must posses a good ansatz
for the initial trial funtion (sine no global onvergene is assured) and hene
a homotopi ontinuation to the desired solution is required.
For the partiular situation when one is interested in the omputation of
purely z-periodi solutions (suh as disrete breathers for the ase of time
periodi solutions), the equation to solve would be written as
G
(
~x~ξ(z0);
~ξ
)
= T~ξ,T
(
~x~ξ(z0)
)
− ~x~ξ(z0) = 0 , (A.10)
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where z0 stands for the z-origin of integration. Therefore, eq. A.9 will take
the form
~∆ = −
{[
D~xT~ξ n,T
(
~x~ξ n−1(z0)
)]
− I
} −1 ·G(~x~ξ n−1(z0); ~ξ n) , (A.11)
where the matrix D~xT~ξ,h (~x(z0)) is omputed integrating from z0 to z0 + h
the equations that are obtained by deriving eq. (A.1) respet to the initial
onditions, ~x(z0),
[
∂D~xT~ξ,z (~x(z0))
∂z
]
ij
=
∂2xi(z)
∂z∂xj(z0)
=
N∑
k=1
∂
[
F~ξ (~x(z))
]
i
∂xk(z)
∂xk(z)
∂xj(z0)
=
=
N∑
k=1
Aik ∂xk
∂xj(z0)
=
[
A ·D~xT~ξ,z (~x(z0))
]
ij
, (A.12)
with the initial ondition D~xT~ξ,z0 (~x(z0)) = I, i.e. integrating the linearized
equations around the solution, ~x~ξ(z).
The matrixD~xT~ξ,h
(
~x~ξ(z0)
)
provides a map between an initial perturbation
of the solution,
~δx~ξ(z0), and its evolution up to z0 + h,
~δx~ξ (z0 + h) =
[
D~xT~ξ,h
(
~x~ξ(z0)
)]
· ~δx~ξ (z0) . (A.13)
For a z-periodi solution the elements of matrix A in eq. (A.12) are z-periodi
funtions with the same period T and hene
D~xT~ξ,qT
(
~x~ξ(z0)
)
=
[
D~xT~ξ,T
(
~x~ξ(z0)
)]q
, (A.14)
with q integer. This implies that it is enough to integrate the evolution
of the linearized equations over a period T and obtain D~xT~ξ,T
(
~x~ξ(z0)
)
for
haraterizing the time evolution of the perturbations after an integer num-
ber of periods. For a time periodi solution the so-alled Floquet matrix,
F = D~xT~ξ,T
(
~x~ξ(t0)
)
, ontains all the information about the linear stability of
a periodi solution (we will disuss it later in Appendix B).
As the impliit funtion theorem states, the key point for being able to
ompute the solutions to eq. (A.10), is that the Jaobian is invertible so that
eq. (A.11) an be solved. In the partiular ase of time periodi solutions this
implies that the eigenvalues of the Floquet matrix, F , must be dierent from
+1. In other words, if the spetra of the Floquet matrix ontains perturbations
that are also time periodi with the same period of the solution, T , their
assoiated eigenvalue will be +1 and therefore we ould not solve eq. (A.11).
The existene of suh perturbations auses the degeneray of the linear problem
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sine given any solution of period T one an onstrut another one by adding
any ombination of suh perturbations and therefore the solution is not unique.
Although the existene of degeneraies depends on the partiular dynam-
ial system, when we are dealing with autonomous dynamial systems, suh
as eq. (A.1), there always exist one Floquet eigenvalue +1. The assoiated
eigenvetor is related with the time translation invariane of the solutions,
~δx~ξ(t) = ~˙x~ξ(t), and ats translating the instant solution aross its path in the
phase spae. However, the non invertibility of the Jaobian does not prevent
us from implementing the ontinuation sheme. The ommon way used to
solve this problem is to restrit the rank of the Jaobian matrix to a subspae
orthogonal to its kernel. This restrition does not inuene the eeny of the
method sine the kernel vetors orrespond to diretions in tangent spae that
onvert the solution into itself.
There exist several ways for restriting the Jaobian rank that depend on
the partiular properties of the periodi solution. For example, in the ase of
time-reversible orbits, i.e. those whih are invariant under the transformation
R(~q, ~p, t)→ (~q,−~p,−t) (where ~q and ~p denote the two sets of anonially on-
jugated variables of the system), one an x the time origin without loss of
generality setting ~p = 0 [81℄. With this restrition we prevent from perturba-
tions inside the same periodi manifold and, as a plus, we have redued the
degrees of freedom to the half, N/2. However, this triky method does not al-
low to ompute other kind of periodial orbits whih are not time-reversible (as
mobile disrete breathers) and the use of other methods suh as the Singular
Value Deomposition [82, 83℄ is required.
B Linear Stability of Periodi Orbits
Before analysing the stability analysis for periodi solutions let us briey fo-
us on the stability haraterization of general orbits of dynamial systems.
The linear system of equations dened in (A.12) denes the most general tool
for haraterizing the stability of dynamial systems solutions: the Lyapunov
exponents whih are the eigenvalues, {µj} (j = 1, ...,N), of matrix A that
dene the system of linear dierential equations for the evolution of linear per-
turbations. In partiular, the general denition of Lyapunov exponents an
be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues of matrix D~xT~ξ,t
(
~x~ξ(t0)
)
(whih for
period T solutions and t = T is the Floquet operator), {λj(t)}, as
µj = lim
t→∞
1
t
ln|λj(t)| . (B.1)
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Figure B.1: Shemati representation of the
resaling proedure for the omputation of
the largest Lyapunov exponent µ1.
Although there are several tehniques for omputing Lyapunov exponents, it
is somehow a hard task sine it implies large integration times in order to get
aurate values independent of the time origin hoie. However, one is most
of the times interested in the value of the largest Lyapunov exponent (say µ1)
whih is the easiest to alulate due to the tendeny of any perturbation to
grow towards the diretion assoiated to the largest Lyapunov exponent (see
[296, 333℄). The largest Lyapunov exponent, µ1, tell us whether the solution
repeals nearby orbits (perturbations), µ1 > 0, and thus the solution is regarded
as haoti. In the ase of stable periodi orbits of autonomous dynamial
systems the maximum Lyapunov exponent is always 0, this orresponds to the
Floquet eigenvalue +1 assoiated to the time translational invariane. The
largest Lyapunov exponent an be expressed as
µ1 = lim
t→∞
1
t
ln


∣∣∣D~xT~ξ, t (~x~ξ(t0)) ~δx~ξ(t0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ~δx~ξ(t0)
∣∣∣

 . (B.2)
This expression, whih makes uses of the ratio of separation of an initial per-
turbation
~δx~ξ(t0) after large times, turns out to be helpful for omputing µ1.
The omputational method onsists in making a perturbation of the solution
with a tangent vetor of arbitrary diretion and modulus |d|, and follow the
evolution of the perturbed orbit for a time interval, h. Then, the distane,
|d1| between the original and the perturbed orbits is measured. At the same
time h, the perturbed solution is varied by preserving its diretion but being
resaled to |d|. This proess is iterated for a number of times (see gure B.1) so
that a set of distanes {|di|} with (i = 1, ..., n) is olleted. Finally, averaging
these measures one obtains the largest Lyapunov exponent
µ1 =
1
nh
n∑
i=1
ln
|di|
|d| . (B.3)
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As stated above, this method turns out to be helpful sine the ontribution
of the largest Lyapunov exponent to the dynamis of the perturbed orbits
dominates for large times.
Turning our attention to periodi orbits it is then onvenient to look at
the properties of the Floquet matrix. An unstable periodi orbit is manifested
by the presene of Floquet eigenvalues with |λi| > 1, whih implies that the
modulus of the perturbations of the xed point solution of map (A.4) (the
periodi orbit) along the eigenvetor assoiated to this eigenvalue will grow at
a rate |λi|.
Sine the Floquet matrix, F , is real the Floquet eigenvalues ome in pairs
(λi, λi). For Hamiltonian systems, one an say a little bit more about the
struture of the Floquet spetra. In partiular, when the nonlinear evolution
is Hamiltonian, so that we have an even set of dynamial variables, N = 2n
(~x = (~q, ~p)t), and
~˙x = (~˙q, ~˙p)t =
(
0 In
−In 0
)(
∂H
∂q1
, ...,
∂H
∂qn
,
∂H
∂p1
, ...,
∂H
∂pn
)t
= J ·∇~xH , (B.4)
the map dened by the Floquet operator () is sympleti, i.e. given an orthog-
onal and skew-symmetri matrix suh as J in (), F obeys the relation
FJF t = J . (B.5)
From this property it an be shown that if λ is an eigenvalue of F so is 1/λ
by proving that the harateristi polynomial, p(λ), of F is reexive (i.e. the
oeients ai of degree i in λ satisfy ai = aN−i with i = 0, ...,N)
p(λ) = det (F − λI) = det (JFJ t − λI) = det((F−1)t − λI) =
= det
(F−1 − λI) = det (F) det (F−1 − λI) = det (I − λF) =
= (−λ)Ndet (F − λ−1I) = (λ)Np(λ−1) . (B.6)
Therefore, for Hamiltonian dynamial systems the Floquet eigenvalues for a
periodi orbit ome in quadruplets (λ, λ, 1/λ, 1/λ). This result implies that
the Floquet multipliers of a stable periodi solution will lie on the unit irle
of the omplex plane so that, these solutions are marginally stable sine any
perturbed solution will not deay into the original one, i.e. the yle is not an
attrator of surrounding trajetories. Besides, this result implies that in order
to a pair (or a single if it is at +1 or −1) of Floquet eigenvalues leave the unit
irle it is neessary that they (it) ollide with another pair.
By omputing the periodi solutions for a hain of equations orresponding
to dierent parameters
~ξ one an study how the stability of the periodi solu-
tion hanges aross the ontinuation path. In this regard, stability hanges of
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the periodi solution an our for ertain values
~ξc manifested by the existene
of Floquet eigenvalues leaving the unit irle. There are several mehanisms
of loosing stability and one an identify whih type of bifuration ours (dif-
ferened by the new stable solutions that emerge when the original periodi
orbit loss its stability) at
~ξc by looking how the assoiated Floquet eigenvalue,
λj , leaves the unit irle. One an distinguish three types of bifurations or-
responding to:
(a) λj = 1,
(b) Im (λj) 6= 0,
() λj = −1.
These three types of bifurations are shematially plotted in gure B.2.
In the rst one (gure B.2.a) a Floquet eigenvalue leaves the unit irle at
+1 and therefore the perturbation responsible for this instability, ~δx
∗
~ξc(t), is
time periodi with the same period as the original solution. It is thus an har-
moni bifuration or also alled stationary bifuration sine the new solution,
~x~ξc(t)+
~δx
∗
~ξc(t), is also a xed point of the original map (eq. (A.4)). The most
ommon senario is depited in gure B.2.a at bottom, where two new orbits of
idential period, T , emerge passed ~ξc. For this ase a pithfork (superritial)
bifuration has ourred. Pithfork bifurations are often assoiated with a
symmetry breaking sine, after the bifuration, the system dynamis an o-
upy either stable periodi orbit. This latter situation was reported in setion
(3.1.3). Other possible senarios are saddle-node and transritial bifurations.
In these two ases there are two solutions, one stable and another unstable,
meet at
~ξc, while in the former situation no solutions are available after the
bifuration point, for the latter there is an interhange of stability between the
two solutions.
Case (b) (see gure B.2.b) orresponds to an osillatory or generalized Hopf
bifuration or also a Naimark-Saker bifuration. In this ase the frequeny
of the new solution, ~x~ξc(t) +
~δx
∗
~ξc(t), an be inommensurable with the period
of the map if the angle where the Floquet eigenvalue) leaves the unit irle is
an irrational multiple of 2π, θ 6= p2π/q with p an q integers. In this ase the
quasiperiodi movement of the emergent solution moves over a Torus dened
by the frequeny of the Map (the frequeny of the original solution) ω = 2π/T
and the angle where the eigenvalue leaves the unit irle (the frequeny of the
unstable perturbation) ω∗ = θ/T . For the ases where these two frequenies
are ommensurate the new orbit is periodi (see setion 7.2.1).
Finally, ase () (see gure B.2.) onstitutes the ngerprint of a period-
doubling bifuration sine the angle where the unstable Floquet eigenvalue is
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Figure B.2: Shemati plot of the three types of bifurations and their orresponding
Floquet behaviour (the upper plot orrespond to a Hamiltonian System and the one
below for a non-Hamiltonian one). The lowest plots are the representation of the
unstable (dashed and red) original orbit and the stable (solid and blue) emergent
solution after the bifuration.
loated at θ = π and, therefore, the period of the unstable eigenvetor, ~δx
∗
~ξc(t),
will be T ∗ = 2π/ω = 2πT/θ = 2T . Therefore, the new solution ~x~ξc(t)+
~δx
∗
~ξc(t),
will be periodi with period 2T (see setion 7.2.1).
The Floquet analysis of the periodi solutions is threfore useful for iden-
tifying the nature of the bifurations found. Besides, the inspetion of the
eigenvetors assoiated with the Floquet eigenvalues that leave the unit irle
help us to investigate how the unstable solution evolves.
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